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Abstract 

This dissertation uses a subaltern perspective to examine how international law -namely, 

international disaster law (IDL) and international human rights law (IHRL)-may be used 

by marginalised people to address disaster-related vulnerability. A consideration of 

international law’s utility for marginalised people is required because empirical evidence 

shows出atthere is a correlation between marginalisation and disaster: marginalised 

people are most vulnerable to disaster, as well as being the most vulnerable in 

post-disaster recovery situations. The concept of the subaltern refers to classes in society 

that, owing to various forms of prejudice, are unable to employ the modes of 

communication of the powerful -such as law -to bring attention to their concerns, and 

are thereby rendered invisible in dominant society. In legal analysis, the concept of the 

subaltern is used to identify how the powerless are prevented from using law, as well as to 

identify how such obstructions may be overcome. The subaltern concept is deployed in 

this dissertation by using the concept of marginalisation as an analytical lens to examine 

international law applicable to disaster. To conduct the review of the international legal 

response, Part I discusses the legal仕ameworkand literature review on international law 

and disaster. It establishes that the bulk of the literature and international rules applicable 

to disaster are preoccupied with establishing and identifying the content of intra-state 

obligations, although IHRL is used to“humanise”the law. On this basis, Part II considers 

the utility of state-centric IDL for marginalised people by examining the historical 

evolution of the concept of disaster in order to excavate the presence of marginalised 

people企omthese rules. It then examines how the issue of marginalisation and disaster 

has been obscured by discussing the historical background of prominent international 

disaster instruments. Part II concludes that there is a small and ambiguous legal space that 

recognises the agency of marginalised people exists, but that the utility of this space is 

questionable because of the ways in which marginalisation has been obscured in laws in 

the past. Part III considers how IHRL, and non-legal methods may be used by 

marginalised people to overcome the limitations of IDL. Part III surveys the practice and 

theory of IHRL with regard to disaster. It finds that it is of limited use to marginalised 

people because, among other things, its conceptual scope is limited so that 

development-related disasters are not given the same treatment as natural disaster. IHRL 

alone is insufficient to address IDL’s flaws with regard to marginalisation and disaster, 

and so non-legal means of addressing the correlation between marginalisation and 

disaster are discussed. It is concluded that a counter」iegemonicstrategy that encourages 

1) academic discourse to create new understandings of marginalisation and disaster, 2) the 

politicisation of marginalisation and disaster issues in international relations, and 3) the 

use of legal mechanisms, is由ebest way forward for marginalised people. The 

dissertation concludes by discussing models of disaster and marginalisation so that the 



conceptual scope of IDL and IHRL may be expanded. 
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Chapter One. Introduction 

1.1 Reseαrch problem and background 

In this dissertation， how marginalised people -who are often the most vulnerable to 

disaster， as well as being some of the most vulnerable people in post-disaster situations -

may use the nascent body of intemational disaster law (IDL) and intemational human 

rights law (IHRL) to press for justice in relation to disaster is examined. This entails an 

examination and evaluation of the most relevant areas of intemational law to disaster and 

the person from a suba1tem perspective， as well as extra四 legalmeans of overcoming any 

obstructions that marginalised people may face in using intemational law. In examining 

this research problem， two interlinked issu田 willbe examined: not only will practical 

strategies for marginalised people be explored and proposed， but the evaluation of the 

law's utility will facilitate discussion about the 印刷reof intemational law and IDL in 

general. 

It might well日rstbe asked why the issue of disaster should be considered in intemational 

law at all， given that measures with regard to both the prevention and relief of disastrous 

events have been， under traditional views of intemational law， confined to the domestic 

jurisdiction under the doctrines of sovereignty and non-interference. Despite the 

dominance of these doctrines， it is now widely acknowledged in intemational legal 

documents that phenomena labelled as “disaster" are intemational legal concems. This is 

evidenced variously by intemational documents on the subject (for example， the United 

Nations General Assembly has indicated that“enhancing intemational cooperation on 

emergency assistance is essential" in recent resolutions1
)， the institutionalisation at an 

intemational level of mechanisms to deal with various aspects of disaster， as well as 

moves to codify existing intemational rules on disaster. These demonstrate beyond doubt 

that there is intemational consensus that intemational law is a tool that may be used to 

regulate inter-state， intra-state， and perhaps nOlトstateactors such as relief organisations 

and intemational institutions organisations， with regard to disaster. Further， the tr司ectory

of developments from the 1990s indicates that a body of rules organised on the concept of 

disaster is in the process of consolidation. The creation of a new disaster幽 related

intemational law institution implies that the idea of disaster and its attendant institutions 

are being constructed to create a new “universal" idiom centralised in one treatぁinthe 

hope that the current plurality of disparate intemational disaster rules will be improved 

upon. In addition， the people of the world are bound more and more tight1y together as a 

result of technological developments and globalising processes， and it has become clear 

1 UNGA， Strengthening ofthe coordination of emergency humanitarian assistance ofthe United Nations， 
AJRES/651119 (2011)， preambu1ar para.1 0; UNGA， Strengthening of the coordination of emergency 
humanitarian assistance ofthe United Nations， AぽES/67/87(2013)， preambular pぽa.9.



that the causes and remedies of disaster potentially lie in interactions that may transcend 

the traditional scales of interaction envisaged by intemationallaw -that is， the causes and 

solutions for rectifying disaster-related marginalisation may lie in intemational legal 

mechanisms， or in interactions and systems that lie entirely outside intemationallaw. In 

either case， intemational law often inf1uences these interactions， or is inf1uenced by them， 

and these mutual inf1uences should be considered， given the current interest in disaster. 

If it is accepted that disaster is a concept that is now widely agreed to be an intemational 

legal concem and that a body of intemational disaster law is in the process of 

materialising， why IDL should be examined from the perspective of marginalisation is a 

question that naturally follows. The widespread agreement that intemationallaw can be 

used to regulate transnational action for the benefit of people who are potentially and 

actually affected by disaster has not translated into clarity regarding the st制 sand rights 

of people， and marginalised people in the embryonic intemational disaster law. Current 

intemational rules that may apply to the situation of disasters are structured such that the 

bulk of rules organised on the concept of disaster apply between states， and this 

state-centricity is addressed largely through intemational human rights discourse. This 

d戸lamicis not new -humanitarianism， cooperation and solidarity have been used in 

attempts to circumscribe the excesses ofthe doctrines of sovereignty and non-intervention 

throughout the history of intemationallaw. The use of IHRL to temper the state-centricity 

of intemational disaster rules is the latest manifestation of intemational law's nature of 

being “in between"， that is， being characterised by an inherent tension between states and 

n01トstates，positivism and naturallaw， and horizontality and verticality.2 

In addition to the pull between sovereignty and humanitarianism that has marked 

disaster's fraught regulation in intemational law， the linkages between disaster， 

marginalisation and intemational law themselves are not easily described. Disaster and 

marginalisation are concepts that are not easily defined; equally， their connections with 

intemational law are difficult to elucidate， as intemational law is not traditionally a 

mechanism that facilitates interaction between people and the intemational community. 

Despite this difficulty， which stems largely from the traditional view of intemational law 

as a tool for the regulation of intra田 staterelations， there is a considerable amount of 

empirical evidence that demonstrates the linkages between economicラ socialand political 

marginalisation with heightened vulnerability to disaster， and greater vulnerability in 

post-disaster situations. 

2 See generally F. Megret，“Intemationa1 Law as Law円 inJ. Crawford & M. Koskeniemmi (eds.)， The 
Cαmbridge Companion ωInternationα1 Law (New York: Cambridge University Press， 2012)， 64θ2 
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Disaster statistics vary in their findings significantly as definitions of disaster are 

numerous -perhaps because a sett1ed definition of disaster does not exist in any 

discipline. Even so， the general trends regarding marginalisation indicate that countries 

that rank low on development indices are more susceptible to being seriously affected by 

disaster than developed countries， and further， that those who are the most socially and 

economically marginalised within states also suffer the most. The Intemational Federation 

of the Red Cross' (IFRC) 2001 World Disaster Report， citing research carried out by the 

Centre for the Epidemiology ofDisasters (CRED)， points out that an analysis ofthe 2，557 

disasters reported from the period between 1991 to 2000 indicates that more than half of 

the disasters occurred in countries of medium human development/ while only 2 percent 

of disasters occurred in countries of high human development. 4 High human 

development countries include Japan， Australia， and the Nordic countries， while medium 

human development countries include China and India.5 An analysis of the effects of 

disasters showed that the number of those killed as a resu1t of disaster world幽 widein the 

period from 1991-2002 was 752，251， and ofthis total number reported， 80 percent were 

in Asian countries， whiles 62 percent were in nations of low human development. 6 The 

research further indicated that while 22.5 people die per reported disaster in nations with 

a high human development index， in medium human development countries， this 

increased to 145 deaths per disaster. In low human development countries， the figure was 

1052 per disaster.7 These trends have been recognised by the intemational community， 

for example， in statements made in the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) and 

the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)，8 and in a mu1titude of 

UNGA， ECOSOC， and other UN body resolutions throughout the years.9 

3 Human development is classified by the UNDP in three clusters: high， medium and low. High human 
development countries are those that have a human development index (HDI) ofO.800 or above， medium 
human development countries are those with a HDI between 0.500-0.799， and low development countries 
have a HDI ofless than 0.500. UNDP， Human Development Report 2007/2008 Fighting Climate Change: 
Human Solidarity in a Divided World (New York: UNDP， 2007)， 222. :mc，wbrldD附 te川昭port2似 :Focus川町仰ry(Geneva: IFRC， 20川 162
For lists of countries for each cluster， see “Classification of countries" in UNDP， Human Development 

Rξport 2001: Making New Technologies workfor Human Development (UNDP: NewYork， 2001)， 257. 
Countries are classified annually in UNDP Human Development Reports. 
o Id.， 162， 175. 
7 Ibid. 
8 See e.g. paras. 83， 84 ofthe Ministerial Declaration adopted at the 36th annual meeting ofthe Minister for 
F oreign Affairs of the Group of 77 in the Report of the Economic and Social Counci/ S.伐のY四 Seven的 Session，
A!67/519 (2012); and paras. 601， 610 ofthe document issued by the 16th Summit Conference ofthe 
Movement ofthe Non-Aligned Countries in the R句portof the Economic αnd Social Counci/ Sixty同 Seventh
Session， A!67/519 (2012); preambular paragraphs 9 (“Also 臥:pressingits deep concern that rural and urban 
poor communities in the developing world are the hardest hit by the effects of increased disaster risk")， 1 0， 12， 
19 (“Recognizing that efforts to achieve economic growth， sustainable development and intemationally 
agreed development goals， including the Millennium development goals， can be adversely affected by natural 
disasters， and noting the positive con佐ibutionthat those efforts can make in strengthening the resilience of 
populations to such disasters")， 21 in UNGAResolution， Internationα1 cooperation on humanitarian 
ωsisωnce in the field of natural disasters， from reliそftodevelopment， A!RES/66/227 (2012) etc. 
， See e.g. UNGA， Assistance in cases of natural disasteκA!RES/2717 (XXV) (1970)， preambular para. 2; 
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However， it is not just within the community of states that this correlation exists. The link 

between inequality -often in the form of poverty and social exclusion -and disaster 

within states is illustrated by statistics and studies of the effects of disasters. Blaikie et al. 

neatly capture the essence ofthe problem: 

“People who are economical1y marginal (such as urban squatters) or who live in ‘marginal' 

environments (isolated， arid， or semi同 arid，coastal， or forest ecosystems) tend also to be of 

marginal importance to those who hold economic and political powerア10

Blaikie et al. found that the 1976 earthquake in Guatemala killed 22，000 people living in 

unsafe houses in Guatemala's rural highlands and in squatter settlements within 

Guatemala City's slums， while it left the upper and middle classes virtually untouched.11 

This issue of class was compounded by ethnic divisions: the majority of the rural people 

that died were indigenous Mayan Indians. Further， post同 disaster，the survivors of these 

areas had limited access to government assistance for rehabilitation and recovery. Blaikie 

et al. conclude that“The socio-economic forces that led to so many people living in 

unsafe conditions， and the political forces that controlled post-disaster aid， were a mirror 

ofthe society at large.，，12 

Blaikie et al.'s assertions also apply to the case of the 1984 Bhopal chemical factory 

incident in which an estimated 3，000 died while approximately 30，000 were injured. The 

Bhopal tragedy occurred in the context of the national promotion of the production of 

insecticide for the modemisation of India， and this movement was superimposed on 

India's existing class and caste structure. The dead and injured belonged， for the most part， 

to the group of people who had， as a result of extemal economic and social inf1uences， 

UNGA， lnternational actionfor the mit伊 tionof the harm.ルlゆ ctsofstorms， AlRES/2914 (XXVII) 
(1972)， preambular para. 1; ECOSOC， Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator， 
EほES/1979/59(1979)， preambular para. 4; UNGA， Office ofthe United Nations Disaster Reliザ
Co-ordinator，ん恨ES/41/201(1986)， preambular para. 8; UNGA， lnternational Decadefor Disaster 
Reduction， A尽ES/42/169(1987)， operative paras. 1，2，4; UNGA， lnternational Decadefor Disaster 
Reduction， AほES/43/202(1988)， preambular para. 1， 2; ECOSOC， Assistance in the cαse of natural 
disasters αnd other disaster situations: Qがceof the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator， 
EぽES/1990/63(1990)， preambular para. 3; UNGA， Strengthening ofthe Office ofthe United Nations 
Disaster Relief Co-ordinator， AlRES/45/221 (1990)， preambular para. 1， 2; UNGA， lnternational 
cooperationωreduce the impact of the El Nino Phenomenon， AほES/52/200(1998)， preambular para. 3; 
UNGA， lnternational Decadefor Disaster Reduction: Successor Arrangements， AlRES/54/219 (1999)， 
preambular para. 4， 5， operative para. 2， 10; UNGA， lnternational Decadefor Disaster Reduction， 
AlRES/56/195 (2001)， preambular para. 7， operative para. 2; UNGA， lnternational cooperation on 
humanitarian assistαnce in the field of natural disasters， from reliザtodevelopment， A尽ES/58/25(2003)， 
operative paras. 2， 3. 
1υP. Blaikie， T. Cannon， 1. Davis & B. Wisner， At Risk: Natural Hazαrds， People s均lnerabilityand 
Disasters (1 st ed.)， (London: Routledge， 1994)，24. 
" Id.， 170. 
12 Blaikie et al. citing Plant's study of 1978. Ibid. 
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lived in the areas surrounding the chemical factory.13 

A more recent example of the ways that structural inequalities may affect survivors of 

disaster may be found in the tsunami and earthquake that struck J apan on 11 March 2011. 

The earthquake caused a tsunami which then struck the Fukushima Daiichi power plant 

and crippled it， thereby releasing radiation into the environment: this amount has been 

estimated to be equivalent to 168 times the radiation released by the atomic bomb 

dropped on Hiroshima.14 The Japanese government designated the area within a 30 

kilometre radius of the power plant as a mandatory evacuation zone， based on a 20 micro 

sievert per year exposure standard， which significantly exceeded the 1 micro sievert per 

year standard set by the Intemational Commission on Radiological Protection.15 The 

radioactive material， which included some types of caesium with long half-lives， spread 

over several prefectures， with the most affected area being Fukushima prefecture. In some 

areas of Fukushima prefecture， aerial monitoring tests found that the total amounts of 

both caesium 134 and 137 exceeded 30，000，000 Becquerel per square metre.16 However， 

some heavily contaminated areas include cities with relatively large populations， such as 

Fukushima citぁ thatfall outside the mandatory evacuation zone designated by the 

government. In these contaminated areas， only people who have sufficient soci~l or 

financial capital were able to evacuate， as the government provided financial aid to only 

those whose properties lay within the initially established 30 kilometre radius mandatory 

evacuation zone.17 The quality of life and the health of the people who have no choice 

but to remain are therefore compromised. The problem is further complicated for those 

who cannot afford health care， or for foreigners who may not speak Japanese sufficiently 

to access information and services related to the disaster. In addition， because the 

13 S. Jasanoff，“Bhopal's Trials ofKnowledge and Ignorance" 42 (2007-2008) New England Law Review 679， 
680. 
14 Ministry ofEconomy， Trade and Industry Japan， Provisional calculations comparing the radioactive 
mαterials released by the TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi Nuc/ear Power Plant and the atomic bomb dropped on 
日iroshimαくhttp://meti.go伊/press12011/08120 11 08260 10 1-1.pdt> and 
ベhttp://meti.go.jp/pressI2011/08/201108260101-2.pdf>(26 August 2011). 
日 Theunits measure different things， sievert is a unit measuring the biological impact of radiation， or the 
aborbed ionising radiation with compensation regarding biological effects. 1 Sievert (SV) is 1，000 milli 
sievert (mSv).The Becquerel (Bq) is a unit measuring radioactivity strength， and is equivalent to one 
nucleus disintegration per second. A radiation dose of 500 millisieverts can cause symptoms of radiation 
poisoning. For co附 ast，the average outdOOf levels of amount of radon gas， a radioactive gas that causes 
lung cancer in many countries， is between 5・15Becquerels per cubic met問.Higher Becquerel counts may 
lead to higher risk ofbiological impact， but the Becquerel and the sievert 飢~e fundamentally different 
measures. 
16 Ministry ofEducation， Culture， Sports， Science and Technology Japan， Houshasenryδto bunpai mappu 
(Map ofthe Distribution ofLevels ofRadioactive Material and others)， htto://ramao.iaea.go.io/mao. For 
comparison， the amount of becquerels in a standard 100 metre square Australian home of radon gas is 3000 
Bq. 
17 Human Rights Now et al.， NGO Statement:・Submissionof statement regarding the humαn rights siωαtωn 
ofFukushima to the United Nations Human Rights Council (19 February 2013) 
くhttp://hrn.or.jp/activity/IWHO%20Human%20Rights%20Now%20HRC%20submission%Fukushimajp.p
dt>. 
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disaster.同struckarea exceeds over 500km from north to south， many of the foreigners 

residing in the Tohoku region do not live in cities， but in farming and fishing villages， 

where they are geographically marginalised and disappear from view of Japanese society. 

Some of the most adversely affected are immigrant women who have lost their 

livelihoods as a result of the disasters， particularly those that do not read and write 

Japanese sufficiently.18 

These statistics and testimonies show that a correlation between various forms of 

marginalisation and disproportionate adverse effects and risks relating to disaster exist. 

This correlation raises fundamental questions regarding the faimess of intemational law， 

and particularly of IDL in light of its current state of development， and how law shapes 

understandings and responses to disaster and marginalisation. Disasters can be seen as 

“essentially historically and spatially specific outcomes of the process of contemporary 

capitalismヘ19or altematively， as having “institutional and political genealogies， often 

with a distinctive national character" that are related to the “social distribution of the 

exposure， vulnerability and suffering associated with catastrophes".20 Put another way， 

the examples discussed above demonstrate that those who are actually or potentially most 

at risk from extemal hazards are the least able to access political， economic or social 

resources to protect themselves against disaster， and also to recover from them. 

The social vulnerability that is exposed by disastrous phenomena suggests that existing 

power structures must be addressed if suffering from disastrous phenomena is to be 

reduced. The greatest benefit that can be derived from legal analysis仕omthe idea of 

marginalisation is出eability to focus research， advocacy and knowledge on the 

components of disaster that can be affected by law. Evaluating law's faimess from this 

point of view is a measure of our achievements as “social and moral beings.，，21 However， 

evaluating law企omthis point of view faces difficulty because a disjuncture inheres in the 

18 See e.g. N. Sato，ωIshinomaki shi chousa' ni miru gaikokujin hisaisha no kukyδ(Adversity faced by 
foreign disaster victims as revealed by the ‘Ishinomaki city survey''') in Gaikokujinjinken renrakukai (ed.)， 
Nihon ni okeru gaikokujin minzokuteki mainoritei jinken hakusho 2013nen (White Paper on the Human rights 
ofForeigners and Ethnic Minorities in Japan 2013) (Tokyo: Gaikokujinjinken renrakukai， 2013)，15・17.
19 B. Wisner， P. Blaikie， T. Cannon， 1. Davis， At Risk: Natural Hazards， People s Vulnerability and Disasters 
(2nd ed.) (Oxon: Roudedge， 2004)， 321. 
Lυ A. Sarat & J. Lezaun (eds)， Catastrophe: LωV， Politics and the Humanitarian Impulse (Amherst: 
University ofMassachusetts Press， 2009)， 3. 
21工Franck，Fairness in International Law and Institutions (Oxford: Oxford University Press， 1998)， 7-8. 
Procedural faimess enhances the intemationallegal system's legitimacy， as it accommodates the beliefthat 
for a system of rules to be fair， it must be rooted in a framework of formal requirements about how rules are 
made， interpreted and applied. On the other hand， substantive faimess refers to the state of distributive justice 
brought about by a rule. Public perception of the faimess of a rule also contributes to its legitimacy and level 
of voluntary compliance. This is part of a broader idea of legitimacy of intemationallegal rules which is 
expounded in more detail in T. Franck， The Power 01 Legitimαcy among Nations (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press， 1990). 
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heart of any law that seeks to protect persons in the face of disaster. That is， IDL， as an 

expression of the status quo， simultaneously seeks to benefit those who are actually or 

potentially marginalised as a result of disaster -and therefore subsuming the marginalised 

-while also exc1uding the already socially and economically marginalised企omits 

operation and application. Evaluation of the law should be aimed at creating a future 

intemational disaster law that takes into account this disjuncture regarding 

marginalisation. Regulating marginalisation in disaster requires an understanding not only 

of the need to accept responsibility for the impact of such vulnerability when disastrous 

extemal phenomena affect a community， but also how intemationallaw affects and limits 

this understanding. 

In addition， the correlation between marginalisation and disaster points to the need to 

ensure that IDL becomes a tool that can facilitate the best outcomes in disaster-related 

processes for people. Only when law回 makingprocesses have taken into account the needs 

of people， and marginalised people， as those people perceive their needs， can 

intemational law become relevant and effective. This takes on greater significance if we 

consider disaster in terms not of the existence of an extemal natural geophysical 

phenomenon， but rather， as the effect of an extemal hazard on the vulnerabilities of a 

society. In practical terms， this means that in order to truly understand disaster， and to 

respond and prevent it e旺ectively，those who are vulnerable to disaster -often the 

marginalised -should be able to articulate what it is that they believe makes them 

vulnerable in the first place. This recognises that disaster and vulnerability themselves are 

social constructionsー thatis， the product of informal and formal social negotiation. 

Accordingly， the significance of utilising marginalisation as a point of focus for research 

can lie in underscoring how important variables creating vulnerability to disaster have 

been neglected in disaster research， and policy and law creation. A deeper understanding 

of forms of marginalisation and the vulnerabilities that they give rise to can give disaster 

planning -which includes the planning of disaster relief actions -complexity that renders 

disaster.四 relatedlegal processes more meaning白1and relevant. Put simply， law has the 

potential to even power disparities and contribute to greater understandings of effective 

disaster management mechanisms by facilitating processes of social negotiation regarding 

what constitutes disaster， vulnerability， suffering and needs. In the context of post-disaster 

reconstruction， the UN special rapporteur on adequate housing has observed that “Relief 

efforts risk tuming survivors into dependents of the state when large contractors and 

govemment machinery lead the process of rehabilitation without input from the people. 

We must recognise that resett1ement and rehabilitation can be most effective only when 

human rights standards are met and the survivors themselves are given the opportunity to 
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transfonn their lives.，，22 

These two concems point to the crux of the problem that is addressed in this dissertation: 

if intemational law gives marginalised people (and people in general) only a limited 

subjecthood， and thereby handicaps marginalised people when it comes to exerclSlng 

subjecthood， what use is intemational law for them? How can they bring their needs， 

views and experiences to the attention of decision聞 makingpowers about desired 

allocations of economic， political and social resources? 

This dissertation examines the issue by considering what legal strategy could be used， 

under the current state of intemational law relating to disaster， by marginalised people， 

who do not traditionally have access to intemationallaw， so that their concemsラneedsand 

ideas regarding disaster， vulnerability and solutions can be heard in forums that have 

traditionally excluded them. On this basis， the issue above will be examined in tenns of 

the current manifestation of tension between sovereignty and the principle of humanity: 

the interplay between intemational rules pertaining specifically to disaster and IHRL. In 

this interplay， the fundamental issue， whether and how marginalised people can use 

intemational law to their advantage， is considered in a twか stepprocess. Firstly， if 

marginalised people are the most disproportionately affected by disaster， and if IDL is 

becoming an autonomous body of intemationallaw， then how IDL's potential as a tool to 

reduce vulnerability to disaster， as well as reducing vulnerability in post-disaster 

situations， must be understood. Secondly， if IDL is not adequate for the purpose of 

ref1ecting the link between marginalisation and disaster， then other ways that intemational 

law may be used to overcome IDL's deficiencies must be examined. 

The centrality of the notions of marginalisation and vulnerability lend themselves to an 

analysis based on the notion of subaltemity. There are various understandings and usages 

of the concept of subaltemity， but the most relevant to this dissertation is Spivak's 

understanding of subaltem.23 Spivak conceived of subaltems as being those who cannot 

access means of social mobility. Referring to Marx's account in The Eighteenth Brumαire 

of the way in which French agrarian smallholders understood themselves to be a class， 

but lacked the means (for example， the ability to use the law) to articulate their interests 

22 J. Krishnadas， quoting the UN Special Rapporteur in “Rights to Govern Lives in Postdisaster 
Reconstruction Processes" 14 (2008) Globα1 Governance 347， 347. 
23 The Subaltern Studies group was active in India in the 1970s and 1980s; they sought to reclaim Indian 
history企omthe Indian elite who perpetuated systems of colonial control in different forms， and bring to light 
the agency and power of the non-elite classes. Their leader， Guha， utilised a broad conceptualisation of 
subaltern， opining that subalternity is a “general attribute of subordination in …society， whether expressed in 
terms of class， caste， age， gender， and office or in any other way." R. Guha，“Preface" in R. Guha & G.C 
Spivak (eds.)， Selected Subaltern Studies (New York: Oxford University Press， 1988)，35. Subalternity， 
according to Guha's definition would therefore encompass any person who is subordinated in anyway. 
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as a class， Spivak argues that subaltemity lies in the inability to perfonn speech functions 

αs a class. Consequently， the agency of this class is not recognised.24 In other words， 

subaltems are a class without an identity， and their lack of identity is created by collective 

social negotiation. In this dissertation， the subaltem concept is understood to have 

fundamental parallels to marginalisation， and therefore disaster.四 relatedvulnerability. Thus， 

the concept of subaltem and its analytical tools， are used in this dissertation to interrogate 

intemational disaster law and frame the examination of the ways in which law's 

subordinating tendencies may be subverted， as well as to structure the dissertation. 

1.2 Structure ofthe dissert，αtion 

The analytical orientation of this dissertation is fundamentally infonned by the notion of 

subaltemity， which is infonned in the legal context by the “postcoloniality" of law: 

intemationallaw is susceptible to power， but it also maintains an oppositional relation to 

pow低 25The adoption of a subaltem view requires a consideration of the ways in which 

law silences the subaltem， and also a consideration of the ways in which law can be 

subverted for the benefit of the subaltem. Recognition of the double-edged nature of law 

under the concept of subaltemity provides the structure of this dissertation in two senses: 

it provides the grounding for the identification of legal and other strategies that 

marginalised people may use to pursue the reduction of disaster.同 relatedvulnerability on 

their own tenns; and a broader consideration of the significance of the correlation 

between disaster and marginalisation imply for faimess and the future development of 

intemationallaw. Accordinglぁthedissertation is structured in three parts; Part 1 discusses 

foundational knowledge， Part II considers whether and how IDL recognises the agency of 

marginalised people and therefore whether IDL can be used by marginalised people， and 

Part III considers how inadequacies in IDL's treatment of the concept of marginalisation 

may be rectified. 

Part 1 consists of two chapters that lay the foundations for an exploration of the faimess of 

intemational disaster rules. In light of the undeveloped nature of IDL， the descriptive 

work carried out in Part 1 aims to create understanding on the current intemational legal 

nonns and principles that regulate the concept of disaster. Chapter Two discusses the 

intemational legal framework on disaster and how it relates to individuals by describing 

the applicable law in tenns of their horizontal (inter-state) or vertical (intra四 state)na加re.

Chapter Three reviews literature on intemational disaster rules and individuals in order to 

identify general trends in academic thought. These chapters show that intemational law 

24 G.c. Spivak，“Scattered Speculations on the Suba1tem and the Popular"， 8(4) (2005) Postcolonial Studies 
475，476. 
25 S. Pahuja，吋hePostcoloniality ofIntemational Law" 46(2) (2005) /{;αrvαrd lnternational Law Journal 
459，469. 
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pertaining to disaster and marginalised people is characterised by a split between the 

vertical obligations of states towards people in their territorial jurisdictions in times of 

disaster， and the horizontal inter同 stateobligations and rights that are organised on the 

concept of disaster. The literature review demonstrates that academic attention has 

considered the obligations of the state primarily in terms of disaster-related inter-state 

obligations， and shows th剖 asubject/object dichotomy which positions individuals， and 

therefore marginalised people， as passive objects of the law as the dominant theoretical 

foundation on which academic discourse is conducted. 

On the basis that the bulk of intemational rules organised on the concept of disaster are 

state-centric， Part II examines the potential for marginalised people to use these rules (for 

example， in advocacy) by considering how marginalisation is understood in them. This 

examination is carried out through a consideration of the history of the development of 

two aspects of the law: firstly， legal texts and their interpretations， as well as the drafting 

history of the most important intemational legal documents regulating the concept of 

disaster. How disaster has been conceptualised in intemational rules throughout the 

history of modem intemational law， as well as understanding how law developed in 

relation to voices from below， give an indication of IDL's potential utility for 

marginalised people. Chapter Four examines the understanding of marginalisation that 

exists in intemational disaster rules through a consideration of intemational disaster rules 

from a positivist perspective， while Chapter Five does the same through a socio-historical 

approach. This consideration is necessary because the state-centric nature of intemational 

disaster rules， as well as the academic emphasis on state obligations mean that there is 

little guidance on the legal position of people， let alone marginalised people， in 

intemational disaster rules. This means that understandings of people， and marginalised 

people， must first be extrapolated from intemational disaster rules， as by definition 

marginalised people do not exist in the lines ofthe law. Chapter Four shows that there has 

been a gradual progression and widening of IDL to encompass the notions that disaster 

may be constituted by natural and other disaster， that disaster is constituted by the 

coincidence of extemal hazards and vulnerabilities， and the importance of the local in 

understanding vulnerability. Chapter Five balances the positivist analysis of Chapter Four 

with a subaltem perspective by conducting a historiographical analysis of the social and 

political background of significant disaster instruments. Chapter Five suggests that the 

slow embrace of the notion of marginalisation in intemational disaster rules demonstrated 

in Chapter Four， although a welcome development， points to a more complicated reality. 

That is， the seeming expansion of the notion of vulnerability to encompass 

marginalisation cannot be seen as a 
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and the helplessness and passivity of disaster survivors and marginalised people. Part 11 

argues that intemational disaster rules limit the capacity of marginalised people to reduce 

their vulnerability to disaster as well as their vulnerabilities post四 disaster，because 

intemational legal instruments entrench the application of intemational law from 

developed states to developing states， in such a way that the local is ignored. Secondly， 

intemational disaster rules do not conceptualise the status of vulnerability as the result of 

a process of communication， but rather as the result of unilateral decisions on the part of 

states， ifvulnerability is considered at all. 

Part 111 addresses the second question of the two四 partproblem， namely， whether or how 

the state-centric nature of intemational disaster rules can be overcome using other 

mechanisms of intemational law， or other extra-legal methods. Chapter Six considers 

1HRL's potential in this context. IHRL is the only intemationallaw that envisages direct 

use by people， and therefore marginalised people. Chapter Six proceeds on a discussion 

of the relationship between intemational human rights law and intemational disaster rules 

by discussing human rights theory and practice to understand how 1HRL conceives of and 

addresses disaster-related vulnerability. The theory examined is academic discussion， 

while the practice covered is the work of human rights bodies on disaster. On this 

descriptive examination of theoretical and practical approaches to the question of 

disaster-related vulnerability in intemational human rights law， the contours of the gains 

made thus far are critiqued. The critique is informed by Third World Approaches to 

Intemational Law (TWA1L)， subaltem and postcolonial perspectives. It is concluded that 

although intemational human rights law goes some way to addressing the glaring holes in 

intemational disaster rules with regard to marginalisation， it is incapable of addressing the 

fundamental problems posed by understandings of disaster and vulnerability from the 

perspective of marginalisation. On this basis， Chapter Seven considers extra四 legal

mechanisms that might be used to supplement the potential of 1HRL to bring into view 

the perspectives of marginalised people regarding disaster. Chapter Seven considers 

intemational relations literature that discusses the democratisation of intemationallaw， as 

well as counter-hegemonic strategies discussed in TWA1L literature. It concludes by 

proposing that a multi-pronged counter.向 hegemonicstrategy be used， as it is the most 

practical position to take at this stage of the development of the law， as well as 

recognising that the statist structures of intemational law can be used strategically 

according to the needs of marginalised people. This conclusion is based on the 

recognition that intemational law can function as a mechanism that facilitates a 

conversation of sorts about vulnerability between the marginalised and the elites of the 

intemational legal milieu， as well as the fact that problems caus 
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transcend the traditional categories of jurisdiction (local， national， intemational) imposed 

by intemationallaw. 

1.3 Methodology 

The tripartite nature of this dissertation requires the adoption of three different 

methodologies. 

In Part 1， what Simma called a “modem positivist" approach is taken in outlining the legal 

framework in Chapter One. Principles of intemational disaster rules are identified， and the 

material used in the examination are drawn from sources of law used in this analysis are 

based on the sources of law outlined in article 38J of the Intemational Court of Justice 

Statute. Material used in Chapter Two is chosen on the basis of whether it is about 

disaster and intemationallaw if it presents itself as being so. 

Part II uses the analytical tool created in postcolonial studies， TWAIL and subaltem 

studies of historiographical analysis. This tool is used in Chapter Four in the positivist 

examination of sources of law to uncover broad trends. The sources of law used in this 

analysis are again based on the sources of law outlined in article 38J of the Intemational 

Court of Justice Statute. As the focus of this research is intemational law， the sources of 

law considered in this Part are limited to those which aim at universal application. In 

keeping with a subaltem approach， the positivist approach to legal analysis is 

supplemented with views from below through an analysis of the social， historical and 

political environments surrounding the creation of major intemational legal instruments. 

In this way， power relations that have informed the limited way in which intemational 

disaster rules have understood and addressed marginalisation until the present can be 

brought to light. Sociological studies and the drafting history of the instruments， as well 

as political history， are used as materials. However， given the relatively recent history of 

development of disaster as a subject of sociological and anthropological studies， studies 

of this nature are relatively limited. 

In Part IIIラ theproblem of how IDL's inadequacies may be remedied by a tum to other 

intemational legal tools is considered. Chapter Six approaches the problem using an 

examination of both theory and practice of IHRL. This entails a discussion of literature 

discussing disaster and human rights law， and the approach of various UN human rights 

bodies to the link between disaster and human rights. These approaches are critiqued 

using case studies that highlight the limitations of relying on human rights law to address 

disaster-related vulnerability. The critique is informed by the insights ofTWAIL. Chapter 

Seven's consideration of altematives to intemational law that may help to address the 
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disjuncture in intemational disaster laws is carried out by a review of literature that seeks 

to understand the very same question. It then evaluates the strategies proposed by the 

literature from the perspective of marginalised people. The material used is largely based 

on literature discussing cosmopolitan democracy and the counter-hegemonic use of 

intemationallaw contained in intemational relation and intemationallaw literature. 

1.4 Terminology 

Some of the fundamental concepts used in this research are the notions of vulnerability， 

marginalisation， disaster and victims. In this research， when the word “disaster" is used， 

unless stated otherwise， it refers to disaster as elaborated by the hazards and vulnerability 

model. In this model， the social experience of disaster -that is， suffering -is understood 

as a result of the convergence of social vulnerability (or marginalisation) with an extemal 

environmental hazard (or catalyst). Many using the hazards and vulnerability model 

restrict their findings to natural disasters， but in this research， the notion of hazard does 

not distinguish between man四 madeand natural catalysts. Instead， it refers to phenomena 

belonging to the extemal physical environment. Thus， while it does not distinguish 

between natural and man-made disaster， it does not encompass purely social phenomena. 

This definition of disaster is broad， but some limits are placed on it in this research. 

Firstly， the notion of disaster used in this research is primarily a social one. That is， 

disaster is conceived of as being the product of social negotiation， rather than an 

objectively identifiable fact. That is， disaster is constituted by some form of human 

suffering， arising仕omextemal environmental hazards， alleged to exist by marginalised 

groups， that is also acknowledged by others. This means that， as conceived of in this 

research， disaster encompasses not only the social suffering that derives 企omsystematic 

social problems that are brought to the fore by sudden onset events， but also socially 

embedded events that are part of the everyday.26 Secondly， disaster refers to social 

dysfunction that has the capacity to affect the ability of marginalised people to survive 

and thrive. Thus， a characteristic of disaster does not necessarily lie in the inability of a 

society to overcome the disaster -this notion has been decidedly disproven by 

sociologists and anthropologists -but rather in the inability of a society to quickly adapt 

to disaster. That is， if disasters are seen as being able to encompass “routine" or disasters 

that are part of everyday life， whether or how societies adapt to the continuing or socially 

embedded suffering is the key， rather than their helplessness. In this connection， it should 

be highlighted that it is very rare that societies and marginalised people are passive in the 

face of what they perceive to be disaster， and often， the pattem of these events are known， 

26 For a discussion ofnonroutine versus socially embedded events， see e.g. A. Oliver-Smith，“What is a 
Diおsa制st鉛erげ?':Anthropological Perspectives on a Persistent Question円 inA.Oliver-Smith & S 
T克neAn昭gηηノEαart，仇h丸:Disaster i初nAnt，幼hropolo，噌'glκCαalPer.司伊pe釘ctiv叩ノ杷e(例NewYi泊or此k:Rou凶1此川tle吋dg酔e，2002)， 22. 
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which inspires adaptive strategies. This idea has less application to technological disasters， 

which， because of the newness of technologies and their potential risks， or their newness 

to a community to which they have been introduced， mean that societies have not had 

time to develop adaptive mechanisms. This can be seen in terms of phenomena such as 

climate change and nuclear disaster. Thirdly， disasters in this research encompass both 

potential and actual disasters. Finally， unless specified otherwise， the term “natural 

disaster" is used to connote the traditional and still dominant understanding of disaster as 

a natural geophysical phenomenon that strikes a society. 

Succinctly stating the concept of disaster used in this research is a difficult task， owing to 

the fact that the base of the argument is that disaster lies in suffering， and suffering can 

only be communicated as a subjective experience. Thus， in clarifying the concept of 

disaster， it is worthwhile to contrast the idea of disaster used in this research with what it 

is not. Disaster in research is not limited to disaster as extemal natural geophysical 

phenomena or man-made phenomena.27 The source of an extemal event， whether it is 

man-made or natural has little bearing for the arguments put forward in this research. In 

addition， disaster is not limited to sudden onset events that overwhelm the capacity of a 

community to respond. However， some extemal event must exist， although it is not the 

disaster per se. Disaster in this research based on the idea that people can and do respond 

to si回ationsthreatening their lives and livelihoods， even if that response may seem 

archaic or inadequate to westem standards that are reflected in law. 

The notions of vulnerability and marginalisation are central to the exploration of 

intemational disaster rules in this research. The concept of vulnerability used in this 

research is based on the definition of vulnerability put forward by Wisner et al.， that is， 

the characteristics of a person or group and their situation that influence their capacity to 

anticipate， cope with， resist and recover企omthe impact of a hazard.28 Put another way， 

vulnerability is related to structural social， economic or political disadvantage that results 

in a heightened threat of incurring disaster-related harm. Those who are more vulnerable 

27 In this respect， the concept of disaster used in this research could potentially include war-related social 
suffering. It is certainly true that a major issues that arises with regard to disaster is the notion of“complex 
disaster" which describes situations where some kind of natural phenomena is exacerbated by armed conflict. 
This brings up the problem ofthe law applicable， as humanitarian law， which is widely deemed to be lex 
平ecialis，will prevail over human rights law， perceived of as lex generalis. However， it is also recognised 
that the broad notion of disaster adopted in this research is based on the existence of extemal environmental 
hazard and vulnerability. This means that there need not necessarily be a bifurcation between armed conf1ict 
as a disaster， and other types of disaster. This research does not consider this problem in detail. The author 
acknowledges that it poses great concepωal difficulties under traditional views of intemationallaw， one of 
the fundamental starting points is the a priori distinction between the law of war and the law that applies in 
peacet1me. 
28 B. Wisner， P. Blaikie， T. Cannon， 1. Da吋s，At Risk: Natural Hazards， People s均lnerabilityand Disasters 
(2na ed.) (Oxon: Routledge， 2004)， 11. 
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are generally those on the仕ingesof society， such as c1ass， occupation， caste， ethnicityラ

gender， heath status， age and immigration status， ability to use social capital， etc.29 

Vulnerability overlaps with the concept of marginalisation， which is taken to mean those 

who do not have access to dominant modes of communication and institutions in order to 

make their concems heard. Vulnerability and marginalisation are not interchangeable， but 

overlap， and therefore are distinguished where necessary. The notions of vulnerability and 

marginalisation both encompass a temporal dimension -that is， vulnerability and 

marginalisation can be traced backwards in time， as well as forward to predict future 

vulnerability to hazards. The experience of vulnerability and marginalisation may not 

necessarily have any relation to temporal limits imposed by intemational law. It is also 

acknowledged that vulnerability is caused by extemal hazards， and that this is the kind of 

vulnerability that is implicit1y the object of the law， for example， through the provision of 

intemational disaster relief. The broadness of the notion of vulnerability and 

marginalisation adopted opens up the possibility of acknowledging and understanding 

how factors such as ideologies， beliefs and daily activities of all people affect their 

vulnerability. This serves to highlight the depth of understanding of the particularity of 

the group or socü~ty that is needed for adequate response to disaster. It also serves to 

emphasise the fact of entrenched disadvantage， rather than as a means of seeking to 

identify the cause of disadvantage. This abstract definition of vulnerability and 

marginalisation is broad so as to acknowledge that suffering can come from a variety of 

sources， some of which cannot yet be articulated by law， and that what constitutes 

suffering can be defined only through a process of communication. The abstract quality of 

the notion of vulnerability here allows the research to focus the concept's function as the 

rαison d百trefor concelVmg of intemational law as a mechanism which allows the 

communication process regarding victimhood to take place. 

It must also be noted that the notions of disaster and vulnerability adopted tend towards a 

structural understanding of both of these concepts. There are a variety of notions of 

disaster， some tending to see disaster only as being the geophysical， or other， extemal 

event， while others see disaster as the result of social and cultural processes that derive 

企oman objective extemal hazard， and still others that see disaster as nothing but a 

product generated by various historical， political， economic and social ways of 

understanding the world. This research takes an approach that is c10ser to the second 

notion; that is， a weak constructionist approach. The notion of disaster does not focus 

exc1usively on social suffering; rather， it requires the existence of an extemal physical 

phenomenon to exist for disaster vulnerability to exist. 

29 Ibid. 
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The notion of victims that is used as a starting point in this research is based on the 

recognition that victim status in the context of law is a product of communication 

between a person who alleges that they are the primary or secondary victim of a disaster， 

and those around them (including decision-makers) who affirm the person's claim to 

victimhood.30 

Finally， this dissertation will use British spelling， but will adopt the original spelling when 

using quotations. 

1.5 Scope 

The conception of marginalisation utilised as a focal point in this research departs企om

“traditional" subaltem analyses in the following respects， and these differences define the 

scope of the research. Firstly， the traditional subaltem concept is tightly bound to the 

notion of the narratives of ordinary， but marginalised people and their contributions to 

anti-colonial movements， as developed by the Subaltem Studies Group in their research 

on South同 EastAsia.31 However， this research takes a broader view of vulnerability as 

referring not only to those who are traditionally marginalised in intemational society in 

developing states， but also encompassing those who are vulnerable within developed 

states. For example， the situation of vulnerable or marginalised people such as foreigners， 

homosexuals and women in the zones affected by the earthquake and nuclear power plant 

explosion would be encompassed by the notion of vulnerability and subaltemity used in 

this research. As a result， this research does not aim to conduct a subaltem analysis of 

i吋usticecaused by the continuation of， primarily economic， forms of colonialism and 

domination kept alive by intemational law. Put another way， this research aims to 

consider intemationallaw from a broad notion of vulnerability， utilising the various tools 

and insights of the concept of subaltem that will bring to light the various inequalities that 

are created by， and are used to create， intemational disaster rules. It might be訂guedthat 

the use of the subaltem concept in this way is inappropriate， as the notion of the subaltem 

is bound tightly to the postcolonial critique of neoliberal govemance. However， this 

research seeks to understand the concept of vulnerability in intemational disaster rules， 

and the use of the subaltem concept in this research can be seen as an evolutionary 

interpretation of the subaltem concept. That is， subaltems， those vulnerable people who 

are deprived of agency in formerly colonised states， can find their counterparts， too， in the 

societies of colonising andJor developed countries. There is something appropriately 

subversive in the notion that the subaltem concept， used by scholars of the South to 

expose the injustice wreaked by the North on them， can also be used to highlight 

30 See e.g. R. Strobl，“Becoming a Victim" in S.G. Shlomo， P. Knepper， M. Kett (eds.) lnternational 
Handbook of Victimology (Boca Raton: CRC Press， 2010)， 3-26. 
31 B. Rajagopal， lnternational Law斤vmBelow (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 2003)， 81. 
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weaknesses in developed states' treatment oftheir own populations. 

Secondly， the broader notion of vulnerability adopted means that this research does not 

specifically take the traditional direction of subaltem and postcolonial critique of 

elucidating the links between intemational economic policy， neoliberal govemance and 

intemationallaw's treatment ofthe vulnerable. The goal ofthis research is to identify the 

ways in which vulnerability is taken into account in intemational disaster rules， and as 

such， intemational techniques of economic domination do not inform the main themes of 

this work. The conclusions of this research parallel the general findings of traditional 

subaltem research， taking into account as it does vulnerability in both developed and 

developing nations， but the identification of economic modes of domination is secondary 

to the primary analysis ofvulnerability in intemationallaw. 
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PARTI 

FOUNDATIONS 





Chapter Two. The legal framework 

2.1 Introduction 

The relative recentness with which disaster has become accepted as an intemational legal 

concem， coupled with the lack of a coherent intemational legal framework on disaster， 

means that the content and contours of these intemational obligations are unc1ear. An 

evaluation of the law's faimess requires c1arification of the current status of content of 

these obligations， which constitutes another reason for considering intemational law's 

treatment of human disaster-related vulnerability. As with the majority of legal analyses， 

the point of departure for a consideration of vulnerability in intemational rules that are 

applicable to disaster is to gain an understanding of the way in which intemational legal 

instruments presently deal with disaster. This approach to the examination ofvulnerability 

in intemational law is routine， but is complicated by two factors. Firstlyぅthereis no 

central treaty regime on disaster. Secondly， the concept of disaster itself， like the concept 

of human rights and environmental law before it， has been widely accepted into the 

pantheon of“organising concepts" of intemationallaw only with relative recentness. The 

very concept of disaster -what disaster is constituted by， the aspects of disaster that 

intemational law should address， how it relates to other areas of intemational law， etc. -

remains uncertam. 

At present， the concept of disaster is regulated under different bodies of intemationallaw， 

such as human rights law and environmental law， as well as instruments that pertain 

specifically to disaster in its relief， and prevention， mitigation and preparedness aspects. 

Although legal experts tend to strive for coherence and categorisation， intemationallaw's 

current ambiguous response to the concept of disaster should not be seen as a flaw that is 

fatal to its白turedevelopment. Most intemational instruments may be described from 

various perspectives， and it is useful to consider disaster as a new perspective from which 

to view existing treaties and instruments.1 Indeed， intemationallaw has traditionally been 

a body of law that sits at the interface of various tensions that draw it in different 

directions.2 That is， intemational rules on disaster and the intemationallegal response to 

disaster is characterised by the tensions that arise from attempting to expand the reach of 

a centralised body of rules into what was the domestic jurisdictions of states， by a 

community of equal sovereigns for objects (people) of the law. These are productive 

tensions; the law's current state of development， and the fact that it is widely 

acknowledged that disaster， however it is defined， can be regulated under various bodies 

1 ILC， Fragmentation of/ntemational Law: Difficulties Arisingform the Diversification and Expansion of 
/ntemational Law: Rψort ofthe Study Group on Fragmentation of/ntemational Law， AlCN.4/L.682 (2006)， 

Fa21. 
F. Megret，“Intemational Law as Law" in J. Crawford & M. Koskeniemmi (eds.)， The Cambridge 

Companion ω/ntemational Law (New York: Cambridge University Press， 2012)， 64-92. 
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。finternationallaw， means that the characterisation of an instrument as a “disaster law" is 

indicative of certain interests， the identification of which may be useful in advocacy. 

This chapter aims to provide a foundation for the discussion of vulnerability in 

international disaster law by outlining the operation of international rules applicable to the 

concept of disaster. It does so by first discussing the idea of the nascent international 

disaster law (IDL)， and then， highlighting the indeterminate nature of the notion of 

disaster， presents disaster rules in terms of the beneficiaries of rights and obligations that 

internationallaw establishes; that is， rules establishing inter田 stateand intra-state action. 

This survey of the current international legal framework is conducted using sources of 

international law prescribed by article 38J of the International Court of Justice Statute. 

The Chapter aims to identify the international rules that have universal application with 

regard to the e百ectof disasters on people， and therefore include not only rules regulating 

international humanitarian assistance， but rules that relate to the prevention， mitigation， 

and recovery from disaster. As such， it takes as its primary materials those laws or rules in 

which the connection between disaster and human suffering is the primary topic of 

regulation， rather than， for example， expanding the view to include laws which primarily 

seek to regulate environmental aspects of disaster without a human dimension. However， 

to ensure that a more complete understanding of the overlapping jurisdictions that make 

up the international legal framework is preserved， bilateral and regional treaties will be 

examined where this supplements understanding of general trends in international disaster 

law. In addition， soft law sources will be considered to be sources of international 

obligation. This approach is warranted because of 1DL's incipient state of development， as 

well as constituting an acknowledgement that there is in practice little distinction between 

soft law documents and treaties.3 

2.2 Internationα1 disαster law?: Terminology and scope 

1n contrast to normative informal labels such as the law of the sea， human rights law， 

among others， the label “1DL" per se is not widely agreed upon. That is， the terminology 

of international rules organised on the concept of disaster remains unsettled， including the 

label of the proposed body of law itself. 1n this research，“international disaster law" will 

be used and “international disaster rules" will be used almost interchangeably. The former 

is used to connote the proposed body of law that is organised on the broad concept of 

disaster that includes both disaster relief and disaster prevention， and does not create 

distinctions as to causation. The latter is used to highlight that existing rules on the topic 

do not necessarily form a coherent and unified co中山.

3 See e.g. A. Boyle & C. Chinkin， The Making of Internαtional Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press， 2007). 
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A general trend in the use of the use of the phrase “Intemational Disaster Response Law 

(lDRL)" to refer to the nascent body of law can be identified. Reinecke observes that 

IDRL“describes the body of rules and principles for intemational humanitarian assistance 

in the wake of peacetime disasters of natural， technological or industrial origin... [and] 

applies to (usually) unintended disasters in a cooperative peacetime context when states 

or intergovemmental humanitarian or other organisations offer， request， provide or accept 

cross回 borderdisaster assistance.，，4 The IFRC， previously calling its work on the topic of 

humanitarian assistance in the field of disaster also adopted the terminology IDRL，5 but 

now terms it “Intemational Disaster Law".6 Hoffman stated that IDRL was adopted by 

the IFRC as terminology describing the body of rules and principles for intemational 

humanitarian assistance in the wake of peacetime disasters， whether natural， technological 

or industrial in origin.7 

A1though IDL has typically been limited to post-disaster relief， in recent years， along with 

the growing acceptance that disaster can be conceptualised so as to include links to 

development， increasing attention has been paid to the prevention， mitigation and 

recovery aspects of disaster. The greater generality of the new label “IDL" reflects the 

idea accepted among the IFRC and scholars that intemational rules pertaining to disaster 

should encompass not only intemational disaster relief measures but also the prevention 

and mitigation aspects of disaster， and to all disasters， regardless of their origin.8 
De 

Guttry characterises what he terms IDRL with the following elements， which operate to 

widen its scope. According to De Guttry， IDRL: 

1) Applies whether or not a disaster is man-made or natural， and should be 

applied as long as some event has caused injuries to persons or damage to 

property or the environment; 

2) Covers the disaster risk reduction to mitigation， the creation of an 

environment enabling disaster risk reduction measures， the disaster relief 

phase and the recovery phase; 

3) Govems issues that include the definition of state obligation before disaster 

4 1. Reinecke，“International Disaster Response Law and the Coordination ofInternational Organisations"， 
2(2010) The ANU Undergraduate Reseαrch Journal143， 145. 
5 More specifically， the IFRC used the term “International Disaster Response Laws， Rules and Principles". 
See e.g. D. Fisher， Lαw and Legal lssues in lnternαtional Disaster Re，司ponse:A Desk Study (Geneva: IFRC， 
2007)，21. 
6IFRC，“About the Disaster Law Programme" <http://ww.ifrc.org/enlwhat-we-do/idrl/about.品rl>(last 
accessed 25 March 2013). 
7 M.Ho曲nan，“Whatis the Scope ofInternational Disaster Response Law?" in International Federation of 
the Red Cross， lnternational Disaster Response Laws， Principlesαnd Practice: Rejlections， Pro再pectsand 
Challenges (Geneva: IFRC， 2003)，13. 
8 A. De Guttry，唱urveyingthe Law" in A. De Gut佐y，M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， lnternational Disaster 
Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)，6. 
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occurs and during disaster management activitiesラ therules regulating the 

relations between disaster同 affectedstates and other states or intemational 

organisations， and rules dealing with the protection of human rights; 

4) Covers peacetime disasters， the regulation of disasters arising direct1y from 

wartime activities being regulated by the body of intemational disaster law; 

and 

5) Is comprised of soft， hard and customary law.9 

In light of the connection between the adverse effects of disaster and economic and social 

inequality， if the regulation of disaster is to have coherence and legitimacy at the 

intemationallevel， De Guttry's characterisation of IDRL as having a scope larger than the 

traditional hard law focus on disaster relief holds persuasive weight. 

2.3 Princ伊les01 international disaster law 

Intemational cooperation to relieve the immediate and long-term effects of， and prep紅 C

for， disasters is not a recent phenomenon， although there exists an abundance of rules and 

treaties that address the concept of disaster in an ad hoc manner. A recent approach to the 

further development of intemational disaster law is the identification of foundational 

principles. 10 These include humanity， neutrality， impartiality， non-discrimination， 

cooperation， and sovereignty and non-intervention. 11 The principles of humanity， 

neutrality， and impartiality， originally found in intemational humanitarian law，12 are 

recognised as the foundations ofintemational humanitarian assistance generally， and have 

been expressed in various intemational instruments， such as UNGA resolutions and IFRC 

guidelines. l3 Humanity is the comerstone principle of intemational disaster law as it 

pertains to people. It constitutes a primary moral reason for the founding of IHRL， and 

forms the basis for IHRL's extension to other areas of intemationallaw. It has its clearest 

expressions in intemational humanitarian law， in terms of the requirement of humane 

9 Id.， 7・9.
10 This approach has been identified in more academic， rather than practice-based works on the subject (such 
as the work ofthe Red Cross)， particularly in the UN and the ILC， which is current1y undertaking the project 
of creating draft articles on the protection of persons in the event of disaster. 
11 ILC， Protection 01 persons in the event 01 disasters: Memorandum by the Secretariαt， A/CN.4/590 (2007)， 
14剛25.
12 E.g. Protocol 1 Additional to Geneva Conventions of 1949， article 70(1); Protocol 11 Additional to the 
Geneva Conventions of 1949， article 18(2). 
13 See e.g. UNGA， Strengthening olthe coordination olhumanitariαn emergency assistance 01 the United 
Nations，A尽ES/46/182(1991)，“Guiding Principlesヘart.2; UNGA， Humanitarian Assistance ωVictims 01 
Nαtural Disαsters and Similar Emergency Situαtions， A/RES/43/131 (1988)， preambular para. 10; UNGA， 
Humanitariαn AssistanceωVictims olNatural Disαsters and Similar Emergency Situαtions， A/RES/4511 00 
(1990)， preambular para. 14; Statues ofthe Intemational Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement， adopted by 
the 25m Intemational Conference ofthe Red Cross at Geneva in 1986 (amended 1995，2006); 4斤icanUnion 
Convention戸rthe Protection and Assistance olInternally Di.司placedPersons in Alrica (2009)， arts. 5(7)， 
5(8)，6(3). 
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treatment of civilians，14 but is also understood to guide the development of the 

intemationallaw as a whole.15 Neutrality requires those responding to disaster to abstain 

from acts which might be interpreted as interference with the interests of the state，16 

while impartiality is understood as encompassing norトdiscrimination，proportionality and 

impartiality proper.
17 

Non-discrimination states that the provlSl0n of relief or other 

prevention measures are to be undertaken without discrimination of any kind. This 

principle is found in soft and hard intemational legal documents.18 Proportionality 

requires that disaster-related work be proportionate to needs on the ground， and it acts as 

a standard for distribution of allocation of resources in disaster contexts.19 The principle 

of cooperation is based on the idea of shared， intemational， responsibilities， and gives 

expression to the principle of intemational solidarity.20 The principle of sovereignty is a 

cardinal principle of intemational law，21 while norトinterventionis another foundational 

principle of intemational law. 22 These two principles have been invoked in the 

overwhelming majority of disaster-related intemational instruments since the inception of 

modem intemationallaw. 23 

2.4 Vertical oblig，αtions仰 dresponsibilities in lDL 

IDL is constituted by both public and private intemational law. In public law， three 

sources protect disaster.同 a百ected and potentially disaster.同 affected individuals: 

intemational human rights law， intemational refugee law and rules on intemally displaced 

persons (lDPs) and intemational humanitarian law. 

IHRL establishes rights and freedoms that position individuals as rights-holders in the 

intemational legal framework. States are under the obligation， especially as they pertain 

14 Geneva Conventions (1949)， common article 3. 
15 See e.g. International Court of Justice， Coゆ Channe/Case (United Kingdom of Britain and Northern 
lre/，αnd v A/bania)， 9 April 1949， 1. C. J. R々ports1949， 22; ICJ， Military and Paramilit，αFヲIActivities in and 
αgainst Nicaragua (Nicaraguαv United States of America)， Merits， 27 June 1986， 1.c.J. Reports 1986， para. 
218. 
16 E. Valencia阿 Ospina，Third r，句porton the protection of persons in the event of disasters， A!CN.4/629 (2010)， 
oara.29. 
ηId.， para. 31. 
18 E.g. Framework Convention on Civil Dφnce Assistance (2000)， art. 3(c); Convention Est，αblishing an 
lnternationa/ ReliそfUnion(1927)， art. 3; UN Charter， art. 1(3). 
口 E.Valencia-Ospina， Third report on the protection ofpersons in the event of disasters， A!CN.4/629 (2010)， 
oara.35. 
20 E.g. UN Charter， art. 1(1); Independent expert on human rights and international solidarity， Human rights 
and internationa/ solidarity: Note by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights， A1HRC/9/1O (2008). 
~. See e.g. ICJ， Coゆ Channe/Case， 35， n17. 
ιSee e.g. ICJ， Militaηand ParamilitaηActivities in and against Nicaraguα仰 caraguav United States of 
America)， paras. 202づ，n17. 
心 Seee.g. Vattel， Law of Nations， Book 11， ~ 10; Convention Establishing an lnternationa/ Relief Union 
(1927); UNGA， Assistance in Casωof Natura/ Disαster and Other Disaster Situations， ARES/2816 (XXVI) 
(1971); UNGA， Strengthening ofthe coordination ofhumanitarian emergency assistance ofthe United 
Nations，A戊ES/46/182(1991)， etc. 
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to customary and jus cogens norms， to protect the rights of the individuals within their 

jurisdiction. The relationship between IHRL and IDL has been explicitly stated in only 

very few intemational legal instruments. The Convention on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities obliges states parties to ensure the protection and safety of people with 

disabilities in disaster，24 and the A企icanCharter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child 

obliges states parties to ensure that children receive protection and humanitarian 

assistance.25 The human rights obligations imposed by the various human rights treaties 

require states to respect， protect and fulfil rights. The majority of theorists take the 

position that rights which help to secure the survival of people in disaster， such as the 

rights to life， hea1th， food， the right to adequate housing， clothing， and sanitation， and the 

right not to be discriminated against， are those that are the most relevant to the context of 

disaster戸 Sucha position is implicitly based on the idea that what constitutes “disaster" 

are post-disaster situations in which intemational aid is required. While the preoccupation 

of most theorists has been on rights that might ensure the preservation of life and survival 

in immediate post-disaster contexts， it should also be noted th剖 thebody of IHRL is 

comprehensive， and ostensibly universally applicable. Therefore， IHRL applies not only 

to the question of survival in immediate post回 disastercontexts， but also to the issues of 

pre-disaster planning， long-term reconstruction and rehabilitation， as well as to aspects of 

remedies and reparations. Some of these issues regarding disaster-affected people and 

IHRL are beginning to be addressed in the literature.27 

Another body of law that is directly applicable to the situation of people affected by 

disaster is the body of intemational refugee law and intemational rules on intemally 

displaced persons. lntemational refugee law帆， which was developed p卯os凶t

tωo the massive human movements t血ha叫tresu1ted from the War， establishes the rights of 

people to seek asylum where they have a well同 foundedfear of persecution from their state 

on one of the five Convention grounds.28
“Disaster"， however， is not one of these 

grounds， and the protection of people who have had to move location as a result of 

disaster， natural or otherwise， is covered under the authoritative norms contained in the 

Guiding Principles on lntemal Displacement. These Principles establish responsibilities 

of protection and assistance on the state， and the right of people to request and receive 

24 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disαbilities (2008)， art. 11. 
25 A斤icanCharter on the Rights and Welfare ofthe Child )OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/24.9/49 (1990)， art. 23(1)， 
(4). 
2泌6See e.g. J 

disasters" in L.H. Stephens & S.1. Green (edsよDisasterAssistance: Appraisal， Rそformand New Approaches 
(London， Macmillan， 1979)， 246; E. Valencia-Ospina， Preliminaη report on the protection of persons in the 
event of disasters， A/CN.4/598 (2008)， para. 26; 
;f T百Thiおs隠isdωisωCl附出nmor閃edet旬凶叫a幻ilin Cαhapt 
8 The five grounds of persecut“ion elaborated in art. 1 the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees， 
amended by the 1967 Protocol are: race， religion， nationality， membership of a particular social group or 
political opinion. 
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protection and assistance from the state.
29 

IDL's disaster relief aspect evolved仕omrules of humanitarian assistance， the Geneva 

Conventions of 1949 and its Additional Protocols of 1977. These rules are the basis of the 

provision of relief to civilians in armed conflicts. UN organs， bodies and specialised 

agencies such as the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) 

create a large volume of intemal rules on the matters of relief in situations of conflict. 30 

IDL's domestic disaster prevention aspect came to be more systematically addressed at 

the UN level in soft law documents from the late 1980s onwards. The principle of 

prevention， originating in intemational environmental law can be seen to have had a flow 

on effect to the topic of disaster.31 Its appearance as a principle that govemed the 

prevention aspects of disasters was consolidated with the launch of the UN Intemational 

Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR).32 In subsequent UN documents， it 

came to be perceived as a principle that addressed questions of disaster risk management 

and reduction戸 Subsequentto the adoption of the Resolution establishing the IDNDR， a 

World Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction was held in 1994， and the Yokohama 

Strategy for a Safer World (Yokohama Strategy) was adopted as the conference's 

outcome document. 34 As such， this document can be taken to be one that expresses the 

will of the overwhelming majority of states， and therefore has， at the very least， the status 

of soft law. 35 The Yokohama Strategy affirms that “[d]isaster prevention and 

preparedness are of primary importance in reducing the need for disaster relief'， 36 and 

also establishes that“[d]isaster prevention and preparedness should be considered integral 

aspects of development policy and planning at national， regional， bilateral， multilateral 

and intemational levels for reducing disaster relief needs as well as for reducing the 

vulnerability of populations.，，37 The Strategy is aimed specifically at the prevention of 

natural disaster， although as part of the IDNDR， it acknowledges that environmental and 

29 United Nations Commission on Human Rights， Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement， 
E/CN.4/1998/53/Add.2 (1998)， principles 3， 25. 
30 B. Jakovljevic，“International Disaster Relief Law" 34 (2004) Israel Yearbook on Human Rights 251， 256. 
31 B. Nicoletti，“The Prevention ofNatural and Man-Made Disasters: What Duties for States?" in A. De 
Gu枕ry，M. Gestri， G.. Venturini (eds.)， International Disaster Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 
179. Nicoletti compares the establishment ofthe principle ofprevention in international environmentallaw 
documents such as the Stockholm Dec1aration and considers how they have been incorporated into the 
sti11-consolidating international disaster law. 
32 UNGA， International Decade for Disaster Reduction， AlRES/44/236 (1989). 
33 United Nations Secretariat， Protection ofpersons in the event of disasters: Memorandum by the Secretariat， 
AlCN.4/590 (2007)，25. 
34 Yokohama Strategy and Plan of Action for a S.ψr World: Guidelines for Natural Disaster Prevention， 

Preparedness and Mitigation， Wor1d Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction Yokohama， Japan (23-27 
May 1994). Available atくwww.preventionweb.neνfiles/8241_6841 contenido l.pdf>. 
" As a dec1aration， the Yokohama Strategy does not have binding force. 
36 Id.， Principle 2. 
37 Id.， Principle 3. 
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technological disasters may also have adverse impacts on social， economic， cultural and 

environmental systems.38 Principle 10 of Yokohama Strategy proposes a multi四 level

approach to prevention issues， which incorporates the participation of actors at the local 

level to the national， regional and intemational levels. Nicoletti observes that this 

Principle could potentially be used to support the need for rules which are able to address 

both the local， national and intemational aspects of disaster prevention.39 In 2004， a 

review of the Y okohama Strategy was undertaken; the review reaffirmed the significance 

of the multi-level approach to prevention promoted by the Y okohama Strategy， and also 

indicated the need for greater attention to be paid to the interaction between natural and 

human-induced hazards， whether or not these hazards triggered natural， environmental， or 

technological emergencies.40 The importance of the participation of local communities in 

domestic processes was also emphasised in the 2005 Hyogo Framework for Action. 

2005同 2015 (HFA)， the outcome document of the World Conference on Disaster 

Reduction， held in Kobe in 2005. The aim ofthe HFA was the reduction in the loss oflife， 

and social， economic， and environmental assets caused by disasters by 2015. The HF A 

also takes as one of its goals the integration of disaster risk considerations into 

development policies from the intemational to locallevels.41 

These disaster risk reduction instruments create state responsibilities within their 

territorial borders， with people， and marginalised people， as their ultimate beneficiaries. 

Although the soft law instruments on disaster prevention listed above are not binding， and 

no customary law exists on the subject， the establishment of a multi-level system under 

the HF A may be subsumed under the existing disaster reduction-related treaties and 

conventions， and thereby they have a compliance pull -th剖 mayform the basis for the 

creation of intemational custom -which can be demonstrated by the levels of compliance 

with reporting obligations， among others.42 

2.5 Horセontalobligations and responsibilities in IDL 

Inter.四 stateaction in universally applicable disaster instruments can generally be split into 

three categories: 1) disaster relief; 2) disaster preparedness， prevention and mitigation; 

and 3) intemational action in the case of specific aspects of disaster. Customary law is not 

38 Id.， 8.1. ofB. Assessment ofthe status of disaster reduction midway into the decade. 
39 B. Niおc∞olett札i，
Gu肱y弘;M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， lnternational Disaster Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 
183. 
40 United Nations Interτmtional Strategy for Disaster Reduction， Report of the World Conference on 
Disaster Reduction， AlCONF.206/6 (2005)， 3. 
41 United Nations Intemational Strategy for Disaster Reduction， Review of the Yokohama Strategyαnd Plan 
of Action for a Safer World， AlCONF.206/L.1 (2005)， 6. 
42 A. La Vaccara，“An Enabling Environment for Disaster Risk Reduction" in in A. De Guttη， M. Gestri， G. 
Venturini (eds.)， lnternational Disaster R何ponseLaw (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 217-8. 
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deemed to exist in terms of intemationallaw relating to disaster， and as such， will not be 

discussed.43 

2.5.1 Disαster relief 

Following WWII， some of the most significant intemational documents pertaining to 

disaster relief took the form of UN resolutions， institutionalising UN response to disaster， 

but also creating responsibilities for states towards the intemational community. The first 

of these is the UNGA Resolution which created the United Nations Disaster Relief 
44 Co-ordinator (UNDRO)，"" and the UNGA Resolution 461182， that stipulated principles 

for the UN's disaster relief activities which continue to be followed today.45 These 

resolutions do not place legal obligations on states， but they demonstrate the will of states 

and indicate that states agree that disaster relief is an intemational concem. UNGA 

Resolution 2816 called on the UN Secretary-General to appoint a Disaster Relief 

Co-ordinator which would have the responsibility to mobilise， direct and coordinate UN 

disaster response. UNGA Resolution 46/182， strengthens the UN's disaster relief 

coordination efforts by replacing the UNDRO with a higher-level “Emergency Relief 

Coordinator" (ERC)， who has a similar mandate of improving the coordination of 

intemational disaster assistance， in disaster， but also in conf1ict.46 Today， UN disaster 

relief， based on UNGA Resolution 461182， is carried out under the auspices of OCHA.47 

2.5.2 Disaster prevention， pnψαredness and mitigation 

Although the phrases “disaster prevention， preparedness and mitigation" and “disaster 

management" are not always employed per se， states have the obligation to provide 

waming of disaster. This obligation is horizontal in nature and also related to 

43 This is the conclusion of several notable scholars in the field. See e.g. Valencia-Ospina， Preliminαry report 
on the protection of persons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/598 (2008)， para. 42; M且 Hoffman，“Whatis 
the scope of intemational disaster response law?"， in lnternational Disaster Re宅ponseLaws， Principles and 
Practice: Reflection， Prospects and Challenges (Geneva: Intemational Federation ofRed Cross and Red 
Crescent societies， 2003)， 16. However， the long history of disaster relief as what might be called a derivative 
intemationallegal concem (仕latis， deriving from a sense of moral obligation， and which occupies a 
somewhat grey area between moral and the expression of that moral obligation into legal obligation) as well 
as states' traditional reluctance to reject the notion ofhumanitarian assistance (despite their equally traditional 
reluctance to provide adequate funding for permanent humanitarian assistance measures)， could be used to 
argue that customary law on disaster relief is crystallising. The notion of disaster relief， prevention and 
mitigation faces more di首icultyin quali命ingfor customary law， as it involves the domestic jurisdiction of 
states. 
44 UNGA， Assistance in Cases of Natural Disaster and Other Disaster Situations， ARES/2816 (XXVI) 
(1971). 
45 UNGA， Strengthening ofthe coordination ofhumanitarian emergency assistance ofthe United Nations， 
AlRES/461182 (1991). 
46 UNGA， Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co四 ordinαtor，A尽ES/34/55(1979). The UNDRO 
was thereafter subsumed into the United Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs， which itself 
subsequent1y became the current United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 
(OCHA). 
47 Resolutions 2816 and 46/182 will be discussed in more detail in Chapters Four and Five in仕a.
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diplomacyιOne example is the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuc/ear Accident， 

which requires states parties to notify the Intemational Atomic Energy Agency， and states 

which are， or may be， physically affected by a nuc1ear accident th剖 hasarisen on the state 

p町ty'stemtory-49 

Hard law sources regulating disaster prevention and preparedness inc1ude the 1992 

Convention on the Tr，αnsboundmア高炉ctsof lndustrial Accidents (Industrial Accidents 

Convention)，50 which requires States Parties to take appropriate legislative， regulatory， 

administrative and financial measures for the prevention of， preparedness for [...] 

industrial accidents.51 It also requires states parties to set up measures for the prevention 

of industrial accidents to induce operators to reduce the risk of industrial accidents52 

through the adoption of legislative and policy documents on safety measures and 

standards， among others. 53 The Tampere Convention on the Provision of 

Telecommunications Resources for Disaster Mitigation and ReliザOperations(Tampere 

Convention) provides a comprehensive legal仕ameworkconceming te1ecommunications 

assistance during disaster re1ief operations for both natural and other disasters.54 Both 

Conventions， however， suffer from a low number of ratifications 55 and ineffective 

application.56 The Framework Convention on Civil D句作nceAssist，αnce (2000) govems 

the cooperation between civil defence entities in times of disaster. At the regionallevel， 

multilateral documents such as the ASEAN Agreement on Disωter Management and 

Emel宮encyR何ponse(2005) (ASEAN Agreement) exist， as do norトbindingagreements 

regarding disaster risk reduction documents at the EU level. 57 

In addition to these binding texts， environmenta158 and industrial accident treaties59 

48 See generallぁB.G. Ramcharan， The lnternational Law and Practice 01 Early-Warning and Preventive 
D伊lomacy:The Emerging Global Watch (Dordrecht: Martinus NijhoffPublishers， 1991). 
49 Convention on Early Notificαtion 01 a Nuc/ear Accident (1986)， article 2(1). 
50 Convention on the Transboundary Effects ollndustrial Accidents (1992). 
51 Id.， Article 3(4). 
52 Id.， Article 6. 
53 Id.， Annex IY. 
54 Article 1 (6) of the Tampere Convention defines disaster as “a serious disruption ofthe functioning of 
society， posing a significant， widespread threat to human life， health， proper句ror the environment， whether 
caused by accident， nature or human activity， and whether developing suddenly or as the result of complex， 
long-term processesア
55 The former has 41 parties， while the latter has 47. See United Nations Treaty Collection website for status 
of treaties.くhttp川田山田.凶.org/pages/Pa抗icipationStatus.出 px>
コoE. Valencia圃 Ospina，Preliminary Report， 12. 
57 European Commission，“A Community approach on the prevention of natural and man-made disasters" 
(Communication) COM (2009) 82 final 23 February 2009; European Commission，“EU Strategy for 
supporting Disaster Risk Reduction in Developing Countries" (Communication) COM (2009) 84 final， 23 
February 2009. 
58 E.g. Convention to Combat Desertification in those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or 
Desertification (1994)， Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992). 
59 E.g. Basel Convention on the Control ofTransboundary Movements ofHazardous Wastes and their 
Disposal (1989); ILO Convention No. 147 on Prevention ofMajor Industrial Accidents (1994); Convention 
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regulate inter回 stateaction with regard to disaster. Treaties conceming specific conceptions 

of disaster， such as those goveming the protection of the environment， the law of the sea， 

nuc1ear accidents， space objects， intemational watercourses， management of hazardous 

wastes and prevention of marine pollution are other examples.6o Another treaty that can 

be understood as addressing disaster risk reduction is the UN Framework Convention on 

Climate Change.61 A non-binding document regarding inter-state action pertaining to 

disaster is the ILC's consideration ofthe principle ofprevention in its deliberations on the 

drafting process of draft artic1es on the prevention of transboundary harm from hazardous 
62 act1vlt1es. 

2.6 Other sources of IDL 

A plethora of bi1ateral treaties， memorandums of understanding， domestic legislation， and 

other instruments of non-state actors， which may not explicit1y refer to disaster re1ief or 

disaster preparedness， exist， but supplement the various mu1tilateral treaties outlined 

above. Extensive lists have been produced elsewhere， and wi11 not be reproduced here.63 

It should be noted， however， that in terms of bilateral disaster relief treaties， some general 

trends have been observed that have bearing on the general understanding of where the 

law has originated from. First1y， the themes th剖 canbe seen in bilateral treaty making 

show that bilateral treaties often deal with disaster response in general; they confer rights 

and obligations for those assisting and other obligations for privileges.64 Bi1ateral treaties 

deal with technical cooperation，65 and may be conc1uded between neighbouring states 

on Assistance in the Case of a Nuc1ear Accident or Radiological Emergency (1986); Intemational Convention 
on Oil Pollution Preparedness， Response and Cooperation (1990); Protocol on Preparedness， Response and 
Co圃operationto Pollution Incidents by Hazardous and Noxious Substances (2000). 
60 ILC， }切rbookofthe lnternational Law Commission 2001， vo1. 11 (part two)， AlCN.4/SER.Al2001lAdd.1 
(Part 2)， para. 98， and n864. For example， the Convention for the Prevention ofMarine Pollution 合om
Land-based Sources， artic1e 4; Convention on the Protection ofthe Marine Environment ofthe Baltic Sea 
Area， annex 11; Protocol for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution from land同based
sources; Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context， appendix 1， which 
identifies activities such as establishment of crude oil refineries， thermal power stations， installations to 
produce enriched nuc1ear fuels， etc.， as possibly dangerous to the environment and require EIA's， the 
Convention on the Transboundary Effects ofIndus住ialAccidents， etc. 
61 Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992). 
62 ILC， }切rbookofthe lnternational Law Commission 2001， vo1. 11 (part two)， AlCN.4/SER.Al2001lAdd.l 
印刷2)，para. 97; ILC， Draft Articles on Prevention of1加 lsboundaryHarm from Hazardous Activities， with 
commentaries， draft artic1e 3， para. (4). 
63 See e.g. United Nations Intemational Law Commission， Protection of persons in the event of disasters: 
Memorandum by the Secretariat， AlCN.4/590 (2007); D. Fisher， Law and Legallssues in lnternational 
Disaster Response: A Desk Study (Geneva: IFRC， 2007). 
64 Fischer cites the United States回 China，United States-Peru， United States-Japan and Sweden-Ethiopia 
agreements as examples. H. Fischer，“Intemational Disaster Response Law Treaties: Trends， Pattems and 
Lacunae" in Intemational Federation ofthe Red Cross， lnternational Disaster R何ponseLaws， Principles and 
Practice: Rejlections， Prospects and Challenges (Geneva: IFRC， 2003)， 29. 
65 Ibid. Agreement on Scientific and Technical cooperation， Republic ofKorea-Poland (1993). 
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(mostly in central Europe)，66 or between countries剖 regionaland global levels.67 In 

addition， some states conclude memorandums of understanding regarding disaster relief 

assistance and disaster prevention.68 

The importance of domestic legislation for disaster preparedness， prevention and 

mitigation was highlighted by the UN very early in its dealings with the concept of 

disaster.69 States regulate different aspects of disaster through a variety of domestic laws. 

The IFRC， has since 2003， building on the HFA， emphasised the disaster risk reduction 

aspects of its member by carrying out evaluations of disaster risk reduction legislation in 

various countries. It has also highlighted the importance of preparation of domestic 

disaster relief legislation. The studies highlight the importance of community， local 

government and national government interaction.70 

2. 7 Future directions for IDL: The ILC主DraβArticles

In 2007， the ILC decided to include the topic，“Protection of persons in the event of 

disaster" for inclusion in its long-term programme of work，71 and appointed a Special 

Rapporteur. Since 2008， the Rapporteur has submitted reports to the ILC annually. 

Currently， the ILC has provisionally adopted 15 draft articles on the protection of persons 

in the event of disasters. The final form of the draft articles has not yet been determined; 

however， it has been observed that non-binding guidelines， a guide to practice or a 

framework of principles addressed to all actors may have more practical value and enjoy 

more widespread acceptance than a treaty.72 

66 Treaties between the Nether1ands， Belgium， Germany， Denmark， Austria， Poland， Hungary， the Czech and 
Slovak Republic. Ibid. 
67 Id.， n33. E.g. Memorandum ofUnderstanding between the govemment ofthe Russian Federation and the 
govemment ofthe United States of America on cooperation in natural and man-made technological 
emergency prevention and response (1996); Agreement on cooperation in the event of natural disaster or 
major emergencies Switzer1and阿Philippines(2002)， etc. 
68 See e.g. ILC， Protection of persons in the event of disasters: Memorandum by the Secretariat， AlCN.4/590 
(2007) (hereinafter， Memorαndum)， Annex 11; H. Fischer，“Intemational Disaster Response Law Treaties: 
Trends， Pattems and Lacunae" in Intemational Federation of the Red Cross， lnternational Disaster Re.司ponse
Lαws， Principles and Practice: R々flections，Prospects and Challenges (lFRC: Geneva， 2003)， 29剛 30.
69 See e.g. United Nations， Secretary-General， Assistance in cas回 ofnαturaldisaster:・Reportof the 
Secretmア四GeneralωtheUNGA， Al5845， 19th session， item 46ofprovisional agenda (1965); United Nations， 
Secretary-General， Co-ordinαtion of international assistance in cases of natural disaster:・R々portofthe 
Secretary四 GeneralωtheECOSOC， E/4036， 39th session， agenda item 4 (1965). 
70 See generally， Intemational Federation ofthe Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies， Progress in the 
implementation ofthe Guidelinesfor the Domestic Facilitation and Regul，αtion of lnternational Disaster 
Relief and lnitial Recovery Assistance (Geneva， 2011); Intemational Federation ofRed Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies， Better Laws， Safer Communities? Emerging Themes on how Legislation can Support 
Disaster Risk Reduction (Geneva， IFRC， 2013). 
71 ILC， Report on the 1φ'ork of its frjかninthsession (7 May to 5 June and 9 Julyω10 August 200乃，Al62/10 
(2007)， Chapter X， Section A.3. 
72 E. Valencia阿 Ospina，Fourth report on the protection ofpersons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/643 
(2011)， para.25. 
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Even if the ILC's work were to culminate in the adoption of a soft law document， the 

development trajectory of other relatively new bodies of intemational law such as 

intemational human rights law， taken with the expanding web of soft law documents with 

regard to all aspects of disaster， indicate that an intemational treaty regime is likely to be 

created in the foreseeable future. The ILC's work can be understood as an expression of 

the political will to deal with the concept of disasters at the intemational level. Support 

from organisations such as the Red Cross also provide more weight to the argument that 

the creation of an intemational treaty on disaster is a matter of time. A large amount of 

soft law and hard law sources already exist on various aspects of disaster， and a1though 

lacunae remain， the significance of the ILC's work lies in its role in setting general 

boundaries for discussion， as well as in setting overarching themes and goals for IDL. The 

ILC's work is highly significant for marginalised people， not in the fact of emancipating 

them directly， but in terms of its potential to provide the basis of印刷reintemational 

regulation of disasters， as they affect individuals， and therefore suba1tems， throughout the 

world. 

The disparate condition of state practice led the ILC to commence the project of 

protection of persons in the event of disasters as an exercise in the progressive 

development of the law， rather than the codification of existing norms.73 The draft 

articles chief1y formulate horizontal intemational obligations to facilitate disaster relief; 

the Special Rapporteur has found that it was appropriate to discuss rights and obligations 

of states before rights and obligations of states in relation to persons in ne吋 of

protection.74 The scope of the draft articles was initially confined to the discussion of 

state obligations in the emergency phase of natural disasters，75 and was the focus of 

examination of the ILC and the Special Rapporteur until 2011. The Special Rapporteur 

has considered， among others， the state duty to cooperate in disaster，76 the principles 

inspiring the state protection of persons in the event of disasters，77 the nature of the 

responsibilities of disaster-affected States，78 and state rights and obligations with regard 

to providing assistance and terminating assistance.79 This has culminated in the ILC's 

7η3 F.Z. Giu凶胤s幻叩tinia組niし，
OぱfD凹is蹴a出st伽e釘rsダ，¥.ACαn耐tic叫alA勾pp戸raisおsal"in A. De Guttry， M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， lnternational Disaster 
Re.司ponseLaw (The Hague: Springer， 2012)，67. 
川 E.Valencia-Ospina， Second Ti句porton the protection ofpersons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/615 
(2009)， para. 27. 
75 United Nations General Assembly， Official records ofthe General Assembly， SixtyてfirstSession， 
Supplement No. 1伐Al6111O， (2006)， Annex C， para. 2. 
'u E. Valencia-Ospina， Second report on the protection ofpersons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/615 
(2009). 
77 E. 、V泊Val匂訓alen即nCl均a-Os削p戸ma叫a丸，Th防hμirdTi々伊porバto仰nt，幼he叩prot舵e配ctωω問 n川lofpers附'So叩on附si初nt幼hee附

/川δIbid.
79 E. Valencia-Ospina， E.， Fifth report on the protection of persons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/652 
(2012). 
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adoption of 10 draft articles establishing the scope (ぽt.1)， pu中ose(art.2) of the draft 

articles， as well as creating a definition of disaster (art. 3)， and delineating the draft 

articles' relationship with Intemational Humanitarian Law (art. 4). The draft articles also 

establish the duty of states to cooperate with each other， the UN and NGOs (art. 5); 

humanitarian principles in disaster response (art. 6); the principle of human dignity (art. 

7)， the entitlement of disaster-struck people to be entitled to respect for their human rights， 

and the primary role of the affected state in controlling disaster relief (art. 9) as well as 

the rights and duties of the disaster struck state. The disaster-struck state has a duty to 

seek assistance when it is unable to respond to the disaster (訂t.10)， and has the right to 

consent to offers of extemal assistance (art. 11). The draft articles also cover the right of 

states， the UN， intergovemmental and norトgovemmental organisations to offer 

disaster-struck states assistance (art. 12)， although the affected state has the right to place 

conditions on extemal offers of assistance (art. 13). The disaster.圃struckstate has the 

obligation to take necessary measures to facilitate the prompt and effective provision of 

extemal assistance (art. 14). The draft articles also provides the conditions under which 

extemal assistance is terminated， namely on the basis of consultation between the a百ected

state and relevant party (art. 15). 

The special rapporteur's latest report breaks with the practice of formulating horizontal 

rights regarding disaster relief， tuming to discuss the disaster preparedness， mitigation 

and prevention stages of disaster.80 Although the special rapporteur had expressed a 

desire to examine disaster preparation and mitigation in his preliminary report， his second 

report took the stance that his work would cover the disaster relief phase， without 

prejudice to the issues of disaster preparation and mitigation being discussed at a later 

stage.81 This approach was taken by the rapporteur until his fifth report， in which he 

observed that a growing body of instruments refe町edto the duty to cooperate in disaster 

preparedness， prevention and mitigation，82 and observed that there was state support in 

the Sixth Committee of the UNGA for an examination of disaster mitigation issues.
83 

The special rapporteur's latest report， published in May 2013， discusses IHRL and 

environmentallaw as sources of law for the state duty to cooperate in disaster prevention 

etc. It proposes two draft articles， 16 and 5 ter on the state duty to reduce the risk of 

disasters by adopting appropriate measures to create mechanisms to de日間

80 See generallぁE.Valencia四 Ospina，Sixth report on the protection ofpersons in the event of disasters， 
A.CN.4/662 (2013). 
81 Id.， paras. 6・9.
82 E. Valencia-Ospina， Fiflh report on the protection of persons in the event of disαsters， AlCN.4/652 (2012)， 
paras. 114-116. 
幻 Statementby Poland， United Nations General Assembly， Sixth Commirtee， Summary record ofthe 21st 

meeting， AlC.6/66/SR.21 (2011)， paras. 83・4.
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responsibilities and accountability mechanisms， as well as institutional arrangements for 

the prevention， mitigation and preparation for disasters. The content of the obligation is 

expressed in a non-exhaustive list of examples， which inc1ude the undertaking of 

multi四 hazardrisk assessments， the collection and dissemination of risk information and 

the installation of eady waming systems. 

2.8 Concluding observations 

Unsurprisingly， the foregoing has demonstrated that inter-state re1ations have been the 

historical focus of intemational rules pertaining to disaster. This is evidenced by the hard 

law instruments that have been created， or have been attempted to be created for disaster 

re1ief， and certain types of disaster which may have transboundary effects. 

The growth of human rights law has led to a new focus on intra回 stateobligations with 

regard to disaster. This can be seen in the soft law instruments， particulady on the 

responsibilities of states to carry out “disaster reduction" measures within their territories， 

or the domestic prevention and preparedness for disasters. Although human rights law 

applies to disaster contexts， because in principle it applies in all situations save for in 

emergency and war， the foregoing shows that， at least in the legal instruments pertaining 

to disaster， the re1ationship between IHRL and IDL is quite weak. This trend is likely to 

change in the fu印re，with an increasing number of scholars discussing how IHRL may 

benefit and “humanise" the state幽 centrictendencies of IDL. 

The humanisation of IDL using IHRL is evident in the ILC's draft artic1es on disaster， 

which have expanded to cover the issue of disaster mitigation and preparedness. The 

issues of disaster mitigation， preparedness and prevention are addressed only on the level 

of horizontal intemational obligations between states， however， although they are 

ostensibly for the benefit of people. On the other hand， at least one scholar has expressed 

dissatisfaction with the work of the ILC， stating that the overall result is disappointing 

企oma rights.ゐasedapproach to the topic， resulting in the denial of the projected 

centrality of the individua1. 84 The same scholar argues that the lack of explicit reference 

to rights of individuals， not least a lack of reference to a right of humanitarian assistance， 

means that the tensions between the protection of the person's rights and the respect for 

state sovereignty -c1aims for the non-intervention doctrine being repeated by de1egations 

during plenary debates of the Sixth Committee and ILC -have been resolved in favour of 

the latter， as the focus has shi抗edfrom human rights to intra-state obligations.85 

84 F.Z. Giustiniani，“The Works ofthe Intemational Law Commission on ‘Protection of Persons in the Event 
of Disasters¥A Critical Appraisal" in A. de Guttry， M. Gestry， G. Venturini (edsよInternationalDisαster 
Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 83. 
85 Ibid. 
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The outline of intemational legal instruments that address disaster demonstrates that the 

objects of the majority of intemational laws applicable to disaster are potentially or 

actually suffering people. People themselves， however， are on the periphery of these 

instruments. The instruments highlight， as perhaps is inevitable， what can be done for 

suffering， marginalised people， without truly acknowledging the impact of these rules 

upon their lives， nor that people actively adapt and seek to address their disaster-related 

vulnerabilities， particularly in the case of potential disaster. The 削除ringof people is 

assumed to be self-evident， while the aid given is assumed to be completely beneficial. 

These assumptions of intemational law， when understood in light of the state-centric 

m加reof intemational rules， as well as the silence of people in these documents， are 

highly questionable from the point of view of justice. Not all disaster回 relatedmeasures 

taken by states are beneficial or appropriate， as seen仕omthe ground， and not all suffering 

related to disasters is adequately addressed by states. 

This overview of the intemational legal framework applicable to the concept disaster 

shows that there is a disjuncture that lies at the heart of intemational law pertaining to 

disaster. That is， under the intemational legal framework， people， including marginalised 

people， are not fumished with the means by which to demand of their govemments that 

they be consu1ted with regard to prevention and preparation of disaster， and how disaster 

relief is undertaken. In addition， people， including marginalised people， may only voice 

concem with regard to domestic and intemational disaster action through the rubric of 

human rights. An orthodox and state同 centricview of intemationallaw might consider that 

this is a self-evident truth， and further， that this is the inevitable product of a law that 

primarily regulates the relations between states. However， the problems of vulnerability to 

disaster， compounded by marginalisation， and the inability of people， let alone 

marginalised people， wam against complacency with regard to a new intemational 

disaster law's capacity to deal with disaster-related problems. 
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Chapter Three. The literature and its theoretical underpinnings 

3.1 lntroduction 

This chapter is a literature review that supplements the previous chapter's survey of the 

intemational legal framework. The literature is presented in terms of its approach to how 

it considers the position of individuals in relation to intemational disaster rules， and 

demonstrates underlying biases in academic thought that explores how intemational law 

should regulate disaster. In concrete terms， this means that analysis is based on a 

consideration of the theoretical perspective adopted by the author regarding the way in 

which law regulates the relationship between disaster and the individual. The relationship 

between disaster and the individual， rather than disaster and marginalisation is taken here 

because the heightened interest in disaster as an intemational legal concem is relatively 

recent， and has tended to focus on individual-rights holders， in line with the human rights 

and liberal leanings of the last three decades. Equallぁintemationallegal discourse has 

been dominated by discussion of intemational law as law characterised by the tension 

between its subjects and objects -states and individuals，l rather than engagement with 

groups as subjects of intemationallaw.2 

This approach is different to the objectives of much of the literature on intemational law 

and disaster. The literature tends to discuss three issues: the validity (or otherwise) ofthe 

use of intemational law to regulate disaster， the creation of new rights and obligations 

regarding disaster， or the unification of existing disaster norms. It can be seen that the 

inchoate nature of intemational disaster rules has resu1ted in a focus on the elaboration of 

the relations between proposed norms or interpretations， and their place in intemational 

law as a whole. Most of the works discussed in this chapter attempt to elaborate theories 

of how disaster norms should be conceptualised， and where the particular 

conceptualisation that is proposed fits into the existing intemational legal co中山.For 

example， some writers attempt to create new intemational disaster norms， and elucidate 

the relationship of the new norms to existing norms， such as the intemational human 

rights law， or intemational humanitarian law. Other writers find that disasters can be 

adequately addressed through existing intemational norms， and seek to establish disaster 

as a lens through which to develop existing law. In contrast， this chapter seeks to reveal 

how theorists have conceptualised the relationship between disaster and the individual. 

These dominant strands in the literature can be seen as a natural product of the ad hoc 

state of development of the law: disasters， as events which are delineated in a very basic 

1 F. Megret，“International Law as Law" in 1. Crawford & M. Koskeniemmi (eds.)， The Cambridge 
Companion to Internαtional Law (New York: Cambridge University Press， 2012)， 64・92.
~ However， groups characterised by marginalisation have been recognised in international human rights law. 
This wi1l be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 inII"a. 
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and fundamental way by political geography， fell under the then-dominant principle of 

non-intervention in intemal affairs， which required scholars to justi今 thenecessity of 

using intemationallaw to regulate disaster as disasters occurred. 

Using the perspective adopted in this research， the academic literature can be broadly 

divided into three groups in terms of how they envisage the relationship between 

intemationallaw and the individual. The first group， which is here called the “traditional" 

approach， examines intemationallaw from the perspective that only states may participate 

in disaster回 relatedintemational processes， and positions the relationship between 

individuals and intemational legal norms as a non-or peripheral issue. The literature in 

this group approaches disaster within the matrix of state rights and obligations. Included 

in this body is literature on the creation of intemational mechanisms to deal with disaster. 

The second group， which 1 call the “limited subject" approach， views individuals as 

subjects of intemational law， considering intemational law to be a mechanism that can 

ascribe disaster.同 relatedrights to individuals. The third and smallest group， which 1 call the 

“participant" approach， can be seen to implicitly place individuals as participants in 

disaster-related intemational legal processes， and considers how individuals may utilise 

the existing intemationallegal system. 

The lack of an overarching legal企ameworkth剖 wasrevealed in the previous chapter has 

meant that many of the works examined in this chapter do not make conceptual 

distinctions between the creation of state， or any other actor responsibility， because they 

seek to apply certain areas of existing law to the creation of new disaster norms. As such， 

the concep加aldivisions between the three types of literature that are presented in this 

chapter have been developed for the pu中oseof considering how current intemational 

debate considers the individual. Thus， the literature may not always fit neatly into the 

categories presented. However， as the conceptual distinctions made in this chapter allow 

the treatment of the individual in intemational law to be brought to the fore， they are still 

of value in an examination of the empiricalliterature. 

In order to provide the broadest coverage of academic opinion， the material examined in 

this chapter is not limited to purely academic work， but includes also research and reports 

of UN bodies that carry out work related to intemational disaster rules. 

3.2 The “Traditionαlαrpproach勺 Literatureexαmining the international rights and 

obligations 01 states 

When faced with the question of what intemational law can do in relation to 

disaster-related human suffering， past efforts to develop rules and principles have not 
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attempted to establish that states or individuals have a right to relie王Rather，the bulk of 

empiricalliterature has sought to identify state rights and obligations with regard to offers 

and acceptances of disaster relief measures for natural disaster. In the last decade，組d

particularly after Cyclone Nargis struck Burma in 2008， the circumstances in which a 

disaster-struck state's sovereignty might be overcome in order to compel the provision of 

disaster relief has become the subject of increased debate. This body of literature takes a 

traditional approach to the subjectlobject dichotomy， and as a resu1t， this problem is posed 

in terms of the regulation of inter同 staterelations， and accordingly， individuals' capacity to 

participate in disaster.同relatedintemational legal processes is generally not considered to 

be a relevant legal issue. Literature using the traditional approach seeks to limit the 

extreme effects of the principles of sovereignty and non-intervention， by imposing rights 

or obligations on the disaster struck state， and conversely， by imposing rights and/or 

obligations on states that wish to assist a disaster struck state. There is also a strand of 

literature， based on the subjectlobject dichotomy advocating for the idea that disaster 

relief is best left to the prerogative of states and does not require intemational legal 

regulation. Each of these strands will be considered in tum. 

3.2.1 Rights and obligations of the disaster-struck state 

Literature that discusses the rights and obligations of a disaster-struck state is discussed 

on two axes: writers seek to identify the conditions under which the disaster-struck state 

bears obligations to the individual， and to the intemational community. In the “traditional 

approachヘstaterights and obligations are the focus of analysis: writers examine disaster 

and intemational law through the prism of state rights， and construct legal regimes that 

first and foremost respect the sovereignty of states. Accordingly， a1though non-state actors 

such as NGOs play an increasingly important role in the field of disaster relief，3 the right 

to give disaster relief is not discussed. Bettati for example， notes that the right of 

humanitarian intervention arises from the practice of French doctors who tried to“free 

themselves from the rules of recognised intemationallaw which often stood in the way 

and prevented them to reach (sic) victims of natural， industrial or political disasters'ソHe

does not， however， discuss the rights of such actors to humanitarian access， instead 

speaking of a “right of humanitarian interventionぺora “right of free access to victims" 

only in terms of inter-state relations. 

3 See e.g. D. Fisher， Law and Legal Issues in International Disaster Re司ponse:A Desk Study (Geneva: IFRC， 
2007)， 28-32. Hereinafter Lαwαnd Legal Issues. For a discussion ofproblems that the increased numbers of 
intemational (norトstate)disaster responders pose to disaster relief， see A. Katoωch比1，
Cauldron: The Uniqueness of Int総emaω副t“io叩n鳩叫a叫1Disaster Response" 59(2) (Spring/Summer 2006) Journalof 
Internαtional Affairs 153剛 172.
4 M. Bettωa瓜副ti札i，
Reviewoft，伽h恥eInteε rnω叫叫aωωti問Oω仰nαal Commission of .liんuns配ωs附t止ωt苫~ 1， 1. 
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It is generally accepted that under the principle of sovereignty， disaster四 affectedstates 

may act as they wish with regard to disaster measures for individuals within the territorial 

jurisdiction of the disaster-affected state.5 The primary responsibility of disaster同 struck

states in the initiation， organisation， coordination， and implementation of humanitarian 

assistance within its territory is referred to in many United Nations General Assembly 

(UNGA) Resolutions.6 This position has been supported by st創出 sincethe establishment 

of the Intemational Relief Union.7 
8 The principle of sovereignty has a corollary: the 

negative right of non-intervention. In other words， there is a positive state right to act as it 

wishes in its territorial jurisdiction and a negative right not to be interfered with in its 

domestic jurisdiction. These rights generally do not generate any controversy in the 

disaster context.9 However， it is increasingly recognised that sovereign's rights under the 

principles of sovereignty and non-intervention are tempered by the sovereign's duty to 

ensure the protection of persons and the provision of disaster relief and assistance on its 

territory.1O This view can be found， for example， within the comments of the Intemational 

Law Commission's (ILC) Special Rapporteur on the protection of persons in the event of 

disaster (Special Rapporteur). The Special Rapporteur argues that sovereignty and 

non-intervention have two legal consequences; firstly that relief operations must have the 

consent of the disaster-struck state， and the other consequence being that the 

disaster-struck state bears the ultimate responsibility for protecting disaster victims on its 

territory， and that it has the primary role in facilitating， coordinating and overseeing relief 

5 See e.g. the opinion ofY. Beidberger， The Role and Status of lnternational Humanit，αrian Volunteers and 
Organizations:・TheRight and DutyωHumanitarian Assistance (Leiden: Martinus N討hoff，1991)，372，382， 
384. 
6 See e.g. Article 3 of“1. Guiding Principles" Annex to UNGA， Strengthening ofthe coordination of 
humanitarian emergencyαssistance of the United Nations， A尽ES/46/182(1991). 
7 The Intemational ReliefUnion was the first intergovemmental organisation for disaster relief， was 
established under the Intemational ReliefUnion Convention of 1927. Article 4 states that the IRU's action in 
any country is subject to the consent ofthe govemment. The IRU will be examined in more detail in 
Chapters Four and Five in企a.
8 See e.g. debates ofthe Sixth Commission on the ILC's work on the protection ofpersons in the event of 
disasters. States observed that the primary responsibility for the protection of persons and provision of 
humanitarian assistance on an affected State's territory lie with the state (Russian Federation 
(AlC.6/65/SR.22， para. 85); Ireland (AlC.6/65/SR.24， para. 55)). Pakistan asserted that the primacy of 
affected states in the provision to disaster relief assistance is based on State sovereignty and flows企omthe 
state's obligation towards its own citizens (Pakistan (AlC.6/65/SR.23， para. 57)). States also agreed upon由e
idea that intemational assistance could only be provided with the consent of the a質問tedstate (Switzerland 
(AlC.6/65/SR.22， para. 38)， Iran (AlC.6/65/SR.24， para. 37)， Indonesia (AlC.65/SR.24， para. 68)， South 
Korea (AlC.6/65/SR.25， para. 29)). 
， See e.g. comments by the Special Rapporteur on the issue in his third report. However， non-state actors 
often take issue with the state focus ofthe intemational debate on the creation ofrights with regard to disaster 
relief， and in particular， in what circumstances disaster relief may be given. F or example， the League of Red 
Cross Societies and the Intemational Committee ofthe Red Cross， with regard to the 1984 Draft Convention 
on expediting the deliveη of emergency assistance， commented that the Draft Convention over-emphasised 
the sovereignty of states who would receive aid under the Convention if it were adopted. Y. Beidberger， The 
Role and Status of lnternαtional Humanitarian Volunteers and Organizations: The Right αnd Duty to 
Humaniωrian Assistance (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff， 1991)， 378. 



operations on its territory.11 This is embodied in the ILC's draft artic1es on the protection 

of persons in the event of disasters. In Draft Artic1e 9， the ILC finds that the principle of 

sovereignty establishes a responsibility to ensure the protection of persons and provision 

of relief and assistance on its territory. This has been met with general agreement by 

states. 12 From this perspective， state obligation with regard to the intemational 

community may take two forms: a positive obligation to seek assistance or to accept 

assistance， and a negative obligation that constrains the ability of states to refuse 

asslstance. 

Calls for the establishment of a state obligation to seek disaster assistance from the 

intemational community can be found in proposals by various non-govemmental 

organisations， such as the resolution on humanitarian assistance adopted by the Institut de 

Droit Intemational in 200313 and the Intemational Federation of the Red Cross' (IFRC) 

guidelines on disaster relief.14 The Bruges Resolution establishes that states“shall seek 

assistance from competent intemational organizations and/or from third States" when it 

cannot provide this assistance; whi1e the IFRC Guidelines provide that where a 

disaster-struck states decides that a disaster exceeds its capacity to cope， then it should 

seek intemational assistance. 15 The UN Secretariat， in an extensive Memorandum 

prepared in 2006 following the Indian Ocean Tsunami of 2004， noted that the emphasis 

placed in existing law on state offers and responses regarding disaster relief are a function 

of the operation of the principles of respect for sovereignty and non-intervention. These 

documents suggest that although disaster-struck states have the discretion to request 

assistance under the doctrine of sovereignty. However， this discretion may be evolving 

towards a greater recognition of a positive duty on states to request assistance， especially 

where the magnitude of an emergency is beyond the response capacity of the 

disaster-struck state. The Secretariat cited UNGA Resolution 46/182，16 the Bruges 

Resolution，17 and the IFRC's Guidelines for the Domestic Facilitation and Regulation of 

Intemational Disaster Relief and Initial Recovery Assistance18 to support this c1aim.19 

However， the Secretariat also considered that imposing an obligation on states to seek 

11 Id.， para 78. The Rapporteur elaborates the proposed content ofthese duties in paras， 28-33. 
12 ILC， United States of America (AlC.6/66/SR.21， para. 69)， Colombia (AlC.6/66/SR.22， para. 27)， France 
(AlC.6/66/SR.23， para. 38)， Netherlands (AlC.6/66/SR.23， para. 48)， China (AlC.6/66/SR.25， para. 17)， 
Ireland (AlC.6/66/SR.25， para. 21)， Algeria (AlC.66/Sr.25， para. 31)， Ireland (AlC.6/66/SR.21， para. 55)， 
Pakistan (AlC.6/66/SR.25， para. 6). 
13 Institut de Droit Intemational， Humanitarian Assistance (2003). (Bruges Resolution)， Part III.3. 
14 IFRC， Guidelines for the Fiαcilitation and Regulation of lnternational Disaster Relief and lnitial Recovery 
Assistance， IFRC 301 C/071R4 Annex (2007). 
15 Id.， Guideline 3(2). 
16 Annex， 1. Guiding Principles， para. 5. 
17 Sect III， para 3. 
18 Guideline 3(2). 
19 United Nations Secretariat， Protection ofpersons in the event of disasters: Memorandum by the Secretariat， 
AlCN.4/590 (2007)， para. 57. Hereinafter， Memorandum. 
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assistance would constrain a disaster-struck state's capacity to decline 0町ersof assistance， 

and would therefore suggest that consent should not be withheld arbitrarily.20 This is 

reflected in the ILC's draft article 11 on the consent of the affected state to extemal 

assistance， which will be discussed below. 

The ILC has provisionally adopted a draft article on a disaster-struck state's duty to seek 

assistance called the duty to cooperate. The duty as elaborated by the ILC states that，“To 

the extent that a disaster exceeds its national response capacity， the affected State has the 

duty to seek assistance from among other States， the United Nations， other competent 

intergovemmental organizations and relevant non-govemmental organizations， as 

appropriate."21 The ILC's Special Rapporteur on protection of persons in the event of 

disaster argued that this responsibility of states stems企omthe principles of sovereignty 

and non-intervention， which must be considered in light of the responsibilities undertaken 

by states in the exercise of sovereignty.22 That is， the Special Rapporteur finds a duty to 

cooperate where the disaster response capacity of the affected state is overwhelmed. This 

is similar to the UN Secretariat's finding that the guiding principles of sovereignty etc. 

contained in UNGA Resolution 46/182 on humanitarian assistance， imply a duty to 

cooperate where a state's disaster response capacity is inadequate in its 2006 

Memorandum.23 However， both bodies note that this obligation is tempered by the right 

of the disaster同 struckstate to consent to any proposed transboundary disaster relief 

measures.24 The Special Rapporteur suggests that duty of disaster-struck states to 

cooperate on the intemational plane stems企omstates' primary responsibility to the 

people within its territory under the principle of sovereignty.25 

A somewhat stronger variation of the state duty to seek assistance is the positive duty to 

accept assistance. Hardcastle and Chua have advocated for the creation of a positive 

obligation on states to allow transboundary disaster relief operations on their territory. 

Their proposal is contained in a draft intemational agreement on principles of 

intemational relief in natural disaster situations. The relevant article provides that“the 

recelvmg state is obliged to allow" intemational humanitarian relief measures from 

“qualified organizations'制 wheredisaster victims do not receive necessary assistance 

20 UN Secretariat， Memorandum， para 65. 
21 ILC， Texts of draft articles 1， 2， 3， 4 and 5 as provisionally adopted by the Drafting Committee， 
AlCN.4/L.578 (2009)， article 5. 
22 E. Valencia-Ospina， Fourth report on the protection of persons in the event of disaster， AlCN.4/643 (2011)， 
para. 31. Hereinafter， F our幼 report.
23 UN Secretariat， Memorandum， para. 57. 
24 E. Valencia同 Ospina，Fourth report， para. 38; UNGA， Strengthening ofthe coordination ofhumanitarian 
m 時間cyassistance of the United Nations，んRES/461182(1991)， Annex， para. 5 
25 Id.， para. 39. 
26 While this seems to be a far-reaching obligation， it is in fact constrained by the conditions that would limit 
‘qualified' organisations to non-governmental organizations that are not associated with any government， 
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necessary to sustain life and dignity.27 However， as Benton-Heath notes， the strong 

formulation of this duty， which might allow access to states and intergovernmental 

organisations， is unlikely to be accepted at the intemationallevel. 28 

The negative form of the obligation on states to seek assistance constrains the discretion 

to re白seassistance. The limitation on the sovereign right to re白seassistance reflects 

recent trends in thinking about sovereignty， because it is intended to apply to situations in 

which the disaster-struck state is unwilling or unable to provide assistance. Benton Heath， 

for example， in arguing for the ILC to develop just such a legal obligation， observes that 

recent instruments addressing humanitarian assistance operations tend to phrase the duties 

of the affected state not in terms of positive duties and that the negative formulation is the 

preferable formulation.29 Benton Heath proposes a two-part rule that would first1y， 

require a state to seek assistance from other states， intemational organisations and NGOs 

where it is“unable or manifest1y unwilling" to provide humanitarian assistance to people 

on its territory; and secondly， obligate a state not to arbitrarily withhold consent to 

assistance.30 The latter requirement， would， according to Benton Heath， would create a 

framework for the state to publicly justify why it has refused an offer of aid. The 

provision of reasonable grounds for refusal provides a framework in which a state's 

obligations are reinforced by other intemational legal commitments， for example， to 

human rights instruments such as the ICESCR. Benton Heath claims that his proposal 

would open up pathways for the evaluation of state action， and thereby facilitate the 

“naming and shaming" of states， or justification of Security-Council authorised 

interventions.31 

Benton Heath identifies subjective and objective criteria that trigger the obligation not to 

withhold consent to aid， one of which is the hardships suffered by the population. 

Hardships can be determined with regard to the usual standard of living of the population， 

and it is argued that the focus on the circumstances affecting a population is important 

because this would place the individual， or at least a group of individuals， at the centre of 

legal analysis， which would in tum be consistent with the rights-based approach that the 

have a proven record in effective humanitarian relief and that are placed on a roster maintained by the UN 
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. R. Hardcastle & A. Chua，“Humanitarian Assistance: 
Towards a Right of Access to Victims ofNatural Disasters" 325 (1998) lnternational Review of the Red Cross 
589. 
27 R. Hardcastle & A. Chua，“Humanitarian Assistance: Towards a Right of Access to Victims ofNatural 
Disasters" 325 (1998) lnternational Review ofthe Red Cross 589. 
28 J. Benton-Heath，“Disasters， Relief， and Neglect: The Duty to Accept Humanitarian Assistance and the 
work ofthe Intemational Law Commission" 43 New York University Journα1 of lnternational Law and 
Politics 419， 454. Hereinafter，“Disasters， Relief and Neglect'¥ 
29 See generally， Benton Heath，“Disasters， Re!ief， and Neglect"・

30 Id.， 472. 
31 Id.， 474. 
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ILC is taking to its work on protection of persons in disasters.32 Benton Heath further 

notes that the creation of a negative obligation would most direct1y address the problem 

that aid often does not reach its intended beneficiaries， and might offer a way to compel 

intemational relief efforts. Benton Heath believes that his proposal， although not going so 

far as to assert a right to humanitarian assistance， provides a principled legal basis for 

asserting the existence of this right， which might form part of c1aims for reparation.33 

Further， he believes that it provides additional protection to individuals against the 

mismanagement of the aftermath of disasters，34 and explicit1y links the denial of 

humanitarian assistance to human rights. 

Benton Heath argues that new disaster norms should be stronger so that in cases where a 

state has shown an unwi1lingness to act for disaster victims， the intemational community 

can compel access to the population. The intemational community may thereby assist 

people who have already been a百ectedby disaster， as wel1 as those who face the threat of 

disaster.35 In summary， Benton Heath c1aims that his proposal balances sovereignty with 

human rights; that is， he argues that govemments should have the right to deny offers of 

aid that carry untenable conditions， but at the same time， forces govemments to provide 

justifications for any deniaP 

The Special Rapporteur advocated a similar approach in crafting a draft artic1e on the 

duty of states not to arbitrarily withhold consent. In arguing for this approach， the Special 

Rapporteur notes that intemational human rights law (IHRL) already encapsulates a 

balance of interests between states and the persons under its jurisdiction to a certain 

extent. The obligations， as part of IHRL， are not only owed to states， but also to the 

individuals.37 In particular， the right to life under artic1e 6 of the ICCPR contains the 

obligation to take positive measures to protect life. Thus， the Rapporteur argues， under 

this rule， any offer of assistance that is refused might constitute a violation of the right to 

life.38 This might also apply to the obligation of each party to the ICESCR to take steps 

through intemational assistance and cooperation to achieve the realisation of the rights 

contained therein.39 The Special Rapporteur also referred to the drafting process of the 

Additional Protocols of 1972 and 1973 of the Geneva Conventions， which contained an 

obligation to accept relief if the relief met requirements such as impartiality and humanitぁ

32 Id.， 460. 
33 Id.， 475. 
34 Ibid. 

35 Id.， 461-462. 
36 Id.， 475. 
37 E. Valencia-Ospina， Fourth report， para. 59. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
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among others.40 The Special Rapporteur concluded that， in light of existing legal norms 

in IHRL， IHL， and other areas of intemational law， that there was an obligation on 

disaster同 struckstates not to withhold consent arbitrarily， if it was required to meet the 

needs of the individuals concemed， when met with offers of assistance.41 The Rapporteur 

noted in particular， that the position of the persons in need in all protection regimes 

justifies a limitation on states'αpriori right to refuse assistanceア

In this way， both Benton Heath and the Rapporteur interpret the intemational duty to 

cooperate in a way that supports the establishment of a negative obligation not to 

arbitrarily withhold consent. The ILC has adopted Draft Article 11(2) which stipulates 

that consent to extemal assistance by the disaster-struck state should not be withheld 

arbitrarily， which underlies the disaster回 struckstates duty and right to assist its own 

populationアThisarticle was welcomed by a number of states in the Sixth Committee 

debates on the ILC's draft articles.44 However， on the other hand， some states emphasised 

the principle of sovereignty， arguing that the disaster-struck state has a right to decide 

whether to request or accept humanitarian assistance， and rejected the existence of a state 

obligation to accept outside assistance as no intemational custom or state practice could 

be identified to support this.45 

The development of the debate on the imposition of certain obligations towards both the 

intemational community and the individual seems to point in the direction of general 

acceptance of these obligations of the disaster-struck state. Taking the idea of obligations 

of the disaster-struck state to their logical conclusion， intemational criminal sanctions 

under the responsibility to protect doctrine (R2P) against states that do not provide 

adequate assistance， or neglect disaster struck populations on their territory in natural 

disasters has been proposed.46 However， it has been argued in response that such an 

approach would seriously challenge the principles of sovereignty and norトintervention，

40 Id.， paは 66.
;l Id，para76 
2Ibid. 
43 This article reads in full: 

“Article 11 
Consent of the affected State to external assistance 
1. The provision of extemal assistance requires the consent of the affected Sate. 
2. Consent to extemal assistance shall not be withheld arbitrarily. 
3. When an offer of assistance is extended in accord如何withthe present draft 制 icles，the affected 
State shall， whenever possible， make its decision regarding the offer known.門

44 Finland， on behalfofthe Nordic States (AlC.6/66/SR.21， para. 60)， El Salvador (AlC.6/66/SR.24， para. 13)， 
Spain (AlC.6/66/SR.23， para. 50)， Colombia (AlC.6/66/SR.22， para. 27). 
45 Cuba (AlC./66/SR.24， para. 27)， Indonesia (AlC.6/66/SR.24， para. 70)， China (AlC.6/66/SR.23， para. 42). 
46 S. Ford，“Is the Failure to Respond Appropriately to a Natural Disaster a Crime Against Humanity? The 
Responsibility to Protect and Individual Criminal Responsibility in the Aftermath of Cyclone Nargis" 38 
(2010) Denver Journal olInternationαILαw and Policy 227・276.
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and that states who are prone to disaster would stress sovereignty rather than consent to 

the creation of rules that would require them to accept outside aid.47 In addition， the ILC 

has firmly r司ectedthe R2P doctrine's application to natural disaster in the context of its 

draft artic1es.48 

3.2.2 Rights and obligations ofnon-disαster affected states 

The other side of the debate discusses the situations in which the rights and obligations of 

states that may give aid to a disaster-affected state， which has been given attention since 

the 1990s， when issues of humanitarian intervention began to emerge. The starting point 

for this strand is the same as that of the strand discussing the intemational rights and 

obligations of the disaster-struck state: namely， the principles of sovereignty and 

non-intervention. However， in the context of the rights and obligations of states that have 

not been struck by disaster， rights and obligations of such states necessarily entail outside 

assistance， and the focus in this strand of debate is on the creation of obligations or duties 

to offer or provide disaster relief. 

In terms of states' rights， as in Vattel's time， it would seem that under the principle of 

sovereignty， states have the right to determine whether or not to provide a disaster-struck 

state with relief measures.49 More recently， however， interest has intensified on the issue 

of whether or not there exists a right to offer humanitarian assistance in natural disasters 

under intemationallaw. The Special Rapporteur， in his fourth report to the ILC， proposed 

the inc1usion of a right to offer humanitarian assistance.50 The Rapporteur noted in this 

report that such a right would be in accordance with the understanding that disaster 

assistance， which should be based on the principles of humanity etc.， and the 

understanding that protection of the individual is the u1timate goal of the ILC's project.51 

Further， the Rapporteur contends that the appropriateness of creating a right to offer 

humanitarian assistance arises from an understanding of disasters as an interest of the 

community of states. One such concem that arises out of this understanding of disaster is， 

for example， is the requirement of states to report when an individual outside their 

territory is being inappropriately treated where disaster-related hea1th hazards exist戸

Thus， the right to offer assistance is the manifestation of intemational solidarity， and 

47 D. Fidler，“Disaster and Relief Governance After the Indian Ocean Tsunami: What Role for International 
Law?" 6 (2005) Melbourne Journal ofInternational Law 458，472. 
刊 Ina 2009 ILC debate， it was determined that applying R2P to natural disasters would “stretch the concept 
beyond recognition or operational utility." International Law Commission， Summary Record ofthe 3019帥

meeting， A/CN.4/SR.3019 (2009). 
49 E. Vattel， The Lαw of Nations， or Princ伊lesof伽 LawofNature Applied to the Conduct αnd Affairs of 
Nations and Sovereigns， (1758)， Book 11， ~5 ， ~9. 

50 E. Valencia-Ospina， Fourth r，句porton the protection of persons in the event of disαsters， A/CN.4/643 
(2011)， paras 78同 95.
;;A E 、V泊匂a伽
2 Id.， para. 82. 
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arises from the recognition that protection of persons in disaster is an inherently global 

日latter.53

A more extreme version of the right to offer humanitarian assistance in cases of natural 

disaster is the state right to military intervention to give humanitarian assistance. Debate 

over this right was particularly emphasised after the devastating human effects of Cyclone 

Nargis were further exacerbated by the Burmese junta's refusal to accept aid in 2008. 

Jackson， for example， writing in 2010， argues for a “kinder， gentler" right of humanitarian 

intervention based on the responsibility to protect (R2P) doctrine. Jackson argues th剖

there is a growing acceptance of military humanitarian intervention， which could be 

applied to disaster relief. Citing the examples of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) intervention and the Economic Community of West African States use of force 

against Sierra Leone， Jackson contends that since the termination of the Cold War， 

humanitarian intervention， which subordinates national sovereignty claims in favour of 

basic human rights protections， has become more common戸

Bettati， writing more than ten years earlier， in the period when NATO's intervention in 

Kosovo had become the subject of the legitimacy of military humanitarian intervention， 

puts forward a similar argument for the recognition of a state right of humanitarian 

intervention， or the right of free access to victims.55 Taking a somewhat positivist stance 

regarding the creation of intemational legal norms， Bettati relies on the weight of the 

argument that a principle of仕eeaccess to disaster victims (both conf1ict and non-conf1ict 

related disaster) aheady exists in legal texts， such as United Nations Security Council 

(UNSC) and UNGA Resolutions，56 and that the principle enjoys ethical support from 

figures such as the representatives of states， and the Pope.57 Bettati further argues that the 

principle of free access to victims is an obligation erga omnes， which finds its moral 

justification in the fact that it is not the desire of aid givers to dominate aid recipients， but 

is rather an essential condition to the deployment of assistance to“save" victims.58 

The proposed right to military intervention to help victims of natural disaster was， 

however， firmly rejected by the Special Rapporteur in 2009. The Rapporteur stated that 

the ILC's project would not justifシthedelivery of humanitarian assistance by military 

53 Id.， para. 84. 
54 Ibid. 

55 M. Bettati，“The Right ofHumanitarian Intervention or the Right ofFree Access to Victims?" 29 (1992) 
Review of the International Commission of Jurists 1. Hereinafter“The Right ofHumanitarian Intervention". 
56 Be仕aticites UNSC Resolution 758， para. 8; Resolution 770， para. 3; 771， para. 4; Resolution 794， paras. 2， 
3; Humanitarian Assist，αnceωVictims ofNatural Disαsters and Similar Emergency Situations， 
AJRES/43/131 (1988). 
5灯7Bett旬:at札iし，
58 Id.， 6. 
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force， noting that forced intervention is illegal under intemational law， and could not be 

justified under R2P's original narrow interpretation.59 

The other side of the development of a state right to offer assistance is the duty to offer 

humanitarian assistance. In 2006， the UN Secretariat in considering whether an obligation 

to offer assistance in natural disaster existed， came to the conclusion that the existence of 

a “duty" as opposed to a “right" to offer assistance did not yet definitively exist as a 

matter of positive law.60 The Secretariat further noted that such positive obligations to 

provide assistance are typically the subject of specific agreements， existing in treaties 

such as the Food Aid Convention (1999).61 This duty to offer assistance seems to be 

envisaged to be by a state to a disaster-struck state， which would exclude the individual 

企omany such interaction. 

3.3 No rights or oblig，αtions: The argument for the dominance of state sovereignty 

Another position which is taken in the literature on state rights and obligations in the 

context of disaster， albeit one that is in the overwhelming minoritぁisthe idea that the 

rights and obligations of states with regard to disaster do not need to be elaborated. This 

minority view in the category of state rights and obligations is arguably redundant， as it 

cannot be denied that the general trend of scholarship， NGO activity and intemational 

political action regarding disaster has not only accepted that disaster is an organising 

concept for intemational cooperation， but also th剖 itis a legitimate subject of regulation. 

The ILC's work and the general support for the ILC's work of states ofthe UNGA's Sixth 

Committee attest to this. However， for the pu叩osesof this literature review， and to gain a 

fuller understanding of how the subjectlobject dichotomy with regard to state rights and 

obligations with regard to disaster may be manifested， it is of value to consider some of 

these arguments. 

A proponent of this view is Fidler， who argues that the current fragmented state of 

intemationallaw on disaster relief is a result of the fact that natural disasters are episodic， 

short-lived and do not affect a state's interests in the way that war， trade and technological 

developments do. The episodic short lived nature of natural disasters correlates with the 

interests of giving and receiving states and means that each state has a strong interest in 

maintaining as much sovereign discretion as possible. Fidler notes that as in Vattel's time 

almost 300 years before the present assisting and victim states retain virtually unfettered 

59 Benton Heath，“Disasters， Relief and Neglectヘ423，note 18. The author cites a speech made bythe Special 
Rapporteur in the ILC's 2009 Plenary Debates on the topic. A summarised version ofthe speech can be found 
in International Law Commission， Report on the work 01 its sixty升rstsession， A/64/1 0 (2009)， para. 1打78.
6印0閃 Sec邸ωr閃附附et旬aria削 t，M，胎e仰捌mηlOr，馴Gω仰n励1
0“1 Id.， para. 62. 
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sovereignty in the context of natural disaster policy.62 This situation provides little 

prospect for the development of rules of law designed to maintain sovereignty， because 

states typically craft intemational law where their interests converge on the need to 

regulate sovereignty.63 

In assessing the白印rerole of intemational law in intemational disaster relief， Fidler 

argues that intemational law has little prospect for development because of the policy 

dynamics of this age. These dynamics lie in three general trends: firstly， disasters are 

being reconceptualised as part of systemic state interests (in other words， as the part of the 

high politics of intemational relations)，64 secondly， the general trend in disaster 

management is towards an in四 depthgovemance which requires the calibration and 

re-calibration of domestic laws，65 and thirdlぁ thecomplex nature of contemporary 

disaster relief requires the elaboration of lengthy and detailed instruments that require 

states to take on correspondingly complex obligations. Such instruments are likely to 

require further incursions into sovereignty by requiring extensive technical obligations to 

facilitate humanitarian assistance. The creation of such complex legal and administrative 

infrastructure may be beyond the capacities of many countries.66 

Fidler concludes that the focus is now on domestic law and govemance rather than on 

intemationallaw， and that intemational law will play little role in the印刷redevelopment 

of natural disaster relief. He further notes that developments in the area of natural disaster 

policy are unlikely to lead to the creation of comprehensive binding rules on states.67 

Fidler argues further that， if states do not understand their own self-interests in disaster 

govemance resilience， multilateral treaties on the provision of disaster relief that are 

complex and economically demanding may have an opposite effect on state desire to 

fumish aid.68 

3.4 The “Limited su旬ect"approach: The rights of non-st，αte acωrs with regard to 

disαster 

The limited subject approach has enjoyed greater attention in recent years. In this 

approach， not only the intemational rights and obligations of states， but those belonging 

to non-state actors become the basis for analysis. In contrast to the “traditional" approach， 

the literature attempts to ascribe intemational rights and obligations to non-state actors by 

62 D. Fidler，“Disaster and Relief Governance After the Indian Ocean Tsunami: What Role for International 
Law?" 6 (2005) Melbourne Journal ofInternational Law 458，466. Hereinafter“What Role for International 
Law?" 
63 Id.， 461. 
64 Id.， 467・9.
65 Id.， 469・70.
66 Id.， 47ト2.
67 Id.， 473. 
68 Ibid. 
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finding a place for non-state actors within the traditional state rights 企amework.F or 

individuals， rights are sought to be ascribed through the prism of human rights. Under 

westem回 orientedhuman rights， human emancipation is viewed through the prism of what 

govemments do to individuals， and thus the issue of the intemational duties of the 

individual， nor the issue of individual's duties to the state， do not arise in the literature. 

However， these rights are often interpreted in terms of states obligations to白lfil，protect 

and respect them. Rights and obligations are discussed in terms of the rights and 

obligations of non-state actors such as intemational organisations， 

3.4.1 The rights of intergovernmental organisαtions and non-governmental org，仰 isations

The capacity for intergovemmental organisations to act in si旬ationsof disaster has been 

accepted on the intemational plane since at least the late 1920s， with the establishment of 

the Intemational Relief Union.69 This was reaffirmed with the creation of the United 

Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO) under UNGA resolution 2816 (XXVI) of 

1971.70 Other resolutions which call attention to the UN's capacity to act in disaster 

SI旬ationsby recognising the competence of the Secretary田 Generalto call on states to 

offer assistance to natural disaster victims， are UNGA Resolutions 43/131 (Humanitarian 

assistance to victims of natural disasters and similar emergency situations)， and 361225 

(Strengthening the capacity of the UN system to respond to natural disasters and other 

disaster situations). 

The World Hea1th Organization (WHO)， under the Intemational Health Regulations， is 

vested with the power to offer assistance if a global health hazard arises. The Intemational 

Atomic Energy Agency is given the power to offer its good offices where there has been a 

nuclear accident or radiological emergency.71 

Perhaps in recognition of the existing state of practice with regard to intergovemmental 

organisations， non-govemmental bodies such as the Institut de Droit Intemational， have 

included provisions on offers of humanitarian assistance in their works. For example， 

Article V of the Institut's 2003 Resolution on Humanitarian Assistance provides a 

positive intergovemmental organisation duty: 

“2. Intergovernmental organizations shall 0妊erhumanitarian assistance to the victims of disaster 
，72 in accordance with their own mandates and statutory mandates.' 

69 Convention Establishing an International Relief Union (1927). 
70 UNGA， Assistance in Cases ofNatural Disaster and Other Disaster Situations， ARES/2816 (XXVI) 
(1971). 
71 Artic1e 5(d)， Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuc/ear Accident or Radiological Emergency 
(1986). 
72 Institut de Droit International， Humanitarian Assistance (2003). (Bruges Resolution). 
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While the capacity of intergovernmental organisations to offer assistance to 

disaster-struck states is accepted， the capacity of NGOs and other non-state actors to do 

the same has been less recognised. Beigberder， in 1991， considered the problem of the 

role and status ofhumanitarian NGOs and volunteers in intemationallaw in the context of 

situations other than armed conflict. He came to the conclusion that there is a moral duty 

of humanitarian assistance， which extends to the intemational level on the ground of 

solidarity. On the other hand， there is also a right for the sick and wounded to be cared for. 

However， he concluded that in intemational law， these facts did not result in legal rights 

and duties for NGOs and volunteers to give assistance， as sovereigns have the right to 

accept or reject intemational offers ofhumanitarian assistance.73 

The position on the legal right of NGOs to offer assistance seems to be changing， 

however. The UNGA has， for example， through the adoption of resolutions， recognised 

that NGOs play important roles in disaster response. In UNGA Resolution 43/313 for 

example， the UNGA: 

“3. Stresses the important contribution made in providing humanitarian assistance by 

intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations working with strict1y humanitarian 

mot1ves; 

4. Invites all States in need of such assistance to facilitate the work of these organizations in 

implementing humanitarian assistance， in particular the supply of food， medicines and health care， 

for which access to victims is essential; 

5. Appeals， therefore， to all States to give their support to these organizations working to provide 

humanitarian assistance， where needed， to the victims of natural disasters and similar emergency 
円 74situatlOns.' 

Further， the Special Rapporteur in proposing non四 stateactors' right to offer assistance， 

justified the establishment of such a provision by arguing由atthe protection of persons in 

the event of disasters is a “project of the intemational community as a wholeぺ75and th剖

the intemational legal structure built， which hinges on the primary responsibility of the 

disaster-affected state， is framed by the principles of humanity， neutrality， impartiality， 

non-discrimination and underpinned by solidarity.76 The Special Rapporteur， noting that 

there was an extensive and consistent intemational practice of intemational and 

73 Y. Beidberger The Ro/e and St，αtus ollnternationa/ Humanitarian Vo/unteersαnd Organizations: The 
Right and Duty to Humanitariαn Assistance (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff， 1991)，384. 
74 UNGA， Humanitarian Assistance to Vzctims 01 Natura/ Disasters and Similar Emergency Situations， 
AlRES/43/131 (1988). 
75 Valencia-Ospina， Fourth report， paras. 80，96. 
76 Ibid. 
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non-govemmental organisations making offers of assistance to states such as Japan and 

the United States of America， concluded that the right to offer assistance applies not only 

to non-affected states but also to international organisations and other humanitarian 

organisations. The Special Rapporteur recognised IGOs and NGOs as participants that 

contribute to achieving the interest of the international community in protecting people in 

disastersアTheRapporteur concluded by proposing the following draft article: 

“Draft Article 12 

Right to offer assistance 

In responding to disasters， States， the United Nations， other competent intergovernmental 

organizations and relevant non.咽governmentalorganizations shall have the right to offer assistance 

to出eaffected State.門

The ILC， at the time of writing， had not yet adopted this draft article. Many states in the 

Sixth Committee agreed with the proposal， maintaining that it acknowledged the interest 

of the international community in the protection of persons in the event of a disaster， 

which was complementary to the primary responsibility of the disaster-struck state.78 

However， it was also stressed in the drafting debates in the ILC that this was a right to 

offer， not to provide， assistance， and the disaster-struck state still had the prerogative to 

accept， in whole or in part， any offers of assistance. 79 

3.4.2 The rights ofthe individual 

Writing in 1979， a time when international human rights law was still in its formative 

stages， Samuels argued that states' general responsibility regarding natural disasters fell 

within the realm of human rights law. He pointed out that natural disasters have a 

significant impact on the right to adequate food， clothing， and housing and to the 

continuous improvement of living conditions， and that states would not be able to take 

steps to realise this right without taking into account the GNP which is lost to natural 

disasters. Samuels viewed this as being a violation of these rights.80 Samuels argued that 

states have legal obligations to assist another state in times of natural disaster， to prepare 

for disaster relief within its own territory and take preventive measures in order to 

minimise the suffering resulting from natural disasters， and an obligation to accept relief 

77 Id.， paras .105回 6.
78 E. Valencia回 Ospina，Fiflh n々porton the protection 01 persons in the event 01 disasters， AlCN.4/652 
(2012)， para. 44. 
79 Slovenia (AlC.6/66/SR.20， para. 12)， Finland (on behalfofthe Nordic States) (AlC.6/66/SR.21， para. 60)， 
Poland (AlC.6/66/SR.21， para. 86)， Mexico (AlC.6/66/SR.22， para. 20)， Czech Republic (AlC.6/66/SR.23， 
para. 19)， Austria (AlC.6/66/SR.25， para. 19)， Egypt (AlC.6/66/SR.25， para. 36). 
80 J.W. Samuels，“The relevance of internationallaw in the prevention and mitigation of natural disasters" in 
L.H. Stephens & S.J. Green (eds.)， Disaster Assistance: Appr，αisal， R々formand New Approaches (London: 
Macmillan， 1979)， 245， 248. 
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for its people仕omother state after the occurrence of a natural disaster.81 Samuels 

concluded that states have obligations to prevent and mitigate natural disasters under the 

ICESCR.82 In a similar vein， Alston claimed that humanitarian assistance could be 

included as a third generation human right. 83 

Samuels and Alston were writing at a time when the ICCPR， ICESCR， the Convention on 

the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) had been adopted approximately a 

decade before， and when the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child 

(CRC) had either very recently been adopted or were in their respective drafting 

processes. Since then， the content of the binding norms contained in these human rights 

conventions has been elaborated， not only by scholars， but also by the treaty bodies of 

each human ri俳句 treaty.The treaty bodies have come to play a large role in the 

interpretation and dissemination of human rights law through examinations of state 

practice and publications of their opinions. It might be said that human rights law has 

come of age; it is now interwoven into the fabric of intemational relations. Its place is 

signified not only by the passive acceptance of transboundary actors， but also by its active 

use as a dominant language of contemporary intemational relations. Thus， IHRL， as a 

“vocabulary of powerヘ84 now occupies a much different place in the interτlational legal 

system than it did thirty years ago. In this context， new directions for the elaboration of 

the nexus between disaster， human rights and the individual have developed. 

Contemporary literature that discusses disasters in the context of individual rights does so 

in one of two ways: they seek to identify a new human right (or body of human rights) 

related to disaster， or to interpret existing human rights in the context of disaster. 

An example ofthe former is Jakovljevic who writes th剖 oneof the key legal questions in 

the new field of disaster relief law is whether victims have a human right to humanitarian 

assistance.85 According to Jakovljevic， although there is no definition ofthe right and no 

such right explicitly exists in the human rights canon， this right could be made up of two 

elements: the right to demand that assistance is provided， and the right to receive such 

assistance， whether demanded or offered without a demand. He argues that the existence 

of the right to humanitarian assistance is already in the consciousness of relief providers: 

“The subjects of intemational law are aware of the belief that the victims [of disaster] 

81 Id.， 263. 
82 Ibid .. 
83 P. Alston，“A third generation of solidarity rights: Progressive development or obfuscation of international 
human rights law?" 29 (1982) Netherlands lnternational Law Rel布w307，309. 
制 D.Kennedy，“Reassessinginternational humanitarianism: The dark sides" in A. Orford (ed.)， lnternαtional 
Law and its Others (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 2006)， 135. 
85 B. Jakovljevic， Intemational Disaster ReliefLaw" 34 (2004) lsrael Yearbook on Human Rights 251， 257. 
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themselves have a right to humanitarian assistance. These subjects not only tolerate such 

a belief， but by their action manifest th剖 theyare fulfilling an obligation when they 

endeavour to help the victims concemed."86 Jakovljevic argues th剖 thisis supported by 

the fact that denying the right to humanitarian assistance in wartime disaster contexts is 

punished under the Geneva Conventions. 87 He notes that the punishment of the 

obstruction of the provision of humanitarian aid is proof that such a right exists because 

humanitarian actions are not a pu中osein themselves: they are protected under 

intemational law because they are intended to ensure the realisation of the basic rights of 

victims through humanitarian assistance， which in times of war and other disasters are the 

ways in which we protect life and health.88 Jakovljevic further contends that the existence 

of the right has been recognised at the highest levels as is represented in the adoption of 

the Intemational Institute of Humanitarian Law's Declaration on the “Guiding Principles 

on the Right to Humanitarian Assistance".89 The implicit existence of the right to 

humanitarian assistance makes the case for the development of disaster relief stronger， 

and throws into relief the following: the interests of victims， expressed in their rights 

should be placed in the centre of alllaw developing processes.90 Having argued that the 

right to humanitarian assistance already exists in intemationallaw， Jakovljevic concludes， 

using similar reasoning to the writers calling for the creation of rights and obligations of 

states regarding disaster， that the right to humanitarian assistance is a universal right， like 

the rules on human rights and humanitarian law， and is thus a concem of everybody 

which invokes solidarity.91 However， somewhat confusingly， while Jakovljevic argues 

that the right already exists， at the same time he acknowledges that it is not yet recognised， 

noting that many new human rights have been created since the conclusion of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and pointing out that there is no reason 

why this new right would not be recognised戸

Similarly， Hardcastle and Chua make the case for the creation of a human right to 

humanitarian assistance. They believe that humanitarian assistance consists in the 

provision of commodities and materials required during a natural disaster relief operation， 

and point out that the inadequacy of the current intemational regime necessitates the 

86 Id.， 258. 
87 I.e. if deprivations ofbasic relief goods and medical services causes causing serious bodily or mental harm 
to members of a group (article 6(b))， great suffering， if there is serious injury to disaster victims' mental or 
physical health (article 7(1 )(k) defining crimes against humanity)， among others Jakovljevic also points to 
articles 8(b )(ii) on war crimes， 8(b ) (xxiv) on intentional attacks against any buildings， medical units etc with 
the emblem ofthe Geneva conventions， and 8(b)(xxv) on intentionally causing starvation as a method of 
W紅白reby wilfully impending relief supplies. 
日 Id.， 259. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Id.， 260. 
91 Id.， 261. 
92 Id.， 260. 
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devel'Opment 'Of the right t'O humanitarian assistance. Their starting p'Oint is由ata 

d'Ocument protecting the right t'O humanitarian assistance in natural disaster is necessary 

because there already exist d'Ocuments 'On rights 'Of war victims in IHL. Using the criteria 

c'Ontained in UNGA Res'Oluti'On 411120 regarding the devel'Opment 'Of human righ加ltsピ9

Ha紅rdca郎S坑叫tleand Cαhua c'Onsider the feasibility 'Of ad'Opting an intemati'Onal d'Ocument t由ha抗t 

establishes the right t'O humanitarian assistance. They c'Onclude by pr'Op'Osing a set 'Of draft 

“Principles 'Of intemati'Onal relief in natural disaster situati'Ons"， which provides， in article 

1， that“Every pers'On has the right t'O request and receive the humanitarian aid necessary 

t'O sustain life and dignity in natural disasters from g'Ovemmental 'Organizati'Ons 'Or 

qualified 'Organizati'Ons. "94 

In c'Onsidering the existence 'Of the right t'O humanitarian assistance， the UN Secretariat 

n'Oted that c'Ommentat'Ors are split 'On the idea 'Of the existence 'Of the right t'O humanitarian 

assistance. The Secretariat p'Ointed 'Out that alth'Ough Hardcastle and Chua d'O n'Ot believe 

that n'O right currently exists， 'Others like Jak'Ovljevic find this right and classify it as a 

sec'Ondary n'Orm 'Of intemati'Onal law， and still 'Others find that the right is already firmly 

established.95 

The ILC Special Rapp'Orteur t'Ouched 'On the subject in his preliminary rep'Ort， n'Oting that 

企'Om the“standpoint 'Of the victims 'Of disasters" the creati'On 'Of intemati'Onal disaster 

n'Orms is n'Ot 'Only ~ matter 'Of IHL， but als'O 'Of IHRL， which includes the existence， 'Or n'Ot， 

'Of a right t'O humanitarian assistance.96 However， the Special Rapp'Orteur did n'Ot take any 

particular stance on the relevance 'Of the right t'O the sc'Ope 'Of the t'Opic， merely n'Oting that 

the right was implicit in IHRL， but als'O that its nature was unclear. The Special 

Rapp'Orteur suggested that using the right t'O humanitarian appr'Oach t'O the t'Opic would 

create tensi'On with the principles 'Of s'Overeignty and n'On-interventi'On.97 

States， with regard t'O the issue 'Of the inclusi'On 'Of the right t'O humanitarian assistance in 

the scope 'Of the ILC's t'Opic， parallels the unsettled situati'On 'Of the literature. S'Ome 

members p'Ointed t'O the fact that t'O the extent that s'Overeignty and n'On-intervention 

entailed negative and p'Ositive 'Obligati'Ons， it w'Ould be necessary t'O c'Onsider the issues 

th剖 areimplicated by the right t'O humanitarian assistance.98 Other members stated that a 

right t'O humanitarian assistance which all'Owed the imp'Ositi'On 'Of assistance 'On a state did 

93 R. Hardcastle & A. Chua，“Humanitarian Assistance: Towards a Right of Access to Victims ofNatural 
Disasters" 325 (1998) International Review ofthe Red Cross 589， 593・603.
94 Id.， Annex， 607-8. 
95山知etariat，Memorandum， para. 258 
'0 Valencia-Ospina， Preliminary report， para. 54. 
97 Ibid. 

98 ILC， Report on the work of its sixtieth session， Al63/10 (2008)， para 241. 
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not exist， and urged the Special Rapporteur to commence work on this assumption戸

Other states interpreted the right to humanitarian assistance as a state right to provide 

assistance，100 and still others viewed the right as an individual human right， which is 

typically exercised collectively: non-fulfilment ofwhich was considered a violation ofthe 

fundamental rights to life and human dignity.l0l Other states noted th剖 thesubject was 

rightfully one that could be analysed by the Rapporteur at a later stage.102 

A slight1y different approach to codification of disaster-related human rights is one which 

calls for the creation of not just a single right to humanitarian assistance， but for the 

codification of disaster victims' rights. Saechao， for example， using an approach similar 

to Hardcastle and Chua's， examines the feasibility of establishing a human rights 

instrument for natural disaster victims. Saechao's argument is that the R2P doctrine 

should be applied to the context of peacetime disaster (or more generally， natural disaster)， 

and she asserts that there is an emerging global recognition of the responsibility of all 

states to provide protection to natural disaster victims， which implies that the victims have 

rights within the context of disaster. She further argues that recognising and codifying the 

rights of disaster victims within the field of intemational human rights law would impose 

on all states a legal duty to protect disaster victims， which would justify the responsibility 

to protect. 103 In supporting this claim， Saechao argues that acknowledging the 

applicability of human rights to natural disaster victims would expand the scope of 

intemational human rights and reinforce the intemational human rights regime.104 She 

also points to the fact that recognising the human rights and disaster victims link would 

mean that states would have a legal responsibility to protect natural disaster victims by 

preventing and mitigating adverse effects企omdisasters， reacting to the needs of disaster 

victims by providing and accepting needed humanitarian assistance， and rebuilding 

disaster stricken communities.105 She therefore believes that a human rights instrument 

elaborating rights for disaster victims is necessary. Unfortunately， Saechao does not 

specify the content of such a document， but references the right to an adequate standard of 

living contained in article 25 of the UDHR and article 11 of the ICESCR，106 and cites 

UNGA Resolution 45/100 which states that neglect of natural disaster victims constitutes 

99 Id.， para. 242. 
100 Id.， para. 243. 
101 Id.， para. 244. 
102 Id.， para. 245. 
103 T.R.-Saechao，“Natural Disasters and the Responsibility to Protect" 32 (2007) Brook.加 Journalof
International Law 663，699. 
104 Id.， 700. 
105 Ibid. 
106 Id.， 701. It should be noted that the provisions do not have the same content. The UDHR's provision 
includes references to health， food， clothing， housing， medical care， social services， and social security， while 
the ICESCR's provision refers to adequate food， clothing， housing， and continuous improvement ofliving 
conditions. 
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a threat to human life and dignity.107 It might be concluded then， th剖 Saechaobelieves 

that a human rights instrument on the rights of disaster victims might at least include 

these rights and principles. However， she does not offer any explanations on how these 

rights and principles could be interpreted in terms of disaster， and it is difficult to see how 

this would substantively differ from the second approach， which calls for the 

interpretation of existing human rights in the context of disaster. 

Kent too， calls for the conclusion of a treaty articulating human rights regarding disaster. 

However， in Kent's view， the important task is not only limited to human rights on 

disaster with regard to disaster relief， but also to the prevention and mitigation of disasters. 

According to Kent， the problem now is to articulate entitlements under the rubric of a 

“human right to disaster protection"， which would require the creation of institutional 

arrangements to ensure that governments are made accountable to national and 

intemational agencies for inadequate preparation of disaster. 108 

The second approach， which seeks to apply existing human rights law to the context of 

disaster， can be seen to fill in the gaps of proposals such as Saechao's and Kent's by 

providing concrete interpretations of human rights norms in disaster contexts. Although 

intemational human rights law does not address the right to relief and protection from 

disasters， its application in disasters is argued to be implicit in human rights law itself. 

Kent， for example， claims t由ha拡t仁:

way in article 3工， 'Ever巧yゆonehas the right to a standard of living adequate for the health 

and well-being of himself and of his family... Disasters are conditions under which an 

individual may face ‘circumstances beyond his control'. The right to an adequate standard 

of living is not suspended in disasters." 

The application of human rights law to disaster si加ationsis also justified under the 

“inclusivist dynamic of human rights" which challenges the objectivity and neutrality of 

law，109 based on the idea of vulnerability. Gunn， for example， discussing the right to 

health of disaster victims， argues that: 

“[W]e must humbly admit that more often than not disaster victims fall by the wayside in may 

ways， and in the heat of the emergency， perhaps unwittingly... we concentrate more on their 

needs and less on their rights. Yet disaster victims do have tights， the same rights that they have 

107 Ibid. 
108 G. Kent，“The human right to disaster mitigation and relief' 3 (2001) Environmental Hazards 137， 1日37-必8.
1附09E. Br閃ems，
Rights ofCαhωωiυ似ldr.陀'er印n:Empowering Children， Caregivers and Communities (Antwe中:Intersentia， 2007)， 12， 
14. 
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outside of a disaster situation.，，110 

Similarlぁ Gould，considering the problem of post-disaster housing recovery from a 

human rights perspective， says the following: 

“Considering housing recovery企oma rights perspective shifts the mora1 framework for action 

from charity to justice...羽弓lytamper with a system that brings forth such an outpouring of 

goodwill and compassion; that unites men and women and women in a common understanding of 

the human condition? ... The answer 1ies in the esca1ating need... in the limited effectiveness of 

the current approach to restore housing for the most vu1nerab1e.，，111 

All human rights could be interpreted through the lens of disaster， but it is obvious that 

some rights seem to have more immediate application than others. The right to life， for 

example， is one that would seem to demand attention in all aspects of disaster si加ations，

not just the disaster relief phase. Thus， although the mitigation and prevention aspect of 

disaster is not often discussed as a legal issue in general， Kalin and Haenni Dale， 

discussing the European Court of Human Rights judgments in the Oneryldiz and 

Budayeva cases112 argue that the individual right to life and the corresponding state 

obligation to protect life require that with regard to natural disasters， states should， inter 

alia， enact and implement laws dealing with all relevant aspects of disaster risk mitigation 

and establish necessary， take necessary administrative measures， inform the population 

about dangers and risks， evacuate potentially affected populations， conduct criminal 

investigations and prosecute those responsible for negligence， compensate relatives of 

victims.113 

Kent makes a similar argument for what he calls the “human right to disaster mitigation 

and relief'， noting that no under the UDHR and ICESCR， governments have an 

obligation to take positive action to protect lives and ensure an adequate standard of 

living in normal times and in crisis， even if they have a limited capacity to protect the 

rights contained therein.114 Thus， Kent asserts that governments have a positive obligation 

to prepare for disasters， and should take measures to mitigate the effects of those that 

cannot be prevented.115 

110 S.w.A. Gunn， "The Right to Hea1th ofDisaster Victims" 12(1) (2003) Disaster Prevention and 
Management 48，48. 
111 C. Gou1d，“The Right to Housing Recovery after N atura1 Disasters" 22 (2009) Harvard Journal of Human 
Rights 169， 173. 
112 These cases are discussed in more detai1 in Chapter 6 infra. 
113 W. Ka1in & C. Haenni Da1e，“Disaster risk mitigation -why human rights matter" 31 (2008) Forced 
Migration Review 38， 39. 
114 G. Kent，“The human right to disaster mitigation and re1ief' 3 (2001) Environment，α1 Hazards 137， 137. 
115 Ibid. 
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Gunn considers how the right to health might be applied to disaster. Gunn bases his 

statements on the UDHR， the Constitution of the World Health Organization， the UN 

Dec1aration of the Rights of the Child， the Red Cross Conventions， and the mission of the 

Intemational Association for Humanitarian Medicine.ll6 Gunn points to artic1e 25 of the 

UDHR on the right to health， and then to artic1es 3， 5， 13， and 14， which elaborate the 

rights to life， prohibition on torture， principles of refugee disaster， and the right of asylum 

respectively. He notes that torture is a “vile， man同 conceiveddisasterヘandthat refugee 

disasters and human displacements are “disasters in themselves，117 whether caused by war， 

intemal conf1ict， catastrophic f1oods， earthquake， a dam burst or famine. "118 Further， he 

writes that“a disaster or major emergency affects and destabilises the ‘mental and social 

well-being'" of victims， and even if the person who has experienced disaster is not 

physically injured， A disaster still“encroaches upon the health right of the victim.，，119 

Gunn conc1udes by stating that“If health is a human right， and human rights are for all 

humans... then health too must be for all.'mo He c1aims that there has been a progression 

from a broad right to health， to better access to health， tangible equity in health， and to 

health as a bridge to peace. He also notes that poverty is a major cause of ill-health and 

disaster， and advocates for poverty alleviation as a disaster prevention measure.121 

Another interpretation of existing human rights standards in the context of disaster is 

found in Gould's work. Gould starts from the position that although the human rights 

conceptual framework that guides responses on subjects such as post-conf1ict recovery is 

well-developed， there is a far less developed framework in the context of natural disaster， 

despite the prevalence of human rights violations following them.122 From this starting 

point， Gould goes on to discuss the right to housing， which is one human right that is in 

jeopardy following a natural disaster. Following a discussion of the still-developing 

content of the right to housing in the intemational and regional human rights frameworks， 

Gould considers what the content of the right to housing means in the disaster context. 

Gould notes that the theory of disaster adopted shapes the arguments for protecting the 

right to housing. For example， the degree to which human intervention is seen as a 

causative factor， and how predictability of disasters， and the vulnerability of people is 

seen， determines the legal approach to recoveη~ Given that the way that scientific and 

116 S.W.AGunn，“The Right to Health ofDisaster Victims" 12(1) (2003) Disaster Prevention and 
Management 48，48. 
117 Id.， 48 
118 Ibid. 
119 Id.， 49. 
120 Id.， 50. 
121 Id.， 51. 
122 C. Gould，“The Right to Housing Recovery after Natural Disasters" 22 (2009) Harvard Journal ofHuman 
Rights 169， 170. 
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humanitarian communities approach issues of vulnerabilitぁ123and the manner in which 

human and physical aspects of globalisation as causative factors in natural disaster have 

changed in the last thirty years， he argues for a theory of disaster that allows for 

community participation.124 Gould proposes the Pinheiro Principles on restitution as a 

tool to guide the interpretation and implementation of the right to housing in post-disaster 

housing recovery.125 Altematively， he proposes a right to disaster mitigation that includes 

specific housing rights. The proposed right to disaster mitigation is based on an argument 

that might be available under intemational law to disaster victims where the state can be 

shown to have breached a specific obligation that was a cause of the housing loss. Thus， 

for example， the failure of a state for speedy and effective disaster recovery might 

constitute a breach of duty. In this way， a right to disaster mitigation could be built up 

slowly.126 Finally， he notes the urgency of the issue of implementing post四 disasterhousing 

rights， noting th剖 thosein a state of poverty or are otherwise marginalised face greater 

obstructions in having their right to housing fulfilled， and ties this to the discrimination 

that is prohibited by ICERD.127 

The Special Rapporteur and ILC have also considered the application of human rights 

norms to their work on the protection of persons in disaster. The Special Rapporteur 

considered the application of human rights to disaster， considering出ata rights同 based

approach to the elaboration of disaster norms was desirable.128 The rights-based approach 

recommended by the Special Rapporteur was not met with any particular opposition 

within the Commission， nor仕omstates in the Sixth Committee.129 However， some 

members expressed doubt about a taking a rights-based approach， suggesting that it might 

not be realistic in light of the prevailing state of intemational law， and might lead to the 

duplication of existing human rights instruments.130 

The Special Rapporteur， in outlining the importance of the rights-based approach， noted 

that the protection of persons topic implied the perspective of the individual， which 

123 Gould does not provide an explicit explanation ofhow he conceptualises vulnerability. However， given 
that he suggests that disasters are expected features of communities， and links this to the idea of community 
participation in community planning， it is arguable that he considers vulnerability as being influenced by 
political orientations， and as the product of access (or lack thereot) of economic， political and social power. 
Gould，“The Right to Housing Recovery after Natural Disasters" 22 (2009) Harvαrd Journal 01 Human 
Rights 169， 181・4.
124 Id.， 198・9.
125 Id.， 195・8.
126 Id，. 198・9.
127 Id.， 204. 

128 E. 、Val匂倒alencia.か.桐司仇pin肌a，Pn陀'e!i附 αFη3ア!Repor叩 a紅ra.218.
山 SeegenerallぁILC，Report on the work 01 its sixtieth session， A/63/1 0 (2008)， parω.227-9; ILC， Topical 
summαη! 01 the discussion held in the Sixth Committee 01 the General Assembかduringits sixty-third session， 

prepared by the Secretariat， A/CN.4/606 (2009)， para. 83. 
uυIbid. 
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therefore suggested that a rights同 basedapproach to drafting was necessary.131 Further， he 

noted that IHRL comprised the rights and freedoms enjoyed by the individual， and 

bestowed individuals with the status of “rights-holder".132 As such， states are under an 

obligation to provide protection to those on their territory under human rights instruments 

that they are a party to， and customary intemational law.133 The Special Rappporteur 

considered that the rights to life， food， health and medical services， water， adequate 

housing， and clothing were particularly important in the context of disaster.134 A1though 

there was some confusion within the ILC about the requirements of a rights-based 

approach，135 the ILC eventually adopted a draft article on human rights in 2010. The 

article reads: 

“Article 8 

Human Rights 

Persons atfected by disasters are entit1ed to respect for their human rightS.，，136 

The Chairman of the Drafting Committee， in a statement on the adoption of the article， 

noted that the provision had its origins in draft article 7 on human dignity. The Chairman 

acknowledges that the draft article is a simple formulation which intends， rather modestly， 

only to indicate the general existence of human rights， without going into detail regarding 

content of the implicitly indicated obligation to protect those human rights.137 The 

rationale for this formulation lay in the Committee's idea that one of the key issues with 

regard to human rights and disaster is how to properly disaggregate the differing human 

rights obligations of the various actors falling within the scope ratione personae of the 

draft articles. The Chairman noted that the extent of the obligation of the affected state 

would vary from the obligations of assisting states， and further that these would be 

different from the obligations of intemational organisations and NGOs， or perhaps even 

multinational corporations.138 The formulation was白rtherjustified under the reasoning 

that customary intemational human rights law should also be respected. Thus the Drafting 

Committee's draft article 8 is one that reaffirms that human rights apply in disaster 

contexts， and that the reference to human rights incorporates substantive rights and 

131 E. Valencia-Ospina， Preliminary Report， para. 12. 
132 Id.， para. 25. 
133 Ibid. 
134 Id.，para. 26. 
135 ILC， Report on the work ofits sixtieth session， A/63/1O (2008)， para. 83. 
1>0 Article 8， Intemational Law Commission， Texts and titles of draft artic/es 6，ス8and 9 provisionally 
adopted by the Drafting Committee on 丘7αnd8 July 2010， A/CN.4/L.776 (2010). 
日 I ILC， Drafting Committee on the Protection ofPersons in the Event ofDisasters， St，αtement of the 
Chairman ofthe Drafting Committee 2010 
くhtゆ://untreaty.un.org/ilc/sessions/62/DCChairman _statement4thyrotection.pdi> (21 July 2010)， 8. 
1>0 Id.， 7・8.
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limitations as recognised by existing IHRL.139 

The ILC affirmation regarding the relationship between the dra抗 articlesand human 

rights would seem to indicate that the ILC considers that the draft articles on disaster 

norms have a separate existence to that of human rights， a1though they may be related and 

apply at the same time. 

The ILC's approach has however， received criticism on the grounds that the draft articles 

on human dignity and human rights in disaster add nothing to the existing discussion. 

Giustiniani points out that the ILC's vague formulation has meant that the ability of 

rights-holders to claim their rights， one of the key features of a rightsゐasedapproach， is 

left ambiguous.140 Giustiniani further contends that the ILC's work is inadequate企oma

rights-based perspective， arguing that an unambiguous reference to rights which are 

relevant for the protection of persons in a disaster situation should have been made， such 

as particular economic and social rights. 141 She further asserts that the primary 

responsibility of affected states in protecting people's rights is not adequately reflected in 

the draft articles， concluding that draft articles 7 and 8 do not exceed rhetoric， and are not 

informed by a rights阿 basedapproach.142 

Although the conceptual divisions between the rights and obligations of states and the 

rights of individuals has been made in this chapter， it must be noted at this point that the 

line between human rights and state obligations with disaster is not so clearly drawn， as 

state obligations and rights related to disaster can be企amedin terms of human rights， and 

human rights themselves are， on an orthodox view， the obligations of states. Samuels， for 

example， argued that the relationship between human rights and the rights of disaster 

victims would create three state obligations that are parties to human rights treaties. 

Firstly， the obligation to assist another in time of natural disaster; secondly， the obligation 

to prepare for disaster relief within its own territory and to take preventive measures in 

order to minimise the suffering resu1ting from natural disaster; and thirdly， where its own 

resources are inadequate， the obligation to accept relief from other states after the 

occurrence of a natural disaster.143 Macalister-Smith took a similar approach to Samuels 

with regard to the development of an intemational disaster law: 

139 Id.， 8. 
140 F.Z. Giustiniani，“The Works ofthe International Law Commission on ‘Protection ofPersons in the Event 
of Disasters¥A Critical Appraisal" in A. de Gut住y，M.Ges甘y，G. Venturini (eds.)， lnternational Disαster 
Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 73. 
141 Ibid. 
142 Id.， 73開 4.
l叩4幻3J.w. S臼amu即I股刷els，
L.H. Stephens & S.J. Green (eds.)， Disαster Assistance: Appraisal， Rぞかrmand New Approaches (London: 
Macmillan， 1979)，245. 
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“The general provisions of the Universal Declaration [of Human Rights] would themselves 

support important principles of humanitarian assistance， including the principle that one State 

should assist another in emergency; that States should prepare for disasters within their 

territory and take measures designed to minimize suffering following a disaster; and that 

States should accept relief after the occurrence of a disaster if their own resources are 

inadequate.円 144

3.5 The participant approach: Liter，αture that considers individuαls as pαrtic伊αntsin 

internαtionallegal processes 

The focus of research carried out until the present has focused on the rights of states， both 

the affected state， and states unaffected by the disaster， in addition to the maintenance of 

the principle of sovereignty in the intemational legal framework. However， there are 

examples of the use of a “participant" approach. What is called the participant approach 

here refers to approaches that consider individuals not only as intemational rights-holders 

with regard to disaster， but also as subjects that may involve themselves with legal 

processes. 

The point of departure from previous analyses and ways ofthinking is the distancing from 

the traditional subjectlobject dichotomy of intemational law， in favour of an approach 

informed by the idea of the individual as having the capacity to participate in legal 

processes to do with disaster. This thinking occasionally appears in the literature 

considering the human rights of individuals in times of disaster， as can be seen in the 

work of， Giustiani and in particular， Gould. 

Perhaps the most developed example of this approach to intemational law is in the work 

ofNifosi同 Sutton.Nifosi-Sutton discusses the scope of disaster victims' rights to a remedy 

and reparation under IHRL， and advocates for the creation of domestic systems for 

redress for disaster victims' human rights. She concludes that under current 

interpretations of the law， disaster victims whose human rights have been violated by the 

state in relation to a disaster si加ationhave essential procedural and substantive 

dimensions of the right to a remedy as established under IHRL. 145 Further， state practice 

indicates th剖 disastervictims have exercised the core procedural component of the right 

to a remedy， the right of access to justice， and the substantive dimension of the right to a 

144 P. Macalister四 Smith，lnternational Humanitarian Assist，αnce Relief Actions in lnternational Law and 
Organization (Dordrecht: Martinus N討hoff，1985). 
145 1. Nifosi-Sutton，“Contour ofDisaster Victims' Rights to a Remedy and Reparation Under Intemational 
Human Rights Law" in A. de Gu附 y，M. Gestri， G. Venturini (edsよlnternationalDisaster Response Lαw 
(The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 418・423.
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remedy which requires th剖 victimsof human rights violations use remedies that are likely 

to provide effective re1ief.146 Nifosi-Sutton conc1udes that the most desirable state of 

affairs is to maximise domestic forms of relief by incorporating some of the reparations 

provided for in IHRL. Namely， where possible， reparations such as rehabilitation or 

damages should be combined with reparations that p山portto rectifシviolationsof human 

rights which have had a detrimental impact on groups and prevent印刷reoccu汀ences.147

In this waぁNifosi回 Suttonbelieves that disaster victims' rights would be vindicated， and 

their sense of justice satisfied， while more effective societal responses to disaster could be 

made.148 

A common point between the literature examined above is that the interpretation and 

application of human rights in disaster contexts is explored through the idea of the 

participation of the individual， but this participation is largely limited to participation in 

the domestic sphere， rather than in intemationallegal forums. 

3.6 Concluding observations 

The legalliterature has been examined企omthe perspective of the individual's role in 

intemationallegal processes. All of the literature grapples with the problem of creating a 

just intemational legal framework that appropriate1y balances the interests of the 

stakeholders involved， that is， potentially and actually disaster-affected individuals， states 

both affected by disaster and those who wish to give assistance， and other non-state 

bodies such as IGOs and NGOs that wish to give assistance. However， the way that 

writers construct legal frameworks indicate how they see the relationship between 

individuals and intemationallaw. 

Most of the literature， which falls into the category of the “traditional approachヘ
advocates for the creation of， or discusses preferable forms of， legal frameworks for rights 

and obligations of states. Thus， the literature revolves large1y around two aspects of the 

collision between principle of sovereignty and disaster: that is， the identification of the 

conditions under which disaster-struck states can refuse intemational offers of assistance， 

and， converse1ぁ theidentification of the conditions under which states can overcome the 

sovereignty of a disaster.四 affectedstate and impose disaster re1ief measures. In this 

literature， rights and obligations of the states making up the intemational community with 

regard to disaster are generally determined not on the basis of extra-territorial obligations 

of states to disaster-struck populations， but on the basis of states' duties as members of the 

intemational community who have an interest in ensuring that disaster-struck 

146 Id.， 437. 
147 Id.， 433-7. 
148 Id.， 438・9.
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communities are given appropriate disaster relief. Thus， the duty is seen in terms of 

inter-state duties. 

A common point that can be identified in this category is that individuals are not 

presented as having agency， or any capacity to act on that agency. Descriptions of 

disaster回 affectedindividuals in the literature are limited to their status as victims; the 

literature does not treat them as actors. Rather， they are the objects of state action， both of 

the disaster struck state and the assisting states. It can be concluded then， that the 

existence of a disastrous event and the victims that such an event produces are the 

impetus for the creation of a legal framework within which states can act. As the legal 

frameworks proposed in this literature are limited to the rights and the obligations of 

states， it can be concluded that the theoretical underpinnings of the traditional approach 

lie in the subjectlobject dichotomy of intemational law. That is， intemational law in the 

context of disaster is seen as a tool of states. It is used by states to pursue their common 

interest of assisting victims of disastrous (natural) events. 

1n contrast， the“limited subject" approach of some writers' reflects a shift in thinking 

about the intemational legal system. This body of literature does away with the fiction 

that intemational law is by and for states， and is based on the idea that non-state actors 

may also have some capacity to act in intemational legal processes. This can be seen in 

the arguments that rights may be given to non-state actors， such as human rights that are 

tailored to the disaster context， or the New Haven School recognition that it is not only 

states that act on the intemational plane， but also intergovemmental organisations and 

NGOs. However， a divergence regarding the capacity to act can be seen in the literature: 

while intergovemmental organisations and non-govemmental organisations have been 

recognised as actors -that is， the literature discusses their right to offer assistance， or in 

other words， the right to act -in the intemational sphere， individuals are not given any 

right to act. Rather， their status as subjects is affirmed t加oughthe ascription of human 

rights with regard to disaster， whether it be a right to disaster mitigation or a right to 

humanitarian assistance. However， this limited subject status requires the actions of the 

state (or perhaps 1GOs or NGOs) for fulfilment. It might be concluded then， that the 

subject/object dichotomy still deeply informs this strand ofthe literature. 

The final strand， of which there are the least examples， addresses the problem of 

balancing the relationship between disaster四 affectedindividuals， non-state actors and the 

state by focusing on the capacity of the individual to act with regard to intemational law. 

In this strand， the individual is not only a rights-holder with a limited subject status， but is 

acknowledged as being a rights-holder with agency and the capacity to act. This can be 
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seen in discussion about community participation in Gould's work， and the capacity of 

individuals to use intemationallegal nonns to push for justice in Nifosi-Sutton's article. 

However， as can be seen in these works， the capacity of individuals to participate in 

intemationallegal processes is viewed throu抽出eprism of human rights， which， from a 

traditional view， positions the state as the body which protectsラrespects，andおlfilshuman 

rights obligations. Further，設lecapacity to participate， which is seen as accompanying 

human rights， is limited to participation in legal processes， which are based on 

intemational legal standards， in the domestic sphere， as is demonstrated by加th

articles.The literature is characterised by the use of IHRL and its centralisation of 

individuals to humanise the state-centricity of intemational disaster rules and literature. It 

therefore， as a general rule， does not take discuss account group or community rights. 

N either are abstract concepts such as marginalisation， which may infonn theories of 

human rights in disaster， part of the literature‘ The literature also shows that the 

subjectlめjectdichotomy of intemational law， which positions individuals as passive 

objects， is the dominant theoretical viewpoint in legal discourse on disaster and 

intemational law. This viewpoint is however problematic if considered from the ultimate 

goal of creating new intemational disaster nonns: achieving a state of justice for people 

who are， or may be a首ectedby disaster. It is widely accepted in disaster research 出滋

individuals affected by disasterラ andparticularly those who have not yet been affected by 

disaster， retain their agency and can make decisions.149 If we accept that it is not states as 

an abstract entity， but rather individuals and groups of individuals that are affectedちy

disaster，部 seemsto be the agreement among the a誠治rs，and furtherラ ifwe accept that 

individuals are not helpless in the face of disaster but retain their agency and capacity to 

act， then the currents of intemationallegal debate on the creation of disaster nonns seems 

to have over1ooked a vital component of the puzzle of how to understand di路 sterfrom an 

intemationallegal point of view. The next step for the development of legal discourse on 

the topic of disasters and individuals is therefore the problem of ensuring the faimess and 

uti1ity of intemation 

問 Seee.g. N. Middleton & P. O'Keefe， Disαster and Development: The Po/itics 0/ Humαnitari.仰 Aid
(London: Routledge， 1994); K. Hewitt，“Excluded Persp切 tivesin the Social Construction ofDisaster竹 inE.L.
Quarantel1i (edふ野'hatisαDisastefクPerspectiveson the Question (London: Rout1edge， 1998)， 71桝 88;F.C. 
Cuny， Disasters and Development， (America: Oxford University Press， 1983); A. Oliver輔 Smith，“Global
Changes and the Definition of Disaster" in EムQuarantelli(ed.)， What isαDisaster? Per.ミpectiveson the 
Question (London: Routledge， 1998)， 179酬 196.
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PART 11 

1NTERNATIONAL DISASTER LAW 





Chapter Four. The evolution of the concepts of disaster and disaster victim 

4.1 Jntroduction 

Part 1 established the state回 centricnature of the majority of intemational norms， the 

nascent state of the norms relating specifically to intemational disaster law， and the 

preoccupation with the state as the primary actor in intemational rules pertaining to 

disaster， as revealed in academic discourse. In this way， the disjuncture between law and 

the experience of that regulation on the ground， namely， the disconnect between 

intemational law's self-proc1aimed application to the situation of vulnerable people in 

disaster and the reality that vulnerable people themselves are almost peripheral in its 

creation， interpretation and application， was highlighted. Part 1 also showed that the 

majority of intemational rules， and much of the academic discourse on the concept 

disaster， have for the most part， elucidated horizontal intra-state norms， while neglecting 

to acknowledge the life experience and the agency of the disaster victim herself. On this 

understanding of the current intemational legal framework pertaining to disaster， Part 11 

evaluates the potential of intemational rules organised on the concept of disaster to be 

used by marginalised people. The disjuncture of intemational lawー thatis， the gap 

between the law-makers and law問 takers-will be taken into account in this evaluation 

through a textual analysis， and then an analysis of the law that takes into account 

surrounding social forces. Accordingly， Chapter Four seeks to find the presence of 

marginalisation仕omintemational disaster rules， as marginalised people by definition are 

also marginal to the concems of law makers. Chapter Five then identifies the ways in 

which the most prominent legal texts have obscured the agency and presence of 

marginalised people through interdisciplinary research and a consideration of drafting 

histories of documents. Chapter Four uses a positivist approach， examining vulnerability 

as it can be excavated in intemational legal instruments. Chapter Five uses a 

multidisciplinary approach to analysing IDL that utilises findings of fields such as 

anthropology and sociology， to add the voices of subaltems to legal discussion. 

The concept of disaster is the foundation on which intemational disaster rules are built， 

and in this Chapter， the evolution of the concept of disaster in intemational disaster rules 

is examined from intemationallaw's inception. This is done in order to better understand 

the related concepts of disaster-related victimisation， vulnerability， and therefore， 

marginalisation. Through this examination， how intemational disaster rules have 

understood and address the relationship between marginalisation and disaster will be 

c1early understood. 

This Chapter uses a positivist textual approach to analysis to identify changes in disaster 
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definitions， and therefore the concept of disaster victims and the marginalised contained 

in intemational disaster rules throughout history. This is necessary， because no holistic 

historical consideration of the legal concepts of disaster and disaster国 relatedvulnerability 

(and therefore marginalisation has been undertaken before. This approach to revealing the 

presence of the subaltem through the consideration of definitions of disaster is conducted 

by examining the sources of law established by article 38J sources contained in the 

Intemational Court of Justice Statute. Any universally applicable intemational document 

that presents itself as being disaster-related will be treated as material for examination. 

The time frame for the legal analysis begins from the founding of modem intemational 

law.1 

A preliminary issue that should be considered briefly before entering into the main 

examination is the indeterminacy of the definition of disaster. A definition of disaster is 

the白ndamentalcondition upon which disaster victims are defined. A legal approach to 

the concept of disaster， which is evident in most discussions of disaster， would be likely 

to treat the issue as self-evident and requiring little explanation， or rest on the argument 

that disaster is what the law says it is. However， this approach tends to rely on consensus 

regarding the status quo， which obscures power relations that privilege certain 

conceptions of disaster over others. Therefore， recognising that different ideas regarding 

disaster should form the starting point to consider how law has understood vulnerability 

in disaster. 

In seeking to understand how definitions of disaster have been employed in intemational 

disaster rules， it is worthwhile to consider how disaster has been defined in related 

disciplines. The issue of disaster definitions has been the subject of vigorous debate by 

scholars in the fields of disaster anthropology and disaster sociology in the last three 

decades.2 This debate has not resulted in an immutable definition of disaster; rather， 

scholars， examining the definition of disaster throughout the history of sociological and 

anthropological studies， have characterised various paradigms of construction in different 

ways.3 Gilbert， for example， in his examination of trends in concep加altrends in disaster 

1 It is acknowledged that origins ofmodem intemationallaw are a contested issue (see e.g. S.C. Neff，“A 
Short History ofIntemational Law" in M.D. Evans. (ed.)， lnternational Law (3fO ed.)， (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press， 2010)， 3同 31;G. Simpson，“Intemational Law in Diplomatic History" in J. Crawford. & M. 
Koskeniemmi (eむよ TheCambridge Companion ωlnternational Law (New York: Cambridge University 
Press， 2012) 25-46)， but in this research it will be taken to be the Treaty ofWestphalia. 
"' See e.g. E.L. Quarantelli，“What Should we Study? Questions and Suggestions for Researchers About the 
Concept ofDisasters，" 7(3) (1987) lnternational Journal ofMass Emergencies and Disasters 243・251;E.L. 
Quarantelli (ed.)， What is a Disaster? Perspectives on the Question (London: Routledge， 1998); R.W. Pe汀y&
E.L. Quarantelli (eds.)， f同atis a Disaster? Nev.ノAnswersto Old Questions (USA: Xlibris Corp， 2005). 
， R.W. Pe汀y，“Whatis a disaster?" in H. Rodriguez， E.L. Quarantelli， R.R. Dynes (eds.)， Handbook of 
Disaster Research (Springer， 2007)，ト15;E.L. Quarantelli，“A Heuristic Approach to Future Disasters and 
Crises: New， Old and In-Between Types" in H. Rodriguez， E.L. Quarantelli， R.R. Dynes (edsよHandbookof
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research since it its beginnings， identifies three paradigms in construing disaster. These 

paradigms are: 1) disaster as modelled on pattems of war， 2) disaster as social 

vulnerability， and 3) disaster as uncertainty.4 In the first paradigm， the effects of disaster 

are seen as analogous to those of w訂;disasters are imputed to uncontrollable extemal 

agents to which human communities react. This paradigm holds great persuasive power 

even to this day because the causality it espouses is simple and common sense: the 

evidence of our senses is th剖 waror disaster cause disaster.5 Even in this paradigm， 

however， it should be noted th剖 thesubjects of study were not these extemal events， but 

the social disruptions that these catalysts caused.6 In the 1970s， US researchers made a 

tuming point in conceptualising disaster to embrace the idea of disaster as social 

vulnerability.7 In this paradigm， disaster is a result of the structures of the community， of 

inward and social community processes and their intersection with hazards.8 This 

paradigm of disaster disposes of the concept of the extemal agent， moving disaster仕om

an effect to disaster as a result of the underlying logic of the affected communitダInthe 

final paradigm， disaster is interpreted as being the community's fall into a state of 

uncertainty. In this paradigm， disaster is tied to the upsetting of usual systems that a 

community uses to make meaning: disaster is a cnsls in communication within a 

community -that is， as a difficulty for someone to get informed and to inform others.10 

The anarchical profusion of information is the core of uncertainty since it affects the 

system of meaning that is linked to the modes of organization of administrative， political 

and scientific fields.11 In other words， this can be seen as a disruption of “social needs" 

for physical survival， social order and meaning."12 

The three paradigms identified by Gilbert cannot be applied directly to legal analysis， as 

Disaster Research (N ew York: Springer， 2007)， 16・41;A. Oliver-Smith，“‘What is a Disaster?': 
Anthropological Perspectives on a Persistent Question" in A. Oli討veぽr剛 Smi江th&S 
AnglηヲアIEαrげth丸:Disaster i初nAnt幼hropologi化calPer，宅伊pe釘ctiv叩ノ氾e(New York: Routledg伊e，2002)，18同 34.
4 C. Gilbert，唱tudyingdisaster: Changes in the main conceptual tools" in E.L. Quarantel1i (edよW為αtis a 
Disaster? Per・中ectiveson the Question (London: Routledge， 1998). 11. 
5 Id.， 12-3. See also W.R Dombrowsky，“Another step toward a social theory of disaster" Preliminary Paper 
#70 (Newark: Disaster Research Centre， University ofDelaware， 1981) for a consideration ofhow disaster 
research is dependent on war narratives. 
6 R.W. Perry，“What is a disaster?" in H. Rodriguez， E.L. Quarantel1i， R.R. D戸田 (eds.)，Handbook 01 
Disaster Research (Springer， 2007)， 5. 
7 C. Gilbert，“Studying Disaster: Changes in the Main Conceptual Tools" in E.L. Quarantelli (ed，) What is a 
Disαster? Perspectives on the Question (London: Routledge， 1998). 13. 
8 See e.g. K. Hewirt，“Excluded Perspectives in the Social Construction ofDisaster" in E.L. Quarantelli (ed.)， 
附 αtisαDisaster?Perspectives on the Question (London: Routledge， 1998)， 71・88;D. Alexander，“What is 
Disaster?" in R.W. Pe汀y& E.L. Quarantelli， W加tisαDisaster:New AnswersωOld Questions (America: 
Xlibris， 2005)， 25-38. 
9 C. Gilbert，“Studying disaster: Changes in the main conceptual tools" in E.L. Quarantelli (ed.)， W及。tis a 

Disaster? Perspectives on the Question (London: Routledge， 1998). 14， 

10 Id.， 16. 
11 Id.， 17. 
12 A. Oliver-Smith，“Global Changes and the Definition ofDisaster" in E.L. Quarantelli (ed.)， f同αtis a 
Disaster? Per，司pectiveson the Question (London: Routledge， 1998)， 186. 
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the sociological goal of the study of human behaviour lies at their foundations， and出lS

does not align neatly with law's objective of creating normative frameworks. Even so， the 

idea that disaster is less objective fact than social construction leads to two insights salient 

to intemational legal analysis:日rst，definitions of disaster have functions which are 

dictated by the goals of the person defining disaster， and second， the concept of disaster， 

ref1ected in definitions， is malleable and has changed throughout history. In other words， 

understanding disaster as an expression of the intent of the person who defines means that 

disaster must be understood as a specific perception of a problem， as well as what the 

definer intends to do about that problem.13 It thus becomes clear that intemational legal 

instruments construct definitions of disaster which ref1ect law-makers' objectives and 

views， and these objectives and views are inf1uenced by political exigencies， power 

structures and identities over time. Equally， definitions of disaster can be changed to 

ref1ect the interests of the non回 elite，because they are not fixed， but contingent. 

4.2 Disαsterαnd marginalisαtion throughout the history of international legal instruments 

It is difficult to find traces of a concept of disaster in intemational legal documents 

preceding the 19th century. Instead， the use of language and the regulation of certain 

events and problems that we might now file under the rubric of disaster can be identified. 

Some of these aspects include intemational legal norms based on the ideas of “calamity" 

and “calamity in war"ラ andother emergency si加ationswhich were deemed to require 

intemational cooperation， such as infectious diseases and maritime emergencies. In light 

of this， the examination of the evolution of the concept of disaster in intemational legal 

instruments pertaining to disaster will be split into three chronological periods. These 

chronological periods follow intemational law's gradual acceptance of people as subjects 

of intemational: the period before the establishment of the League of N ations (LoN)， the 

period between the LoN's establishment and the end of WWII， and from the 

establishment ofthe UN. 

4.2.1 Disαster and disaster victims before the establishment of the LoN 

Diplomatic interaction relating to disasters has a long history， and developments from the 

diplomatic field have often been ref1ected in intemational legal norms. Perhaps the only 

example of interstate interaction ref1ected in intemational legal norms prior to the 19th 

century is Vattel's The Law ofNations. Vattel cites two examples ofwhat we would now 

call bilateral aid in expounding the duty of all states to assist other states which have been 

13 W.R. Dombrowsky，“Again and again: Is a disaster what we cal1 a 'disaster'?" in R.W. Peηy& E.L. 
Quarantelli (eds.)， W加tis a Disaster? New Answers to Old Questions (USA: Intemational Research 
Committee for Disaster， 2005)， 19. 
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afflicted by “calamity，"14 as far as they do not injure themse1ves in doing SO.15 Vattel's 

examples are the donations given by England and Spain to Portugal on the occasion of the 

Great Lisbon Earthquake of 1755， which destroyed a large part of Lisbon.16 Vattel also 

gives the example of Swiss states that established public collections for towns of 

neighbouring countries which suffered damage仕omfires. In this prOVlSl0n， Vattel 

justifies the glvmg of aid from one country to another on the basis th剖，“Togive 

assistance in such extreme necessity is so essentially conformable to humanity， that the 

duty is se1dom neglected by any nation that has received the slightest polish of 

civi1ization."17 Since nations ought to perform the duty to give assistance to nations 

afflicted with calamitぁbutnot by force，18 towards each other when there is a need， and 

given that under the principle of sovereignty nations can free1y decide their actions， each 

state has the responsibility to“consider whether her situation warrants her in asking or 

granting any thing on this head" and therefore，“Every nation has a perfect right to ask of 

another that assistance and those kind offices which she conceives her se1f to stand in 

need Of."19 Vattel goes on to say that any application which is made without necessity is a 

breach of dutぁsoevery nation therefore，“has a right to ask for these kind offices， but not 

to demand them."20 Converse1y， because these kind offices are due only in necessity， the 

nation that has been requested to provide aid has a right to judge whether they are really 

necessary， and whether they are able to provide aid without injuring their own interests.21 

Thus， the right to which a nation has to the right to intemational assistance is“imperfect" 

and cannot be enforced. A nation that unreasonably refuses to give aid is thus not deemed 

to be doing an injustice， although it is less civil.22 

Other phenomena that was regulated at the intemational level， which may also indicate 

how disaster was conceptualised was the problem of infectious diseases. Infectious 

diseases were regulated intemationally before the end of the 19th century.23 Fidler shows 

14 The trans1ation of The LαwofNcαtions used in this work is the 1883 English trans1ation by J. Chitty and G. 
Ingraham. The author notes that other trans1ations have been used by researchers， most notab1y the ILC's 
Specia1 rapporteur on the protection of persons in the event of disaster， Va1encia-Ospina. The specia1 
rapporteur uses the 1916 trans1ation by G. Fenwick， which uses the words “disaster and ruin" instead of 
“ca1amity" in Book 11， ~5 of The Law ofNations (cited be1ow). In the interests ofundertaking a coherent 
examination ， 1 wi1l examine how the trans1ated word “ca1amity" ref1ects state interests and intemationa11aw 
in企a.
15 E. Va町 1，The Law of Nations， or Principl四 ofthe Law of Nature Appliedωthe Conduct and AjJairs of 
Nations and Sovereigns， (1758). Book 11， ~5. (Hereinafter， Law of Nations). 
1Q Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Id.， ~7. 
19 Id.， ~8. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Id.， ~9. 
22 Id. ，~lO. 
23 Many researchers and advocates企oma variety of discip1ines inc1ude epidemics in 1ists of events 
associated with “disasters，" such as fire， f1ood， etc. See for examp1e， Cirao1o， Artic1e 1 of“1. Letter of Ju1y 
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that states began to use intemational cooperation and intemational law from the mid 19th 

century to deal with the threat of the importation of infectious diseases into Europe.24 

From 1851， states convened a number of intemational sanitary conferences to negotiate 

conventions on infectious diseases. Before the beginning of the 20
th 

cen加巧r，at least 

eleven conventions on health regulations were negotiated， although many were not 

ratified by the negotiating parties戸

Intemational law was also used to deal with maritime emergencies; Toman and 

Macalister凶 Smithnote that treaties concluded on certain aspects of rescue at sea are 

examples of the early development of intemationallaw regarding emergency assistance戸

Macalister-Smith notes that the duty to assist persons and vessels in distress at sea has 

long been emphasized in the case law of some maritime States， which were reflected in 

treaties on maritime rescue adopted in the first decade of the 20th c印刷η27

The Law 01 Nations -the document with the most comprehensive elucidation of disaster 

and its significance in the intemationallegal framework -established intemationallaw as 

a tool that created a site for states to contest their definitions of disaster as a precursor to 

inter-state interaction. Thus the issues addressed by intemational law in this period is 

establishing the conditions under which states define disaster in order to ask for assistance， 

or define disaster in order to provide assistance in response to sudden natural events. 

18th， 1922，仕'omSenator Ciraolo， with t怠xtofthe proposal" in Int怠rnationalFederation for Mutual Assistance 
in the Relief of Peoples overtaken by Disaster (League of N ations)， Documents Relating to the Scheme of 
Senator Ciraolo (Geneva: Imp. Kundig， 1923); International Law Commission，}切rbookof the 1nternαtional 
Law Commission 1958， Volume 11: Dりcumentsof the tenth session including the Report of the Commission to 
the General Assembly， AlCN .4/SER.Al195 81 Add.l (1958)， 51; E. Valencia-Ospina， P四liminaηreporton the 
protection of persons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/598. 14; J. Toman，“International Disaster Response 
Law: Treaties Principles， Regulations and Remaining Gaps" (7 Apri12006)， 2 (available from 
htto:llssrn.comlabstract=1312781); D.P. Coppola，1ntroductionω1nternational Disωter Management (2山

ed.)， (Amsterdam: Butterworth同 Heinemann，2011). 
However， other researchers do not associate epidemics with disast怠rfor reasons such as that they a問“slow
onset，" (e.g.， J. Benton Heath，“Disasters， Re1ief， and Neglect: The Duty to Accept Humanitarian Assistance 
and the Work ofthe International Law Commission"， 43 (2011) 1nternational Lawαnd Politics 419・477，n20，
424)， or because仕leysee internationallaw relating to epidemics as a separat怠 strandofinternationallaw (e.g. 
D. Fidler，“Disaster， Relief and Governance After the Indian Ocean Tsunami: What Role for International 
Law?" 6(2) (2005) Melbourne Journal of 1nternational Law 458)). 
24 D. Fidler， 1nternational Law and 1nfectious Diseases (New York: Oxford University Press， 1999)，27-8. 
25 Id.， 22， 25・6.Fidler argues that despit怠 theimpetus that states created in the development of numerous 
international rules and bodies for the control of infectious diseases， international rules on infectious disease 
control were 合agmentedand ine妊ectiveas a result ofthe bi向rcationof internationallaw-makers into the 
Inter-American region and the European region， and the la心kof a universal regime for infectious disease 
contro1. 
26 P. Ma即ca叫liおst旬erト'-Smi白，1nter問nationα1HumanUωαrバiαnAssistance Reli々efAι
0，噌'gα仰niたzaαtion (Dordrecht: Mar此吋t討inusNijhof庄f，1985)，67 ・8; J. Toman， “ International Disaster Response Law: 
Treaties Principles， Regulations and Remaining Gaps" (7 April 2006)， 2. 
くhtto:llssrn.∞m1abstract=1312787>.
27 P. Macalister，品nit



The doctrine of sovereignty， the comerstone of legal thinking， excludes individuals企om

intemational subjecthood. This is ref1ected in law which enables only interstate 

interaction for the citizens of other states， on the basis of mutual state agreement. The 

laws above describe vulnerability only in terms of suffering created by extemal， natural 

events， but this suffering is considered only in an abstract sense. The alleviation of 

abstracted suffering is justified on the basis of the description of the Other -that is， that 

only uncivil states would ignore the abstract masses of disaster victims. In other words， 

vulnerability arising from disaster is linked to civility， one of the conditions of statehood 

at that time. 

4.2.2 Disaster αnd disaster victims斤vmthe estαblishment of the LoN to the end of WWII 

Institutionalised intemational， rather than bilateral， cooperation began to be utilised to 

address the effects of calamitous events， whether as a result of war or not， from the 20th 

century. In this era， intemational law began to be used as a mechanism to establish 

intemational institutions that would coordinate intemational cooperation for disaster relie王

The only multilateral treaty organised on the concept of disaster in this period was the 

Convention of the Intemational Relief Union (1927) (IRU Convention)， which 

established an Intemational Relief Union (IRU).28 The IRU was an intergovemmental 

organisation with a mandate to undertake and coordinate disaster relief operations.29 30 

The establishment of a permanent intemational relief organisation was initially proposed 

by the President of the Italian N ational Red Cross Society， Ciraolo， to the ICRC in 1921， 

and thereafter proposed by the ICRC to the League ofNations in 1922. This culminated 

28 The IRU Convention was ratified by 19 countries: (in ascending order ofthe date ofratification) Ecuador， 
Italy (including Italian colonies)， Egypt， Romania， India， Finland， Hungary， Belgium， Monaco， Venezuela， 
Germany， San Marino， Albania， Poland and Free City of Danzig， Greece， Bulgaria， Czechoslovakia， Turkey， 
France; it was acceded to by Sudan， New Zealand， Great Britain and Northern Ireland (not including any 
colonies or protectorates)， Luxembourg， Switzerland， Yugoslavia and Persia. P. Macalister-Smith， 
lnternationα1 Humanitarian Assistance Relief Actions in lnternational Lawαnd Organization (Dordrecht: 
Martinus N討hoff，1985)，200-1. 
29 Entered into force 27 December 1932. The Convention was accompanied by a Statute which prescribed the 
IRU's organizational matters. 
30 There are two other examples of international disaster relief institutions in this period. They are not 
considered because they did not apply universally; their mandates were limited temporally or 
geographically. One was the Commission for Relief in Belgium (initially called the “American Committee for 
the Relief of Belgium). The Commission was established under agreements obtained by Hoover from the 
United States， German and British governments戸Thiswas not a universal treaty， and the CRB's mandate 
was limited to relieving the effects ofWorld War 1 on the people ofBelgium. The other was the UN Relief and 
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) created under an international agreement signed by more than 40 
governments in 1943 (Macalister.同 Smith，lnternational Humanitarian Assistance， 12-4). The UNRRA was 
mandated with the relief， rehabilitation and resettlement ofvictims ofwar in any area under the control ofthe 
UN. The UNRRA was active from 1943 to 1948， but terminated officially in 1947. The CRB was an NGO， 
but the UNRRA had intergovernmental organisation status (Y. Beidberger， The Role and Status of 
lnternational Humanitarian Volunteers & Organizations.・TheRight-and Duty to Humanitarian Assistance 
(Dordrecht: Martinus N討hoff，1991).
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in the adoption ofthe IRU Convention in 1927. Ciraolo's proposed two draft texts， which 

were discussed in committees of the League of N ations between 1923 and 1925. In July 

1927， a Conference for the Creation of an Intemational Relief Union was convened， in 

which the final text of the IRU Convention was adopted. The final text mandated the IRU 

with the following: 

“(1) In the event of any disaster due to force majeure， the exceptional gravity of which exceeds 

the limits of the powers and resources of the stricken people， to向mishto the su妊ering

population first aid and to assemble for this purpose funds， resources and assistance of all kinds; 

(2) In the event of any public disaster， to co-ordinate as occasion offers the efforts made by 

relief organisations， and， in a general way， to encourage the study of preventive measures 

against disasters and to induce all peoples to render mutual intemational assistance.，，31 

The Convention entered into force in 1932， attracting approximately thirty states parties. 

However， due to its inability to command regular contributions from member states， it 

was never able to effectively give immediate relief upon the occurrence of disasters， and 

in practice， its work was largely confined to scientific studies.32 The IRU was impeded， 

among other things， by political problems， as relief assistance was politically charged. 

One of the causes of the politicisation of relief assistance (and therefore disaster) was the 

ambiguity of the term force majeure; a member of the IRU's Executive Committee， 

Camille Gorge， noted that the scope offorce majeure was debateable， but acknowledged 

that any move away from natural disasters would be likely to cause dissent among states 

parties.33 By the 1930s， the IRU had essentially ceased to function，34 and its assets were 

eventually transferred to the UN Educational， Scientific and Cultural Organization after 

the end ofWWII.35 

The IRU， the only multilateral instrument on disaster created in the era of the LoN， 

demonstrated a more coherent concept of disaster than did Vattel's work. However， in its 

drafting， competing ideas of disaster were proposed. The first text proposed by Ciraolo 

did not distinguish between causes of disasters， and extended to actual and potential 

31 Convention Establishingαn lnternational ReliefUnion (1927)， artic1e 2. 
32 P. Macalister.嗣 Smith，lntemational Humanitarian Assistance Relief Actions in lntemational Lαwand 
Organization (Dordrecht: Martinus N討hoff，1985)， 19; D. Fisher， Law and Legal lssues in lntemαtional 
Disaster Response: A Desk Study (Geneva: Intemational Federation ofRed Cross and Red Crescent Societies， 
2007)，27. The IRU's abi1ity to carry out its mandate is discussed in more detail in Chapter Five in企a.
33 Fisher cites the opinion ofa member ofthe IRU's Executive Committee (established under artic1e 6 ofthe 
IRU Convention) regarding the debate aroundforce majeure. D. Fisher， Lαwαnd Legal lssues in 
lntemαtional Disaster R何ponse:A Desk Study (Geneva: Intemational Federation ofRed Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies， 2007)， n93. (Hereinafter， Law and Legal Issues)， 166. 
34 Ibid. 
35 ECOSOC， Tra叫ferto the United Nations of the responsibilities and assets of the lnternational Relief 
Union， EIRES/1153(XLI) (1966). 
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disaster-related suffering. This broad formulation was narrowed slightly to include the 

following elements in the next major draft of the Convention. Disasters could be 

constituted by extemal natural forces， infectious diseases， or a society's intemal social 

conditions which affect the cycle of “normal" existence. The victims， therefore， were 

those who suffered as a result of one of these. If one of these conditions existed then the 

IRU could act where there was also an inability on behalf of the victimised communities 

to continue their survival. The IRU Convention that was ultimately adopted opted to 

describe disasters “events of force majeure"， which threw the concept of disaster into 

greater obscurity. Disaster as it was espoused in the final text of the IRU Convention 

cannot be considered to be anything other than an empty concept: as the French term 

suggests， disaster was a mystery， unable to be anticipated and uncontrollable. The IRU 

Convention positioned disaster as an intemational concem， and created an 

intergovemmental body to deal with it. However， the lack of content in the idea of force 

majeure or public disaster meant that a fundamental element of the IRU's raison d 'etre 

- the existence of a disastrous event which causes unmanageable human suffering -

dangled in a conceptual void.“Disaster due to force majeure" and “public disaster，" are 

entirely manipulable， as can be seen in the facts that these were not defined， and that 

contracting states and Committee Members acknowledged the indeterminacy of disaster 

in the Convention. The disaster concept adopted in the final IRU Convention is 

fundamentally indeterminate， meaning that the identification of disaster victims is 

similarly indeterminate and dependent on a state's assertion of such. In this document， the 

idea of systemic marginalisation which is linked to disaster回 relatedsuffering cannot be 

said to exist. Rather， the IRU had the capacity to act when an event of force majeure 

struck， and a group of “people" within the borders of a state was deemed to lack the 

capacity to act to alleviate their own suffering. The IRU Convention definition and the 

draft definitions show that disaster victims were not characterised by any particular kind 

of suffering: the idea of victims is highly dependent on the discretion of states to define 

those who suffer (those in the territorial jurisdiction of a disaster国 struckstate)， as well as 

what constitut 

Disaster， and the corresponding notion of disaster victims， shows a change from disaster 

in Vattel's time in its emphasis on the idea of the suffering of the community， rather than 

the state. Although disaster was expanded to included non-natural disasters， in practice， 
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only natural disaster was likely to have been agreed upon to constitute disaster. 

4.2.3 Disaster from the end of WWII 

The UN was estab1ished after WWII， and became a central forum for intemational 

law四 makingprocesses， for both hard and soft law sources， and wi11 thus be the focus of 

this section. The concept of disaster， which had been until the UN's establishment， an 

amorphous legal concept despite its development since the time of Vattel， began to 

solidify in a growing number of legal documents. However， the increasing creation of soft 

law on the topic of disaster did not translate to regulation of disaster through the 

deve10pment of hard law. Hard law documents， or universal multilateral treaties on 

disasters have not yet been conc1uded under the auspices of the UN， despite one attempt 

to create a convention prescribing intemational obligation on disaster， and the ILC's 

current efforts. 

4.2.3.1 Conventions on disaster 

As the ILC's Special Rapporteur on the protection of persons in the event of disaster 

notes，“disaster" is not yet a term of art and there is a lack of a single accepted 

definition戸 Sometreaties eschew providing a definition of disaster altogether.37 Instead， 

the rapporteur observes that two general methods have been used in intemational 

instruments with regard to the definition of disaster: one is the specific approach which 

understands disaster as a specific event that requires emergency treatment， and the other 

is a broader definition of disaster that establishes elements that characterise a disaster.戸

An example of the former approach can be found in universally applicable instruments 

such as the 1986 Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuc1ear Accident or 

Radiological Emergency， which establishes the cooperation to be taken by the contracting 

states in the case of a nuc1ear accident or radiological emergency.39 Other examples might 

inc1ude the 1990 Internαtional Convention on Oil Pollution Prepαredness， Response αnd 

Cooperation， the 1992 United Nations Frαmework Convention on Climate Change， the 

36 E. Valencia-Ospina， Second report， para. 31. 
37 Ibid. Compare definitions contained in legal instruments discussed with the understanding of disaster 
outlined by actors such as the UN Secretariat， which stated in 2006 that “disaster" is a function of the risk 
process. The risk process is the degree of exposure ofpeople， infrastructure and economic activity to a hazard. 
United Nations Intemational Law Commission， Protection of persons in the event of disαsters: Memorandum 
by the Secretariat， AlCN.4/590 (2007)， para. 1. This is similar to the UN Intemational Strategy for Disaster 
Reduction's definition， which stipulate that disaster is a “potential1y damaging physical event， phenomenon 
or human activity that may cause the loss oflife or injuη;proper句rdamage， social and economic disruption or 
environmental degradation. (United Nations Intemational Strategy for Disaster Reduction， Living with Risk: 
A Global Review of Disaster Reduction lnitiatives (Geneva: UNISDR， 2004)， 16). 
38 E. Valencia-Ospina， Second report， para. 32. 
39 Tampere Convention on the Provision ofTelecommunicαtion Resources for Disaster Mitigationαnd Relief 
Operations (1998). 
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1994 United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification in those Countries 

Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertificαtion， the 1989 Basel Convention on the 

Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their 邸宅posaland the 

1994 lnternational Labour 0，宮仰izationConvention No. 147 on Prevention of Major 

lndustrial Accidents. 

The Tampere Convention on the Provision of Telecommunication Resources for Disaster 

Mitigation and Relief Operations of 1998 is the first global treaty to provide a 

comprehensive framework for intemational cooperation in telecommunications in the 

context of disaster， and can be seen to adopt the latter approach to the definition of 

disaster， defining disaster thus: 

“6.‘Disaster' means a serious disruption of the functioning of society， posing a significant， 

widespread threat to human life， health， property or the environment， whether caused by 

accident， na同reor human activity， and whether developing suddenly or as the result of complex， 

long回tennprocesses." 

SimilarlぁtheFramework Convention on Civil Defence Assistance expands the idea of 

harm to include threatened loss: 

“Disaster' is an exceptional situation in which life， prope此yor the environment may be at 
1 刊 40

nSK." 

Another example of the general and broad approach to definition is the Charter on 

Cooperation to Achieve the Coordinated Use of Space Facilities in the Event of Natural 

Technological Disasters， which states that， 

“The term ‘natural or technological disaster' means a situation of great distress involving loss of 

human life or large圃 scaledamage to property， caused by a natural phenomenon， such as a 

cyclone， tomado， earthquake， volcanic eruption， flood or forest fire， or by a technological 

accident， such as pollution by hydrocarbons， toxic or radioactive substances.，，41 

The variety of conceptions of disaster within even this small sample of disaster 

definitions demonstrates that notions of disaster， and therefore notions of disaster victims， 

are contingent on state will. These definitions are notable， for the most part， for 

encapsulating broad notions of disaster， finding that disaster constitutes in the coincidence 

4やoFraα仰mη1削ノor，此kC白on附 ltμionon Civi/ Dφ附加istance(2000)， article 1(c). 
引 Charteron Cooperation to Achieve the Coordinated Use 01争aceFaci/ities in the Event 01 Natural or 
Technological Disasters (1999)， Article 1. 
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of extema1 cata1yst(s) and attendant socia1 suffering. The idea of marginalisation and 

disaster does not exist in these definitions， a1though disaster relief is premised on the 

vu1nerabi1ity and margina1isation (compared to non-affected sectors of globa1 and 

nationa1 society) of those who are affected by disaster. It can be said that the treaties focus 

on intemationa1 cooper副ionfor the abstract concept of disaster victims (as determined by 

the definitions of disaster in the respective treaties)， and that therefore disaster四 re1ated

marginalisation within societies per se is not taken as a concem. This is underscored by 

the treaties' neg1ect ofthe idea ofvictims. For examp1e， the Tampere Convention does not 

provide a definition of victims， a1though its definition of “Re1ief operations"， name1y， 

“those activities designed to reduce 10ss of life， human suffering and damage to property 

andJor the environment caused by a disaster叫 2 imp1y that victimising acts are 10ss of 1ife 

and suffering. Simi1arly， the Civi1 Defence Assistance Framework Convention does not 

exp1icitly contain a concept of victim. Its preambu1ar paragraph 6 the existence of victims 

estab1ishes that:“Considering the need for the development of intemationa1 co-operation 

in the fie1d of Civi1 Defence in terms of prevention， forecasting， preparedness， 

intervention and post回 crisismanagement， both in the interests of disaster victims and in 

order to safeguard property and the environmentヘp1acingdisaster victims as the 

beneficiaries of the 1ega1企ameworkit creates. 

4.2.3.28，併lawsources on disaster: UN resolutions 

In the 1ast ten years a1one， UN bodies have adopted approximate1y ten reso1utions on the 

topic of disaster annually; the profusion of reso1utions on disaster prec1udes an in-depth 

chrono1ogica1 examination of all those adopted since the UN's estab1ishment. Instead， the 

reso1utions will be examined in terms of their objectives. This section will demonstrate 

that the main e1ements of intemationa1 regu1ation of disaster prior to ¥¥明TII，namely， the 

facilitation of inter-state action for ad hoc disaster relief to be given to states for 

(primari1y natura1) disasters， has diversified greatly. There are four interlinked evo1utions 

of the e1ements of this starting line. Firstly reso1utions show that there has been a move 

away from the notion of natura1 disaster -disaster definitions have begun to emphasise 

the socia1 su能 ringelement of disaster， and vu1nerability to disaster， rather than the solely 

on the natura1 extema1 cata1yst. Second1ぁsufferinghas come to be expressed as the resu1t 

of the vu1nerability to disaster of individua1s and communities， as well as states. Third1y， 

“disaster" increasing1y refers not on1y to disaster relief， but a1so to disaster prevention， 

mitigation and preparedness. Fourth1y， this is reflected in the expansion of 1aw's ro1e 

regarding disaster: 1aw not on1y facilitates the provision of ad hoc disaster relief， but now 

is used as a too1 to institutiona1ise intemationa1 action relating to disaster， as well as 

maintaining it. These interlinked themes are discussed below. 

42 Tampere Convention (1998)， article 12. 
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4.2.3.2.1 Sufferingas aprimwアelement01 disaster and its diversification 
The concept of disaster has gradually expanded since the UN's establishment. 

Immediately following WWII， the ECOSOC adopted resolutions on the establishment of 

an insti印tion(the Sub-Commission for the Economic Reconstruction of Devastated 

Areas) to address the “devastated areas" or“physical devastation" caused by the wa工43

These resolutions tied the concept of disaster relief (or rehabilitation and reconstruction of 

devastated areas) to disaster as a result of war and economic recovery. Such resolutions 

established programmes for Palestinian re白gees，and rehabilitation in Korea. 44 

Resolutions which construed problems of famine as being exacerbated by “natural 

accidents" were also adopted.45 

The UN's attention to the concept of disaster， other than war-related devastation， in its 

eady years was limited.46 However， from the mid-1960s， the UNGA and ECOSOC began 

to consider issues raised by sudden onset natural disaster. A survey of resolutions passed 

in the UNGA and ECOSOC in the 1960s shows that disaster as conceptualised by these 

bodies included earthquakes， 47 hurricanes， 48 volcanic eruptions， 49 and flooding. 

However，企omthe eady 1970s， resolutions ofthe UNGA and ECOSOC began to include 

“other disaster situations".51 Despite the apparent expansion of the scope of the UN's 

disaster related，佃ddisaster relief activities to the realm of non-“natural disaster"， neither 

the UN's disaster research nor disaster relief activities covered “technical" or “man-made" 

disasters. A notable exception is the Chemobyl disaster -the UN's disaster research 

activities on Chemobyl are ongoing
52 

- even while the Three Mile Island disaster of 

1973 was not referred to in the context of disaster by neither the UN GA or ECOSOC. 

43 ECOSOC，長mporarySub-Commission on the Economic Reconstruction 01 Devastated Areas， EほES/6(II)
(1946)， Economic reconstruction 01 devastated areas， EほES/5(III)(1947). 
44 A/RES/376(V) (1950). 
45ん恨ES/525(VI)(1952). 
46 See e.g. R.C. Kent， Anatomy 01 Disaster Relief The lnternαtional Network in Action (London: Frances 
Pinter， 1987)， Chapter 2; Fisher， Law and Legal lssues， 52-3. 
47 See e.g. UNGA， Measures ωbe adopted in connexion with the earthquake in lran， A/RESI1753(XVII) 
(1963); ECOSOC， Measures to be adopted in connexion with the earthquakes in Morocco， 
EぽESI746(XXIX)(1960) 
48 ECOSOC， Measures in connexion with the hurricane which has just struck the territories 01 Cuba， the 
Dominican Republic， Haiti， Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago， A尽ES/1888(XVIII)(1963). 
49 ECOSOC， Earthquake reliザtoLibya; Flood reliザtoMorocco， Reliel to lndonesia consequent to the 
volcanic eruption in Bαli，E尽ES/930(XXXV)(1963). 
50 ECOSOC， Action to be taken following the flooding ofthe river Euphrates， E/RESI1212(XLII) (1967).a 
51 Variously called “other emergency situations"，“other disasters" and “other disaster situations". See e.g. 
ECOSOC， Assistance in cases 01 natural disaster and other emergency situation， EほES/1612(LI)，(1971); 
UNGA， Assistance in cases 01 nαtural disaster and other disaster situations， A/RES/2959(XXVII) (1973). 
52 E.g. UNGA， Streng仕leningof intemational cooperation and coordination of efforts to studぁmitigateand 
minimize the consequences ofthe Chemobyl disaster， AlRES/65/131 (2010)， para 22， which mandates the 
Secretary-General to submit a report to the UNGA at its 68th session， including an action plan on Chemobyl to 
2016. 
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Particular mention should be made of the resolutions regarding measures to be taken with 

regard to drought and desertification in Africa. ECOSOC and the UNGA adopted 

numerous resolutions throughout the 1970s and 1980s regarding the implementation of a 

medium-term and long閏 termrecovery programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region of Africa， 

which had suffered a prolonged drought. 53 These resolutions， in addition to the 1970 

Interim Report of the Secretary-General，54 acknowledged that not only sudden onset 

events， such as earthquakes and cydones constitute disaster， but that creeping events such 

as drought could also come under the rubric of disaster， thereby necessitating 

intemational relief or other forms of aid. These resolutions show th剖 thelink between 

economic disadvantage at the state level and disasters began to be seen not only as 

extemal factors causing damage to a society， but in terms of the convergence of a physical 

extemal process with the economic disadvantage of developing states. This can be seen in 

the acknowledgement in resolutions that drought caused， inter alia， loss of food-stuffs， 

human life and livestock， and economic damage，55 which resu1ted in a need for 

intemational aid to ensure economic expansion.56 In this waぁtheconcept of disaster and 

its adverse effects began to be tied to economic development， a systemic interest of the 

state. The economic development aspect of disasters was白rtheremphasised in 

resolutions during and subsequent to the IDNDR， 57 which noted the symbiotic 

relationship between sustainable development and disaster prevention. 

It can be seen that from this time， the idea of disasters as being the convergence of 

hazards and vulnerability began to be expressed in intemational documents， this thinking 

is particularly in a strand of UNGA and ECOSOC resolutions企omthe 2000s entitled 

“Natural disasters and vulnerability". The IDNDR， Yokohama Strategy and HFA in no 

small part contributed to the visibility of the popularity of the concepts vulnerability and 

disaster reduction， and will be discussed infra. Disaster reduction is linked to the 

53 See e.g. UNGA， Aid ωthe Sudano-Sahelian populations threatened with famine， AJRES/3153 (XXVIII) 
(1974); UNGA， Consideration ofthe economic and social situation in the Sudano-Sahelian region stricken 
bydrought αndmeasuresωbe taken for the benefit of that region， AぽES/3054(XXVIII) (1974); ECOSOC， 
lmplementation of the medium-term and long-term recoveη and rehabilitation programme in the 
Sudano-Sahelian region and implementation of the Plan of ActionωCombat Desertification in the Region， 
E/RES/2103 (LXIII) (1977); ECOSOC， Assistance ωthe drought-stricken areas的勾ibouti，Somalia， The 
Sudan and Uganda， EほES/1980/70(1980); UNGA， Plan of Action to Combat Desertification， 
AJRES/39/168 (1985); UNGA， Plan of ActionωCombat Desertification， A尽ES/42/189(1988). 
54 lnterim Report of the SecretaηGeneral， Doc E/4853， 1. 
55 See e.g. UNGA， Consideration ofthe economic and social situation in the Sudano-Sahelian region 
stricken by drought and measures ωbe taken for the benefit of that region， A尽ES/3054(XXVIII) (1974)， 
preambular paras. 6 and 7. 
56 Id.， preambular para. 9. 
57 See e.g. UNGA， lnternational Decade for Mαtural Disαster Reduction，ん恨ES/49/22A(1994)， preambular 
para. 4; UNGA， lnternαtionα1 Decadefor Natural Disaster Reduction， AlRES/49/22B (1994)， preambular 
para.8; UNGAlnternational cooperation on humaniiarian assistance in the戸εldof natural disasters， from 
relief to development， AぽES/561103(2002)， operative para.8. 
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reduction of vulnerability of disasters， and is in tum町別edto contribute to the 

achievement of sustainable development in these resolutions.58 In accordance with the 

IDNDR， Yokohama Strategy and HFA documents， the idea of vulnerability to disaster is 

linked to environmental degradation， which compounds and exacerbates social and 

economic“vulnerabilities" in developing countries.59 After the HFA was adopted， 

resolutions continued to consider the vulnerabilities of developing countries， but began to 

recognise the need to understand and address underlying risk factors such as 

SOClQ.・.economicfactors that exacerbate the vulnerability of societies to natural hazards， 

together with effects on sustainable development and economic growth in developing 

countries.60 However， despite the new focus on the idea of vulnerability to disaster， and 

the recognition that social and economic vulnerabilities play a large role in the creation of 

a disaster， the focus of the resolutions is to call for cooperation between scientific and 

academic communities， to transfer technology， early WaIτlIng systems based on expertise， 

among other recommendations. 61 The resolutions fail to specify what social and 

economic vulnerability is constituted bぁandhow it should be addressed. Rather the focus 

is on the ad hoc and uncontrollable aspects of disaster， the geophysical and other natural 

phenomena. 

On the other hand， it has been acknowledged since almost the beginning of the UN's 

engagement with the issue of vulnerability and disaster， and， in particular， that poverty of 

developing countries is linked to the seriousness of the adversity that they encounter.62 In 

addition， the idea of vulnerability of different groupings within states is found in 

resolutions of the last fifteen years. Resolutions have variously noted the plight of 

child世re印n，ア6ω3re白g伊ee凶sand displaced people (and the women and children among t白hem)ν6

displaced pe町rs叩ons凶sアtherural and urban po∞orザ66the elderly，67 persons with disabilities，6 

58 See e.g. UNGA， lnternational Strategy for Disaster Reduction，ん恨ES/58/214(2004)， preambular paras.3， 
6，7，8; UNGA， Natural disasters and vulnerability， AほES/58/215(2004); UNGA， Natural disasters and 
vulnerability， A尽ES/59/233(2005). 
59 See e.g. UNGA， Natural disasters and vulnerability， AlRES/58/215 (2003)， preambular para. 3; UNGA， 
lnternational Strategy for Disaster Reduction， A尽ES/58/214(2004)， premabular para. 3. 
VV  See e.g. UNGA， Mαtural disasters and vulnerability， AlRES/60/196 (2005)， preambular paras. 6， 12; 
UNGA， Natural disasters and vulnerability， AlRES/63/217 (2009)， preambular para. 5. 
0' See e.g. UNGA， Natural disasters and vulnerability， AlRES/63/217 (2009)， operative paras.， 9， 11，12， 15， 
16. 
62 See e.g. UNGA， Consider，αtion of the economic and social situation in the Sudano-Sahelian region 
stricken by drought and measuresωbe taken for the benefit of that region， A尽ES/3054(XXVIII) (1974)， 
which acknowledges the relative poverty ofthe country. 
0' See e.g. UNGA， Strengthening of international cooperation and coordination ~向fJorts ω stud〆 mitigate
and minimize the consequencωof the Chernobyl disaster， A尽ES/46/150(1991)， preambular para. 4. 
0斗 Seee.g. UNGA， Assistance to refugees， returnees and di.司placedpersons in AJチica，AlRES/47/107 (1992)， 
?mmbularpam.7，31. 

See e.g. UNGA， lnternational assistance for the rehabilitation and reconstruction of Nicar，αguα.・

Aftermath ofthe war and natural disasters， AlRES/48/8 (1993)， preambular para. 5. 
00 See e.g. UNGA， lnternational cooperation on humanitarian assistance in thefield ofnatural disasters， 
from reliefto development， AlRES/64/251 (2010)， preambular para. 8. 
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indigenous peop1es，69 and societies living in mountain regions，70 among others. 

4.2.3.2.2 lndividuals and communities αs victims and potential victims 

The dominant conception of victim in the immediate post-war phase unti1 the 1970s was 

the idea of the victim as a component of the state. More precise1y， victims as a collective 

were represented in terms of their affiliation with the state. Consideration of the 

immediate同 postwar res01utions of the ECOSOC and the UNGA show that peop1e 

suffering as a resu1t of disastrous (most often， natura1) events were represented as 

abstractions， a “popu1ationぺoneof the 1ega1 requirements for statehood; individua1s 

who suffered from disaster were not given corporea1 form in many res01utions. A 

representative examp1e of the agreed wording of such provisions can be found in the 

following: 

“λToting with deep regret the tragic consequences of the hurricane which struck the Caribbean 

area ・especiallythe territories of Cuba， the Dominican Republic， Haiti， Jamaica and Trinidad 

and Tobago ・resu1tingin the loss of thousands of lives and causing considerable material 

damal!e.，，71 amal!e. 

From the 1ate 1960s and ear1y 1970s， in a period when an increasing number of appea1s 

for intemationa1 aid to the UN were made， the notion of the victim began to shift， 

inhabiting the bodies of peop1e. Whi1e the idea of the 10ss of life as a resu1t of disaster 

was repeated， those who had died were generally not represented in terms of 

“victimhood"， a1though reference to deaths as a resu1t of disasters had been a feature of 

UN res01utions pertaining to disaster from the beginning. Rather， res01utions falling into 

this category began to speak of relieving or alleviating the suffering or distress of 

individua1s. For examp1e， The ECOSOC stated in 1967 that it: 

“1. Conveys its sympathy to the peoples and governments of Iraq and Syria for the tragic loss 

oflife and damage; 

2. Appeals to Members States to provide such assistance as they may be in a position to make 

67 See e.g. UNGA， Humαnu'αrian assistance， emergency relief， rehabilitation， recovery and reconstruction in 
re司ponseωthehumanitarian emergency in Haiti， including the devastating々がectsof the earthquake， 
んRES/65/135(2011)， preambular para. 6. 
UO See e.g. HRC， Adequate housing ω a component of the right to an adequate standard of living in the 
context of disaster settings， AlHRCほES/19/4(2012)， PP6. 
O~ UNGA， Humanitariαn assist，αnce for the rehαbilitation of EI Salvador and Guαtemala，A尽ES/601220
(2005)， preambular para. 6. 
70 UNGA， Sustainable mount，αin development， AlRES/62/196 (2007)， operative para.ll. 
71 For other examples， see ECOSOC， Measures to be adopted in connexion with the earthquake of Skopje， 
Yugoslavia， E尽ES/970(XXXVI)(1963)， preambular para.3;ん恨ES/1888(XVII) (1963)， preambular para.l， 
operative para. 1; ECOSOC， Emergency aidωCosta Rica， E尽ES/I014(XXXVII) (1963)， preambular 
para.l. 
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available to relieve the distress in the areas concerned"，72 

Similarly， the UNGA stated in 1968 noted with satisfaction the: 

“arrangements provided for in General Assembly resolution 2034 (XX) and the assistance 

extended to governments by the Secretary同 Generalunder that resolution have contributed 

towards relieving the dis仕essand hardships which follow natural disasters".73 

Although what “suffering" or “distress" means is not elucidated， and is treated as being 

self閏 evident，some ofthe realities ofthe scale ofthe damage wreaked on individuals' lives 

by disaster began to emerge in resolutions of this type， by， for example， detailing the 

number oflives lost and the number ofhomes destroyed.74 

Suffering and distress is able to be extrapolated企omthe type of relief that was deemed 

necessary for the people who were the implicit targets of inter-state interaction. From the 

1970s， the term “victim" began to be used to refer to survivors of the disastrous events 

who required aid. The objective of aid as of抗tenelaborated as being the restoration of 

normal living c∞ondi抗tiぬons凶s.ア Supplementingthis idea was regular reference to people's 

“、ne閃edむs"ヘ， which became more prominent in the 1980s.7花6 In particular， the idea that the aid 

provided should be specific to the needs of the particular became more prominent， 

indicating that the priorities of the states concemed should be given consideration in the 

provision of aid.77 In addition， victims were those who had survived some event， and the 

aid that was given spoke to what the content of that suffering was， namely， the inability to 

maintain the state ofbeing alive.78 

72 ECOSOC， Actionωbe taken following the flooding of the River Euphrates， EIRES/1212 (XLII) (1967)， 
operative paras. 1， 2. 
73 UNGA， Assistance in cases of natural disαster，A尽ES/2034(XX)， (1965)， preambular para.3. 
74 See e.g. UNGA， Assistance to lran in Connexion with the earthquake of August 1968，ん恨ES/2378
(XXIII) (1968)， preambular para.1; ECOSOC， Proposal戸rthe establishment of an emergency fund for 
disasters， E/RES11533 (XLIX) (1968)， preambular para. 3. 
75 See e.g. ECOSOC， Assistance to Turkey in connexion with the earthquake in Kutahya Province， 
EぽESI1478(XLVIII) (1970)， preambular paraムECOSOC，Assistance to Yugoslavia in connxion with the 
earthquαke at Banja Luk，α，E尽ES/1469(XLVIII)， (1970)， preambular para. 3; UNGA， Assistanceω 

Pakistan in connexion with the cyclone and tidal bore ofNovember 1970，ん恨ES12643(XXV) (1970)， 
rembul抑制 3
See e.g. ECOSOC， Emergency assistance ωthe drought victims in Djibouti， EほES/1984/6(1984)， 

preambular para. 4; UNGA， Assistanceωthe drought-stricken areas of Djibouti， Ethiopia， Kenyα， Somalia， 
the Sudan and Uganda， AlRES/39/205 (1984)， operative para. 5(a). 
11 See e.g. ECOSOC， Strengthening the capacity of the United Nations system to re司pondto natural disasters 
and other disaster situations， EIRES/1983/47 (1983)， operative para. 5; UNGA， Strengthening the capaciりy

of the United Nations system to re，司pondto natural disasters and other disaster situations， AlRES/38/202 
(1983)， operative para. 4. 
10 Namely， this referred to (at least) the disaster-affected state's efforts to save lives. See e.g. UNGA， 
Assistanceωthe drought-stricken areas of Ethiopia， A尽ES/40/228(1985); UNGA， Emergency assistance 
to Jamaica， A尽ES/4317(1988)， preambular para.3; UNGA， Emergency assistance ωEl Salvador， 
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However， while the scope of the notion of the individual victim of disaster has expanded 

and is more prominent， their status of victimhood is often considered through the lens of 

affiliation to the state， rather than suffering as an individual or community experience. 

This is demonstrated by the oft-repeated provision on the sovereignty of the state with 

regard to disaster relief and disaster reduction. This can be seen in one of the most 

important resolutions of disaster relief， UNGA resolution 46/182， which takes as one of 

its guiding principles， the following: 

“4. Each State has the responsibility first and foremost to take care of the victims of natural 

disasters and other emergencies occUITIng on its territory. Hence， the affected State has the 

primary role in the initiation， organization， coordination， and implementation of humanitarian 

assistance within its territory." 

The principles contained in UNGA resolution 46/182 continue to be endorsed in 

resolutions today.79 

The notion of prevention of disasters had been considered by UN bodies as early as the 

1960s， but the resolution which created UNDRO， UNGA resolution 2816 (XXVI)， 

mandated UNDRO with promoting the study， prevention， control and prediction of 

natural disasters，80 and assisting governments with pre-disaster planning，81 thereby 

asking that intemational attention be given to the issues. As a result， the notion of the 

potential victim， although implicit in all documents since this time， has come to be 

acknowledged in the intemational arena. This notion of the potential victim has perhaps 

received its greatest boost仕omthe institutionalisation of disaster risk reduction， in the 

form of the IDNDR and the ISDR， which have (or had) as their aims， the reduction of 

disasters and as a corollary of this， the reduction in the lives lost or disruption as a result 

of disaster. States are therefore encouraged to mitigate loss of life and other human 

suffering by， among other things， adopting and implementing effectively，“necessary 

legislative and other appropriate measures to mitigate the e町民tsof natural disasters and 

integrate disaster risk reduction strategies into development planning，'ラ82 The idea of 

AlRES/4112 (1986)， preambular para. 2; UNGA， Short-term， medium-term and long-term solutions to the 
?;o<，b!~n:s_ o{ ~αtural disasters in Bangladesh，ん恨ES/43/9(1988)， preambular para. 6. 
I See e.g.UNGA， Internαtional cooperation on humanitarian assistance in theルldof natural disasters， 

from reliザtodevelopmenムAlRES/641251(2010)， preambular para. 1; UNGA， Humanitarian assistance， 
emergency relief， rehabilitation， recovery and reconstruction in re，司ponseωthehumanitari，αn emergency m 

Haiti， including the devastatingφcts ofthe earthquake， AlRES/65/135 (2011)， preambular para. 1. 
80 UNGA， Assistance in Cases of Natural Disaster and Other Disaster Situations， ARES12816 (XXVI) 
(1971)， operative para. 1(1). 
:Id，opぽ加epara. l(g) 
2 See e.g.， International cooperation on humanitarian assistance in thefield ofnatural disasters，from relief 
to development， A尽ES/641251(2010)， operative para. 4; 
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helplessness is often drawn into statements regarding mitigation， in statements such as the 

following， and is used to justify the regulation ofthis aspect of disasters: 

“Expresses deep concem at the increasing number and scale of natural disasters， resulting in massive losses 

of life and property worldwide， in particular in vulnerable societies lacking adequate capacity to mitigate 

effectively long-term negative social， economic and environmental consequences of natural disasters州 3

4.2.3.2.3 Inclusion of disaster prevention， mitigation and p11々paredness

The UNGA and ECOSOC have called for disaster preparedness and prevention measures 

since the 1960s. An ear1y example is an ECOSOC resolution drawing the attention of 

Member States to the importance of seismological research and its connection with the 

creation of building regulations， and requesting the Secretary-General and other UN 

bodies to promote such research.84 From the 1970s onwards， the importance of scientific 

research and technology， and domestic pre-disaster planning in mitigating the impact of 

disasters was emphasised.85 The emphasis on science was linked to the UN's potential 

role with regard to disasters.86 An example is UNGA Resolution 3345 (XXIX)，87 which 

requested the Secretary-General to take measures to provide facilities for co-ordinated 

multidisciplinary research aimed at synthesising， integrating and advancing existing 

knowledge on the interrelationships between population， resources， environment and 

development. Following the establishment of UNDRO， from the 1980s， disaster 

preparedness and prevention became regular subjects of provisions in resolutions on 

disaster; these provisions ranged仕omthose recognising the importance of preparedness 

and prevention，88 to those calling for states and UN bodies such as UNDRO to provide 

certain preparedness and prevention measures in specific disaster situations.89 

The growing recognition of the importance of disaster preparedness and prevention 

83 See e.g. UNGA， lnternational cooperation on humanitariαn as抑制cein the field of natural disasters 
from reliザtodevelopment， A1RES/54/233 (1999)， operative para. 1; UNGA， lnternational cooperation on 
humanitarian assistance in the field of natural disasters斤切nreliザtodevelopment， A尽ES/55/163(2000)， 
operative para. 1; UNGA， lnternational cooperation on hum仰 itarianassistance in the field of natural 
disastersjト'omreliefto development， A1RES/56/103 (2001)， operative para. 2; UNGA， lnternational 
cooperation on humanitarian assistance in the field of natural disasters，斤'omreliザtodevelopment， 
A1RES/58/25 (2003)， operative para. 2. 
84 E.g. ECOSOC， lnternationα1 co-operation in the field of seismological research， EIRES/912 (XXXIV) 
(1962)， operative paras. 2，3. 
0' See e.g. UNGA， Assistance in cases ofnatural disα'ster， A尽ES12435(XXIII) (1969). 
86 ECOSOC， Assistance in cases ofnatural disaster and other emergency situations， EIRES/1612 
(LI)，operative paragraph l(e)， (t). 
。I UNGA， Research on the interrel，αtionsh伊sbetween population， resources， environment and development， 
A1RES/3345 (XXIX) (1974). 
88 See e.g. ECOSOC， Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co・ordinator，EほES/1984/60(1984)， 
operative paragraph 12. 
開 Seee.g. UNGA， Long-term andそffectivesolution of the problems caused by natural disasters in 
Bangladesh， A1RES/40/231 (1985)， operative paragraphs 4， 5. 
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measures was given new fonn in the late 1980s， with a resolution establishing an 

intemational decade for disaster reduction， which would commence on 1 January 1990.90 

The resolution noted the link between developing countries， economic development， 

disasters and disaster mitigation， and noted the importance of intemational action for the 

reduction of natural disasters. The objective of the decade for natural disaster reduction 

was to reduce the loss of life， property damage， social and economic disruption， 

especially in developing countries， through intemational action.91 Subsequently， the 

UNGA and ECOSOC adopted annual resolutions on the Decade from 1989 to 2002. 

Under early resolutions organisation arrangements for the decade， as well as a framework 

for intemational co同 operationon natural disaster reduction were established.
92 

The 

IDNDR called upon govemments to: among other things， fonnulate disaster-mitigation 

programmes as well as economic， land use and insurance policies for disaster prevention， 

establish national committees in co-operation with scientific communities to achieve the 

objectives and goals of the decade， increase awareness of damage risk probabilities and 

enhance community preparedness， pay attention to the impact of natural disasters on 

health care， etc. The Framework also prescribed the action to be taken by the UN system 

in disaster preparedness， prevention， relief and short-tenn recovery. During the decade， 

the first World Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction was held in 1994， culminating 

in the adoption of the Yokohama Strategy for a Safer World: Guidelines for Natural 

Disaster Prevention， Preparedness and Mitigation and its Plan of Action， which will be 

discussed infra.93 

In 2000， the UNGA and ECOSOC adopted resolutions on the successor arrangements for 

the IDNDR，94 creating the Intemational Strategy for Disaster Reduction，白rtherfixing 

the importance of disaster preparedness and prevention within the UN. The UNGA has 

passed resolutions annually since 2002 on the Intemational Strategy for Disaster 

Reduction.95 A further development is the endorsement of the Hyogo Framework for 

Action (adopted剖 the2005 World Conference on Disaster Reduction)， in various UNGA 

and ECOSOC resolutions on the strengthening of the UN's emergency relief and 

rehabilitation measures，96 natural disaster and vulnerabilityアtheIntemational Strategy 

90 UNGA， /nternational Decαde for Disaster Reduction， A!RES/42/169 (1987); UNGA， /nternational 
Decade for Disaster Reduction， A!RES/44/236 (1989). 
91 Id.， operative para. 4. 
~L UNGA， /nternαtional Decade for Disaster Reduction， A!RES/441236 (1989)， Annex:“Intemational 
Framework of Action for the Intemational Decade for Natural Disaster Education， Section B， article 3(a)-(g). 
93 Intemational Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction， Yokohama Strategy and Plan of Action for a S，ψr 
World， (1994). 
94 UNGA， /nternational Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction，ん恨ES/541219(2000). 
95 E尽ES/2007/3(2007)， A尽ES/56/195(2002)， A尽ES/571256(2003)， A!RES/58/214 (2004)， 
A!RES/59/231 (2005)， A!RES/60/195 (2006)， A!RES/611198 (2007)， 
96ん恨ES/62/94(2008)， E尽ES/2008/36(2008)， A尽ES/63/137(2009)， A尽ES/63/139(2009)， A尽ES/64/76
(2010)， E戊ES12010/1(2010)， A尽ES/64/200(2010). 
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for Disaster Reduction，98 and intemational cooperation on disasters from relief to 

development，99 among others. 

4.2.3.2.4 The institutionalisation 01 internαtional action in response to disaster 

Resolutions of the UNGA and ECOSOC on disaster took on the issue of the 

institutionalisation of intemational disaster relief， while also creating and maintaining 

institutions for disaster prevention， mitigation and preparedness. 

In recognition of the concem that the multiplicity of UN organisations having a complete 

or partial role in providing disaster relief since the UN Relief and Rehabilitation 

Administration's (UNRRA) terminationIOO had provided excessive or inadequate relief in 

the 1960s， and that there was a need to strengthen and make the UN's capacity to assist 

countries stricken by natural disasters，101 the UNDRO was established under UNGA 

Resolution 2816 in 1971. The UNGA， recogmsmg that govemments might need 

assistance at a time of “natural disaster or other disaster situationヘ102 mandated UNDRO 

with， inter alia， mobilizing， directing and coordinating the relief activities of the various 

UN organisations， co-ordinating UN assistance with IGO and NGO assistance， assisting 

govemment's stricken by disaster to assess reliefneeds， promoting research on prevention， 

control and prediction of natural disasters， and acquiring and disseminating information 

relevant to disaster planning and relief.103 

UNDRO was intended to be a focal point for relief organisation within the UN， but it was 

beset with bureaucratic problems and funding problems from the start，104 as Resolution 

2816 did not provide a clear division of responsibilities for UN agencies with a disaster 

97 A戊ES/60/196(2006)， AlRES/61/200 (2007)， AほES/63/217(2009). 
98 A尽ES/601195(2006)， A尽ES/621192(2008)， A尽ES/63/216(2009)， A尽ES/641200(2010)， 
AlRES/65/157 (2011)， AぽES/66/199(2012). 
99 A尽ES/61/131(2007)，ん恨ES/62/92(2008)， AlRES/63/141 (2009)， AlRES/65/251 (2010)， AlRES/65/264 
(2011)， AlRES/661227 (2012). 
00 Although the UNRRA was terminated in 1947， many ofthe organisation's goals remained uncompleted. 
Its functions were divided and its incomplete work was carried out by separate successor organisations in the 
subsequent years: the United Nations Children's Fund (now UNICEF)， the Food and Agriculture 
Organization， the Wor1d Hea1th Organization (Beidberger， The Role and Status， 26; Macalister同 Smith，
International Humanitarian Assistance， 14). Following this， other UN organisations， such as the UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees (and its predecessor， the InteIτlational Refugee Organization)， the International 
Organization for Migration， International Labour Organisation， the Wor1d Meteorological Organisation， the 
UN Environment Programme， UN Educational， Scientific and Cultural Organization， the UN Development 
Programme etc.， all carried out different work in certain aspects of disaster relief. See generally， Beidberger， 
The Role and Status， 25-48. 
101 See e.g. ECOSOC， Assistance in cases ofnatural disaster， ElRES/1546 (XLIX) (1970)， preambular para. 
6. 
102 UNGA， Assistance in cases of natural disaster and other disaster situations， AぽES12816(XXVI)， 
preambu1ar para. 15. 
…Id.， operative para. 1. 
1例 Seee.g. Macalister-Smith citing the 1973 report ofthe Secretary-General in International Humanitariαn 
Assistance at 134・5，and Beidberger， The Role and Status， 47. 
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mandate， nor did it account for conflicts and gaps between these responsibilities. The 

UNGA reviewed the UNDRO's structure sixteen times prior to creating the Department 

of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA) in 1991.105 UNDRO's slow demise began in the early 

1980s， with two UN reports making negative evaluations of UNDRO's activities.106 In 

light of the consistent lack of faith in UNDRO since its establishment， a new 

humanitarian assistance organisation was proposed. This new organisation， the DHA， was 

established under UNGA Resolution 46/182 in 1991. The resolution called on the 

Secretary同 Generalto designate a high-level official backed by a coordination entity. The 

high level official would have the title of the Under-Secretary回 Generalof the DHA， and 

would take on responsibilities for humanitarian assistance (disaster relief) formerly held 

by the UNDRO and the Special Representatives of the Secretary-General under the old 

dual system. The Under同 Secretary同 Generalwould hold the positions of Emergency Relief 

Coordinator (ERC) and the Under-Secretary圃 Generalat the same timeラ andwould 

represent a combination of UNDRO and other offices dealing with complex 

emergencies.107 The same resolution also called for the establishment of an Inter-Agency 

Standing Committee (IASC) under the Chairmanship of the Unde町r-Secret臼ary.匹.心eneral札lL，J108

and called for the establishment of a central 抗白伽m叫dingmechanism to ensure the adequate 

provision of resources to address emergencies in their initial phase.ピ削0ω9 Resolution 46/182 

recommended that the Under.閏 Secretary-General(and ERC) advise the Secretary-General 

regarding proposals for special coordination arrangements.110 Given all of these structural 

changes to improve upon the UN disaster relief system， Sheridan observes that Resolution 

46/182 made a serious attempt to develop the ERC's credibility as the Secretary-General's 

primary advisor in coordinating disaster response.111 

In terms of structure， the institutional arrangement for disaster relief (or as it became 

known， humanitarian assistance) created by Resolution 46/182 was not significantly 

different to that ofUNDRO.112 Thus， in 1997， along with the UN's Programme ofReform， 

105 L.M.E. Sheridan，“Institutional Arrangements for the Coordination of Humanitarian Assistance in 
Complex Emergencies ofForced Migration" 14 (2000) Georgetown Immigration Law Journa/941・984，944
(hereinafter，“Institutional Arrangements").These resolutions were: AlRES12816 (XXVI)， AlRES/3243 
(XXIX)， AlRES/3340(XXX)， AlRES/3532 (XXX)， AlRES/33/429 (1978)， A戊ES/34/55(1979)， 
AlRES/35/107 (1980)， A尽ES/361225(1981)，A尽ES/37/144 (1982)， A尽ES/381202(1983)， AぽES/391207
(1984)，んRES/41/201(1986)， AlRES/42/433 (1987)， A尽ES/43/131(1988)， A瓜 ES/431204(1988)， 
AlRES/451221 (1990). 
106 These were the 1980 UN Joint Inspection Unit Report， Eva/uation of the Office of the UNDRO 
(JIU!RES/80/11) and the 1981 report entitled “Intemational Efforts to Meet Humanitarian Needs in 
Emergency Situations" (Doc.E 1981116). 
107 A尽ES/46/182，operative para. 36. 
108 Id.， para. 38. 
109 Id.， para. 32. 
110 Id.， para. 35(b). 
111 Sheridan，“Institutional Arrangementsぺ964.
112 Id.， 978. 
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was implemented under former Secretary同 General，Kofi Annan. The DHA was reformed 

into the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) in 1997. It was 

noted that the ERC needed a better support structure in order to perform better， and focus 

the role of the ERC on three core functions in support of the Secretary回 General.113 In 

order to allow the ERC to focus on these core functions， the functions relating to the 

coordination of natural disaster relief would remain with the ERC， while disaster 

prevention， mitigation and preparedness functions would be transferred to the UNDP.114 

OCHA now carries out humanitarian assistance in situations of humanitarian emergency， 

under which natural disaster and complex emergencies are subsumed; its role is 

reaffirmed under resolutions such as UNGA Resolution 66/119.115 

In addition to OCHA's role as a focal institution for the provision of disaster relief， 

various UN institutions have been created to engage with the issues of disaster prevention， 

mitigation and preparedness.116 As noted above， the UN designated the decade of the 

1990s as the Intemational Decade for Disaster Reduction in 1989，117 which was intended 

to reduce loss of life， property damage， and social and economic disruption caused by 

natural geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes， windstorms， tsunamis， f1oods， 

drought， and other calamities of a natural origin.118 In this， UNDRO was initially 

accorded a centra1 ro1e in assisting to mainstream the IDNDR goals into the work of the 

various UN agencies，119 as well as establishing a Secretariat for the Decade.120 Before the 

Decade conc1uded， successor arrangements were made to maintain the work carried out 

during the IDNDR.121 Under UNGA Reso1ution 54/219， the GA endorsed the 

Secretary-Genera叫l's proposa1 to establish an inter.凶幽幽幽-a

inter子向agency阿 secretariat for disaster reduction under the authority of the 

Unde町r固 Secretarηy回 Gener悶a叫1for Humanitarian Affairs.l22 In 2001， it was decided that the 

Inter-Agency Task Force for Disaster Reduction， set up under UNGA Reso1ution 541219 

shou1d continue its functions in a modified form， and serve as a forum within the UN for 

disaster reduction policy and strategy， in addition to the continuation of the secretariat. 123 

The ISDR and its secretariat， the UNISDR， has continued its work to the present. Since 

113 UNGA， Renewing the United Natio胤• A Programme for Reform， A!虹 S/51!950(1997)， paras. 185， 190 
H 守 Id.，para. 187. 
115 UNGA， lnternational cooperation on hum仰 itarianassist，αnce in thefield ofnatural disasters ，from relief 
to development， A尽ES/65/264(2011); UNGA， Strengthening ofthe coordination of emergency 
humanitarian assistance ofthe United Nations， AlRes/66/119 (2012)， preambular paras. 3， 11 
110 This is also termed “disaster risk reduction". 
117 UNGA，11山 r附 tionalDecαde for Disaster Reduction， A!RES/44/236 (1989) 
山 Id.，Annex， A. Para. 1， 
119 Id.， Annex， c.， 5. 
120 Id.， Annex， D， para. 14 
w UNGA， lnternational Decade for Disaster Reduction: Successor Arrangements， A尽ES/54/219(1999). 
ーId.，operative paras. 3，4. 
山 UNGA，lnternational Decadefor Disaster Reduction， A!RES/56/195 (2001)， operative paras. 3・5.
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then， the UNISDR has engaged with the implementation of the HFA. In 2006 the GA 

established the Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction (Global Platform) as a 

successor arrangement to the Inter・圃AgencyTask Force for Disaster Reduction， which 

would have the same mandate.124 The Global Platform is a biennial meeting for the 

exchange of information and discussion regarding disaster risk reduction， the latest being 

held in乱1ay2013. 

4.2.3.3 Other soft law sources: The Draft Convention on Expediting the Delivery 01 

Emel宮encyAssist，ωlce 

A comprehensive intemational legal regime to tackle the disaster relief aspect of the 

disaster concept， entitled the Convention on Expediting the Delivelアザ Emel宮ency

Assistance， was proposed in 1984 by UNDRO (the Draft Convention). This convention， 

as the name suggests， was drafted purely to tackle immediate post-disaster situations， and 

as such does not consider the longer-term social problems， or indeed， power imbalances 

that help to exacerbate the effects of extemal physical catalysts. As such， the 

consideration of marginalisation in this section is limited to the effects of marginalisation 

in the allocation of disaster relief resources 

This proposed convention followed a joint study conducted by UNDRO and the League 

of Red Cross Societies in 1976 regarding legal problems in intemational disaster relief 

activities， and a subsequent UNDRO study on remammg problems and solutions.125 

UNDRO determined on the basis of the latter study that a convention could be necessary 

and submitted a draft text to ECOSOC in 1984. 

The Draf王Convention'sscope ratione materiae was disaster， defining it thus: 

“...any natural， accidental or deliberate event (not being an ongoing situation of armed 

conflict) as a result of which assistance is needed仕omoutside the State upon whose territory 
，126 the event occurred or which has been affected by the consequences ofthe event.' 

Disaster in the Draft Convention included natural or manmade disasters but excluded 

situations of ongoing armed conflict. It can be seen that the Draft Convention's definition 

of disaster is circular: a man-made or natural disaster is a disaster because it requires 

disaster assistance. The Draft Convention's scope of application was the assistance 

provided by st剖es(the“assisting state" in the Draft Convention) or other organisations， 

山UNGA，International Strategy for Disaster Reduction， AlRES/611198 (2006). 
山Fisher，Law and Legal Issues， 27-8. 
126 Draft Convention on Expediting the DelivefアザEmergencyAssistance， Al39/267/ Add.2 (1984)， Article 
l(b). 
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including NGOs， to a disaster struck state (the “receiving st剖e")，127and provided 

practical prescriptions on intemational disaster relief measures (termed “emergency 

assistance"， abbreviated to “assistance")， to be undertaken by states， such as the 

protection of relief personnel， the faci1itation of communication methods by the receiving 

state deemed necessary by the assisting state， the intemational exchange of information 

regarding disaster etc. The Draft Convention obligated relief providers with respecting the 

sovereignty of the disaster affected state and to obey locallaws， and ensure that assistance 

was appropriate to the assessed needs and compliant with domestic standards on health 

etc. However， the Draft Convention did not state the terms under which it would have 

effect; that is， it did not specify when a “disaster" which necessitated “emergency 

assistance" would begin to exist. Would a disaster exist when a state which suffered some 

kind of damage requested the intemational communit弘 oranother state for help? Or 

would a disaster， which would necessitate the intemational community's assistance， exist 

automatically when the conditions contained in article l(b)'s definition of disaster were 

deemed to exist by the intemational community or another state? 

Even a brief glance at the text of the Draft Convention reveals that it sought to regulate 

the practical aspects of the provision of disaster relief ーtheprovisions prescribe action for 

things such as the exchange of information， communications between states， notification 

of details of assistance， packaging labelling and marking of relief goods， among others. It 

is a document that is first and foremost aimed at regulating the delivery of assistance 

between states. As a result， there is little focus on the idea of marginalised people， re1ying 

on the notion that marginalisation lies in needing disaster assistance in the first place. It 

defines “Re1ief Consignments" as “vehicles， foodstuffs， seeds and agricultural equipment， 

medical supplies， blankets， shelter materials or other goods of prime necessity， forwarded 

as assistance to those affected by disasters"128 The relief goods envisaged as being 

transported show an emphasis on people directly affected by disasters， such as those who 

have been made homeless. However the seeds and agricultural equipment indicate that 

the drafters of the Convention were also considering longer閏 termrelie王Itcannot be said 

that there is a coherent concept of victim， let alone marginalised victims， e1aborated in the 

Draft Conventionー ithas a state-centric focus which places the sole discretion for 

deciding who is a victim of disaster or not entirely up to the states receiving and 

providing assistance. This contention was made also by the League of Red Cross 

Societies and the ICRC. 129 However， a corollary of this is血atthose who are marginalised， 

by virtue of being less human or less equal， or other prejudice， may not be recognised as 

127 Id.， Artic1e 4. 
128 Id.， Artic1e l(c). 
129 Y. Beidberger， The Role and Status olInternational Humanitarian Volunteers and Organizations: The 
Right and DutyωHumanitarian Assistance (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff， 1991)，378. 
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needing more help in disaster relief situations. 

Ultimately， the Draft Convention was not adopted. Although three states supported it，130 

the UN's Second Committee failed to take action on it. The League of Red Cross 

Societies and the ICRC were against the Draft Convention， being of the opinion that the 

Draft Convention over-emphasised the sovereignty of the receiving state.l3l In the endラ

reasons for the failure of the Draft Convention to progress are unclear， and Fisher notes 

that there were feelings amongst relevant actors that it was premature to create a 

Convention on the topic.132 

4.2.3.4 Other soft law sources.・TheYokohama Strategyαnd the均lOgOFramework for 

Action 

The Yokohama Strategy and Plan of Action for a Safer World (Yokohama Strategy) and 

the Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA) are documents that have been adopted at the first 

and second World Conferences on Natural Disasters. Although the Yokohama Strategy 

and the HF A are documents are not traditionally viewed as intemational legal documents 

per se， their status as being expressions of the will of states， taken together with the 

numerous UNGA resolutions outlined above that affirm both documents， mean that they 

can be taken as being soft law sources. The HFA's importance as an expression of 

intemational consensus regarding disaster risk reduction is also demonstrated by the 

references to the consensus in the HFA， as well as the Hyogo Declaration，133 another 

outcome document of the second World Conference， in the ASEAN Agreement on 

Disaster Management，134 as well as at the EU level.135 

The Yokohama Strategy was adopted in 1994 following the first World Conference on 

Natural Disasters. The document， as its title states， was aimed specifically at prevention 

and preparedness for natural disasters. However， the Yokohama Strategy exp1icitly 

acknowledged the role that the vulnerability of societies played in the effect of natural 

disasters， affirming that: 

“1. The impact of natural disasters in terms of human and economic losses has risen in recent 

130 UNGA， Summαry Record ofthe 32nd Meeting， AlC.2/39/SR.32 (1984) Statement ofEcuador， 10; UNGA， 
SummaηRecord ofthe 3th Meeting， AlC.2/39/SR.37 (1984)， Statement ofIndonesia， 3; UNGA， Summmア
Record ofthe 39th meeting， A/C/39/SR.39 (1984)， Statement ofZambia， 12. 
131 Bedibe伊 r，The Role and Status， 378. 
日~ Fisher， Law and Legal Issues， 28. 
33 World Conference on Disaster Reduction，均logoDeclar，αtion， AlCONF.206/6 (2005). 
山ASEANAgreement on Disaster Management and Emergency Re再ponse(2005). 
135 European Commission，“A Community approach on the prevention ofnatural and man-made disasters" 
(Communication) COM (2009) 82 fina123 February 2009; European Commission，“EU Strategy for 
supporting Disaster Risk Reduction in Developing Countries" (Communication) COM (2009) 84 final， 23 
February 2009. 
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years， and society in general has become more vulnerable to natural disasters. Those usually 

most affected by natural and other disasters are the poor and socially disadvantaged groups in 

developing countries as they are the least equipped to cope with them.，，136 

The Yokohama Strategy noted the link between socio・economicvulnerability and disaster， 

emphasising the political context in which disaster reduction was being considered， and 

therefore marking a significant shift in the political context in which disaster reduction 

was being considered. 

At the end ofthe period covered by the Yokohama StrategぁtheISDR conducted a review 

of the Yokohama Strategy.137 The review found that while the principles of the Yokohama 

Strategy remained valid and there was a greater official and public understanding of the 

threat of combined political， economic and environmental consequences of disasters， a 

greater commitment to addressing vulnerability to risks was required.138 The Yokohama 

Strategy Review was submitted at the World Conference on Disaster Reduction in 2005， 

and formed the basis ofthe formulation ofthe Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA). The 

HF A can be seen as a further consolidation of the idea that social and economic 

vulnerability play a large part in the concept of disaster although it does not explicitly 

define disaster per se， instead elaborating a concept of disaster risk: 

“3. Disaster risk arises when hazards interact with physical， social， economic and 

environmental vulnerabilities. Events of hydrometeorological origin constitute the large 

majority of disasters.，，139 

Hazard is defined as“A potentially damaging physical event， phenomenon or human 

activity th剖 maycause the loss of life or injury， property damage， social and economic 

disruption or environmental degradation." 140 While na加raldisasters are seen to be 

without a doubt “disasters"， the concept of disaster elaborated in the HFA may also 

include disastrous events that arise企omhuman action， and adds the element of economic， 

social and environmental vulnerability. Disasters are conceptualised as consisting in the 

existence of some event and vulnerability， which creates “loss of life or injury， property 

1:~ Yokohama Message ofthe Yokohama Strategy after the chapeau. 
口 I The ISDR was stablished in 1999 under UNGA， lnternational Decαde for Disaster Reduction: Successor 
Arrangements， A尽ES/54/219(1999)，加dbecoming the focal point in the UN system for the coordination of 
disaster risk reduction under UNGA， lnternational Decade for Disaster Reduction， A尽ES/56/195(2001). 
1>0 ISDR， Review ofthe Yokohama Strategy and Plan ~μction for a S，ψr World， AlCONF.206/L.l (2005)， 
P訂 as.24，25. 
139ISDR，砂ogoFrameworkfor Action 2005-2015: Building the Resilience ofNations and Communities to 
Disasters (AlCONF.206/6) (2005). 
くhttp://www.unisdr.org/files/103 7 _ hyogo企ameworkforactionenglish.pdf>， section A， para. 3. 
.'tV ISDR， Living with Risk: A Global Review of Disaster Reduction lnitiatives (Geneva: UNISDR， 2004). 
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damage， social and economic disruption or environmental degradation."141 

The HFA further provides important recognitions ofthe link between social and economic 

forms of marginalisation in the priorities of action that it formulates. It places reduction of 

“underlying risk factors" as one of its five priorities for action，142 and ensuring “that 

disaster risk reduction is a national and αlocal priority with a strong institutional basis for 

implementation (emphasis added)" (Priority 1)，143 as well as the identification of disaster 

risks (Priority 2)， the starting point of which is“the knowledge of hazards and the 

physical， social ，economic and environmental vulnerabilities to disasters that most 

societies face， and of the ways in which hazards and vulnerabilities are changing in the 

short and long terms， followed by action taken on the basis ofthat knowledge."144 

With regard to the priority of reduction of underlying risk， the HF A stipulates that 

“Disaster risks related to changing social， economic， environmental conditions and land 

use， and the impact of hazards associated with geological events， weather， water， climate 

variability and climate change， are addressed in sector development planning and 

programmes as well as in post-disaster situations."145 Key activities that this priority 

recommends are the promotion of food security， the integration of disaster risk reduction 

planning into the health sector， and the strengthening of the implementation of social 

safety但 etmechanisms to assist the poor， the elderly and the disabled and other 

populations affected by disasters. 

The mid-term review of the HFA observed that the link between ensuring local and 

community participation in implementing Priority 1， and reducing underlying risk as 

elaborated by Priority 4， is critical in ensuring a holistic approach to reducing 

vulnerability. However， the mid-term review focused on issues of govemance 

arrangements that fail to integrate management of risk drivers， because those issues -land 

tenure， rural development policy， housing， economic and urban development， among 

others -are spread across different bureaucratic structures.146 The mid圃 termreview 

further noted that the responding states had noted that Priority 4， the reduction of 

141 ISDR，砂ogoFramework for Action 2005-2015: Building the Resilience of Nations and Communities to 
Disasters (A!CONF.206/6) (2005). 
くh句://www.unisdr.org/files/1 037 _ hyogoframeworkforactionenglish.pdf>， n2， 1. 
142 Priority 4. 
143 ISDR，均10gOFrameworkfor Action 2005-2015: Building the Resilience ofNations and Communities to 
Disasters (A!CONF.206/6) (2005). 
くhttp://www.unisdr.org/files/1037_hyogoframeworkforactionenglish.pdf>， section B， para 14. 
144 Id.， Section B， para. 17. 
145 Id." Section III， B， para 19. 
146 ISDR，均logoFramework for Action 2005-2015: Bui/ding the Resilience of Nations and Communities to 
Disasters Mid-Term Review 2010・20J1(2011)くh役。://www.oreventionweb.net.files/18197midterm.pdf>， 
44. 
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underlying disaster risks， accounted for the least progress in implementation， with litt1e 

progress reported in the 2007， 2009 and 2011 reviews. 147 It was noted that the 

implementation reported sometimes displayed an inadequate understanding of the 

priorities， particularly in the case ofthe reduction ofunderlying risk factors.148 

The Yokohama Strategy and HFA are sources of soft law that articulate state 

responsibility with regard to risk reduction. In this sense， the temporal jurisdiction of 

these documents is oriented towards the mitigation and prevention of future damage， and 

they therefore elaborate the concept of the individual， or marginalised individual， as 

potential victims of natural disaster. 

The Yokohama Strategy affirms that community involvement and active participation 

should be encouraged in order to gain insight into the individual and collective perception 

of development and risk.149 The Introduction notes that human loss is rising as a result of 

natural disasters， and that states have a shared responsibility to“save human lives， protect 

human and natural resources， the ecosystem and cultural heritageヘ150 while inviting all 

countries to defend individuals from physical injuries and traumas， protect property and 

contribute to ensuring progress and stability.J5J In other words， the Yokohama Strategy 

recognises that disaster-related prevention， mitigation and preparedness strategies are for 

the benefit of all individuals， and implies that those who are victims are those who lose 

their lives， lose their property， are injured or suffer other trauma， and those societies 

whose stability is disturbed. 

Marginalisation and disaster is elaborated in the Yokohama Strategy thus: 

“In all countries the poor and socially disadvantaged groups suffer most企omnatural disasters 

and are least equipped to cope with them. In fact disasters contribute to social， economic， 

cultural and political disruption in urban and rural contexts， each in its specific way. 

Large-scale urban concentrations are particularly fragile because of their complexity and the 

accumulation of population and in企astructuresin limited areas.，，152 

The Strategy further supplements this notion of the individual and particularly 

disadvantaged individual potential， noting their agency: 

147 Id.， 27 
148 Id，44. 
149 ISDR，Re附 W of the Yokohama Strategyαnd Plan of Action for a Safer World， AlCONF.206/L.l (2005). 
lJU Id.， operative para. 1 

151 Id.， operative para. 2. 
152 Id.， 1. Principles， Section A. Basis for the Strategy. 
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“7. Notwithstanding the full continuum， disaster prevention is better than disaster response and 

achieving the goals， objectives and targets ofthe Decade as adopted by the relevant resolutions 

of the General Assembly would result in great1y reducing disaster losses. This requires 

maximum participation at community level which can mobilize considerable potential and 

traditional expertise in the application ofthe preventive measures.，，153 

The Strategy白rtherencourages participation at the local level in its recommendations， 

which encourages states to“Give due consideration to the role of local authorities in the 

enforcement of safety standards and rules..ぺ154“considermaking use of NGO support 

for improved disaster reduction at the local levelヘ155 and aim to apply traditional 

knowledge， practices and values of local communities for disaster reduction.156 

The HF A did not delve more deeply into the notion of the potential individual and 

marginalised victim of disaster contained in the Yokohama Strategy， instead placing 

emphasis on the modalities of implementing the HFA. It does， however， add to the 

concept of vulnerable groups by explicitly encouraging gender perspectives to be 

mco中orated into disaster risk management policies， plans and decision.司making

processes，157 and encouraging actors implementing the Framework to take into account 

cultural diversity， age and other types of vulnerability when disaster risk reduction is 

planned.158 It also encourages the reduction of underlying risk factors， which are related 

to social， economic， environmental conditions and land use by promoting food securityラ

better environmental resources management policies， integrating risk reduction into the 

health sector and other public infrastructure such as schools， hospitals， water， power 

plants， etc.159 

The HFA strongly emphasises the ideas of the reduction of underlying risk factors， and 

community consultation and local participation， the mid-term review noted that local 

level implementation of the HFA was an area requiring further attention. The review 

noted that local level action was consistently noted as in need of improvement， observing 

also that the HF A is not as well understood as a tool at the country田 level，as it is at the 

intemational level. 160 Other problems cited were that some countries had passed laws 

153 Ibid. 
154 Id.， 11. Plan of Action， A. Recommendations for Action， 11 (G). 
155 Id.， l1(H). 
156 Id.， l1(R). 
157 HFA， 111. Priorities for action 2005-2015， A. General Consideration， 13 (d). 
158 Id.， 13( e). 
159 Id.， para. 19. 
160 United Nations Intemational Strategy for Disaster Reduction，時ogoFrameworkfor Action 2005-2015: 
Building the Resilience of Nations and Communities ωDisasters Mid-Term Review 2010-2011 (2011) 
<http://www.preventionweb.net.files/l8197_midterm.pdf>. 47. 
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assigning local governments with legal responsibility for disaster risk reduction 

management without passing budget allocations for such responsibility， and that 

multi-stakeholder consultations and sharing of knowledge at national and local levels 

were not effective. 161 The review 白rthernoted that multi向 stakeholderconsultative 

mechanisms and the involvement of community organisations were necessary for the 

e町ectiveimplementation of the HF A.162 However， an NGO report noted that“reports of 

progress fade as activities get closer to vulnerable people" and that overall progress at 

community level is limited.163 

4.3 Theルtureofdisαster and marginalisation: The ILC s Draft Articles 

The ILC special rapporteur on the protection of persons in the event of disasters， 

approving of the Tampere Convention definition， proposed that disaster should mean “a 

serious disruption of the functioning of society， excluding armed conflict， causing 

significant， widespread human， material or environmentalloss."164 This definition builds 

on the elements that can be observed in the concepts of disaster -namely， the disruption 

of society's functioning， and the rather general notions of human， material and 

environmental loss -repeated in documents since the time of Vattel， and particularly in 

the soft law sources on disaster created after WWII. 

The ILC debates on the definition of disaster proposed by the special rapporteur show that 

while support was expressed for a definition framed in terms of the effect of the harm 

incurred， other members expressed a preference for defining disaster in terms of an 

event. 165 Further， ILC members suggested that the definition include causal elements to 

exclude political and economic crises，166 as well as limiting the definition to si加ationsof 

actual loss， as opposed to imminent threats of harm，167 and references the damage and 

destruction of property and environment also considered insofar as such damage affected 

persons.168 

Ultimately， the ILC provisionally adopted the following definition of disaster: 

161 Ibid. 
162 Id.， 48. 
163 Global Network ofCivil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction， Viewsjト'omthe Frontline: Beyond 
2015 Recommendations for a posト20日 disasterrisk reduction frameworkωstrengthen the resilience of 
communities to all hazards (2013) 
くhtゆ://www.globalnetwork-dr.org/images/documentsNFL20 13/vfl20 13 %20reports/GNFULL %2013 %20E 
NGLISH%20FINAL.pdf>， iv剛v.
::4E V伽俳Ospina，Second Rep叫 para.45
5 United Nations Intemational Law Commission， R々porton the work of its sixtyてかstsession， Al64/1 0 

(2009)， para. 169. 
166 Id.， para. 170. 
167 Id.， para. 171. 
168 Ibid. 
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“‘Disaster' means a calamitous event or series of events resulting in widespread loss of life， 

great human su妊eringand distress， or large-scale material or environmental damage， thereby 

seriously disrupting the functioning of society." 169 

The Commentary to the Draft Articles states that the definition is tightly linked to the 

scope of application of draft articles， so that the Draft Articles could not be applied to 

other emergencies such as economic and political crises.170 The ILC attempted to achieve 

this by amending the Rapporteur's definition so that emphasis would be placed on the 

existence of an event which caused the disruption of a society，171 as well as the inclusion 

of the phrases “calamitousヘ“widespreadloss of life， or great human suffering and 

distress， or large-scale material or environmental damage." 172 Thus under the 

provisionally adopted definition， the conditions of the existence of an event and the 

serious disruption in the functioning of society as a result of one of the three outcomes， 

must be fulfilled in order for the event to come into the scope ofthe Draft Articles.173 

The Special Rapporteur initially restricted the scope of the project to the consideration of 

the formulation of draft articles on transnational disaster relief74 in the disaster proper 

and post-disaster phases， observing that extending the study to disaster risk reduction 

processes as elaborated under the HFA， could be overly ambitious at the present stage. 

However， this was proposed without prejudice to the ILC studying at a later stage 

intemational obligations with regard to disaster risk reduction，175 which proved a 

prescient statement， as the debates on the ILC's draft articles in the Sixth Committee 

showed some support for the ILC's work to cover a wider range of pre-disaster activities 

relating to risk reduction， preparedness and mitigation.176 The most recent of the 

rapporteur's reports proposes a state duty to prevent disasters: 

169 Draft article 3. 
170 Commentary (1)， United Nations International Law Commission， Report on the work ofits sixty-second 
session， Al65/10 (2010). 
171 Id.， Commentary (2). 
172 Id.， Commentary (3). 
173 Id.， Commentary (4). 
174 The scope ofthe draft articles includes NGOs working with states. Draft article 10 refers to the duty of 
the disaster-affected state to seek assistance企omcompetent IGOs and relevant NGOs in the case that the 
disaster exceeds its national response capacity. Draft article 12 refers to the capacity (not right) ofrelevant 
NGOs to offer disaster-affected states assistance. See United Nations International Law Commission， Texts 
and titles of draft articles 10 and 11 provisiona/ly adopted by the Drafting Committee on 19んか2011，
AlCN .4/L. 794 (2011); Texts and titles of draft articles 5 bis， 12， 13， 14 and 15， provisiona/ly adopted by the 
Drafting Committee jシ'om5ω11んか2012，AlCN.4/L.812 (2012). 
175 Valencia-Ospina， E.， Second report on the protection of persons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/615 
(2009)， para. 29. 
176 E. Valencia.司Ospina，Sixth report on the protection of persons in the event of disasters， A.CN.4/662 (2013)， 
para.9. 
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“Draft article 16. 

Duty to prevent 

1. States shall undertake to reduce the risk of disasters by adopting appropriate measures to 

ensure that responsibilities and accountability mechanisms be defined and institutional 

arrangements be established， in order to prevent， mitigate and prepare for disasters. 

2. Appropriate measures shall include， in particular the conduct of multi-hazard risk 

assessments， the collection and dissemination of loss and risk information and the 

installation and operation of early waming systems.門 177

The duty to cooperate was extended to the issue of disaster reduction.178 At the time of 

writing， the Drafting Committee had not released its consideration of the Special 

Rapporteur's report. This willbe the subject of白tureattention. 

1n defining the boundary of his work， the 1LC's special rapporteur， Valencia-Ospina， 

opined th剖 thetitle of the project，“Protection of persons in the event of disasters"， 

implied the perspective of the victim of disaster and therefore suggested a rightsゐased

approach to the treatment of the topiC.179 He further elaborated on this opinion， noting 

that it was not necessary for a rights-based approach to be used exclusively in the 

examination of the topic， and that such an approach could be supplemented by other 

considerations， such as the needs of disaster victims， where appropriate.180 The precise 

scope of the victim perspective in the work of the 1LC remains unclear， but the following 

draft article on the purpose of the Draft Articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event 

of Disasters， which compromises between the rights-and needs-based approaches has 

been adopted: 

“2. Thepu中oseofthe present draft articles is to facilitate an adequate and effective response to 

disasters that meets the essential needs of the persons concemed， with full respect for their 

rights." 

It can be seen in this formulation of the objective of the Draft Articles that the perspective 

of the victim is taken into account because it (lrticulates that both rights and needs must be 

considered. However， what this means is unclear because the Draft Articles are oriented 

towards the regulation of disaster relief actions. Thus， the position of the individual， and 

for marginalisation is unclear. For example， while vulnerability， human dignity， and 

177 E. Valencia同Ospina，Sixth report on the protection ofpersons in the event of disasters， A.CN.4/662 (2013)， 
oara. 162. 
178 Proposed article 5 ter. 
179 E. Valencia心spina，Second report on the protection of persons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/615 
(2009)， para. 12. 
180 ILC， Report on the work of its sixty-first session， Al64/1 0 (2009)， para. 154. 
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human rights are taken into account，181 it can be said that the Draft Articles do not 

envisage the mechanics of incorporating the actions required by the concepts of 

vulnerability， human dignity and human rights of disaster victims， because they are si1ent 

on these points， and also on the idea of remedies or accountability for victims of disaster. 

Further， the idea of potential victims， as prevention， mitigation and preparedness is not 

the focus of the work. 182 

4.4Summαryαnd observations 

It can be seen that the idea of disaster has expanded since intemationallaw's inception in 

the laws of the three periods examined above. Vattel's LαW  of Nations dealt with the 

concept of disaster as it referred to sudden onset， extemal natural hazards in the first 

period， an understanding of disaster as extemal mostly physical hazards in the period of 

the IRU， which was linked to the idea of the community's capacity to withstand various 

extemal phenomena. 

Finally， the third period shows that disaster encompasses both of these ideas， and the idea 

of disaster being the coincidence of hazard and vulnerability; however， the notions of 

hazard and vulnerability， as indicated by the text of the HFA and general trend of UN 

resolutions indicates that hazards are still largely based on sudden onset，“natural" 

disaster. This conclusion aligns with the understanding of disaster as a socially (or in the 

case of law， legally) constructed phenomenon -rather than an immutable fact -that is 

contingent on the interests of decision-makers， whose definitions are influenced by their 

interests and desires. 

The expansion of the notion of disaster has been accompanied by the expansion of 

concept of the disaster victim. The notion of disaster victim has changed from the 

understanding of victims merely as a component of the state or the state as being the 

victim of disaster， to the recognition that communities within states suffer as a result of 

extemal physical phenomena， and the inclusion of IHRL-based notions of vulnerabi1ity， 

and potential victims in the rubric of victimhood. The expansion of the notion of disaster 

to emphasise disaster's social suffering aspect， as well as the prevention of primarily 

natural hazards， together with its increasing emphasis on the suffering of people and 

individuals in disaster， rather than states or citizens of states， follows the general 

trajectory of the development of intemational law in its treatment of human beings. The 

181 D耐 a出cles6， 7， 8 respectively. 
且山。叫~ S鋭ta瓜te回shave agreed with the view t白ha幻tthe ILC should fおoc叩uson immediate response and long-teぽrn町mn 1 

rehabilitation and leave discussions of disaster preparedness and prevention to later stages (China 
(仏AJ応C.6/64/SR.20，para. 22)， Ireland (AJC.6/64/SR.22)， Portugal (AJC.6/64/SR.20， para. 83)， Spain 
(AJC.6/64/SR.21， para. 48)， France (AJC.6/64/SR.21， para. 20)， although other States have asserted the 
importance ofthe topic ofprevention (Chile (AJC.6/64/SR.20， para. 28)， Ghana (AJC.6/64/SR.22， para. 11)， 
Poland (AJC.6/64/SR.21， para. 75)， Russian Federation (AJC.6/64/SR.20， para.46). 
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expansion of disaster 企oma notion expressing only an extemal natural hazardous event， 

to the understanding that it is a convergence of hazards and vulnerability accords with 

how scholars in other disciplines have understood disaster within their disciplines also. 

The period in which Vattel's work was dominant was a period in which the doctrines of 

state sovereignty and non-intervention were foundational legal principles. Following 

WWI，“an inkling of the idea of certain minimal rights for certain human beings，"183 

through the development of intemational humanitarian law， and the LoN's protection of 

minorities， began to grow in intemational law. The creation of the UDHR and the UN 

Charter， and the treaties that followed， demonstrates that the domestic actions of a state in 

relation to its people is a matter of intemational legal concem that can be judged against 

the standards of IHRL. The gradual expansion of the notion of victim， to include not only 

states， but communities and individuals， the notion of vulnerability and the centralisation 

of the idea of suffering of people， can be seen as developments in line with changing 

ideas about the position of the individual in intemational law. The idea of vulnerability 

and hazards is just one conception that now fits into the rubric of disaster espoused in 

various intemationallegal instruments. 

lntemationallaw began to be used as a tool for the creation of intemational institutions to 

deal with disaster from the adoption of the IRU Convention. This use of intemationallaw 

is in accordance with the growing sophistication of the intemational legal system's 

treatment of the individual and groups. The IRU and its mandate， proceeded企omthe 

empty notions of“public disaster" and “events offorce majeureぺindicatingthat disaster 

be interpreted to align with state intention， but that under the will of states， disasters were 

had become a topic for intemationallegal concem. Even so， it began to be recognised that 

communities could be affected， and the content of disaster relief and intemational disaster 

action was elaborated more concretely than in the time ofVattel. 

In the period after WWII， the number of potentially universally-applicable intemational 

instruments created to regulate the organising concept of disaster mushroomed， together 

with the acceptance of soft law sources as expressions of intemationallaw. The notion of 

disaster in intemational treaties is largely based on ad hoc approaches to extemal 

environmental phenomena that threaten the interests of states and people -radiological 

accident， climate change， among others. ln addition to an ad hoc response to certain kinds 

of phenomena falling under the rubric of disaster， some universal treaties also address the 

issue of preparation for intra回 statecooperation in the event of disaster. These are， most 

183 D. Moeckli， S. Shah， S. Sivak:umaran， (eds.)， Internαtional Human Rights Law (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press， 2010)， 27. 
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notably， the Tampere Convention and the Civil Defence Treaty. It is difficult to generalise， 

but it can be said that the treaties created post-WWII on disaster are invariably 

state-centric， with disaster definitions that are geared towards addressing state interests， 

rather than addressing the suffering of people. 

So抗 lawinstruments created after WWII， despite intemational law's initial sluggish 

response to the notion of disaster， along with UN expansion and confidence， demonstrate 

a steadily growing interest in the notion of disaster from the 1960s. Conceptualisations of 

disaster in the UNG and ECOSOC resolutions have encompassed various types of 

phenomena that are extemal to society， as sudden onset geophysical phenomena， to 

technological disaster， and， during the era of the N ew Intemational Economic Order， even 

as economic problems that are intemal to a society. Further， the idea of first， the economic 

vulnerability of developing states to disaster as a prominent thread in the disasters. The 

last two decades have seen the development of this idea， noting that economically and 

socially disadvantaged groups such as indigenous peoples， children， women， etc.， are 

disproportionately adversely affected by disaster. Accordingly， the resolutions begin to 

consider the concept of the prevention of disaster， rather than just relief of its effects. 

However， the resolutions maintain the conceptual split between disaster relief， and 

disaster prevention， mitigation and preparedness is maintained， even though there is 

recognition that the distinction is more difficult to maintain in practice. Further， they 

show that conceptions of disaster are still rooted in the distinction between man同 madeand 

natural disasters. A survey of titles of resolutions alone throughout the years indicates the 

UNGA， ECOSOC and Human Rights Council's attention to the issue of disasters with 

“natural" origins， and their link to development.184 UNGA and ECOSOC efforts to tackle 

these disaster relief， and disaster prevention， are notable、 for their tum to 

institutionalisation. This level of consensus regarding intemational cooperation in the 

form of institutionalisation for disaster issues is notable in the history of intemationallaw. 

The HFA is certainly revolutionary in terms of its recognition that vulnerability linked to 

marginalisation should be addressed by states in disaster risk reduction. However， the text 

of the HFA， as well as the discussion contained in the mid同 termreviews， show that the 

184 See e.g.， UNGA， The Right to Food， A尽ES/63/187，preambular paras. 11， 13; UNGA， Humanitari仰

Assistance， emergency reliそfand rehabilitationぞffortfor El Salvador as a result of the devastating々酔ctsof 
Hurricane Ida， A尽ES/64!74(2010); HRC， Adequate housing as a component ofthe right ωαnαdequate 
standard of living in the context of disaster settings， AlHRC/RES/19/4 (2012)， preambular para. 8: 
“Expressing its deep concem at the number and scale of natural disasters and extreme climate and weather 
events and their increasing impact in the context of c1imate change and urbanization， as well as other factors 
that might affect the exposure， vulnerability and capacity to respond to such disasters， which have resulted in 
massive loss of1ife， homes and livelihoods， together with forced displacement and long-term negative social， 
economic and environmental consequences for all societies throughout the wor1d."; UNGA， /nternational 
cooperation on humanitarian assistance in the戸eldof natural disasters，斤'omreliザtodevelopment， 
AlRES/66/227 (2012). 
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notion of vulnerability， which is implicitly recognised to overlap with marginalisation 

(references to the elderly， disabled and the poor indicate at least a glimmer of recognition 

of the link between marginalisation and disaster)， and uncovering the sources of th剖

vulnerability are not the focus of concem of the document. Rather， the emphasis on the 

strengthening of the hea1th systems， land tenure systems， etc.， indicate that the HFA 

embodies preconceived notions about the links between vulnerability and disaster. 

Therefore， even if the HFA was adequately implemented， what makes people vulnerable， 

and the relations between this and hazards， may not be addressed. The HFA's emphasis on 

local and community participation is thought to supplement the ambiguity inherent in the 

HFA's notion of vulnerabilitうに Local level implementation lies in the promotion of 

mapping local hazards and vulnerabilities， creating two-way communication between 

local and national levels， and strengthening participatory planning approaches， among 

others.185 However， it should be bome in mind that local and community participation in 

itself has been found to be problematic in the HFA's implementation.186 What has been 

found to be problematic are the problems of “ownership"， that is， in the ambiguity 

regarding responsibility for the implementation of the HFA，187 as well as ambiguity 

regarding how participation should be implemented in itsel王Numerousstudies have been 

conducted to consider ways in which participation may be strengthened， not only in terms 

ofthe HFA， but in terms of disaster prevention， preparedness etc， in general.188 The term 

of the HFA is nearing its c1ose， however， and whether or not these strategies are effective 

in the HFA's implementation will be a point for 印刷reexamination in both reviewing the 

HFA， and in looking forward to the next programme.189 

The ILC's work on the protection of persons in the event of disaster was initially widely 

185 ISDR，砂'Og'OFramew'Orkf'Or Acti'On 2005-2015: Building the Resilience 'OfNati'Ons and C'Ommunities t'O 
Disasters Mid-Term Review 2010-2011 (2011)くhtゆ://www.preventionweb.net.files/18197_midterm.pdt>. 
63. 
186 Global Network of Civil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction，れのvsjシ'Omthe Fr'Ontline:・Bey'Ond
2015 Rec'Ommendati'Ons f'Or a p'Ost-2015 disaster risk reducti'On framew'Ork t'O strengthen the resilience 'Of 
c'Ommunities ωall hazards (2013) 
くhttp://www.globalnetwork-dr.org/images/documentsNFL2013/vfl20 13 %20reports/GNFULL %2013 %20E 
NGLISH%20FINAL.pdt>， 24-6. 
187 ISDR，砂'Og'OFramew'Orkf'Or Acti'On 2005-2015: Building the Resilience 'OfNati'Onsαnd C'Ommunities t'O 
Disasters Mid-Term Review 2010-2011 (2011) <htゆ://www.preventionweb.net.files/18197_midterm.pdt>. 
43. 
188 See e.g. T.恥1itchell，“AnOperational Framework for Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction" (Benfield 
Hazard Research Centre， 2003); A. Serra， J.David Tabara， 1. Chabay， Assessing the role 'Ofvertical and 
h'Oriz'Ontal c'Ommunicati'On in disaster risk reducti'On 1，ωrning and planning: The case 'Of the Spanish T'Ous 
dam四 break，1982μrep'Ortf'Orthe UNISDRf'Or the mid-term review 'Ofthe均!'Og'OFramew'Ork for Acti'On) 
(20 l1).<htゆ://www.preventionweb.neνfiles/18197_ 204chabayetal.assessingtheroleofver.pdt>. 
189 The possibility that there is enough political will and momentum to create a binding legal document on 
disaster risk reduction is a topic of discussion. United Nations Intemational Strategy for Disaster Reduction， 
砂'Og'OFramew'Orkf'Or Acti'On 2005-2015: Building the Resilience 'OfNati'Ons and C'Ommunities t'O Disasters 
Mid・TermReview 2010-2011 (2011) <htゆ://www.preventionweb.net.files/18197_midterm.pdt>.65-6. The 
website for a post嗣2015disaster risk reduction fi:amework can be accessed at 
<www.preventionweb.net/posthfa!>. 
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welcomed by advocates and states alike. The notion of disaster embodied in the ILC's 

document is a wide one， which does not distinguish between the various origins of 

disaster. However， it must be seen whether， as with the IRU， political interests will block 

the application of disaster to m組問madedisasters. Human rights and the principle of 

human dignity also informs the text of the Draft Articles， which incorporates the notions 

ofthe human being as the centre of concem， and the capacity for individuals (and groups) 

to perform acts of speech -that is， utilising the various IHRL mechanisms to appeal to the 

intemational community -into an otherwise state-centric document. However， the notion 

of disaster is limited by the failure of the draft articles to explicitly link the notion of 

disaster to vulnerability in disaster， and therefore the idea of marginalisation. It can be 

seen that the ILC's work elucidates state obligations in disaster that are “cosmetic" in 

nature -that is， they are largely oriented towards fixing the immediate effects of disaster， 

rather than addressing the underlying causes ofwhat causes the disaster in the first place. 

Thus， it can be concluded that the expansion of the interlinked concepts of disaster， 

disaster victim and disaster-related vulnerability throughout history has culminated in 

some intemational disaster rules that take into account the correlation between disaster 

and marginalisation. The numerous conceptualisations of disaster that are encapsulated by 

the various sources of law created post-WWII reflect the diversification of intemational 

actors:企omWestem states in the LoN and pre-LoN era， to the decolonisation of states， 

the growing power and presence of intemational institutions (particularly those belonging 

to the UN)， and the growing dominance ofthe concepts ofhuman rights and (sustainable) 

development. This has in tum， resulted in a widening of the understanding of those who 

are vulnerable before and after disaster， and thereby has incorporated the notion of 

margina1isation in intemational disaster rules to a certain degree. In short， the Yokohama 

Strategy， HFA and ILC's Draft Articles have created a smal1 but ambiguous legal space in 

which the linkages between disaster， disaster-related vulnerabi1ity and marginalisation are 

recognised. 

Even so， the number of instruments that regulate short-term intemational cooperation 

measures for addressing the symptoms of disaster far exceeds the intemational legal 

instruments that seek to understand and address the causes of disaster. The historical 

evolution of the notion of disaster， and disaster victims therefore indicates that the 

primary legal concem has been problems in immediate post同 naturaldisaster settings， and 

scientific solutions to address these. The persistent pursuit of technical or scientific 

solutions to natural disaster might be explained as pa此 ofa broader trend towards the 

professionalisation of risk and the development of languages to express disaster that are 
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different to the lay experience of disaster.190 From Vattel's time to the present， 

understandings of disaster moved from the use of myth and metaphor at the community 

level， to preventable social phenomenon that requires expert knowledge. The 

expert-centred response that has accompanied the rise of the modem state has become 

dominant; the law as it stands encapsulates the language barrier between lived experience 

and technical knowledge. Further， while law centres on state capacity to implement expert 

knowledge， it has not taken into account the existence of globalisation that has resulted in 

transcalar causes of disaster， and the survival strategies marginalised people adopt. 

Causes of disaster and adaptive strategies have an existence that is separate state 

boundaries and intemationallegal jurisdiction. 

The regulation of disaster prevention， mitigation and preparedness is relatively new， and 

might be explained in terms of the fact that disaster-related vulnerability in terms of 

economic and social marginalisation have traditionally been seen as issues of domestic 

jurisdiction. However， the notions of disaster prevention， mitigation and preparedness， or 

disaster risk reduction， offer new ways of thinking about disaster. This new emphasis on 

prevention and mitigation may allow the law to come closer to expressing and addressing 

the situation of individuals who are potentially or actually affected by environmental 

hazards. 

The expansion of the notion of disaster and disaster victim， and therefore of vulnerability， 

in intemational law has not， however， been accompanied by the recognition of the 

socially and legally contingent nature of disaster. Neither have vulnerability's links to 

marginalisation been widely， nor explicitly recognised in legal instruments. Rather， the 

notion of vulnerability is largely restricted to IHRL's categories of vulnerability. This 

might be argued to be natural， as intemational law is circumscribed not only by the 

interests of states， but by its limitations as a tool of the elite that curtail its capacity to 

understand and address marginalisation. No matter the cause of the failure， it is clear that 

the relatively inflexible notions of disaster and disaster同 relatedvulnerability are 

determined unilaterally by those who wield the power to create and interpret law. How 

the root causes of vulnerability -that is， marginalisation -may be addressed is not 

evident， therefore， in the intemational documents examined above. This is most obvious 

in documents on disaster mitigation， such as血eHFA， which are ambiguous regarding the 

issue of the negotiation of understandings of disaster， vulnerability and marginalisation. 

This is troubling， as the only way that the marginalisation that lies at the root of 

disaster同 relatedsuffering can be addressed is through an understanding of what those 

190 P. Bames，“Approaches to Community Safety: Risk Perception and Social Meaning" Autumn (2002) 
Australian Journal of Emergency Management 15， 15-6. 
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causes are in the first place. 

Future work on IDL should address the imbalance between， to quote Ryngaert and 

Noortman，“law-makers" and “law-takers"191 in being able to establish what disaster and 

vulnerability mean. This requires consideration of both the vertical and horizontal aspects 

of intemational law with regard to addressing marginalisation within and among states， 

and 白rther，requires a deep understanding of the historical processes that have created 

various forms of marginalisation in the first place. It also entails recognising that 

addressing marginalisation requires the law to facilitate “conversations" between the 

marginalised and the privileged. 

91 M. Noortman， & c. R:戸19aert(eds.)， Non四 StateActor Dynamics in Internαtional Law: From Law-Takers 
ωLaw-Makers (Surrey: Ashgate， 2010). 
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Chapter Five. Evolving expressions of compassion in international disaster rules 

5.1 Jntroduction 

One way of identifying the potential， if any， for the legal space that recognises the 

correlation between marginalisation and disaster to be used by marginalised people is by 

considering how in the past the interests of people and marginalisation was obscured in 

the law. Accordingly， possible白tureuses or strategies to overcome it might be 

understood. In this chapter， therefore， the genealogies of the notions of disaster and 

vulnerability， including views of people and marginalised people where possible， will be 

discussed to counterbalance the previous Chapter's positivist discussion. That is， the 

political， economic and social forces th剖 wereinstrumental in the creation of landmark 

instruments but are invisible in their lines， will be discussed in this Chapter. The subjects 

for examination are instruments ofprimary importance in the history ofIDL， that is， those 

instruments that have marked or created significant changes in ways of thinking or 

addressing disaster that have come about with the ostensibly universal approval regarding 

intemational cooperation to address disaster. From the time of the IRU， this has often 

meant the creation of intemational institutions. Thus， Vattel's Law o[ Nations， the IRU 

Convention th剖 ofthe League of Nations (LoN) era， the resolutions creating UNDRO 

and establishing the principles of humanitarian assistance (UNGA Resolution 46/182)， 

and the resolution establishing the Intemational Decade for Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) 

are examined.1 

Historical records， sociological， historical and anthropological studies are used to reveal 

the existence of the people who live between the lines of the law. However， this method 

faces some limitations， particularly as regards the Law o[ Nations and the IRU 

Convention because of the lack of systematic study of the issue of disaster at the relevant 

times， as well as by the limitations on access to documents by the relevant record 

preserving bodies. 

5.2陥ttels Law o[ Mαtions 

Vattel's Law ofNations creates the impression of order and consensus on the high-minded 

ideals informing disaster relief for sudden onset natural disaster as demonstrated by the 

extended reference to the earthquake that levelled Lisbon in 1755. The relevant provision 

praises the King and Parliament of England's provision of bilateral aid to Portuga1.2 

Vattel neglects to mention， however， other European sovereigns' failure to provide aid. 

1 The ISDR， Yokohama Strategy and Hyogo Framework are not discussed here because they are derived 
from the IDNDR. 
2 E. Vattel， The Law ofNations， or Principles ofthe Law ofNature Applied to the Conduct and Affairs of 
Nations and Sovereigns， (1758). Book 11， ~5. 
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Calvinist Holland， for example， seeing the earthquake as a divine punishment on Roman 

Catholic Portugal， provided no aid to Portuga1.3 Portugal's nearest neighbour， France， too， 

sent nothing. The failure of some states to respond to the Lisbon earthquakes might be 

explained by the dominant understanding of earthquakes as being punishments or lessons 

from the Divine to sinners.4 In contrast to the religious view， at this time， notable 

intellectuals and statesmen， such as Kant and Pombal， took more pragmatic and secular 

approaches to the issue of disaster， considering disasters to be just another part of the 

naturalorder.5 In particular， Pombal， the Prime Minister to Portugal's King Joseph 1， took 

this thinking to its logical conclusion by encouraging the construction of 

earthquake-proof buildings. 

Vattel links disaster relief to the principle of humanity， and uses it as a measure of the 

state's civilitぁaswell as establishing as system revolves around a sovereign's“imperfect 

right" to request assistance in disaster. The LαW  of Nations thus can be seen as a body of 

rules that uses gentle religious and legal pressure to encourages the provision of 

inter.回 statedisaster relief. The presence of people， nor indeedラ theidea of marginalisation 

can be detected in this document. 

5.3 The IRU Convention 

Ciraolo's 1921 proposal for the establishment of a permanent intemational disaster relief 

body was inspired by the devastation of the 1908 earthquake in Messina. The acceptance 

of Ciraolo's proposal should not be understood merely as a sudden and inexplicable 

interest in humanitarianism on the part of the intemational community: rather， as Haskell 

argues， concerted action， such as that which resulted in the creation of the IRU， happens 

only when interested groups are presented with clear and durable plans for humanitarian 

intervention.6 Thus， IRU's creation should be understood in light of incremental changes 

in attitude regarding ideas of suffering and victimisation that had taken hold in the 

decades prior to the 1920s， as well as the apparent feasibility of Ciraolo 's plan. 

One of the most important changes in perception and attitude that created conducive 

conditions for the creation of the IRU Convention was the gradual acceptance of the idea 

of charity in the West: those who were the objects of humanitarian concem were those to 

whom were bom into disadvantaged states， or developed conditions that resulted in 

suffering， such as the result of birth， moral lapse， loss of reason， or the perversion of the 

3 T.D. Kendrick， The Lisbon Earthquake (1956)， 23， cited in J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the International 
Order: Earthquakes， Humanitarians， and the Ciraolo Project" 22 (2000) lnternational History Review 1， 5. 
4 Id. 5-6. 
5 Id.， 6. 
6 T. Haskell，“Capitalism and the origins ofthe Humanitarian Sensibility"， 90(2) (1985) American 
Historical Review 339， 342. 
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notion of property， or wounding in accident and war.7 
Notably， these examples implied 

no fault on the part of the victim. Humanitarian concem for the guiltless began to be 

institutionalised among non-state actors at the beginning of the 19th century， as can be 

seen in the founding of the Red Cross and its proliferation across the globe， and the St 

John Ambulance association.8 
The institutionalisation of charity and help for people who 

were not at fault for their suffering was a condition without which the proposal of the IRU 

would not have enjoyed popular support. 

The IRU's direct ongms lie in the presentation of Ciraolo's proposal at the 1921 

Intemational Red Cross Conference in Geneva.9 
However， little action was taken， and 

Ciraolo presented his proposal again at an intemational economic conference in Genoa in 

1922. This proposal， consisting of five articles， asked that the States members of the LoN 

set up an Intemational Organisation for relief overtaken by “public calamities" such as 

wars， natural disasters， epidemics， famine etc.10 The organisation was described as an 

“arrangement between civilised Govemments for the protection of all populations 

threatened with or overtaken by some calamity."ll The proposal， which had little to do 

with the purpose the conference was politely received; however， responses sidestepped 

Ciraolo's call to action. A British delegate， noting that the conference， already had enough 

work， suggested that the proposal should be referred to the LoN.12 

The LoN subsequently invited Ciraolo to present his proposal again， and accordingly， 

Ciraolo， outlined his project to the League of Nation's (LoN) Supreme Council in 

September 1922. Ciraolo's proposal was a rather breathtaking one at the time: namely， 

that the LoN set up an intemational insurance scheme funded by govemments to provide 

a financial basis on which a private institution， the Red Cross， could prepare for disasters 

and provide disaster relief.13 The insurance scheme would rely on a central fund of 

7 J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemationa1 Order: Earthquakes， Humanitarians， and由eCira010 Project" 
22 (2000) Internαtional History Review 1， 7. 
8 Id.， 7圃 8.
9 De1egates called upon the ICRC to persuade govemments to sign a new intemationa1 convention providing 
for wider recognition of the Red Cross' r01e in peace， taking into account the possibility of a mutua1 insurance 
scheme for disaster. Id.， 17. 
10“Proposa1 of Senator Cira010"， Intemationa1 F ederation for Mutua1 Assistance in the Re1ief of Peop1es 
overtaken by Disaster (League ofNations)， Documents Relating to the Scheme ofSenator Ciraolo (Geneva: 
Imp. Kundig， 1923). 
11 Ibid. 
12 J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemationa1 Order: Earthquakes， Humanitarians， and the Cira010 Project" 
22 (2000) International HistoηReview 1， 18. 
l日3Ci仕lraω010u凶se吋dthe examp1es 0ぱftyp悼hu山1服s.シ嗣叩同

underscore the fぬ耐b泌ilings0ぱfa“dhoc measures improvised af食ieぽrthe fact of dis悶as幻teぽr.P. Maca1ister-Smith， 
International Humanitarian Assistance Relief Actions in International Law and Organization (Dordrecht: 
Martinus N討hoff，l印985町)， 1口7-θ9吹;
ofRed Cross Societies， box 19688， fi1e IRU Disaster Studies， cited 1. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the 
Intemationa1 Order: Earthquakes， Humanitarians， and the Cira010 Project" 22 (2000) International History 
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contributions from states， and would be managed by the LoN; however， the Red Cross 

organisation would use this fund 企eelyin “public calamities" .14 Records reveal that the 

great powers wanted little to do with the idea. Britain raised doubts about the suitability 

of modelling the proposed organisation on the Red Cross' structure.15 Further， the British 

delegate questioned the project's feasibility given th剖 governmentscould not control how 

the funds of the insurance scheme were spent. In addition， in response to Ciraolo's 

argument that responses to health disasters prior to the proposal 's presentation were ad 

hoc and inadequate， the British delegate noted that governments had done nothing for 

their people even in the face of imminent danger.16 Asking governments to put money 

forward for an unspecified future disaster would， therefore， be utopian.17 The French 

delegate observed that the two elements of contemporary insurance， risk and indemnity 

could not be applied easily to disaster relie王First，public calamities such as epidemics 

and wars would leave underwriters unable to calculate risk. Secondly， the scheme 

provided people with help rather than paying indemnities.
18 

In addition， intemal conflict 

between the ICRC and LRCS threatened to slow the impetus of Ciraolo's scheme.19 

Despite these unfavourable conditions， the proposal was given support by Mussolini， who 

supported the scheme unreservedly， hoping to expand Italy's intemational profile.20 

Further， the ICRC and LRCS， knowing that the issue could not be ignored， decided to 

carry out studies on disaster prone countries.21 In this ambiguous environment， Ciraolo 

became aware that the LoN， which did not look at the Red Cross in a particularly 

favourable or friendly light， was beset by its own financial problems.22 

A worried Ciraolo， therefore， acting on an informal invitation企omthe LoN secretariat to 

revise and extend his project to出eLoN in June 1923， produced a draft statute， consisting 

of sixteen articles， for “An Intemational Organization of Mu印alAid among the Nations 

for Succour and Assistance to People Stricken by Calamities".23 The text stipulated th剖

Review 1，20. 
14 Ibid.; J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemational Order -11: The Intemational ReliefUnion" 23 (2001) 
lnternational HistoηReview 253，262. 
15 J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemational Order: Earthquakes， Humanitarians， and the Ciraolo Project" 
22 (2000) lnternational HおtoryReview 1， 31・2
16 Id.， 20. 
17 Id.，31・2.
18 Id.， 20・1.
19 The tensions between the ICRC and LRCS during this period arose as a result ofthe ambiguity regarding 
the Red Cross' role after the end ofWWI. Widespread support within the Red Cross was essential to ensure 
that the LoN， who were suspicious ofthe Red Cross， took the proposal seriously. 
20 J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemational Order: Earthquakes， Humanitarians， and the Ciraolo Project" 
22 (2000) lnternαtional HistoηReview 1， 21. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Id.， 24. 
23 "An lnternational Organization of Mutual Aid among the Nations戸rSuccour and AssistanceωPeoples 
Stricken by Calamities" in Intemational F ederation for Mutual Assistance in the Relief of Peoples overtaken 
by Disaster (League ofNations)， Documents Relating to the Scheme ofSenator Ciraolo (Geneva: Imp. 
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proposed body was to be neutral， and to unite mankind for the mutual insurance of 

civilised nations and for cooperation against the devastation of“whole tracts of land or 

whole bodies of people by suffering and death.，，24 However， it excluded the provision of 

aid political crises， unless a state requested the body for aid.25 The proposed organisation 

would bring into action “immediate action prompt， adequate and appropriate relief for 

peoples collectively overtaken by disasters， which … they cannot con企ontunaided with 

the means which are normally available on the spot and the ordinary resources of the 

State"，26 where there was or were: 

“A disturbance of the physical conditions which govem the life of a community as a result of 

upheavals due to natural forces; 

A disturbance of the hygienic conditions which govem the life of a community as the result 

of the spread of dangerous epidemics; 

A disturbance of the social conditions which govem the life of a community which 

unexpectedly cuts offthe minimum supplies indispensable for normal existence … 

The consequences of wars， in so far as they may have deprived a people of the resources or 

the power to meet， without assistance， the immediate needs of its collective life; 

The threatened exhaustion of the race through the lack， in the hour of danger， of the barest 

provision for the safety of its children. ，，27 

This text also provided for the proposed body's actions in two phases of disaster: in the 

first phase， information that would be exchanged with the Red Cross and LoN 

authorities，28 and in the second， the LoN or the authorities of the proposed disaster relief 

organisation，29 would have the discretion to decide whether further measures or aid 

would be given.30 

Ciraolo's text was subsequently presented to the LoN's Fourth Assembly， and approved 

for communication to governments for consideration. Ciraolo's revised text was 

revolutionary: he pleaded the cause of distressed peoples， and sought intemational action 

Kundig， 1923). 
24 Id.， Article 11 -Neutrality ofthe Federation. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Article III -Aims of the F ederation in “2. Revised proposal of Senator Ciraolo forwarded to the Secretary 
General ofthe League ofNations on June 23rd 1923: Draft Statute or Fundamental Covenant"， in League of 
Nations， International Federationfor Mutual Assistance in the Relief of Peoples overtaken by Disaster， 
Documents Relating to the Scheme ofSenator Ciraolo (Geneva: Imp. Kundig， 1923). 
27 Ibid. 
28 Id.， Article XI -Reliefwork in the first phase ofthe disaster. 
29 Id.， Article V -Organs ofthe Federation. The Federation was to occupy an ambiguous position under the 
LoN， which would advise and supervise it. However， the in Ciraolo's vision， the body's disaster reliefwork 
would not be interfered with by the LoN. Id.， Article IV -The Federation and the LoN. 
30 Id.， Article XII -Arrangments for the second stage of relief work. 
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on their behal王Inthis sense， he sought to reconceptualise intemational law in terms of 

human vulnerability caused by a disastrous event -almost any disastrous eventー rather

than legal rights or obligations stemming from state affiliation. As Hutchinson observes， 

even the Geneva Conventions provided aid to wounded soldiers on the basis of their 

affiliation with states， rather than their humanity.31 The text also introduced the idea of 

the helplessness of disaster victims as communities and peoples， whereas Vattel had 

referred only to the plight of states. 

Most delegates looked at Ciraolo's scheme favourably at the first consideration ofthe text 

at the Fifth Committee of the LoN in 1923. However， the great powers， which had other 

interests， were again opposed to the proposal. British and Swedish delegates， for example， 

objected to the scope of the plan and questioned its practicality.32 British representatives 

were of the opinion that the scheme offered no benefit to Britain， which was not visited 

by disasters， and therefore that taxpayer money should not be used to fund the scheme戸

The American Red Cross， displaying the schism between the European and American 

organisations， found the scheme's ideas of mutual assistance ideologically repugnant;34 

this was a reflection of the Monroe Doctrine， which sought to keep European ideas such 

as mutual assistance out of Latin America.35 The American Red Cross' view was also in 

line with the emphasis on indirect， nmトgovemmentalaid initiatives， and the guarantee of 

intemational order through private capitalism rather than public funding， that 

characterised the prevailing philosophy of American diplomacy at the time戸

In light of this opposition， Ciraolo proposed a Preparatory Committee to 白rtherrefine his 

proposals. Uruguay sponsored a resolution that created such a committee; the resolution 

gave the preparatory committee a loosely worded mandate of establishing when the new 

organisation would act， evaluating the organisation's financial needs， and estimating how 

much each member state would have to contribute. This was adopted by a majority， with 

31 J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemational Order: Earthquakes， Humanitarians， and the Ciraolo Project" 
22 (2000) International HistoηReview 1， 25. 
32 Id.， 34. 
33 Notes ofBritain's League ofNations section ofthe foreign office indicate a hostile and ridiculing attitude 
towards the scheme， even though Britain's involvement in the LoN meant that they could not ignore the 
proposal as the United States of America did. J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemational Order -11: The 
Intemational ReliefUnion" 23 (2001) International HistoηReview 253，254・5.
34 1. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemational Order: Earthquakes， Humanitarians， and the Ciraolo Project" 
22 (2000) International History Review 1， 29・31.
35 Id.， 31. 
36 Id.， 27， 30. An example of this principle in the context of disaster relief can be found in the struggle 
between the govemor of Califomia and the mayor of San Francisco and President Roosevelt after the 1906 
San Francisco earthquake. The govemor and mayor had formed a committee of local businessmen and 
professionals to organise relief measures， but Roosevelt， who was keeping in mind funds for military needs， 
overrode the local response， decreeing that contributions to disaster relief should be channel1ed through the 
American Red Cross.Id.，10. 
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only Britain， Sweden and India voting against.37 Hutchinson observes that those who 

supported the proposal no doubt hoped that disaster relief would create habits of 

cooperation that would spill over into other fields of intemational relations戸

The Preparatory Committee took advantage of the loose wording of the mandate， and 

began working on an intemational disaster relief organisation， rather than conforming 

c10sely to the Fifth Committee's vision of their work. 39 The debates of the Preparatory 

Committee resulted in a heavily revised version of Ciraolo's proposal. These revisions 

were the Preparatory Committee's attempts to elicit wider support for the proposed IRU 

in the Fifth Committee. These attempts resulted in three major changes to Ciraolo's ideas 

regarding the responsibility of states with regard to funding， the nature of the moral 

source of intemational action， and the scope of the proposed organisation's duties. 

Firstly， the issue of the insurance scheme -the risks that would be covered， how premiums 

would be calculated， how the sums needed for indemnities be obtained -was one that 

could not be resolved and was ignored by the Preparatory Committee. The Committee 

instead chose to take a fanciful view that financial institutions in Europe or America could 

be prevailed upon to 0町erloans to the IRU， and that private charity could be relied upon 

for funds. It was acknowledged that the insurance scheme was impossible legally because 

of the difficulty of estimating risks and because countries were not at equal risk of 

disaster.40 Hutchinson asserts that the Preparatory Committee， in its desire to placate 

govemments， created their reports and texts on specious beliefs regarding the role of 

private charity and the better management of funds in keeping the financial side of the 

system afloat.41 The Preparatory Committee decided to maintain the idea of a reserve 

fund， however， showing confidence in Ciraolo's awareness of the di旺erencein the public 

generosity in disasters; events such as the Russian famine of 1921 and the Tokyo 

earthquake of 1923 drew attention and funds， while epidemics were responded to with 

37 Id.， 35. 
38 Ibid. 
39 It is unclear how the Preparatory Committee was selected， but a list of humanitarian luminaries was 
gathered. They included Rene Cassin， Baron Edmond Carton de Wiart (a Belgian financier and 
philanthropist)， Paul G. Laurin of Sweden， Colonel Robert Olds (wartime head ofthe American Red 
Cross Commission to Europe， Algemon Maudslay (member ofthe Council ofthe British Red Cross society)， 
Benjamin Femandez y Medina (the Uruguayan delegate to the Fifth Committee ofthe LoN who had 
proposed the resolution for the preparatory committee) Andre Mater ofFrance (a Barrister and former 
member ofthe French delegation to the LoN)， Georges Wemer ofthe ICRC and Sir Claude Hill ofthe 
League of Red Cross Societies J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemational Order -11: The Intemational 
ReliefUnion" 23 (2001) /nternational History Review 253， 256・7.
40 Id.， 263四 4.

41 For example， but claiming that private charity would take up the bulk ofvoluntary cobtributions， the 
contributions of states would necessarily be reduced， and therefore needed less new funds. They relied on 
the opinion that the lack of coordination among the various reliefbodies and the duplication of aid that it 
produced would be remedied by the management of such funds. Therefore it did not find that detailed 
examination ofpast disasters and their costs necessary. Id.， 268. 
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indifference， unless the disease in question was thought to represent an imminent threat of 

death.
42 Instead of requiring governments to make contributions to an intemational 

disaster relief fund， governments were asked only for a modest payment for an initial 

fund， which would thereafter be augmented by voluntary contributionsρThe initial sum 

that was proposed was f25，OOO， which Ciraolo observed to be a tiny sum that was not 

commensurate with the scale of the enterprise， and would cripple it from the outset.44 

Secondly， Ciraolo's idea that people struck by calamity should automatically receive 

intemational assistance was weakened significantly in the revised draft. One proposed 

text stated that:“In the event of a calamit弘allpeoples have an equal right to intemational 

mutual aid， without distinction according to race， nationality， or religion."4 

However， in later deliberations， the Preparatory Committee rejected such a strong 

statement， with one member opining that if disaster victims thought that assistance was 

given to them not as charity， but as their right， that those who received less would be 

discontent， which would in tum have a negative effect on the attitudes of contributors戸

The Preparatory Committee， attempting to strike a balance between Ciraolo's ideals and 

political pragmatism， ultimately made the following statement in their final report: 

“It is not a question of introducing intemational relations a positive obligation that would entail 

sanctions， but rather of accepting the notion that assistance should neither be given nor received 

as charity but as a matter justice.，，47 

Thirdly， the scope of the proposed body's work was based on the definition of disaster. 

The following definition of disaster was proposed during the Preparatory Committee's 

deliberations: 

“misfortunes and disturbances due to force majeure (act of God)， when they affect entire 

populations， when their consequences are such as to exceed the normal provisions of even a 

provident Govemment， and when they are of an exceptional character in the stricken 
，48 countrIes. 

42 Id.， 269. 
43 J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Intemational Order -11: The Intemational Relief Union" 23 (2001) 
lnternational History Review 253， 259. 
44 Id.， 260. 
45 Id.， 261. 
46 Proposal by Laurin. Id.， 262. 
47 Hutchinson citing notes taken by Ciraolo， ibid. 
48 Report ofthe Preparatory Committee， League ofNations， Official Joumal，ポyear，no. 9， September 
1925， 1268 cited id.， 264. 
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This greatly limited Ciraolo's vision ofpublic calamities introduced in his initial proposal， 

which sought to eliminate wars and revolutions. Ciraolo advocated retaining the word 

“disturbances" in place of “political turmoilぺbutthis was opposed on the basis that the 

scope of disasters could then be interpreted to inc1ude riots or communist uprisings.49 

Ciraolo's obstinacy on the point that the suffering of innocent civilians be recognised led 

to the adoption of an ambiguously worded artic1e:“Wars and revolutions shall not be 

considered disasters within the meaning of these Statutes， except in respect of such 

ensuing consequences thereof as may affect the population or portions thereof which have 

remained outside the struggle. In this event， the action of the IRU shall be characterised 

by the principles of neutrality.，，5o The role of the Red Cross was also weakened by the 

Preparatory Committee so that other organisations might also participate.51 

When the Second Committee of the Sixth Assembly considered the report of the 

Preparatory Committee in September 1925， states opposed it on the grounds that: 1) the 

definition of disasters had explicitly exc1ude periodic floods and recurrent famines;52 2) 

the text asserted a right to humanitarian assistance; 3) the size ofthe proposed initial fund 

of五25，000was deemed too large; 4) there was a lack of c1arity regarding the obligations 

of governments if the fund needed replenishing; 5) the role of the Red Cross in carrying 

out the IRU's relief work was too prominent; among others.53 The Preparatory 

Committee， meeting after the second draft text's consideration at the LoN， argued on the 

point of wording of the definition of disaster. One member noted that war was an act 

between states， and therefore not a case of force majeure， except insofar as it affected 

individuals. Ciraolo noted in reply that“so far as people were concemed， war was a case 

of force majeure.，，54 This provided a stark contrast between what ordinaηpeople， and 

their governments would define as calamities.55 However， the draft that was produced by 

the Preparatory Committee restricted the definition and scope of disaster to mean “public 

misfortunes due to force majeure (an act of God)， the exceptional gravity of which 

exceeds the limits ofthe powers or resources ofthe stricken people.，，56 

The Preparatory Committee's final draft text was sent to governments in December 1925， 

together with estimations of what each govemment would be expected to contribute: 

49 Id.， 265. 
50 Report ofthe Preparatory Commtitee， League ofNations， Official Joumal， 6th yea巳no.9， Septermber 
1925， 1268， cited ibid. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Objections voiced by China and India， both periodical subject to such incidents. 
53 Id.， 275. 
54 Minutes， Preparatory committee， 18 November 1925， LN 12/4858， boxl4137， box R688， 1，20， cited id. 
276. 
55 Id.， 276. 
56 Id.， 275. 
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Great Britain was to contribute 70，000 Swiss francs， France approximately 52，000， and 

Italy and Japan at more than 40，000 each.57 Italy's government responded prompt1y and 

positively， while America replied that relief， being the domain of the private American 

Red Cross， meant that the United States government could not contribute to the scheme. 

The British government was also reluctant to participate， stating that it would await 

“practically unanimous acceptance" before inviting the British Parliament to vote on the 

provision of the funds. Britain was of the opinion that the IRU relief operations should be 

confined to member countries.58 The French reply was guardedly positive; it praised the 

scheme， but asked that it be understood that insurance could not in be adopted as the legal 

basis of the Sta印tes.59

By September 1926， thirty governments had replied to the circulation of the table of funds 

and the draft statutes， the great m司jorityof which were in favour.60 The League Council 

affirmed that the founding conference of the IRU Convention be held during 1927. The 

American government and American Red Cross continued to distance themsel ves仕om

the proposal， refusing to participate in the conference. In July 1927， the Conference for 

the Creation of an Intemational Relief Union was convened， in which the final text of the 

IRU Convention was amended and adopted by states. 

The IRU was ratified by 19 countries，61 but found itself to be of litt1e utility during its 

lifetime. It was beset by financial problems， and its work was limited by the condition 

established by the Convention that states must be unable to address the disasters 

themselves in order for the IRU to have competence to undertake disaster relief work.62 

This was due to the fact that states were unwilling， as a general rule， to admit publicly 

that they did not have the capacity to address disasters. As a result， while there were 

f100ds in Poland， China， the USA， and earthquakes in Greece， Italy and India in 1936， the 

57 Circular letter from the SecretaηGeneral to states members and non-members ofthe League， 23 January 
1926， cited id.， 277. 
58 Id，279・80.
59 Id.， 280. 
60 Ibid. 
61 (ln ascending order ofthe date ofratification) Ecuador， Italy (including Italian colonies)， Egypt， Romania， 
India， Finland， Hungary， Belgium， Monaco， Venezuela， Germany， San Marino， Albania， Poland and Free City 
ofDanzig， Greece， Bulgaria， Czechoslovakia， Turkey， France; and acceded to by Sudan， New Zealand， Great 
Britain and Northem Ireland (not including any colonies or protectorates)， Luxembourg， Switzerland， 
Yugoslavia and Persia. P. Macalister.阿 Smith，Internαtional Humanit，αrian Assistance Relief Actions in 
Internationα1 Law and Organiz，αtion (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff， 1985)，200-1. 
62 Article 2 stated that “The objects of the IRU are: (1) In the event of any disaster due to戸rcemajeure， the 
exceptional gravity of which exceeds the limits of the powers and resources of the stricken people， to 
fumish to the suffering population first aid and to assemble for this purpose funds， resources and assistance 
of all kinds. (emphasis added)" This， taken in conjunction with the principle of sovereignty as provided in 
article 4，“Action by the IRU in any country is subject to the consent ofthe Govemment thereof'， meant 
that in practice， states were unwilling to admit that they were incapable of addressing disasters themselves， 
and were unwilling to forfeit their control over disasters occurring in their territories. 
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govemments concemed asserted in response to offers of aid企omthe IRU that no 

intemational appeals were necessary because they were able to deal with the disasters.63 

In the Orissa earthquake in 1934， the Indian govemment initially refused the IRU's offer 

to launch an intemational appeal. The IRU later offered flO，OOO with the League of Red 

Cross Societies， however， which India accepted， although the IRU's contribution was not 

publicised. This incident demonstrates that the political interests of states， as well as the 

relations between non-state relief organisations， shaped the implementation of the IRU's 

mandate as well as its drafting process. 

The generally accepted reasons for the IRU's demise are the Great Depression， 

isolationism， rearmament， its lack of funds and govemment reticence to unite on issues of 

humanitarianism， are suggested as the primary factors in the IRU's demise.64 Hutchinson 

provides a contrasting opinion; he argues that the IRU's ineffectiveness was not a result 

of the Depression， but rather “reflects perfectly the intentions of those who sought to 

create the illusion of having brought the Ciraolo project to life when in reality it had been 

laid firmly to rest.，，65 It was， after all， envisaged as an organisation that asked states， 

through law， to fulfil people's needs on the basis of humanitarian considerations rather 

than state interest， as well proposing institutionalised cooperation for this pu中ose.They 

also failed to consider the obligations between states and citizens. 

The final IRU Convention diluted Ciraolo's original vision by removing references to a 

right to assistance， humanitarian motives， intemational legal obligations owed to people， 

mutual insurance and the disastrous consequences of wars and revolutions，66 as well as 

avoiding the establishment of an intemational mutual insurance scheme. The final 

document did not have universal scope; rather， it relied on the discretion of states to join. 

The convention created an IRU whose capacity to act was limited to the highly 

indeterminate conceptions of events of force majeure and public disaster， and only in the 

territory of member states. The IRU Convention became a document that privileged 

sovereignty and financial pragmatism over the abstract notion of the inevitability of 

human suffering. Thus while the appearance of the IRU created the appearance of a new 

style of intemational cooperation for humanitぁtheprovisions that govemed when and 

how such intemational cooperation would be undertaken were ambiguous and allowed 

actors with power to do as they wished. In effect， the IRU preserved Vattel's model for 

63 J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Internationa1 Order -11: The Internationa1 Re1iefUnion" 23 (2001) 
lnternational History Review 253， 291. 

64 E.g. P. Maca1ister-Smith，“The Internationa1 Re1iefUnion of 1932" 5(2) (1981) Disasters 147， 152; D. 
Fisher， Law and Legal lssues in lnternational Disaster Re.司ponse:A Desk Study (Geneva: IFRC， 2007)， 27. 
65 J. Hutchinson，“Disasters and the Internationa1 Order -11: The Internationa1 ReliefUnion" 23 (2001) 
lnternαtional History Review 253，295. 
66 Id.， 286. 
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intra-state relations on disaster. The IRU's emasculation is the mark left by realist drafters 

and states， and the swirl of political machinations that arose in the complicated world of 

intemational diplomacy between member states of the LoN and the various organisations 

of the Red Cross. 

5.4 UNGA Resolution 2816 

UNGA Resolution 2816 has its roots in the treatment of disasters and development 

following the close of WWII. The number of non-govemmental organisations for the 

relief of war victims grew after the close of the w肌 alongwith the establishment of new 

inter-govemmental organisations (IGOs) to replace the disbanded UN Relief and 

Rehabilitation Agency: Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) (1945)， the United 

Nations Intemational Children's Emergency Fund (1946)， World Health Organization 

(WHO) (1946) and the Intemational Refugee Organization (1948).67 The plight of the 

war閏 afflictedin Europe was a central concem ofthe newly established UN and the NGOs， 

resulting in a general preoccupation with the post同 warreconstruction of Europe， famine 

and disease. Kent opines that two assumptions that underpinned the post-war relief and 

reconstruction efforts in Europe:日rstly，that Europe could quickly be restored to 

normalcy with short-term provisions of assistance; and secondlぁthatcountries had the 

capacity to deal with their own crises.68 These two assumptions set the tone and 

orientation of the UN's fu加reactions with regard to disaster and disaster relief; 

subsequent relief assistance tended to embody Westem cultural assumptions following the 

success of the European programmes.69 

After the close of activities for war rehabilitation， development aid，仕omthe 1950s 

onwards， began to occupy more of the intemational political imagination， while disaster 

relief was pushed to the background. Disaster was not entirely neglected by the IGOs， but 

large-scale in企astructuraldevelopment projects were given priority.70 From the 1960s， 

NGOs began to fill the void created by the neglect of IGOs and states regarding 

disaster同 relatedissues， creating a patchwork of ad hoc NGO， IGO and bilateral activities 

for disaster.同 relatedissues. 

Several reasons have been proposed for this state of affairs: decolonisation is a significant 

one amongst them. The UN had 122 Member States by 1955， of which 87 were 

developing countries. The Least Developed Countries (LDCs) were seen to require 

67 Regional/coun汀yorganisations were also set up， such as the UN Relief and Works Agency (1949) to 
assist Palestinian refugees， and the UN Korean Reconstruction Agency . 
68 R.C. K，∞t， The Anatomy of Disaster Relief The International Network in Action (USA: Pinter Publishing， 
1987)，36. 
69 Id.， 38. 
70 Id.， 40開 4.
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intemational development aid， while measures to recover from disaster were seen as part 

of the domestic jurisdiction. This meant th剖 LDCstumed private banking institutions for 

disaster relief needs. However， such measures were inadequate， and led LDCs to plead 

their cases to multilateral organisations.71 Secondly， the geopolitical environment of the 

Cold War also resulted in development aid being used as a tool of foreign policy. Kent 

notes that there was a benign neo-colonialism， tied to geopolitics， at work. It was 

implicitly understood that the United States of America would help its Latin American 

neighbours， while the former colonies of France and England would be aided by their 

erstwhile colonial masters.72 Finally， rising levels of affluence in developed counties， as 

well as the higher visibility of su町eringin less developed nations due to media， has been 

put forward as another reason that development aid was given more prominence.73 The 

intemational community's attitudes regarding the notion of disaster can be seen in the 

lack of comprehensive UN action with regard to disaster， and in the cookie回 cutter

resolutions of the UNGA which made general calls for govemments to help 

disaster-struck nations that were adopted until the mid同 1960s.74

The great numbers of newly independent developing countries allowed more attention to 

be given to disaster-related issues in the UN. The initiation of a more coordinated UN 

approach to disaster together with the UN's emphasis on development aid in developing 

countries in the early 1960s coincided with a coalescing Third World consciousness， 

which was embodied by movements such as the emergence of the Group of 77 in 1963， 

and the establishment of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development in 

1964. The emergence of this solidarity meant that the problems of former colonies were 

no longer relegated to affairs of the empire; issues of disaster and development faced by 

the Third World became more visible， as did the linkages between disaster and 

development. 75 

In this environment， the ECOSOC requested the Secretary-同Generalto create a report on 

how improvements to the UN's humanitarian assistance could be made in 1963.76 This 

71 Id.， 39. 
72 Id.， 44. 
73 Id.， 40. 
74 See e.g. UNGA， Measures in connexion with the ωrthquake at Skoplj・e，Yugoslavia， A尽ES/1882(XVIII) 
(1963); UNGA， Measures in connexion with the hurricane which has just struck the territories ofCuba， the 
DominicanR々pub!ic，Haiti， Jamαica and 1トinidadand Tobago，ん恨ES/1888(XVIII) (1963);ECOSOC， 
Earthquake re!iザtoLibya， Flood relief to Morocco， Re!iザtolndonesia consequent on the volcanic 
eruption in Ba!i， EほES/930(XXXV) (1963); ECOSOC， Measures to be adopted in connexion with the 
eαrthquake of Sk，明;e，Yugoslavia， E尽ES/970(XXXVI)(1963); ECOSOC， Emergency aid to Costa Rica， 
E/RES/1014 (XXXVII) (1964). 
75 R.C. Kent， The Anatomy of Disaster Re!ief The lnternational Network in Action (USA: Pinter Publishing， 
1987)，45. 
76 Id.， operative paras. 1，2，3. 
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request was a response to a spate of disasters and appeals by govemments of developing 

countries to the UN for disaster aid，77 a recognition that the future would require relief 

measures， 78 and in particular， to the “misunderstandings" that “reached the 

Secretary-General... that false hopes …that there were large available resources that could 

be redistributed， and that…the total costs of rehabilitation could thus be met by the 

intemational organizations".79 As a resu1t， in 1965， the UN Secretary回 Generalreported 

twice to the ECOSOC and UNGA on the coordination of disaster relief mechanisms in the 

UN.80 The Secretary同 General'sreports show the UN's reluctance to be involved in 

disaster issues. The report argued that under the UN's then-contemporary arrangements， 

there was an almost complete absence of resources that the UN could mobilise to meet 

emergency needs of disaster struck states. Further， the League of Red Cross Societies， 

rather than the UN should continue to assume major responsibility for disaster relief， and 

finally， the UN's greatest utility to disaster同 pronestates lay in technical assistance in 

disaster planning.81 In his second report to the ECOSOC， the Secretary-General again 

asserted that the greatest service that the ECOSOC could render to member states w出 to

urge coun仕iesto create planning and operating machinery that would in tum create 

environments conducive to the fast provision of disaster relief.
82 

The Secretary-General 

was of the opinion， in light of the IRU's failure， that the establishment of a peαnanent 

intemational relief fund was inappropriate for the UN. Rather， it would be best to invest 

in the provision of temporary shelter and relief of the devastated areas， as well as 

long-range reconstruction and development of new areas and resettlement of homeless 

people.83 UNGA Resolution 2034 (XX) was adopted later in the same year. It encouraged 

member states to set up disaster plans and legislative frameworks to make clear the 

degree and character of relief required， and to set up national Red Cross or Red Crescent 

societies. This resolution also， however， gave the Secretary-General the authority to 

77 These were the earthquake at Skol阿久Yugoslavia，hurricane Flora， which struck Cuba， the Dominican 
Republic， Haiti， Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago， a flood in the Piave River valley， Italy. 
78 See e.g. UNGA， 18th session， 1238th plenaηmeeting， Friday， 11 October 1963， New York， AlPV.1238 
(1963)， Statement ofBulgaria， para. 36; Romania， para. 133 (regarding UN concerning itselfwith 
earthquake mitigation). 
79 UNGA， Assistance in cases ofnatural disaster: Report ofthe SecretmチGeneral，AJ5845 (1965)， para. 5. 
80 United Nations， Secretary-General， Assistance in cases of natural disaster.・Reportof the 
Secretary-General to the UNGA， AJ5845， 19th session， item 46ofprovisional agenda (1965); United Nations， 
Secretary.司General，Co-ordination of international assistance in cases of natural disaster: Report of the 
Secretary-General to the ECOSOC， E/4036， 39th session， agenda item 4 (1965). 
引 UnitedNations， Secretary圃 General，Assist，αnce in cases of natural disaster: Report of the 
SecretmアーGeneralto the UNGA， AJ5485， 19th session， item 46ofprovisional agenda (1965)， paras.か13，16， 
17， 19; United Nations， Secretary-General， Co-ordinαtion of international assistance in cases of nαtural 
disaster: Report of the SecretmアーGeneralto the ECOSOC， E/4036， 39血 session，agenda item 4 (1965)， para. 
8. 
82 United Nations， Secretary-General， Co-ordination ofinternational assisωnce in cases of natural 
disaster: Report of the Secretary同 Generalto the ECOSOC， E/4036， 39m session， agenda item 4 (1965)， para. 
7. 
83 Id.， para. 8. 
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withdraw up to $100，000 from the Working Capital Fund for disasters in one year， with a 

ceiling of $20，000 for any one disaster.84 

The growing acceptance of a UN disaster relief role can be observed by the late 1960s. 

The UNGA adopted resolution 2435 (XXIII) unanimously in 1968， which noted that 

UNGA assistance might be of wider use and benefit to developing countries if its 

conditions were broadened. At the same time it reiterated the importance of pre-disaster 

planning to mitigate natural disasters and scientific knowledge in preventing disasters.85 

Notably， it increased the Secretary-General's role in disaster by requesting him to 

cooperation with the UN agencies and the LRCS to consider ways of expanding 

assistance to governments.86 It also permitted him to use up to $100，000合omthe 

Working Capital Fund in any one year， and up to $20，000 per disaster.87 

By 1970， with the Biafra War (1967同 1970)，the Ancash earthquake in Peru， and a 

hurricane which exacerbated the civil war in Bangladesh， it had become increasingly 

obvious that the arms-length stance that the UN had previously advocated regarding 

disaster relief， all the while embracing development aid for states， was no longer tenable. 

Further， it can be seen that there was general dissatisfaction with national， and sometimes 

intemational， aid after disaster， which was seen as creating a persuasive argument for a 

comprehensive UN disaster re1ief response. 

These disasters also showed that NGOs had become a force to be reckoned with in 

intemational disaster issues， and had to be considered in intemationallaw documents and 

re1ations. They tended to be politically neutral first responders in possession of in-country 

resources， with greater freedom to act as they were not burdened by bureaucracy or 

politics.88 

UNGA Resolution 2816 owes its genesis most direct1y to two reports submitted by the 

Secretary-General to the ECOSOC in 1970 and the UNGA in 1971.89 They provide 

84 UNGA， Assistance in cases ofnatural disaster， A!RES/2034 (XX)， (1965)， operative paras. 1，5. 
85 UNGA， Assistance in cases of natural disaster， A尽ES/2435(XXIII)， (1968)， preambular paras. 5， 6， 7; 
operative paras. 1， 2. 
86 Id.， operative paras. 3，l0 
87 Id.， operative para. 8. In 1969， the ceiling that UNGA Res 2435 established for the amount that the 
Secreatry-General was permitted to withdraw企omthe Working Capital Fund was increased to $150，000， 
under UNGA， Unforeseen and extraordinary e.王pensesfor theβn仰 cialyear 1970， AlRES/2614 (XXIV) 
(1969). 
88 D. Van Niekerk，“From Disaster Relief to Disaster Risk Reduction: A Consideration of the Evolving 
Intemational ReliefMechanism" 4(2) (2008) The Journalfor Transdisciplinαry Research in Southern 
A斤ica355， 361; see generally F.C. Cuny， Disasters and Development， (America: Oxford University Press， 
1983). 
89 Respectively， United Nations， Secretary-General， Assistance in cases of nαtural disaster: Interim report 
of the SecretmアーGeneralto the ECOSOC， E/4853， 49th session， agenda item 22 (1970); United Nations， 
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evidence that UN's understanding of its role in disaster had changed rnarkedly by 1971. 

These two reports argued that the UN was already discharging its responsibilities towards 

rnernber states established under Resolution 2435 (XXIII)， although the resolution itself 

does not， apart frorn directions to the Secretary同 General，irnply any responsibilities of the 

UN regarding disaster relief in general. 90 The first report ernphasised the inability of 

developing countries to recover frorn costs to life and property incurred by natural 

disasters.91 The later report to the UNGA ernphasised scientific and technical solutions 

for the prevention of disasters， observing that natural phenornena were not thernselves 

disasters but rnight cause thern.
92 

However， both reports took the cornrnon position that 

the darnage caused by disasters was less justifiable in light of advances of science and 

technology， which had rnade it possible to predict and prevent sorne natural disasters.93 

The reports conclude by noting that although “responsibilities" were already being 

discharged by the various organs and agencies of the UN， the needs for a focal point for 

coordination，94 as well as the need for greater funds earrnarked for disaster relief were 

becoming more acute-95 

UNGA Resolution 2816 (XXVIII) established the United Nations Disaster Relief 

Co-ordinator (UNDRO) as the focal point for the coordination of UN approaches to 

disaster. It was very rnuch a product of the conflicting understandings about disaster and 

what was needed to rectify it， as well as of geopolitics. The resolution's draft was 

prepared in the ECOSOC in July 1971. The surnrnary records of these rneetings show that 

the geopolitics of the Cold War affected even this ostensibly apolitical hurnanitarian 

endeavour. The draft was sponsored by the United Kingdorn， and the United States of 

Arnerica， arnong others， with rnany substantive additions企ornTurkey. The notion of 

Secretary-General， Assistance in cases 01 natural disaster: Comprehensive report 01 the Secretary-General 
ωthe ECOSOC， E/4994， fifty-first session， agenda item 15 (1971) 
90 Id.， 51. 

91 United Nations， Secretary同 General，Assistance in cases 01 natural disaster: Interim report 01 the 
Secretary-Generalωthe ECOSOC， E/4853， 49th session， agenda item 22 (1970)， 1. 
92 United Nations， Secretary心eneral，Assistance in cases 01 natural disaster: Comprehensive report 01 the 
Secretary-Generα1 to the ECOSOC， E/4994，白fty-firstsession， agenda item 15 (1971)， paras. 25， 28:“A 
natural phenomenon is not itself a disaster， although it may cause one... If the disastrous effects of natural 
phenomena cannot be prevented or controlled， it may be possible to mitigate their impact by predicting their 
occurrence.円

93 United Nations， Secretary-General， Assistance in cases 01 natural disαster: Interim report 01 the 
Secretwァ-Generalto the ECOSOC， E/4853， 49th session， agenda item 22 (1970)， 50; United Nations， 
Secretary同 General，Assist仰 cein cases 01 nαtural disaster: Comprehensive report 01 the Secretary-General 
to the ECOSOC， E/4994， fifty-first session， agenda item 15 (1971)， paras. 25-34. 
94 United Nations， Secretary-General， Assistance in cases 01 natural disαster: Comprehensive report 01 the 
Secretαry-General to the ECOSOC， E/4994， fifty-first session， agenda item 15 (1971)， paras. 10ふ8;United 
Nations， Secretary-General， Assistance的 cases01 natural disaster.・Interimreport 01 the Secretary同 General
to the ECOSOC， E/4853， 49th session， agenda item 22 (1970)， 50-1. 
95 United Nations， Secretary心eneral，Assistance in cases 01 natural disaster: Comprehensive report 01 the 
Secretary-General to the ECOSOC， E/4994， fifty-first session， agenda item 15 (1971)， para. 40. 
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development and its relation to disaster mentioned in the plenary meetings，96 although 

the idea of solidarity seemed to eclipse this concem， and it was noted also that the 

proposed UNDRO would work mainly for situations of post-(na加ral)disaster relief， its 

work might also be applicable to other， unforeseen circumstances.97 
While the subject 

matter of disaster relief， and its connections to life were such th剖 itwould not be in 

political interests to oppose humanitarian interests manifested as pleas for the 

establishment of a UN disaster relief co-ordinator， the politics of the Cold War manifested 

in other ways: the Soviet bloc were against the establishment of the UNDRO， 

advocating instead for the continuation of the then-current system in which disaster relief 

coordination was carried out under the UN Secretariat. 98 Disaster-prone third world 

countries such as Haiti， Ceylon (Sri Lanka) ， Pakistan， Chile， Peru， Lebanon， Brazil， 

Greece and Ghana， as well as strong supporters ofthe USA， such as New Zealand were in 

favour of the establishment of the separate office of the UNDRO.99 The notion of the 

UNDRO's mandate to“mobilize， direct and coordinate"， and the French translation of 

“direct" were the subjects of debate.“Direct" was argued to be neutral by America; 

UNDRO's mandate to direct was likened to a policeman directing traffic.100 

The ECOSOC's resolution was adopted without substantial amendment， but the contours 

of the debate of the ECOSOC were echoed in the UNGA. Other writers have noted that 

the main points of debate arose over the wording of“mobilize， direct and coordinateヘ
and in particular， the meaning of “directぺwhetherthe UNDRO would have the capacity 

to act in only natural disaster or also man-made disaster， including armed conf1ict， 1 
01 and 

also over the problem of whether an UNDRO should be created at all.102 However， the 

last position， taken by the USSR and Eastem European countries， was by far in the 

minority. Concems over the scope of the UNDRO's work over were raised， in particular 

by France， which sought to diminish UNDRO's mandate by proposing that UNDRO be a 

disaster relief operation only， and proposing that the title contain reference to only natural 

96 See e.g. statements ofChile， paras. 4，6; Peru， para. 14， United Nations Economic and Social Council， 
Summary record ofthe 1786th meeting， E/SR.l786 (1971). 
97 Id.， Statement ofUK， para. 31. 
8 See e.g. United Nations Economic and Social Council， Summary record ofthe 1787地meeting，
E/SR.l787 (1971)， Statement ofHungary， para. 14; United Nations Economic and Social Council， Summαry 
record of the 1790帥 meeting，E/SR.1790 (1971)， statement ofUSSR， para. 32. 
99 See generally United Nations Economic and Social Council， Summary record ofthe 1787的 meeting，
E/SR.l787 (1971) 
100 United Nations Economic and Social Council， Summary record ofthe 1787th meeting， E/SR.l787 (1971)， 
Statement ofUSA， para. 38. 
101 T.W. Stephens，“Between Expectation and Endeavor: UNDRO and the Problems ofIntemational Relief 
Coordination" in L.H. Stephens & S.1. Green (eds.)， Disaster Assistance: Appraisal， RそメormandNew 
Approaches (Baltimore: Macmil1an， 1979)， 31; R.C. Kent， The Anatomy of Disaster Relief The 
lnternational Network in Action (USA: Pinter Publishing， 1987)，53阿 54.
02 United Nations General Assembly， Official records ofthe General Assembly， Twenty-sixth session， 3rd 

Committee， 1888th meeting (1971)， statement ofthe USSR， para. 58. 
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disaster. Only the fonner proposal was accepted， being ref1ected in the final draft， while 

the latter was not. At the plenary meeting for adoption， operative paragraphs 2， 3， 4 and 

10 were put up to vote. Operative paragraphs 2， 3， and 4 established the rank of the 

officer heading UNDRO (Under四 Secretary園 General)，an endorsement of the proposal for 

the establishment of the UNDRO， and the location of the UNDRO's office in Geneva. 

Operative paragraph 10 gave the Secretary-General the authority to withdraw $200，000 

企omthe Working Capital Fund for emergency assistance in one year， with a $20，000 cap 

for any one disaster. The vote on operative paragraph 2 was not recorded， but recorded 

votes were taken for the remaining paragraphs. Unsurprisingly， the USSR and Eastem 

European countries voted against paragraphs 3， 4， and 10.103 The resolution was then put 

to a vote， with no countries against.104 This indicated that the UNGA resolution was a 

representation of the geopolitical interests and third wor1d interests， even though the 

acknowledgement of the experience and agency of people cannot be detected in the 

debates or the text. 

The UNDRO ended， much as its predecessor the IRU had， in quiet failure. Under UNGA 

Resolution 46/182 it was incorporated into the Department of Humanitarian Affairs. 

During its lifetime， it was dogged by its unclear mandate， its limited funds， as well as 

institutional competition it faced amongst the UN specialised agencies and organs. 

Accordingly， it could not carry out its role as a “focal point" of UN disaster relief 

effectively.l05 

The five year-period between 1965 and 1970 and its culmination in the adoption of 

Resolution 2816 marks a tuming point for disaster in intemational relations， and therefore 

intemational law. Not only was a UN role in disaster issues accepted， but the idea of 

disaster had begun to be understood not solely as an event ofjorce majeure， but rather as 

natural phenomena， the effects of which were entirely preventable or able to be mitigated， 

103 Results ofthe votes were as follows: 
Operative paragraph 3 
Against: Bu1garia， Bye10russian Soviet Socia1ist Repub1ic， Czechos1ovakia， Hungary， Po1and， Ukrainian 
Soviet Socia1ist Republic， Union of Soviet Socialist Repub1ics 
Abstentions: Burma， Cey1on， Dahomey， France 
Operative paragraph 4 

Against: Bu1garia， Bye10russian Soviet Socia1ist Repub1ic， Czechos1ovakia， Hungary， Mongo1ia， Po1and， 
Ukrainian Soviet Socia1ist Repub1ic， Union of Soviet Socia1ist Repub1ics 
Abstentions: Barbados， Burma 
Operative paragraph 10 
Against: Bu1garia， Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Repub1ic， Czechos1ovakia， Hungary， Mongo1ia， Po1and， 
Ukrainian Soviet Socia1ist Repub1ic， Union of Soviet Socialist Repub1ics 
Abstentions:J apan 
105怜 How閃 rt白hes叩蹴SOC1ω叩C1叩i均a討山1isおist幻仙州t巾b刷10cc∞ou削n飢ntri民 asw附吋ella出sCe句句削帆y1内，1品10叫n，D伽町ar 
5 See e.g. Joint Inspection Unit (UN閃)， Evaluation oft，幼he0.0伊ìc印e~ザft.幼he UNDiか3αωsterReli々efCo-ordinator， 

1IUほES/80/11(1980). 
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as well as being related to development. However， although disaster began to be 

addressed as part of the systemic interests of states企omthe 1970s， intemational law 

continued to neglect disaster-related vulnerability as it was experienced by people. Rather， 

the focus of development and disaster relief was a product of Cold War politics， creating 

political， economic and military support for friendly developing countries. Van Niekerk 

observes that most of the aid programmes to developing nations offered by countries such 

as the USA， Great Britain and France， were aimed towards purchasing the securitぁand

propping up shaky regimes， rather than the promotion of their long-term social and 

economic development.106 In this， the UN and its soft-law making function were used as 

toolsl for the promotion of political interests. 

Where does this discussion leave people， and the correlation between marginalisation and 

disaster? On the middle ground between the. elites and disaster survivors， UNDRO was 

supported by NGOs such as the LRCS; Kent is of the opinion that this support grew out 

of the recognition by NGOs that there was a need for coordination in intemational 

relief.107 Equally， however， NGOs' confidence in glvmg support to the beleaguered 

UNDRO marked their growing confidence in the field of disaster relief; their confidence 

stemmed from the fact that their actions were seen to be more effective， relevant and 

appropriate by people on the ground.108 

Kent's assertion that the significance of NGOs increased significantly in this period is 

buttressed by sociological studies which have found that disaster victims， who did not 

trust their own govemment's responses in disaster， had more faith in NGOs. For example， 

after the Ancash earthquake， which killed 70，000， injured 140，000， destroyed 160，000 

buildings and left 500，000 homeless， the govemment's poor distribution of aid gave rise 

to the saying，“First the earthquake， then the disaster.，，109 In addition， the example of 

Ancash earthquake survivors shows th抗 thedominant approach of short， sharp injections 

of aid， based on the European experience of the 1950s， aimed at creating a retum to 

normality did not target what people saw as the causes of their problems. The people of 

the affected regions called the earthquake the “five-hundred year earthquake" in 

acknowledgement of the ongoing effects of the Spanish invasion of the Andes in the 16th 

centuη~ which destroyed indigenous adaptation to disaster. The adaptive responses that 

106 D. Van Niekerk， D “From Disaster Relief to Disaster Risk Reduction: A Consideration of the Evolving 
International ReliefMechanism" 4(2) (2008) The Journal戸rTransdisciplinary Research in Southern 

Africa 355， 360. 
107 R.C. Kent， The Anatomy of Disaster Relief The lnternational Network in Action (USA: Pinter Publishing， 
1987)，54. 
108 Ibid. 

109 A. Oliver.幽 Smith，“Peru'sFive-Hundred Year Earthquake: Vulnerability in Historical Context" in 

A.Oliver-Smith & S 
York: Routledge久， 2002勾)， 75.
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atrophied included the choice of sites for building， the structure of settlements themselves， 

and therefore the socio-economic structures of， and overarching objectives for， the 

Andean communities that had developed in this disaster-prone region.11O The very idea of 

short-term disaster relief which sought to rectify an abnormal situation to return the 

“normal" order， therefore， seemed to bypass people's concems. It can be seen that the 

reaction of people to intemational aid is not a concem that informs the ECOSOC or 

UNGA debates on Resolution 2816， although how people reacted to the provision of 

NGO， intemational and national aid however has been considered by various sociological 

and anthropological studies.
111 

The link between disaster and development， which was based on the notion of the 

economic marginalisation of developing and ex-colonised states， did not extend to a 

consideration of resource allocation related to disaster aid， or indeed the causes of disaster. 

The Third World countries' rhetoric with regard to the link between development and 

disaster relied on a conflation of state interests with the interests of the people in its 

territory. Thus， only the notion of inter.同 statemarginalisation and its relation to disaster 

was an intemationallegal concem in the creation of Resolution 2816. 

5.5IDNDR: UNGA Resolution 42/169 

The intemational community had recognised impacts of natural disasters could be 

mitigated or reduced by technological advances had since the beginnings of intemational 

cooperation for disaster. However， it was not until the late 1980s that this notion became a 

part of systematic intemational cooperation in the form of the UNGA Resolution 42/169 

on the Intemational Decade for N atural Disaster Reduction. 

Early intemational recognition of the notion of disaster preparedness and mitigation can 

be seen in the IRU mandate to conduct studies on disaster， as well as early resolutions of 

UN bodies that facilitate studies to study mitigation.112 Technological understandings 

tumed to pre-disaster emergency procurement and shipment procedure for food， and other 

110 See generally A. Oliver-Smith，“Peru's Five-Hundred Year Earthquake: Vulnerability in Historical 
Context" in A.Oliver-Smith & S 
Per，司伊peωcti仰v陀yぽe(例Ne何wYor比止k:R恥ou叫tle吋dg伊e，2002).
III See e.g. P.L. Doughty，“Plan and Pattem in Reaction to Earthquake: Peru， 1970・1988"inA.Oliver剛 Smith
&Sふ1.Hoffman (eds.)， The Angry Earth: Disaster in Anthropological Perspective (New York: Routledge， 
2002)， 234-256; A. Oliver-Smith， 
Relocation in Peru" 4(1) (1977) Americαn Ethnologist 102・116;A. Oliver聞 Smith，“Post-DisasterConsensus 
and Conflict in a Traditional Society: The 1970 Avalanche ofYungay， Peru" 4 (1979) Mαss Emergencies 
39-52; A. Oliver-Smith， A.，“Disasters， Social Change， and Adaptive Systems" in E.L. Quarantelli (ed.)， 
What is a Disaster? Per.司pectiveson the Question (London: Routledge， 1998)， 231・233.
11~ See e.g. ECOSOC， International co四 operationin the field of seismological research. EぽES/767(XXX) 
(1960); ECOSOC， International co四 operationin the field of seismologicα1 reseαrch. EほES/912(XXXIV) 
(1962). 
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necessities; intemational concem for this was phrased in terms of“stockpiling" during the 

1960s.1I3 This aspect of preparedness high1ighted the importance of preparation for 

disaster relief， such as the compilation of contingency plans， setting up of disaster relief 
114 

teams. 

The 1970s to the 1980s saw the emergence of various developments that precipitated the 

creation of Resolution 421169. The disaster events in this period highlighted the need for 

a better global system of disaster preparedness; in addition， a more comprehensive notion 

of disaster preparedness and management that was not based solely on the provision of 

relief emerged. In the early part of the 1970s， the term “disaster prevention" was used in 

an unsystematic way，115 but by the early 1990s the recognition that disasters could not be 

prevented， only mitigated， took hold.116 
The adoption of Resolution 42/169 can also be 

seen as being due to the efforts of the Group of 77 and the Soviet bloc， who企amed

questions relating to disaster as problems that were inextricably linked to the world 

economic situation， and the place of developing countries within it.117 
The success of the 

Group of 77 in highlighting issues of development and their relation to disasters in the 

1970s and 1980s was coeval with the attention of scholars who located the causes of 

disaster in vulnerability， which was in tum linked to the absence of development.118 

Gradual progress in technology from the 1960s onwards led to greater emphasis on 

intemational coordination for early waming in intemational law.
119 

This coincided with 

the acknowledgement by the Secretary-General in a report to the UN in 1987， which， 

taking into account the persistent criticisms of the UNDRO and the growth of the UN's 

role in economic and social areas，120 opined that its mandate should focus on natural 

113 United Nations， Secretary-General， Assistance in cαses of natural disaster: Report of the 
Secretary-General to the UNGA， AJ5845， 19th session， item 460fprovisional agenda (1965); United Nations， 
Secretary心eneral，Co-ordination of internationalαssistance in cases of natural disaster: Report of the 
Secretary-General to the ECOSOC， E/4036， 39th session， agenda item 4 (1965). 
114 D. Van Niekerk，“From Disaster Relief to Disaster Risk Reduction: A Consideration of the Evolving 
Intemational ReliefMechanism" 4(2) (2008) The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern 
4斤ica355， 367. 
1行 P.Blaikie， T. Cannon， 1. Davis & B. Wisner， At Risk: Natural Hazards， Peopleき陥lnerabilityand 
Disasters (London: Routledge， 1994); D. Van Niekerk，“From Disaster Reliefto Disaster Risk Reduction: A 
Consideration ofthe Evolving Intemational ReliefMechanism" 4(2) (2008) The Journalfor 
TransdisciplinmアResearchin Southern Ajトica355， 367. 
116 United Nations Disaster ReliefCo-ordinator， Mitigating Natural Disasters: Phenomena， Effects and 
Options A Mamωlfor Policy Makers， UNDROIMND/1990 Manual (NewYork: United Nations， 1991). 
117 See e.g. UNGA， Summary Record of the 16th meeting， Second committee， Agenda item 1 held on 
Monday， 19 October 1987， AJC.2/42/SR.16 (1987)， Statement ofUSSR， para. 24. 
118 Seegenerally F.c. Cuny， Disasters and Development， (America: Oxford University Press， 1983); R.C. 
Kent， The Anatomy of Disaster Relief' The Internαtional Network in Action (USA: Pinter Publishing， 1987). 
119 For a broad assessment ofthe state oflaw on early waming in the 1990s， see generally B.G. Ramcharan， 
The International Lαwαnd Practice of Early-Warning and Preventive Diplomacy: The Emerging G/obal 
陥 tch(Dordrecht: Martinus NijhoffPublishers， 1991). 
120 UNGA， Secretary-General， Co四 ordinationin the United Nations and the United Nations砂'stem:R々port
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disasters and on preparation and prevention measures.121 

These developments created a heightened intemational awareness of disaster prevention， 

mitigation and preparedness issues， which began to be phrased in terms of hazard， risk 

and disaster management in the 1980s.122 Under the new paradigm of hazard， risk and 

disaster management the focus was on vulnerability and the coincidence of multiple risk 

issues; this was in contrast to the focus on disaster relief， or“emergency assistance" 

which focused on natural hazards as single event scenarios.123 UN agencies， such as 

UNESCO， active1y took on the hazards paradigm of disaster.124 The acceptance of the 

hazard and risk paradigm within the UN， in October 1987， Japan and Morocco put 

forward a draft resolution for the “Intemational Decade for N atural Hazard Reductionぺ125

This draft resolution recognised that disasters might damage the fragi1e economic 

in企astructureof developing countries， especially least developed and island deve10ping 

countries，126 and recognised that scientific knowledge should be prepared with a view to 

preventing natural disasters or minimising their effects.127 The operative paragraphs 

dec1ared that the UNGA decided that the Decade's objective was to“reduce catastrophic 

loss of life， property damage， and social and economic disruption caused by natural 

hazards such as earthquakes， windstorms， floods， landslides， volcanic eruptions and fires. 

Its goals were the development and dissemination of scientific knowledge regarding 

measures of assessment， prediction， prevention and mitigation of natural hazards.128 A 

revised draft resolution was tabled a few weeks after the initial draft resolution. Japan and 

Morocco produced the first draft， which was sponsored by many of the developing 

disaster-prone countries.129 The resolutions were substantively similar: they dec1ared an 

ofthe Secretary-General， Al42/232 (1987)， paras 7-9. 
121 UN GA， Secretary-General， Implementation of General Assembly Resolution 41/201: Report of the 
Secretary四 General，Al42/657 (1987)， paras. 19，21・23.
122 D. Van Niekerk，叩romDisaster Relief to Disaster Risk Reduction: A Consideration of the Evolving 
Interτlational ReliefMechanism" 4(2) (2008) The Journal for Transdisc伊linmアResearchin Southern 
Aかicα355，368.
123 Jeggle quoted ibid. 
124 See e.g. United Nations General Assembly， Summary Record ofthe 25th meeting， Second committee， 

agenda item 12 held on Monday， 19 October 1987， AlC.2/42/SR.25 (1987)， Statement ofUNESCO， para. 
69. 
125 AlC.2/42/L.32 (1987). 
126 Id.， preambular para. 4. 
127 Id.， preambular para. 5. 
1~~ Id.， operative para.4. 
129 AlC.2/42/L.32IRev.1. The draft resolution was co・sponsoredprimarily by disaster-prone countries: 
Angola， Antigua and Barbuda， Bahamas， Bangladesh， Barbados， Belize， Benin， Bolivia， Burkina Faso， 
Cameroon， Cape Verde， Central African Republic， Chad， Chile， Colombia， Comoros， Congo， Costa Rica， 
Cuba， Czechoslovakia， Democratic Yemen， Ecuador， El Salvador， Equatorial Guinea， Fiji， France， Gabon， 
Gambia， Grenada， Guatemala， Guinea， Guinea-Bissau， Guyana， Haiti， Honduras， Hungary， Indonesia， Iran ， 
Jamaica， Japan， Jordan， Kenya， Lao People's Democratic Republic， Lebanon， Lesotho， Liberia， Madagascar， 
Mali， Mauritania， Mauritius， Morocco， Nepal， Nicaragua， Pakistan， Panama， Paraguay， Peru， Philippines， 
Poland， Romania， Rwanda， Saint Kitts and Nevis， Saint Lucia， Saint Vincent and the Grenadines， Sao Tome 
and Principle， Saudi Arabia， Senegal， Seychelles， Sierra Leone， Somalia， Sudan， Suriname， Swaziland， 
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intemational decade for natural disaster reduction， kept the wording of “Intemational 

Decade for N atural Hazard Reductionヘemphasisedgeophysical processes and scientific 

and technical solutions to prevent these， and highlighted the importance of 

communicating these solutions to developing countries.
130 

This draft resolution was 

adopted by consensus. 13l Subsequently， the draft resolution was revised in informal 

consultations; its title became the “Intemational Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction'¥ 

The resolution was adopted by consensus， but Jamaica， a co-sponsor of the second draft 

resolution， stated that it would have preferred the original title， as the former title retained 

the understanding that mankind was not in a position to reduce natural disasters， as was 

implied by the final version.
132 

This indicates that divergent views regarding the nature 

of disaster had not been resolved. 

The relative ease and speed with which the resolution was adopted was due to the fact 

that thomy political issues， such as those regarding the protection of sovereignty and 

non-intervention， were avoided. Rather， the resolution's focus on the scientific and 

technical aspects of natural disaster served to depoliticise the issue of disaster risk 

reduction. This position was subsequently revised slightly in Priority Four of the HFA， 

which recognises the notion of underlying risk. The notion of vulnerability is reflected in 

this resolution and. its drafting processes only as the economic marginalisation of 

developing states. 

5.6 Princ伊lesof Humanitarian Assistance:・UNGAResolution 46/182 

Trinidad and Tobago， Tunisia， Turkey， Uganda， Uruguay， Vanuatu， Venezue1a， Yemen， Yugos1avia， Zaire， 
Zambia and Zimbabwe. 
130E.g.Operative para-2.“Recognizes向rtherthat scientific and technica1 understanding of the causes and 
impact natura1 disasters and of ways to reduce both human and property 10sses has progressed to such an 
extent that a concerted effort to assemb1y， disseminate and app1y this know1edge through nationa1， regiona1 
and world-wide programmes cou1d have very positive effects in this regard particu1arly for deve10ping 
countries，" and Operative para. 4.“Decides that the objective ofthe Decade is to reduce， especially in 
deve10ping countries， 10ss of life， property damage， and socia1 and economic disruption caused by natura1 
hazards， such as earthquakes， windstorms.…and that its goa1s are: 
(a) to improve the capacity of each countηr to mitigate the e妊民tsof natura1 disasters expeditious1y and 
effective1y， paying specia1 attention to assisting deve10ping countries in the establishment， when needed of 
early waming systems; 
(b) To devise appropriate guidelines and strategies for app1ying existing know1edge， taking into account the 
cu1tura1 and economic diversity among nations; 
(c) To foster scientific and engineering endeavours aimed at cloning critica1 gaps in know1edge in order to 
reduce 10ss of 1ife and property; 
(d) To disseminate existing and new information re1ated to measures for the assessment， prediction， 
prevention and mitigation of natura1 hazards; 
(e) To deve10p measures for the assessment， prediction， prevention and mitigation of natura1 hazards 
through programmes oftechnica1 assistance and techno1ogy transfer， demonstration projects， and education 
and training， tai10red to specific hazards and 10cations， and to eva1uate their e宜ectiveness;"
1'1 It was adopted under agenda item 12， which covered issues contained in the annua1 ECOSOC report 
132 United Nations Genera1 Assemb1y， Summαry Record of the 44th meeting， Second committee， agenda 
item 12 he1d on Monday， 19 October 1987， AlC.2/42/SR.44 (1987)， Statement of Jamaica， para. 12. 
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In comparison to the smooth adoption of Resolution 42/169， UNGA Resolution 46/182's 

adoption was fraught. The adoption of Resolution 46/182 is generally attributed 

UNDRO's incompetence in白lfillingits mandate. UNDRO's unclear mandate， its 

inadequate staffing and funding， lack of in-country capacity， lack of support仕omother 

UN agencies， as well as its lack of credibility with donor countries led to an almost 

constant barrage of criticism from the start; 133 many of the problems that beset the IRU 

had also plagued the UNDRO， and led to its demise. By the late 1980s UN humanitarian 

assistance informally worked under a dual system for disaster relief and development. 

One arm， in which the primary actors were UNDRO， NGOs and other specialised 

agencies and organisations， managed relief for “routine" natural disasters. The other arm， 

which by同 passedUNDRO， was an ad hoc response to long回 termand complex disasters， 

set in motion by the Secretary-General who would appoint Special Representatives for 

particular disasters. UNDRO's demise is also attributed to its ineffective work in the Gulf 

War. UNDRO had been requested to coordinate humanitarian programmes undertaken by 

the UN during the Gulf Crisis. However， by September of the same year， the 

Secretary-General had relieved UNDRO of this mission， which was subsequent1y 

entrusted to a Special Representative. Beidberger is of the opinion that this action could 

only be interpreted as distrust in UNDRO's capacity to perform in complex operations， 

particularly in relation to third回 countrynationals.134 It was also acknowledged that the 

UN's assistance to displaced persons during the Gulf War led to duplication of efforts.135 

The consensus adoption of UNGA Resolution 46/182 on the principles of humanitarian 

assistance can be seen as an acknowledgement of the complexity of the informal UN 

disaster response system that had operated from the 1970s; the reason provided for 

reforming the UN disaster relief and rehabilitation system is often touted as being the 

UNGA's acknowledgement of the need to strengthen the coordination for rapid response 

to humanitarian emergencies. This reform merged the two UN response systems into one， 

and formalised the latter of the two “arms". 

However， the larger context for Resolution 46/182 can be seen to lie both in its historical 

approach to humanitarian assistance， as well as the more direct effects of the pull between 

sovereignty and humanity/cooperation in intemational response to the Gulf War. Kent 

posits that assumptions about the causes of humanitarian crises and the UN's role 

133 See e.g. Y. Beidberger， The Role and Status oflnternational Humanitarian Volunteers and Organizations: 
The Right and Duty to Humanitarian Assist，αnce (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff， 1991)，54; L.M.E Sheridan， 
“Institutional Arrangements for the Coordination of Humanitarian Assistance in Complex emergencies of 
Forced Migration" 14 (1999-2000) Georgetown Immigration Law JournaI941-984. 
34 Y. Beidberger， The Role and Status of Internationα1 Humanitarian Volunteers and Organizations: The 
Right and Duty to Humanitarian Assistance (Leiden: Martinus N討hoff，1991)，54. 
¥35 OCHA， OCHA on Message.・Gener，α1Assembly Resolutions 46/182 (2012) 
くhttp://docs.unocha.org/sites/ dmslDocuments/120402 _ OOM・46182_eng.pdf>. 
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changed significantly from the 1980s. This was in no small part a result ofthe Cold War's 

end， and. the resulting decline in economic and political support 仙台agileand 

disaster-prone countries， which began the era of complex emergencies.136 

The early 1990s witnessed an increase in humanitarian action and funding by major donor 

. governments. One such example was that of the Kurdish refugee crisis during the Gulf 

War. Turkey's refusal of entry to Kurdish asylum seekers， which left them stranded on 

exposed， high altitude sites on the Iraqi border side. Security Council Resolution 688 

sought to respond to this problem by requesting Iraq to allow immediate access to those 

who were in need of the assistance of intemational humanitarian organisations. Britain， 

the USA， France and the Netherlands， supporting the resolution， aimed to establish no-fly 

zones within northem Iraq so that Kurds could move to more sheltered sites where they 

would be protected from attack by Iraqi forces. Further， Security Council Resolution 688 

legitimised， under USA's， Britain's and France's influence， the use of military force to 

provide humanitarian relief and support for humanitarian corridors. The Security Council 

resolution， taken together with the use of the military to provide relief signal that in this 

period， dominant players of the intemational community were willing and able to use 

force to provide humanitarian relief. 

Developing countries were wary of the interventionist trend， which they saw as diverting 

resources th剖 couldbe used for development， as well as potentially in仕mgmgon 

sovereignty.137 The interventionist approach taken in Security Council Resolution 688 

was countered by UNGA Resolution 46/182， which espoused a softer approach to 

humanitarian assistance for natural and other emergencies.
138 

This softer approach 

highlighted the importance of sovereignty，139 while simultaneously seeking to reinforce 

intemational solidarity for humanitarian assistance. 140 In October 1991， the 

Secretary-General submitted a report on the early waming， prevention， preparedness and 

stand-by capacities， and the consolidated appeals system. The Secretary四 Generalobserved 

136 R.C. Kent，“The United Nations' Humanitarian Pillar: Re-focusing the UN's Disaster and Emergency 
Roles and Responsibilities" 28(2) (2004) Disasters 216，218-9. 
137 Id.， 219. 
138 UNGA， Strengthening ofthe coordination ofhumanitarian emergency assistance ofthe United Nations， 
AlRES/46/182 (1991)， Section 1. Guiding principles， para. 1.“Humanitarian assistance is of cardinal 
importance for the victims ofnatural disasters and other emergencies." 
139 Id.， Section 1. Guiding principles， paragraph 3.“The sovereignty， territorial integrity and national unity 
of States must be fully respected in accordance with the Charter of the UN. In this context， humanitarian 
assistance should be provided with the consent of the a能 ctedcountry and in principle on the basis of an 
appeal by the affected country."; see also para.4.“Each State has the responsibility first and foremost to 
take care of the victims of natural disasters and other emergencies occurring on its territory. Hence， the 
affected State has the primary role in the initiation， organization， coordination， and implementation of 
humanitarian assistance within its territory." 
140 UNGA， Provisional verbatim record ofthe 78th meeting held at Headquarters， New York， on Thursday， 
19 December 1991， Al461PY. 78 (1992)， Statement of Sweden， 38. 
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that the UN was increasingly called upon to play the role of framing intemational 

response， acknowledging the increased power that the UN had in a post同 ColdWar 

world.
141 

The Secretary-General saw the issue at hand as being one of coordinated and 

timely response.
142 

Just as it had been used in proposals for the IRU and UNDRO， 

coherency in the face of ad hoc measures was put forward as the reason for a new 

structure.143 On this basis， the report made recommendations regarding early waming， 

prevention (which was connected to the IDNDR， and taken to mean technological 

solutions as prevention)， 144 and preparedness， consolidated appeals and greater 

coordination and leadership. Resolution 46/182 created a mechanism somewhat similar in 

philosophy to Ciraolo's insurance scheme， the Central Emergency Revolving Fund 

(CERF); 145 the appointment of a high-level official who had the title of “Emergency 

Relief Coordinator" (ERC); and the creation of an inter.閏 agencystanding committee 

(IASC)加 adviseon the use of the CERF. 

The Secretary同 General'stechnical and scientific approach to disaster， with its emphasis 

on technical solutions such as stockpiling and the enhancement of early waming 

mechanisms that required expert knowledge， was supported by countries of the North， 

and the European Community in particular.146 The European Community proposed the 

inclusion of the strengthening of humanitarian assistance into the UNGA's agenda in its 

46th session. The plenary debates in the UNGA show that in these debates， the notion of 

“emergencyヘratherthan “disaster" was used.“Emergencyぺwhichwas acknowledged to 

lack a precise definition，147 was used to mean something more than the concept of natural 

disaster; given the context in which the discussion occurred emergencies can only be 

taken to have encompassed disasters ofhuman origin such as armed conflict.148 It is clear， 

therefore， that resolution 46/182 was intended to apply to at least to natural disaster and 

man-made disaster， including armed conflict. 

141 UNGA， Report of the Secretaryすeneralon the Review of the Cαpαcity， Experience and Coordination 
Amαngements in the UN system for Hum仰 itarianAssistance， Al46/568 (1991)， para.2. 
142 Ibid. 
143 Id.， para. 5. 
144 Id.， para. 11. 
145 Id.， paras. 14・18.The CERF proposed by the Secretary圃Generalwas envisaged as a cash-flow 
mechanism to respond to the initial phases of a disaster， managed by the Secretary-General. Resources 
would be advanced to the operational organisations on the understanding that they would reimburse the 
fund in the first instance from voluntaηcontributions received in response to consolidated appeals.The 
Secretary-General would be advised on the use of the fund by an inter剛 agencycommittee， which would 
address inter-agency cooperation for each complex emergency on questions relating to the use， allocation 
and reimbursement of the白nd.
146 UNGA， Provisionα1 verbatim record ofthe 39th meeting， 46th session， agenda item 143， Al461PY.39 
(1991)， Statement ofNorway， 6; Statement ofthe Netherlands， 11; Liechtenstein， 61・63.
147 UNGA， Provisional verbatim record of the 39th meeting， 46血session，agenda item 143， Al461PY.39 
(1991)， Brazil， 50-1. 
148 See e.g. UNGA， Provisional verbatim record ofthe 39th meeting， 46th session， agenda item 143， 
Al461PY.39 (1991)， Statement ofNorway， 7; Netherlands， 12; Yemen， 32. 
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The twelve countries of the EC， and the Netherlands， Norway and France， supported the 

Secretary向 General'sconclusions in proposing the future Resolution 46/182. The debates 

show that opinions were split along North/South lines: tension arose between the donor 

countries of the North，149 who supported the opening of humanitarian corridors in the 

Gulf Crisis， and disaster.圃pronecountries of the South， most notablぁthosebelonging to 

the Group of 77. This general division played out over three main issues: the proposals 

for the creation of a new disaster relief coordinating structure， through the creation of the 

post of Emergency Relief Coordinator， the IASC， and the CERF. Countries of the North， 

the donor countries and those supporting humanitarian intervention and corridors were 

largely in favour， while countries of the South， particularly those belonging to the Group 

of 77 were largely unreceptive to the proposal for the ERC as a measure of strengthening 

the UN system. The debates show that the action of westem states in the Gulf Crisis 

informed the concems of the South， and that the primary concem of those opposing the 

Secretary同 General'sproposals was to prevent the entrenchment ofpolitical intervention in 

the guise ofhumanitarian assistancc.150 

The South sought to ensure that sovereignty， the primacy of development， and the linkage 

between medium-and long同 termdevelopment aid and disaster relief were not obscured 

by a controversial proposal for a new UN humanitarian assistance structure that carried a 

whiff of military action and the infringement of sovereignty.151 Many delegations of the 

South therefore downplayed the need for a new disaster relief coordination structure 

within the UN， 152 instead emphasising the link between lack of development and 

disaster-proneness， the need to address the “root causes" of underdevelopment， the moral 

duty of the rich to give to the poo巳andthe importance of sovereignty for ex-colonies-153 

149 According to statistic provided by Australia， Belgium， Canada， The Federal Republic ofGermany， 
Iceland， Japan， Spain， UK， and USA， the“Western" developed countries provided approximately 87% of 
the voluntary contributions to the UN in 1985， while developing countries provided 12 %and the USSR and 
Eastern European countries provided only 1 %. Letter circulated at the 42nd session of the UNGA and 2nd 

regular session ofECOSOC in 1987， Letter dated 3 July 1987企omthe representatives of Australia， 
Belgium， Canada， the Federal Republic ofGermany， Iceland， Japan， Spain， the UK， USAW addressed to the 
Secretary-General， Al42/381 (1987). 
150 See e.g. UNGA， Provisional verbatim record ofthe 41't meeting held at Headquarters， New York， on 5 
November 1991， Al461PY.41 (1992)， Statement ofIndia， 20; Pakistan， 24. 
151 See e.g. UNGA， Provisional verbatim record ofthe 39th meeting， 46th session， agenda item 143， 
Al461PV.39 (1991): Statement ofMexico， 37; Egypt， 42-3; Brazil， 48; China， 25同26;USSR， 29; UNGA， 
Provisional verbatim record ofthe 41't meeting he/d at Headquarters， New York， on 5 November 1991， 
Al461PY.41 (1992)， Statement ofPakistan， 24， 26. 
152 UNGA， Provisional verbatim record ofthe 3gth meeting， 46血 session，agenda item 143， Al461PY.39 
(1991): Statement ofMexico， 38; Egypt， 41; Brazil， 51; UNGA， Provisional verbatim record ofthe 41't 

meeting held at Headquαrters， New York， on 5 November 1991， Al46/PV.41 (1992)， Tunisia， 29・30;India， 
21. 
153 The statement ofGhana， which was the representative ofthe Group of77， encapsulated these arguments， 
as well as drawing links between poverty， underdevelopment， and the “root causes" of 
underdevelopment.UNGA， Provisional verbatim record ofthe 41't meeting held at Headquarters， New York， 
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The North， employing arguments similar to those used in debates over UNDRO's creation， 

highlighted their responsibilities as donors，154 emphasised the proposed Emergency 

Relief Coordinator's neutrality and function as a sharer of information， and stressed the 

need for technological solutions to natural disasters， At the same time， the problems that 

would be posed by this application to man田 madedisasters were not mentioned.155 

In the drafting history of Resolution 46/182， it can be seen that the primary concern of the 

debate was the negotiation of the scope of the doctrine of sovereignty to realise state will 

regarding the provision and acceptance of aid. Arguments regarding this dominant 

concern were justified by both sides by resorting to arguments about the impartial and 

apolitical nature of humanitarian assistance，156 as well as the neutral nature of scientific 

and dissemination of technical knowledge as fixes to disaster vulnerability. 157 

Vulnerability itself was largely confined to the notion of economically underdeveloped 

states in the debates. An understanding of the experience of disaster on the ground can be 

glimpsed， however， in the acknowledgement of countries of both the North and South 

regarding the media as a way of portraying post-disaster vulnerability. Specifically， the 

media's representations of vulnerable people post.圃disasterwere seen as part of the 

humanitarian assistance machinery， as visceral portrayals of human suffering were 

acknowledged to contribute to ralSlng awareness of disasters， thereby potentially 

increasing the amount of donations.158 It is notable that the people's lived reality is 

characterised only by their use to the improvement of the humanitarian assistance 

machinery. The dominant notion of vulnerability is once again primarily that of the 

economic underdevelopment， and therefore marginalisation， of states: th剖 is，economic 

setbacks， infrastructure damage， and property damage. 

5.7 The ILC S Draft Articles on the Protection 01 Persons in the Event 01 Disasters 

The resolutions establishing the IDNDR and the principles of humanitarian assistance 

continued to enjoy widespread approval and support following their adoption， and remain 

in place today. The IDNDR was succeeded by the arrangement for the UN International 

Strategy for Disaster Reductiori (ISDR) in 2000.159 The ISDR has helped to企ameglobal 

conversation on the issue of natural disaster reduction， as can be seen in the creation of 

the Yokohama Strategy， as well as the HFA. The mechanisms established in Resolution 

on 5 November 1991， Al46IPVA 1 (1992)， Ghana， 33δ. 
154 See e.g. UNGA， Pro1-制 onαIVef加 timrecord ofthe 39th meeting， 46th session， agenda item 143， 
Al461PV.39 (1991): Norway， 9・10.
155 Id.， Statement ofFrance 68・70.
156 Id.， Statements ofBrazil， 46， 51・2;E酌rpt，43; France， 72. 
問Id.，Statemer山 ofEgypt，42・3;Yemen， 33. 
158 Id. Statement ofFrance， 71. 
59 UNGA， lnternational Decade for Disaster Reduction: Successor Arrangements， A尽ES/54/219(1999); 
UNGA， lnternational Decαde for Natural Disaster Reduction， AlRES/54/219 (2000). 
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46/182， the CERF， IASC， the merger of UNDRO with the UN Department of 

Humanitarian Affairs (which is now OCHA)， as well as the creation ofthe ERC， continue 

in much the same form.
160 

Further， Resolution 46/182 has been reaffirmed in different 

contexts.161 

The years between the early 1990s and the late 2000s saw the increasing dominance of 

languages of human rights in intemational discourse， which was commensurate with the 

growing sophistication of the various UN human rights mechanisms. These developments 

filled the space created by the absence of Cold War geopolitics， and allowed the UN's 

humanist side to come to the fore.162 In addition， greater numbers ofNGOs began to use 

the language of rights for intemational lobbying and advocacy， as did the IGOs and the 

UN itsel王Theinstitutional reform of the UN instituted by Secretary-General Annan in 

1997 also took into account the newfound importance of human rights， calling for the UN 

system to mainstream human rights approaches.163 The Secretary回 General'scal1 for 

mainstreaming of human rights continues to be carried out under the UN Development 

Group's inter-agency Human Rights Mainstreaming Mechanism today. 

In addition， the human rights-based approach is not only prominent in the work ofthe UN， 

but has become dominant in the work NGOs and UN agencies in the field of development. 

OHCHR has defined the human rights-based approach as being: 

“A conceptual framework for the process of human development that is normatively based on 

intemational human rights standards and operationally directed to promoting and protecting 

human rights. It seeks to analyse inequalities which lie at the heart of development problems and 

redress discriminatory practices and the unjust distributions of power that impede development 
円 164progress.' 

The rights-based approach as conceptualised in development is based on the notion that 

160 See e.g. OCHA， OCHA on Message: GeneralAssembly Resolutions 46/182 (2012) 
<htゆ://docs.unocha.org/sites/dms/Documents/120402_ OOM-46182 _ eng.pdf>. 
161 See e.g. UNGA， lnternational cooperation on humanitarian assist，仰 cein the舟ldof natural disasters， 
斤'omreliザtodevelopment， AlRES/63/141 (2009); UNGA， Strengthening the Coordination of emergency 
humanitarian assistance ofthe United Nations， AlRES/64/139 (2009); Intemational Federation ofthe Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Societies， GUidelinesfor the Facilitation and Re，伊 lationof lnternational Disaster 
Relief and lnitial RecovelァAssistance，IFRC 301 C/07!R4 Annex (2007). 
1“62 R. Fa叫lk，
Pro吋j巴ct"in D. Archibugi， D. Held， M. Kohler， (eds.)， Re-imagining Political Community: Studies in 
Cosmopolitan Democracy (Oxford: Polity Press， 1998)， 320. 
163 United Nations， Secretary-General， Renewing the United Nations: A Programmefor Rそform，Al51/190 
(1997). 
164 OHCHR quoted in F.Z. Giustiniani， "The Works ofthe Intemational Law Commission on‘Protection of 
Persons in the Event ofDisasters¥A Critical Appraisal" in A. de Guttry， M. Ges住y，G. Venturini (eds.)， 
lnternational Disaster Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 70. 
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the failure to incorporate rights in development processes could prejudice the 白lfilment

of the human rights of people affected by development projects. Further， a rights-based 

approach is based on the idea that the meaning of development is found in the human 

being as a subject， not an object.165 

The increasing scope of both human rights as law and as political discourse， which entails 

concem for the individual， as well as the expanding scope of intemational political 

discourse on disaster，166 have coincided at a time in which technology has created a 

heightened visibility of disaster. In this way， the effects of disaster， and the recalcitrance 

or inability of some states to address natural disaster回 relatedsuffering have become the 

objects of attention of not only states， but people around the world. Disasters which led to 

an increased focus on intemational human rights law as mechanisms to solve the 

complications created by the doctrines of sovereignty and non-intervention were， for 

example， the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami and Cyclone Nargis in 2008. 

The former raised problems that brought up problems of early waming and the 

cooperation of states， while the latter raised the problem of limits to sovereignty in 

rejecting aid. 

Against this background， which demonstrates the power of human rights law discourse， it 

seems particularly timely that an ILC member， Mr. M. Kamto， proposed that the ILC 

study the intemational protection of persons in critical situations.167 Subsequently， the 

ILC's Codification Division submitted this proposal to the Working Group under the title 

“Intemational disaster relief law" again in 2006.168 At the same session， the ILC 

endorsed without discussion， the topicラ nowentitled “The Protection of persons in the 

event of disasters" into the ILC's programme of work，169 In 2006， the UN Secretariat 

prepared an extensive memorandum on the protection of persons in the event of 

disasters，170 and in 2007， the Commission decided to include the topic in its current 

programme and appointed Eduardo Valencia同 Ospinaas special rapporteur. 171 No 

substantive explanations can be found for the change， and the rapporteur observed that 

there were no official records that would throw light on the reasons th剖 mighthave led 

the ILC to single out “protection of persons" over “relief' or “assistance"， which left the 

165 Ibid. 
166 This can be seen in， for example， the pastiche of mechanisms to deal with various aspects of disaster 
(山ostnotably， the ISDR， the HFA， Yokohama Strategy， and Resolution 46/182). 
叩 I This is not a publically available document. See n3 of E. Valencia-Ospina， Preliminary report on the 
protection of persons in the event of disωters， AlCN.4/598 (2008). 
168 United Nations General Assembly， Officiα1 records of the General Assembly， SixtyてfirstSession， 
Supplement No. 10， Al61/1O， (2006)， para 261. 
169Id.，para-257. 
170 ILC， Protection ofpersons in the event of disasters: Memorandum by the Secretariat， AlCN.4/590 (2007). 
171 UNGA， Official records ofthe GeneralAssembly， Sixty-second Session， Supplement No. 10， Al62/10， 
(2007)， para. 375. 
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scope of the work to be detennined through discussion.l72 

The rapporteur， in discussing what the protection of persons might mean for disaster， 

noted that disaster could not， in many cases， be described to a unique causal factor， and 

that a need for protection existed in all disaster situations.173 In light of the adoption 

process of Resolution 46/182， this is not a particularly revolutionary notion. However， it 

faced some resistance仕omsome ILC Drafting Committee members， who supported the 

idea that disaster was constituted by the extemal hazards paradigm， namely， that disaster 

is an extemal hazard，174 or what Gilbert might call the pattem of war.175 As has been 

noted in Chapter 4， however， the definition that was ultimately adopted was adopted on 

the basis of a discussion that echoes the plenary debates regarding Resolution 46/182. 

One noticeable difference to the debate of the 1990s regarding the scope of the notion of 

disaster is the attempted depoliticisation of disaster relief measures of the state， IGOs and 

NGO (and to a limited extent in disaster prevention， mitigation and preparedness)， 

through the deliberate exclusion of the anned conflict from the jurisdiction of the draft 

articles.176 This seems to restrict the field of application of a new IDL to technological 

and natural disasters. 

The perpetual negotiation of the limits of the doctrine of sovereignty emerged in the ILC 

debates on the Draft Articles in the fonn of the introduction of a rights-based， or 

needsゐasedapproach， as a means of guiding the work; how the Draft Articles should 

incorporate IHRL， as well as implicit limitations on sovereignty. The special rapporteur 

advocated taking a rights同 basedapproach to the drafting of the articles with regard to the 

first issue. 177 ILC members discussing this proposal， expressed both support and 

disagreement towards the suggestion of the adoption of a rights-based approach.178 

Members in favour noted that such an approach would take into account all categories of 

rights， and that there was no dichotomy that existed between needs-and rightsゐased

approaches. On the other hand， other members disagreed with the equation of rights and 

needs， maintaining that while rights was a legal concept， needs was not， and that a 

rights同 basedapproach might undennine the sovereignty of the state by requiring the state 

to accept disaster relief when it was offered. 

172 E. Valencia回 Ospina，Preliminary report on the protection of persons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/598 
(2008)， para. 10. 
173 Id.， para 49. 
174 ILC， Report on the work ofits sixty-first session， Al64/lO (2009)， paragraph 169 
11コ SeeChapter 4 supra. 
76 E. Valencia-Ospina， Preliminary report on the protection ofpersons in the event of disasters， AlCN.4/598 
(2008)， para. 47. 
177 E. Valencia-Ospina， Preliminaηreport on the protection of persons in the event of disαsters， AlCN.4/598 
(2008). 

178 Id.， paragraphs 159・165.
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The second issue centres on how the relationship between IHRL and the Draft Articles 

was to be described in the Draft Articles. The rapporteur noted， for example， that the 

domestic jurisdiction of states is not absolute and th剖 wherethe health， life and bodily 

integrity of individuals are concemed， human rights law demonstrates that principles such 

as sovereignty and norトinterventionare only a starting point for analysis， but not the 

conclusion.179 However， the limits of IHRL are also noted in the debate， which has 

considered the differences between a rights-based approach and needs-based approach to 

the creation of the draft articles. 180 The rapporteur sought to address this potential 

conflict by stating that needs and rights were inter-related -“two sides of the same 

com叶 81 _ because the draft articles dealt with both intra-state obligations to people and 

inter問 stateobligations to other states (and non-state actors). The provisional draft 

document attempts to strike a compromise between the doctrine of sovereignty and a 

needs.剛based/rights-basedapproach by locating the pu叩oseof the Draft Articles in the 

facilitation of “an adequate and effective response to disasters that meets the essential 

needs of the persons concemed， with full respect for their rights.，，182 Draft article 8 

addresses the notion of human rights， somewhat generically providing that“Persons 

affected by disasters are entitled to respect for their human rights." Draft article 7 

addresses the principle of human dignity in disaster response， requiring all responders to 

respect the same. 

The third issue is the elucidation of the ways in which IHRL affects the sovereign rights 

of the state to propose， reject and accept disaster relief， as well as the state obligation to 

prevent disaster. The tensions created by the use of IHRL to address the primacy of 

sovereignty are recognised by the rapporteur as resulting in two general conclusions. The 

first conclusion is that it must be recognised that the affected State bears the ultimate 

responsibility for protecting disaster victims on its territory and that it has the primary 

role in facilitating， coordinating and overseeing relief operations on its territory. Second， 

intemational relief requires state consent.183 This view led the rapporteur to propose a 

provision on the primary responsibility for the protection of persons and provision of 

humanitarian assistance， and the right of the State to direct， control， coordinate and 

179 E. Valencia-Ospina， Third report on the protection of persons in the event of disasters， AlCN .4/629 (2010)， 
Dara 74. 
180 F.Z. Giustiniani， "The Works ofthe Intemational Law Commission on‘Protection ofPersons in the Event 
of Disasters¥A Critical Appraisal" in A. de Guttry， M. Gestry， G. Venturini (eds.)， lnternational Disaster 
Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 71. 
山ILC，R句porton the work of its six砂てfirstsession， Al64/1O (2009)， para. 155. 
182 E. Valencia心spina，E.， Third report on the protection of persons in the event of disαsters， AlCN.4/629 
(2010)， para. 9， draft article 2. 
183 Id.， para. 78. 
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supervise this assistance.
184 

However， the ILC's Drafting Committee did not adopt the 

notion of primary responsibility; some members observed th剖 sucha view might imply 

the existence of secondary responsibilities and thereby lead to intervention in states.185 

The text on state responsibility that was adopted by the Drafting Committee provides for 

the following responsibilities: 

“Role ofthe a貨ectedstate 

1. The affected state， by virtue of its sovereignty， has the duty to ensure the protection of 

persons and provision of disaster relief on its te町ito可・

2. The affected state has the primary role in the direction， control， coordination and supervision 

of such relief and assistance." 

The dilution of the notion of “primary responsibility" implies a less weighty 

responsibility of states. This was offset by the adoption of the duty to seek assistance， 

which was thought to imply a negotiated approach to disaster relief provision， on which 

ILC members were largely in agreement:“To the extent that a disaster exceeds its 

national response capacity， the affected state has the duty to seek assistance企omamong 

other States， the UN， other competent intergovernmental organisations and relevant 

nongovernmental organizations， as appropriateア186This duty was understood by the ILC 

members as deriving from IHRL， which therefore could be said to reflect customary 

law.187 

The ILC debates on the right to reject offers of assistance reflected the traditional notions 

of sovereignty and non-intervention. The issue of state obligation for disaster prevention 

was considered in the rappporteur's sixth report. Theobligation of states to prevent 

disaster was asserted by the rapporteur as being based partly on the positive obligation to 

prevent human rights violations.188 This idea， however， was diluted by the Drafting 

Committee. The Dra仕ingCommittee chairman observed that the revised version of the 

rapporteur's proposal implies measures taken at the domestic level， primarily in terms of 

adjustments in the domestic legal framework severally in the obligation to reduce risk， 

rather than intemational cooperation for disaster prevention measures， but used the word 

“shall" to imply legal obligation.189 The Chairman omitted mention of human rights in 

184 Ibid 
185 ILC， Report on the work olits sixty-second session， Al65110 (2010)， para. 318. 
186 ILC， Texts and titles 01 draft articles 10 and 11 provisionally adopted by the Drafting Committee on 19 
んか2011，AlCN.4/L.794 (2011). 
187 ILC， Report on the work 01 its sixty-third s四 sion，Al66/1O (2011)， para， 289. 
188 E. Valencia心spina，Sixth n句porton the protection 01 persons in the event 01 disasters， A.CN .4/662 (2013)， 
paras.42・3.
189 ILC， Drafting Committee， Statement olthe Chairman olthe Drafting Committee， AlCN.4/L.815 (2013)， 
3. 
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his statement， distancing the revised draft articles from the rapporteur's仕amingof the 

question.190 At the time of writing， the ILC's annual report had not yet been published， 

and therefore the detai1ed positions of states have not yet been made public. 

Finally， the importance of non-state actors in the development of the law has been 

recognised explicit1y by the special rapporteu巳 whonoted the importance of the 

Intemational F ederation of Red Cross' guide1ines on disaster response to the work at the 

outset， thereby e1evating and entrenching the importance of non-state actors in the 

creation of law.191 The IFRC's Guidelines and the ILC's Draft Articles can be seen as 

complementary instruments， one laying down principles and standards for non-state 

actors， while the latter regulates the re1ations between states on action taken for the 

benefit of disaster victims. 

5.8 Summaη1 and concluding observations 

The dynamic created by the clash of human compassion， the doctrine of sovereignty， and 

the political and economic interests of states can be observed in the genealogies of 

landmark intemational instruments on disaster since the beginning of intemational law. 

Thus， in Vatte1's time， the imperfect obligation to provide reliefwas based on widely he1d 

religious beliefs about humanity and disaster. The lofty ideals that had propelled the 

establishment of the IRU were eventually wom down by political and financial 

pragmatism， and the prevailing interests and policies of powerful states. The creation of 

Resolution 2816 was precipitated by the acknowledgement that the UN could not be seen 

to do nothing in the face ofpressure created by a burgeoning Third Wor1d consciousness， 

and the mechanism it created was rendered ineffective by its ambiguous mandate. The 

IDNDR was adopted without controversy because it was not seen as an instrument that 

m仕ingedon sovereignty， or any other major political or economic state interests. This 

contrasted sharply with the adoption process of Resolution 46/182， the debates of which 

pushed to the fore the tension between sovereignty， compassion and pragmatism. The 

controversy stemmed from political tensions surrounding the then-contemporary use of 

military force to de1iver humanitarian intervention; ensuring that humanitarian assistance 

continued to preserve sovereignty thus became an issue of symbolic significance for 

developing countries， many of which were ex-colonies. Finally， the ILC's Draft Articles， 

which are sti11 in the process of creation， demonstrate again that the tension between 

IHRL's concem with the individual， and the doctrine of sovereignty more often than not 

result in a watering down of the expression of compassion in legal documents. In the 

histories of all of these instruments， the following themes that are relevant to the 

190 Id.， 4胴 5

191 ILC， Protection 01 persons in the e¥仰 t01 disasters: Memorandum by the Secretariat， AlCN.4/590 (2007)， 
para.6. 
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correlation between marginalisation and disaster can be observed: arguments resorting to 

compassion as neutrality， and the notion of vulnerability as the economic marginalisation 

。fstates as linked to compassion. 

The content of the argument of neutrality， a principle that is often linked to compassion， 

has varied accotding to political needs and tools available at the time. Thus， in Vattel's 

time， the imperfect obligation to provide relief was based on widely held religious beliefs 

about right conduct in response to suffering. In the time ofthe IRU， popular acceptance of 

the institutionalisation of charity for blameless victims created conducive conditions for 

Ciraolo's ideas about the universal duty to address the universality of human suffering 

through a mutual insurance scheme. The neutrality that was instrumental in the creation 

process of the IRU Convention was found in the contention that the IRU would be an 

organisation that would provide aid where the stricken community could not recover 

using their own resources. This notion did not appear in Ciraolo's initial proposal， which 

highlighted a broad notion of suffering that did not distinguish between types of disaster; 

it was introduced in the drafting process， and adopted in the final text as article 2(1)， 

which stated that the IRU would act in disasters， the “exceptional gravity of which 

exceeds the limits of the powers and resources of the stricken people". In the drafting of 

UNGA Resolution 2816， the humanitarian nature of UNDRO's assistance， as well as its 

subordinate position in relation to sovereignty were highlighted to overcome geopolitical 

problems of the Cold War. State concem regarding the scope of UNDRO's mandate -in 

what disasters UNDRO would act -was allayed by the argument that UNDRO's function 

would consist largely in information gathering and sharing. As such， its role as the UN's 

focal point for the direction of disaster relief measures would be akin to that of a “traffic 

copヘtherebypreserving the doctrine of sovereigntぁaswell as furthering the expression 

of compassion. In the era of complex emergencies created in the void left by Cold War 

tensions， scientific and technological fixes to natural disasters， were readily agreed to 

without heated political debate by the intemational community. The complexity of the 

political environment in the Gulf War， the ambiguous political situation following the end 

of the Cold War， as well as Third World recognition that economic marginalisation was 

connected to disaster， ensured that UNGA resolution 46/182 was not adopted with ease. 

In Resolution 46/182， institutional reform， as well a 
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neutrality" is an unpredictable one， the form of which is decided by dominant political 

powers and donor coun仕ies.

The second theme， the negotiation of the content of disaster回 relatedvulnerability， which 

was linked to moral calls for actions based on compassion， has also shifted form 

throughout history. Vulnerability created by disaster， in the form of damage and 

interruption of normality， has been accepted as the starting point for disaster-related 

vulnerability from Vattel's time to the present. The correlation between marginalisation 

and disaster has， since the New Intemational Economic Order of the 1970s， been 

expressed as the economic marginalisation of Third World states. This was particularly 

prominent in the drafting of Resolution 2816 and Resolution 46/182. Ghana's statement 

with regard to the proposal to create a new humanitarian assistance structure in 1991 

encapsulates the concem ofThird World states with disasters and development: 

“Whatever we propose must， apart企omits adaptive dynamism， envisage a broader 

perspective of human suffering and misery and project a larger企ameworkfor human 

development in all parts of the globe. Within this framework， not only sudden and 

dramatic catastrophes will rivet our attention， but also， more deeply， the grinding， 

relentless and tragically repetitive cycle ofhuman misery engendered by acute poverty and 

exacerbated by natural disasters should engage our deepest compassion... The most lasting 

humanitarian assistance mechanism we can forge is when we collectively develop the will 

to eradicate global poverty in a world that can， if it has that will， clothe， feed and cure all 

our inhabitants.刊 192

How are these two recurring themes to be construed from the perspective of 

marginalisation， in light of Chapter Four's finding that a smalllegal space that recognises 

the correlation between disaster and marginalisation exists in the law? Firstly， it can be 

said that the unpredictability of the argument of neutrality as a justification for legal 

reform means that the notion of marginalisation is not easily utilised by marginalised 

people， who do not necessarily have the same political， social， and economic interests as 

powerful donor states. Sovereignty and the need for political neutrality has meant that 

principles regulating allocation of aid， or the identification of the meaning of 

disaster-related vulnerability within states， is an issue that is not touched upon in the 

histories of the various documents. Secondlぁthedominant notion of vulnerability as the 

economic underdevelopment of states has an existence that does not necessarily converge 

with the experience of vulnerability of people. People， and particularly marginalised 

192 UNGA， Provisional verbatim record ofthe 41't meeting held at H.ωdquarters. New York. on 5 
November 1991，A!46/PY.41 (1992)， Ghana， 33・5.
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people， are often adversely affected precisely by dornestic efforts to create developrnent. 

The 1984 Bhopal gas leak is one exarnple of this， as are the Japanese Minarnata disease 

cases.
193 

The linkages that are drawn between disproportionately adverse effects of 

disaster and developrnent rely on a conflation of state interests with that of people 

inhabiting the state. This argurnent obscures the presence of rnarginalised people， who， by 

definition， are excluded仕ornthe social， political and econornic resource benefits arising 

frorn developrnent. This suggests that while the notion of econornic rnarginalisation 

between states has been a driving feature of intemational disaster rules since the 1970s， 

rnarginalisation in other forrns， and within states， has not occupied rnuch space in 

intemational legal or intemational political thought. The silence of rnarginalised people， 

as opposed to rnarginalised states， is entrenched by the ernphasis of all the instrurnents on 

the notion of natural disaster. Natural disaster itself is politically neutral; on traditional 

understandings of disaster， states who are struck by geophysical events are innocent 

victirns of nature's indiscrirninate wrath. Their helplessness， as developing countries that 

are econornically rnarginal， is assurned. 

Chapter Four showed that intemational disaster rules create a space that recognises 

rnarginalisation. This indicated that there was sorne hope that rnarginalised people could 

use IDL to express their interests at the intemational level. However， Chapter Five has 

dernonstrated， through tracing the genealogies of rnajor intemational disaster instrurnents， 

shows that the two thernes that provided the irnpetus for widening intemational legal 

regulation on disaster， neutrality and vulnerability， are notions that are liable to“cap加re"

by states. Furtherラ theargurnents that have underwritten of neutrality and vulnerability 

rely on argurnents about the requirernents of cornpassion that can be changed according to 

state interests， as well as relying on the conflation of state interests with the interests of 

people. In light of this state-centric historγ; it cannot be concluded that the legal space 

identified in Chapter Four lends itself to use by rnarginalised people to reduce what they 

experience as disaster同 relatedvulnerabilities. 

IDL's utility to rnarginalised people rnay be surnrnarised thus. Firstly， IDL is a law that 

govems relations between states， as well as goveming the institutions of the UN， and 

therefore does not provide rnuch scope for use by rnarginalised people. Secondly， the 

193 Minamata disease is a neurological syndrome caused by severe mercury poisoning. The Chisso 
corporation， which began its operations in 1932， in the beginning of Japan's period of economic 
development， was producing one quarter to one third of Japan's acetaldehyde output annually by 1951. The 
catalyst used to produce acetaldehyde was mercury sulphate， and the chemical process created an organic 
mercury compound. Waste water containing this compound was dumped into Minamata bay. People living 
in fishing hamlets along the bay were among the first to exhibit symptoms from 1956. See e.g. Minamata 
Disease Archives <nimd.go.jp>; and Boston University Sustainability，“Minamata Disease" 
くww.bu.edu/ sustainability /minamata-disease/>. 
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notions of disaster are ones that are large1y restricted to notion of natural disaster， which 

is in turn affected by state notions of economic development. Accordingly， disaster 

victims and vulnerabi1ity are also limited. Thirdly， the development of state-centric IDL is 

defined by the tensions between sovereignty and humanitarianism that can only be 

overcome by recourse to advocating for some kind of politically neutral measure to soften 

the effects of sovereignty. What is politically neutral depends， as can be seen， heavi1y on 

political interests， and relies on the silence of the people that it p田portsto help. These 

notions suggest that IDL is not directed by any identifiable theory of vulnerability; rather 

it has been a rudder1ess ship throughout the history of law， floating wherever the winds of 

political interests have blown it. 
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PART 111 

ADDRESSING INTERNATIONAL DISASTER 

LAW'S LACUNAE 





Chapter Six. Marginalisation and disaster in international human rights law 

6.1 Introduction 

Part II conc1uded that the scope for marginalised people to use intemational disaster rules 

to reduce their vulnerability to disaster was limited， not only because intemational 

disaster rules do not give people legal status， but also because intemational disaster rules 

are rooted in state concems; the creation of disaster rules arises from the tension between 

compassion and sovereigntぁandarguments regarding vulnerability and neutrality are 

given content only by reference to state interests. On the basis of this finding， Part III 

tums to examine what intemationallegal means and non-legal means might address IDL's 

neglect of the correlation between marginalisation and disaster. In Chapters Six and 

Seven， therefore， intemational human rights law (IHRL) ， and the democratisation of 

intemational legal processes as methods of giving voice to marginalised people are 

examined for their utility in addressing the disaster-marginalisation correlation. 

This Chapter discusses how， and whether， the state聞 centricityof intemational disaster 

rules identified by Part II may be addressed through IHRL. IHRL is the focus of analysis 

in this chapter because it is the humanist counterbalance to IDL's state-centrism: IHRL's 

concem is the plight of those who are the victims of violations， and therefore， vulnerable 

and marginalised people. This means that IHRL is the most accessible field of 

intemational law for people at the intemational level， and is potentially able to 

complement IDL as it addresses the concems of marginalised individuals.1 In examining 

how IHRL might be utilised by people to address IDL's lacunae， as any appeal to IHRL in 

the UN treaty system relies on a melange of advocacy and academic discourse， the 

academic discourse of IHRL on disaster， and the engagement of human rights and disaster 

of the human rights treaty bodies with the issue of disaster are discussed. Finally， an 

analysis and critique of IHRL's potential utility for marginalised people is conducted， 

utilising the perspective afforded by conceiving of law as a language that facilitates the 

speech of the marginalised. 

The discussion of theoretical and practical approaches to the relationship between 

disaster園 relatedmarginalisation in this Chapter has the objective of understanding the 

vertical human rights obligations of states in their application to disaster， and therefore， 

conversely， how intemational law may be used by people. The materials for the 

examination of human rights law， disaster and marginalisation are selected on the basis of 

1 Individual rights are firmly established in intemational human rights law， whereas the scope and application 
of group rights is as yet ambiguous. This brings up complex questions of accessibility to intemational human 
rights law mechanisms by marginalised groups or communities， whose group affiliations are a component of 
their suffering (for example， indigenous peoples). 
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how people may utilise the law in communicating their potential or actual disaster-related 

suffering on the intemational plane. However， the relatively recent comprehensive 

consideration of disaster as an organising concept means that the materials used are those 

that refer specifically to the concept of disaster， as well as documents that address 

phenomena that are generally agreed to constitute disaster， such as earthquakes. 

6.2 Nature ofthe relationsh伊betweenIDL and IHRL 

A preliminary issue that bears discussion is the relationship between intemational human 

rights law and intemational disaster rules， or the developing body of IDL.2 Koskenniemi 

has observed th剖 conflictsof intemational law can arise from different po1icy objectives 

of treaties or sets of rules， which may a町ecthow rules are interpreted or applied.3 In the 

context of disaster-related vulnerability it can be seen that the objectives of intemational 

disaster rules and intemational human rights law， are in at least one respect in accord. Of 

the mu1titude of policy objectives that could be assigned to these two sets of rules， a 

fundamental common point is the idea of state obligations and duties regarding 

disaster曲 relatedvulnerability. The idea of vulnerability can be seen to encompass both 

marginalisation caused by disaster， as well as marginalisation exacerbated by extemal 

“disastrous" events， and can be seen in the underlying rationales of IDL and IHRL. First1y， 

how law performs the imperative of aiding the disaster-struck has constituted the starting 

point of the regulation inter-state interaction to address post-disaster vulnerability in law. 

As a result， most legal discourse has revolved around what legal means can be used to 

override the doctrine of sovereignty for this pu中ose.This concem manifests itself in， for 

example， the dominance of the applicability of the doctrine of the responsibility to protect 

where intransigent states fail to address the suffering of a population，4 particularly since 

the 1990s， when interest in humanitarian assistance and humanitarian corridors surged. 

2 Although the discussion in this Chapter is considered only in terms of intemational human rights law and 
intemational disaster law， as they are the means by which vulnerable people may directly access intemational 
legal forums， it is worth noting that the risks of fragmentation notwithstanding， IDL shares fundamental 
tenets with the disciplines of other areas， such as health law， humanitarian law， refugee law， and intemational 
environmentallaw， among others， that may contribute to shaping its development while also contributing to 
their evolution. G. Venturini，“Intemational Disaster Response Law in Relation to Other Branches of 
Intemational Law" in A. De Gut町， M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.，) lnternational Disaster Response Law (The 
Hague: Springer， 2012)， 6ト62.
3 ILC， Fragment，αtion of lnternational Law: difficulties Arising form the Diversification and Expansion of 
lnternαtionalLaw:R句portofthe Study Group on Fragmentation oflnternational Law， AlCN.4/L.682 (2006)， 

fa;:~~ ~4: 
See e.g.， T. Jackson，“Bullets for Beans: Humanitarian Intervention and the Responsibility to Protect in 

Natural Disasters" 59 (2010) Naval Law Review 1; M. Bettati， 
Right ofFree Access to Victims?" 29 (1992) Review of the lnternational Commission of Jurists 1. See also M. 
Nishiumi，“Jindoteki kyuenken no hoteki kosei no kokoromi -furansugoken no shogakusetu wo tegakarari ni 
shite (Finding the legal construction ofhumanitarian assistance -Following the work oftheorists ofthe 
French-speaking world)" 102 (1996) Chl10 da恕akuhδgaku shinpδ(Chuo University Lω11 Review) 1， for a 
thorough analysis ofthe approaches ofFrench-speaking theorists to the issue ofhumanitarian intervention 
and assistance. Nishiumi's work focuses on armed conflict situations， but is also stated to apply to the case of 
natural and other man-made disasters. 
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Secondlぁinthe context of intemational disaster rules that deal with “disaster reduction" 

or mitigation and preparedness， many texts depend on the notion of the coincidence of 

hazards and vulnerability and the state's duty to rectify vulnerabilities identified within its 

territory. Finally， IHRL， which seeks to address the power imbalance between vulnerable 

individuals and the state ostensibly applies at all times， including in times of disaster.5 

Thus， although the natures of the obligations in these areas of law differ in terms of the 

subjects of the treaties and their binding qualities， their subject matters converge. IDL and 

IHRL may create fragmentation as a result of the interpretation and application of the 

obligations they impose. Their common concem， however， creates a relationship that can 

usefully be conceived of as one of fruitful cross-fertilisation. This cross-fertilisation can 

be seen in， for example， the ILC's discussion on rights-based approaches in the drafting of 

the Draft Articles on the protection of persons in the event of disasters. 6 

Even so， the nature of the mutual influence of the bodies thus far is not obvious. 

Intemational disaster rules， which took into its purview the relations between states rather 

than relations between individuals and states， have existed in a codified state for a longer 

period than intemational human rights rules. The increasing focus on the development 

and expansion of disaster rules to become a body of intemational law has been coeval 

with， and influenced bぁthegrowing sophistication and expanding reach of intemational 

human rights law; IHRL has clearly influenced the development of IDL. Justification for 

adopting intemational human rights law principles and norms into IDL creation and 

interpretation processes rests largely on IHRL's claim to universality. Bizarri writes， for 

example，“[I]rrespective of specific nationality and vulnerabilityぅdisaster-affectedpeople 

are entitled to the rights and freedoms recognised by intemational human rights law that 

apply to all at all times， without discrimination as to age， gender， ethnic origin， disability， 

language， religion， political， and other opinion， and so on・，，7Perhaps as a result of IDL's 

nascent state， however， IDL cannot be said， as yet， to have contributed greatly to the 

expansion or refinement of IHRL. 

6.3 Approaches to human rights， marginalisαtion，αnddisαster in the literature 

The impetus for the creation of IHRL was the suffering caused by WWII， the sheer 

magnitude ofwhich had never been experienced before. This core objective has informed 

the development of the law， which expanded steadily as a result of its application to 

5 For a consideration ofthe issue of derogations企omhuman rights in disaster contexts， see E. Sommario， 
“Derogation from Human Rights Treaties in Situations ofNatural or Man-Made Disasters" in De Guttry， A.， 
Ges釘i，M.， Venturini， G.， (eds.) International Disaster Response law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 323四 352.
o See e.g. discussion in paras. 154， 159・165ofUnited Nations Intemational Law Commission， Report on the 
work of its sixtyてがrstsession， Al64/10 (2009). 
7 M. Bizaηi，“Protection ofVulnerable Groups in Natural and Man-Made Disasters" in A. De Guttry， M. 
Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， International Disaster Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 389. 
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various crises throughout the world. A revolutionary feature of IHRL， in addition to its 

remarkable influence in many areas of intemationallaw， 8 is that individuals who believe 

that their rights have been violated may appeal to human rights bodies to evaluate their 

c1aims and establish whether there has been a violation. The tendency of many theorists 

and activists to ce1ebrate these humanist and revolutionary aspects of IHRL should be 

treated with caution， but it is nevertheless true that intemational human rights treaties do 

seek to prevent people仕ombecoming victims of certain types of violations， even if their 

actual implementation may at times have unexpectedly discriminatory or adverse effects. 

A survey of human rights literature on disaster shows that there are two general 

approaches to addressing disaster si同ations;白rst1y，the interpretation of existing law to 

disaster-related vulnerabi1ity， and secondly， advocacy for the creation of new norms to 

address protection gaps in the intemational disaster law framework. 

6.3.1 Application of existing human rights norms to disaster-related vuルrability

Samue1s， in 1978， in one of the earlier writings on intemational human rights law and its 

relevance to disaster， observed that intemational law might play a role in ordering the 

global response to disasters in terms of the general responsibi1ity of states in the face of 

natural disasters. This would encompass obligations， before， during and after disaster， 

involving the responsibility of affected states and also donor states relief. In discussing 

the general responsibility of states， Samuels noted that the re1ationship between natural 

disasters and human rights had not (at that time) been adequately recognised in human 

rights documents. Samuels spoke in particular of the failure to recognise the paramount 

importance of right to an adequate standard of living as established by artic1e 11 of the 

ICESCR to disaster.9 

The approach of incorporating disaster.四 specificinterpretations of human rights into 

intemational legal documents continues to dominate human rights discourse regarding 

disaster叩 latedvulnerability today. This can be seen in various studies of human rights 

and disaster that consider the content and contours ofhuman rights in disaster situations.
10 

8 This is evident in the movement towards mainstreaming human rights， which was begun in the Programme 
of Reform of the United Nations report in 1997. United Nations， Report of the Secretary四 General，A/511950 
(1997)， paras. 78・9.
9 J.w. Samu田Iお刷els，
L.H. Stephens & S.J. Green (eds.)， Disaster Assistance: Appraisal， Reform and New Approaches (London， 
Macmillan， 1979)，247・8.
10 See e.g. C. Gould，“The Right to Housing Recovery after Natural Disasters" 22 (2009) Harvard Journal of 
Humαn Rights 169・204;S.w.A. Gunn立m民1，
Preventionα仰ndMαnαgement48圃-51;M. Bizarri，“Protection ofVulnerable Groups in Natural and Man-Made 
Disasters" in A. De Gut町"M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， Internαtional Disaster Re司ponseLaw (The Hague: 
Springer， 2012)， 381-414; R. Masai，“Saigai to josei no jinken: Hanshin Awaji daishinsai no keiken ha 
ikasaretanoka (Disaster and the human rights of women: Was the experience of the Hanshin Awaji 
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The growth of intemational human rights law and mechanisms in the last thirty years has 

generated a greater volume of academic reflection on how these rights might be 

implemented in the context of immediate post-disaster and recovery resource allocation. 

This has culminated in， for example， calls for the disaggregation of data on disaster 

victims by sex， age， and other socioeconomic factors in order to create better disaster 

reduction strategies.11 In addition， the notion of vulnerability is often delineated by 

traditional human rights categories， such as women， children， indigenous groups， among 

others， in both law12 and academic discourse regarding disaster risk reduction and 

post同 disasterresources strategies.13 Another sign of the growing sophistication of human 

rights discourse can be seen in the consideration of issues that push at the boundaries of 

the theoretical scope of IHRL. The consideration of dero gation of human rights in disaster 

situations，14 discussion of the potential for IHRL to provide a path for victims of disaster 

to claim remedies and reparations under IHRL，15 as well as consideration of the linkage 

between human rights， disasters and the responsibility to protect，16 provide some 

examples of this sophistication. 

A recent example of the application of human rights law in the context of disaster is the 

sixth report of the ILC's special rapporteur on the protection of persons in the event of 

disasters， which considers the application of human rights to disaster prevention， 

mitigation and preparedness.17 This is a break from the traditional focus on disaster relief 

Eartl社1珂qu凶l胤akeu山se吋def釘fecはti付ve1y戸?刊
hi世ig伊as油出h凶11n凶11泣尚加h加10nda幻is由剥hin凶1凶sa紅i:Na引吋ijitsω加刷3別測utωowa紅reru‘百t旬a油b加un成1泳kak匂yo叩us悶ei'一d白ar閃e釘叩em凶11m町mohi討itoshikuarasoi kakaru saigai 
(Minorities and the Great East J apan Earthquake: The inside rea1ity of multicu1tura1 coexistence questioned -
Dis拙 terswhich assai1 all equally)ぺ278(2011)め伽anraitsu (Human Rights) 14-18. 
11 M. Bizarri，“Protection ofVu1nerab1e Groups in Natura1 and Man-Made Disasters" in A. De Guttry， M. 
Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， lnternational Disaster Response law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 389. 
12 See e.g. on persons with disabi1ities， HRC， Adequate housing as a component 01 the rightωαn adequate 
standard 01 living in the context 01 disaster settings， A眉RC/RES/19/4(2012)， PP6; on children， UNGA， 
Strengthening 01 international cooperation and coordination 01々がortsωstudy，mitigate and minimize the 
consequences 01 the Chernobyl disaster， AlRES/46/150 (1991)， PP4; on indigenous peop1es， UNGA， 
Humanitarian assistance lor the rehabilitation 01 El Salvador and Guαtemala，A尽ES/60/220(2005)， PP6; 
the notion of gender perspective in the Yokohama Strategy and the HFA， etc. 
l日3See e.g. M. B町izar町Tlし，
M.Ge凶st住凶ri，G. Venturini (eds.)， lnternational Disaster Re.司ponselaw (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 381-414; 
R. Hardcastle & A. Chua，“Victims ofNatura1 disasters: The Right to Receive HumanitarianAssistance" 1(4) 
(Winter 1997) lnternational Journal 01 Human Rights 35-49; R. Hardcastle & A. Chua，“Humanitarian 
Assistance: Towards a Right of Access to Victims ofNatura1 Disasters" 325 (1998) lnternational Review 01 
the Red Cross 589-609. 
14 See e.g. E. Sommario，“Derogation企omHuman Rights Treaties in Situations ofNatura1 or Man-Made 
Dis出 ters"in A. De Guttry， M. Gestri， G. Venturini (edsよlnternationalDisaster Response law (The Hague: 
Springer， 2012)， 323幽 352.
15 See e.g. 1. Nifosi-Sutton，“Contours ofDisaster Victims' Rights to a Remedy and Reparation under 
Intemationa1 Human Rights Law" in A. De Guttry， M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， lnternationα1 Disaster 
Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 415-440. 
16 See e.g. T.R. Saechao，“Natura1 Disasters and the Responsibi1ityωProtect" 32 (2007) Brooklyn Journal 01 
lnternational Law 663; T. Jackson，“Bullets for Beans: Humanitarian Intervention and the Responsibi1 



and human rights. The rapporteur observes， in line with current dominant understandings 

of human rights that human rights involves the protection，乱Ilfilmentand respect of 

human rights， and that protection involves the State obligation to prevent violations.18 

This means that the protection of rights such as the rights to life， food， health， medical 

services， water supply， adequate housing， clothing and sanitation and the right not to be 

discriminated against， among others， extends to taking measures aimed at preventing and 

mitigating the effects of potential violations of the same.
19 

The rapporteur argues that the 

positive interpretation of the protection of rights gives rise to an intemational obligation 

to prevent and mitigate disasters， based on the universality of human rights.20 The 

rapporteur proposes a state duty to prevent disasters which stems企omIHRL and 

environmental law. The duty requires states to 1) take measures to ensure th剖

responsibilities and accountability mechanisms are defined and institutional 

arrangements; and， based on the HFA and Yokohama Strategy， 2) conduct multi-hazard 

risk assessments-21 

6.3.2 The creation 01 disasterずpecifichuman rights 

A second approach to human rights law and disaster-related vulnerability is the extension 

of the human rights law-creating project to disaster. That is， advocacy for creating rights 

that address adverse human experiences of disaster directly. This approach to the 

relationship between disaster and IHRL is most often expressed as support for the 

creation of a right to humanitarian assistance， or humanitarian intervention. 

The right to humanitarian intervention was passionately advocated for during the 1990s， 

perhaps as a result of the Gulf War. The inchoate nature of the right has meant that 

although the term “right to humanitarian assistance" was used by various authors， 

precisely what it meant to each differed. Some consider the right to be a horizontal state 

right of free access to victims， and others discuss it as an intemational right of 

disaster曲 affectedpeople to receive intemational and domestic assistance. In terms of the 

former， generally speaking， a state right to humanitarian assistance is argued to be 

14凶 19.See also， W. Kalin， & C. Haenni Dale，“Disaster risk mitigation -why human rights matter" 31 (2008) 
Forced Migration Review 38θwhich outlines the European Court of Human Rights' recent decisions in the 
Oneryildiz case and the Budayeva case， and contends that the Court's interpretation ofthe right to life under 
the European Convention on Human Rights would be followed by other jurisdictions in similar cases. The 
work was cited by the ILC special rapporteur in his Sixth Report on the protection ofpersons in the event of 
disasters. The authors argue that the right to life and the state obligation to protect life requires that with 
regard to disasters， including climate change， states should enact laws dealing with disaster risk mitigation， 
inform the population about dangers and risks， evacuate potentially affected populations， conduct criminal 
investigations and prosecute those responsible for causing death by neglect or omission， among others. 
18 E. Valencia-Ospina， Sixth report on the protection 01 persons in the event 01 disαsters， A.CN.4/662 (2013)， 
oara.42. 
19 Id.， para. 46. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Id.， paras. 123-130， 162. 
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necessary when a government is unable or unwilling to address the adverse effects of a 

disaster and anned conflict that people in its territory suffer， and further， does not pennit 

extemal humanitarian assistance to victims. The Myanmar government's reaction (or lack 

of reaction) to Cydone Nargis in 2008 is one such example.22 In such a si同ation，it is 

generally argued that the current legal regime is inadequate， and that the preservation of 

life requires that such a right， and accompanying legal in仕astructureto ensure expeditious 

responses is necessa巧T.
23A resurgence of interest in the right to humanitarian intervention 

following the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami can be identified in the literature from the mid 

2000's. A particular characteristic of the academic discourse on the right to humanitarian 

intervention in this period is the examination of a potential linkage between a right to 

humanitarian assistance or intervention， human rights， and the doctrine of the 

responsibility to protect. 24 However， the ILC， in its work on the protection of persons in 

the event of disaster has judged that the responsibility to protect doctrine does not apply 

in disaster relief， otherwise known as humanitarian assistance.25 

On the other hand， discussion of a human right of people to ，receive humanitarian 

assistance has been more limited， perhaps as a result of the difficulty in gamering 

sufficient political acceptance to establish such a right. Some theorists agree that there is a 

need for an intemational human right ofindividuals (and groups) to receive humanitarian 

assistance， but also acknowledge the as-yet inchoate nature ofthe right， and therefore， the 

indetenninacy regarding the fundamental issues of content， and the identification of 

rights-holders.26 In arguing that a right to humanitarian assistance， or intervention， in the 

22 For discussion ofthis issue， which does not reference human rights， but rather considers the connection 
between disasters， intemational criminallaw and the responsibility to protect doc住ine，see S. Ford，“Is the 
Failure to Respond Appropriately to a Natural Disaster a Crime Against Humanity? The Responsibility to 
Protect and Individual Criminal Responsibility in the Aftermath ofCyclone Nargis" 38 (2010) Denver 
Journal of /nternational Law and Policy 227・276.
23 See e.g. M. Bettati，“The Right of Humanitarian Intervention or the Right of Free Access to Victims?" 29 
(1992) Review of the /nternational Commission of Jurists 1-11; R. Hardcastle & A. Chua，“Victims of 
Natural disasters: The Right to Receive Humanitarian Assistance" 1(4) (Winter 1997) /nternational Journα1 
of Human Rights 35嗣49;R. Hardcastle & A. Chua，“Humanitarian Assistance: Towards a Right of Access to 
Victims ofNatural Disasters" 325 (1998) /nternational Review ofthe Red Cross 589同 609.
"'~ See e.g. T.R. Saechao，“Natural Disasters and the Responsibility to Protect" 32 (2007) Brooklyn Journal of 
/nternationα1 Law 663; Z. Coursen同Neff，“Preventivemeasures pertaining to unconventional threats to the 
peace such as natural and humanitarian disasters" 30 (1998) New York University Journal of /nternational 
Law and Politics 645圃 707;T. Jackson，“Bullets for Beans: Humanitarian Intervention and the Responsibility 
to Protect in Natural Disasters" 59 (2010) Naval Law Review 1-20. 
25 The ILC's opinion is based upon the Secretary-General 's view that the responsibility to protect falls outside 
the scope of the topic of protection of persons in the event of disaster， and applies only to the intemational 
crimes of genocide， war crimes， ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. See E. Valencia-Ospina， Fifth 
report on the protection ofpersons in the event of disasters， A/CN.4/652 (2012)， para. 16. 
"'0 See e.g. A. Creta，“A (Human) Right to Humanitarian Assistance in Disaster Situations? Surveying Public 
Intemational Law" in A. De Guttry， M. Gestri，G. Venturini (edsよ/nternationalDisaster Rω;ponse Lωv(The 
Hague: Springer， 2012)， 353-380; B. Jakovljev吋lC仏，
27(ρ26の)(1987) /iμnteε rn αωtio仰nαalReの仰仰v川!iewoft幼heRed Cross 46ω9-4特84引;P.Ma邸calis坑teぽr凶δ品S釦mi由it白h，/nternational 
Humanitarian Assistance ReliそfActions in /nternational Law and Orgαnization (Dordrecht: Martinus N討hoff，
1 
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stronger wording of some， should be established， scholars point to the idea that if 

humanitarian assistance arises仕omexisting human rights obligations， or is a corollary of 

human rights such as the rights to life and health， among others， then the next step is to 

delineate the content of such a right. In this sense， although the rights-holders are not yet 

determined， it is argued that the right to humanitarian assistance must be a right of 

individuals， which generates a duty for states to protect the right.27 However， others have 

delineated a concept of humanitarian assistance that establishes a conceptual framework 

for the content of the right， a strategy to gamer political agreement on the topic， and a 

plan for its implementation.28 Yet another writer has proposed that IDL should build its 

own catalogue of non-derogable rights in disaster， which would inc1ude the basic needs of 

human beings in terms of the economic， social and cultural rights， such food， water， 

health and the protection ofvulnerable groupS.29 

In very recent years， proposals for the establishment of a human right to disaster 

mitigation and preparedness have appeared. The adoption of the human rights approach to 

disaster reduction issues is very new. For example， UNDRO， ostensibly the focal point of 

the UN system for disasters at the time， published a compendium of current knowledge 

on legal aspects of disaster in 1980，30 and a manual for policy makers on mitigating 

natural disasters a decade later，31 neither of which refer to a connection between IHRL 

and disaster. In contrast to the relative abundance of discussion on the topic of a human 

right to humanitarian assistance， little has been put forward about a universal human right 

to disaster risk mitigation， preparedness and prevention until very recent1y. One scholar 

considers that the right to life， elaborated under the UDHR， ICCPR and ICESCR， requires 

all people to have a right to disaster protection as a matter of principle， and that poverty of 

a state cannot be an excuse for state inaction regarding disaster reduction戸 Thismay 

change， however， with the ILC special rapporteur's discussion of the topic in his sixth 

report， together with the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights' found in 

27 A:. Creta，“A (Human) Right to Humanitarian Assistance in Disaster Situations? Surveying Public 
Intemational Law" in A. De Guttry， M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， International Disaster Response Lαw(The 
Hague: Springer， 2012)， 367. 
28 See e.g. R. Hardcastle & A. Chua，“Victims ofNatural disasters: The Right to Receive Humanitarian 
Assistance" 1(4) (Winter 1997) International Journal ofHuman Rights 35・49;R. Hardcastle & A. Chua， 
“HumanitarianAssistance: Towards a Right of Access to Victims ofNatural Disasters" 325 (1998) 
Internαtional Review ofthe Red Cross 589-609. 
29 G. Venturini，“Intemational Disaster Response Law in Relation to Other Branches ofIntemational Law" in 
A. De Guttry， M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.)， International Disaster Response Law (The Hague: Springer， 
2012)，50. 
30 UNDRO， Disaster Prevention and Mitigation: A Compendium ofCurrent Knowledge， Volume 9. Legal 
Aspects (New York: United Nations， 1980). 
31 UNDRO， Mitigating Natural Disasters: Phenomena，旦fJectsand Options A Manual for Policy Makers， 
UNDROIMND/1990 Manual (NewYork: United Nations， 1991). 
32 G. Kent，“The human right to disaster mitigation and relief' 3 (2001) Environmental Hazards 137回 8.
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Budayeva and Onelアildiz.33

6.4 Approaches to humαn rights and disaster in practice 

It is c1ear recent years have seen an increase in attention to human rights and disaster in 

academic discourse. This trend is echoed in the practice of human rights bodies， which 

despite certain textual limitations， have begun to address the topic more widely. As 

theorists writing have observed， the whole co甲山 ofhuman rights potentially applies to 

various facets of disaster. However， the only universal human rights treaty that explicit1y 

refers to disaster is the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities， which 

provides that states parties must， in accordance with their obligations under intemational 

human rights law， take all necessary measures to ensure the protection and safety of 

persons with disabilities in emergencies inc1uding natural disasters.34 One of the rights 

that is stated to have the most importance in disaster contexts is the right to life (lCCPR， 

art.6)， which has been interpreted by the Committee on Human Rights to inc1ude positive 

measures for its 白lfilment.35 Other rights that might be impacted by disaster are the 

rights to libertぁ foodand water， and the right to health. These rights are created， 

monitored and enforced through various mechanisms that are distinct to the body of 

human rights law， and these mechanisms， which take into account the participation of the 

people affected to varying degrees， are distinct to IHRL. Individuals and groups may， in 

very limited ways， access IHRL's law国 makingprocesses in the Human Rights Council 

(HRC)， or request re1evant human rights bodies to make judgments on whether human 

rights violations have occurred through various monitoring mechanisms. Human rights 

bodies may also authoritatively interpret IHRL without the input of people (for example， 

in General Comments). How human rights bodies in the UN have understood and 

addressed the relationship between disaster and marginalisation wi11 be considered below. 

The examination of the disaster and marginalisation in IHRL practice proceeds on the 

discussion of IHRL mechanisms that people cannot use， to ones that they can. The 

creation and interpretation of law with people is the main focus of discussion， but the 

capacity of human rights bodies to create authoritative interpretations is discussed brief1y 

in terms of its effect on the deve10pment of a more participatory IHRL. 

6.4.1 Disaster in humαn rights law-mαking and law-interpretation processes 

The UN human rights bodies may create authoritative interpretations of various facets of 

human rights law. For example， The HRC is engaged in the process of the promotion of 

33 Budayeva v Russia， 15339/02，21166.01，20058/02， 11673/02， 15343/02 (Judgment of2008); Oneryildiz v 
Turkey， 48939/99 (Judgment of2004). 
34 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2008)， article 11. However， the Committee on the 
Rights ofPersons with Disabilities (CRPD)， which was established only in 2009， has not yet dea1t with this 
oarticular issue. 
35 United Nations， Human Rights Committee， General Comment 6: The Right to L俳(1982).
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human rights， and one way in which it carries out this mandate is the creation of soft law 

nonns. Treaty bodies may issue General Comments，36 which provide authoritative 

interpretations on general treaty obligations. Public participation in the creation of these 

documents is significantly limited， but they nevertheless play an important role in 

directing the development of law， as the resolutions of the HRC， and interpretive guides 

of the treaty bodies may impact on whether and how marginalisation and disaster is 

construed in the law. 

6.4.1.1 Resolutions ofthe HRC 

The HRC is a body established under the UN Charter for intemational cooperation to 

ensure respect for human rights.37 One of its primary activities is the adoption of 

resolution for the promotion of human rights， and NGOs with the appropriate 

qualifications may participate in this law-making process， although representatives do not 

have any power to vote in the final resolution adoption process. Participation of NGOs 

takes the fonn of fonnal interventions in plenary meetings， and infonnal lobbying of 

delegations and the undertaking of awareness-raising activities during Council sessions. 

People who are potentially or ac伽 allyadversely affected by disasters might use this 

forum， through representation by an NGO. However， the benefits of the adoption of a 

resolution might not be tangible on the ground， although resolutions are significant for the 

progressive development of law and theory. 

1n its short history， the HRC has adopted two resolutions on disaster. One is a procedural 

resolution which requests the HRC's Advisory Committee to create a report on best 

practices and challenges in protecting human rights through the provision of humanitarian 

assistance in post閏 disasterand post-conf1ict situations， and present the same at the HRC's 

26th session in 2014?8 

The other resolution considers adequate housing as a component of the right to an 

adequate standard of living in disaster settings.39 This Resolution voices the Council's 

concem that deterioration in the general housing situation “disproportionately affects 

persons living in poverty， low-income eamers， women， children， persons belonging to 

36 In the case ofCERD and CEDAW， these are called“General Recommendations" 
37 The HRC replaced the UN Human Rights Commission in 2006 under UNGA Resolution 60/251. It is 
established under articles 1 (one of the purposes of the UN is ensuring respect for human righω)，55 and 56 
(Member states undertake to carry outjoint and several action to ensure respect for and observance ofhuman 
rights and fundamental仕切doms).See Charter ofthe United Nations (1945).1t is mandated to promote 
universal respect for the protection ofhuman rights and fundamental freedoms， and to address situations of 
violatons ofhuman rights， including gross and systematic violations and to make recommendations on them. 
38 HRC， Promotion and protection of hum仰 rightsin post-disaster and post-coがictsituations， 
HRC尽ES/22/16(2013). 
コツ HRC/RES/19/4 (2012). 
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minorities and indigenous peoples， migrants， internally displaced persons， tenants， the 

elderly and persons with disabilities， and increases the need for them to be supported 

against extreme natural disaster".40 The Resolution recognises that vulnerable persons are 

disproportionately susceptibly to displacement， evictions without adequate remedies and 

exclusion from meaningful consultation and participation during disaster risk reduction， 

prevention and preparedness， as well as in the phases of disaster response and recovery， 

which may affect the enjoyment of the right to adequate housing.41 The resolution also 

urged states in to recognise that short-term humanitarian response and early recovery 

phases are based on needs， and to respect protect and fulfil the right to adequate housing 

without discrimination of any kind，. and in doing so， among other things: 

• Give priority to the realisation of the right for the most disadvantaged and vulnerable 

by respecting the principles of non-discrimination and gender equality; 42 

• Aim to ensure access to ensure information and meaningful consultation and 

participation of affected persons and communities in planning and implementing 

shelter and housing assistance，43 

• Ensure that tenure rights of people without individual or formally registered property 

ownership recognised in restitution， compensation， reconstruction and recovery 

programmes， and considering the most vulnerable people by taking measures to 

support repossession of or alternative access to housing or land;44 

• Ensure that measures are taken to make alternative shelter available to those who are 

unable to provide for themselves;45 and 

• Make remedies， available， including legal advice and legal aid， and guarantee a fair 

hearing to all persons threatened with， or subject to， evictionヤ

Drafting records of this resolution are not accessible， as negotiations were carried out in 

informal and closed meetings. The resolution was adopted by consensus， however， which 

can be seen as universal agreement on the topic. From the point of view of 

marginalisation the significance of this resolution lies in consensus on the notion of 

information sharing and consultation with affected persons and communities for the 

planning of re-building and housing assistance. The resolution maぁmco吋unctionwith 

other similar instruments， create an awareness of the idea of vulnerability in disaster， and 

how it should be addressed in IHRL. 

40 Id.， preambular para. 6. 
41 Id.， preambular para. 9. 
42 HRC， Adequate housing as a component 01 the rightωanαdequate st，仰向rd01 living in the context 01 
disaster settings， AlHRCほES/19/4(2012)， Operative para. 4(c). 
43 Id.， Operative para. 4(e). 
44 Id.， Operative para.4(f). 
45 Id.， Operative para.4(i) 
46 Id.， Operative para.4G) 
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It should be noted that while the resolution is a development that acknowledges the 

importance of the thoughts and needs of people on the ground in disaster同 related

processes， and in particular，“vulnerable people"， several fundamental concepts refe町ed

to in it are indeterminate. One of these is the idea of vulnerability， and another is the 

concept of needs. How these are determined， and who determines them， are issues that 

should be given consideration if this soft law source is to become an instrument that 

avoids legitimating the re-creation of the status quo in post-disaster settings. The 

instrument does not provide any suggestions for ways that this can be carried out， 

although it takes the step of recognising the importance of local conditions and 

knowledge in the implementation of global rights. 

The general rules placed on participation in the HRC leads to the conclusion that it suffers 

企omthe same disjuncture that IDL rules do; namely， it is unlikely that individuals or 

disaster.四 affectedcommunities participated themselves in the creation of this instrument. 

Their participation could only be ensured through the conduit of an NGO that had the 

appropriate qualifications to participate in HRC sessions， and agreed to take up their 

cause. 

6.4.1.2 General Comments oftreaty bodies 

Human rights treaty bodies carry out the functions of interpreting and clarifying the law. 

Thus， for example， the Committee on Economic， Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR)， in 

its General Comment 12， estab1ished that the right to adequate food could not be 

derogated from， even in cases of natural disaster. 47 General Comment 12 also affirmed 

that the right to adequate food is inseparable仕omsocial justice and requires the adoption 

of economic， environmental and social policies at the national and intemationallevels.48 

CESCR thereby linked systemic disasters and discrimination with national and 

intemationallaw-making. 

6. 4.2 Human rights monitoring processes and disaster 

Several monitoring and complaints processes have been established under the HRC， as 

well as the human rights treaty bodies. The mechanisms that may be used by subaltemsラif

they are able to utilise the language of intemational law， are human rights treaty body 

mechanisms such as periodic state reports， inquiries， and individual complaints 

mechanisms. They may also be able to use the HRC's special procedures， the UPR and 

the HRC's complaint procedure. How these have been used to address disaster同 related

47 CESCR， General Comment 12: The Right toAdequate Food， E/C.l2/1999/5 (1999) 
48 Id.， para. 4. 
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issues is discussed in仕a.

6.4.2.1 Humαn rights treaty bodies -periodic state reports 

There are three types of procedures that those who wish to allege that they have su町ered

rights violations may utilise under the human rights treaties. These are periodic state 

reports， inquiries， and individual complaints. 

All treaties establish periodic reporting mechanisms， while only the Human Rights 

Committee， Committee on the Elimination ofDiscrimination Against Women (CEDAW)， 

Committee against Torture (CAT) ， Committee on the Elimination of Racial 

Discrimination (CERD)， Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)， 

Committee on Enforced Disappearances (CED)， and the Committee on Economic， Social 

and Cultural Rights (CESCR) establish the individual communications process.49 The 

individual communications mechanisms of the Convention on Migrant Workers (CMW) 

and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) have not yet come into force. 

Another mechanism which may be used by people and marginalised people is the inquiry 

procedure that the CAT (art. 20)， CEDAW (Optional Protocol to CEDAW， art. 8)， CRPD 

(Optional protocol to CRPD， art. 6)， CESCR (Optional Protocol to ICESCR， art. 11)， and 

the CRC (Optional protocol to CRC， art. 13)50. The inquiry process allows CAT (art. 20 

Convention Against Torture)， CEDAW (Optional Protocol to CEDAW， art. 8)， CRPD 

(Optional Protocol to CRPD， art. 6)， CED (Convention on Enforced Disappearances， art. 

33)， CESCR (Optional Protocol to CESCR， art. 11(8)) and CRC (Optional Protocol to 

CRC， art. 13)51 to initiate inquiries in a state party ifthe Committees receive information 

that a State Party that has recognised the relevant committee's competence， is committing 

serious， grave or systematic violations. To date， neither the individual communications 

process， nor the inquiries process has been utilised to consider human rights in the context 

of disaster. Thus， only periodic state reports and their consideration of disaster and 

marginalisation will be discussed below. 

State parties to treaties undertake to report regularly on their implementation of the 

relevant treaty at the domestic level. State reports are prepared at the nationallevel， and 

once they are submitted to a treaty， to which the relevant treaty body will prepare 

“Concluding Observations" in reply. Despite a lack of explicit legal authorisation to do So， 

most treaty bodies have instituted formal mechanisms for NGO consultation， and as a 

49 Furthermore， treaty bodies may only consider individual communications if States Parties have agreed to 
the relevant instruments. In the case ofthe ICCPR， for example， this would mean the ratification ofthe 
ICCPR's First Protoco1. 
50 This Optional Protocol was not in force at the time of writing. 
51 This Optional Protocol was not in force at the time ofwriting. 
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result， NGOs may submit “altemative" or “parallel" reports to treaty bodies. It is in this 

treaty body-NGO interaction that individuals or groups may participate in the 

interpretation of intemationallaw， not least by ensuring that their stories and suffering are 

heard on an intemational stage. 

Only in recent years have treaty bodies begun to address the concept of “disaster"， as 

opposed to earthquakes， f1oods， nuclear accidents， etc. While only a minority of treaty 

bodies have referred explicitly to the concept of disaster， they have generally taken one of 

two approaches: disasters are referred to in acknowledgement that their adverse effects 

have also impinged upon the ability of the state to implement the relevant convention，52 

or have been linked to systemic problems in the implementation of the convention. The 

latter approach can be identified only in very recent years. This trend accords with 

Fidler's observation that views of disaster have changed: disaster， previously a random 

and unpredictable event， is increasingly viewed as being intertwined with development 

and other systemic state interests戸 Thusfor example， the Committee on the Elimination 

of Discrimination Against Women has begun to focus not only on the effects of disaster， 

but has begun to refer to national planning for the mitigation， preparedness and 

prevention aspects of disaster. CEDA W has discussed the need for this approach by 

linking these issues to the systemic disadvantage suffered by rural women.54 

Similarly， CESCR， in iぉ 2013concluding observations on J apan， drew a similar link 

between the specific forms of disaster-related suffering and vulnerability， voicing its 

concem that the specific needs of disadvantaged and vulnerable groups， such as older 

persons， persons with disabilities， and women and children， were not sufficiently met 

during the evacuation and in the rehabilitation and reconstruction efforts.55 It requested 

Japan to provide disaggregated data on the management of the Great East Japan 

Earthquake， and information about victims' rights during evacuation and in rehabilitation 

and reconstruction works戸

The Human Rights Committee， in considering disaster-related problems following the 

52 CRC， Concluding Observations on the Sud，αn， CRC/C/l5/Add.l0 (1993)， para. 8; Concluding 
Observations on Bangladesh， CRC/C/15/Add.39 (1997)， para. 10; Concluding Observations on Ukraine， 
CRRC/C/l5/ Add.191 (2002)， para 6; Concluding Observations on Grenada， CRC/C/GRD/COI2 (2010)， para 
3; Concluding Observations on Guαtemαla， CRC/C/GT恥lICO/3-4(2010)， para. 10. 
53 D. Fidler，“Disaster and Relief Govemance After the Indian Ocean Tsunami: What Role for Intemational 
Law?" 6 (2005) Melboume Joumal ofIntemational Law 458，471. 
54 CEDAW， Concluding Observations on Indonesia， CEDAW/C/IDN/CO/5 (2007)， paras 38・9;Concluding 
Observations on Tuvalu， CEDAW/CITUV/CO/2 (2009)， paras. 55-6; Concluding Observations on Grenada， 
CEDAW /C/GRD/CO/l闘 5(2012)， paras. 35・6;Concluding Observations on Jamaicα， 
CEDAW/C/JAM/C06・7(2012)， paras. 3ト2.
JJ CESCR， Concluding Observations on Japan， E/C.12/JPN/CO/3 (2013)， para 24. 
56 Ibid. 
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2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami in Thailand， noted that migrant workers were 

disproportionately affected by the tsunami， and surviving workers were not provided with 

adequate humanitarian assistance as a result of their lack of legal status.57 In 2006， in 

connection with race， the Human Rights Committee noted th剖 therights to life and to 

equal treatment before the law were violated in the case of poor African-Americans， who 

became more vulnerable under rescue and evacuation， and reconstruction plans after 

Hurricane Katrina. The Committee directed the American government to keep in mind the 

right to life and prohibition of discrimination in disaster response， prevention and 

mitigation measures， in particular in terms of the rights to hea1th and education in 

reconstruction plans.58 

6.4.2.2 The HRCき宅pecialprocedures 

Special procedures mechanisms were developed under the Human Rights Commission， 

and the mechanisms continue to be used today under the HRC. These mechanisms consist 

of Independent Experts who address either country回 specificsi加ationsor thematic issues 

by engaging in country visits and fact-finding missions， and reporting on their findings to 

the HRC and UNGA. Most mandate holders examine complaints仕omindividuals， 

groups， or other persons. Some mandate holders conduct research， thereby developing 

authoritative opinions and standards， send communications to states in order to bring 

alleged violations or abuses to the attention of states， among other activities.59 

In terms of standard-setting， the special rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights 

submitted a draft of guiding principles on her mandate to the HRC in 2012. The draft 

Guiding Principles are premised on the idea， similarly to the moral foundations of disaster 

reliefthat were used in the time ofVattel and the IRU， that eradicating extreme poverty is 

a moral duty and a legal obligation.6o The special rapporteur refers to disasters in 

elaborating the rights to adequate food and nutrition， observing that marginalised people 

have a limited capacity to access productive resources， among others， and that therefore 

states should put in place early-waming mechanisms to prevent or mitigate natural or 

man-made disasters for people living in poverty in remote and marginalised areas.61 

Further， in terms of the right to adequate housing， the rapporteur noted that 

disproportionate exposure to natural disasters or environmental hazards threaten the lives 

57 Human Rights Committee， Concluding Observations on Thailand， CCPRlCO/84/THA (2005)， para 23. 
58 Human Rights Committee， Concluding Observations on the United States of Americα， 
CCPRlC/US/CO/3IRev.1 (2006)， para 26. 
59 See OHCHR，“Special Procedures ofthe Human Rights Council" 
くwww.ohchr.org/ENIHRBodies/SPlPages/Welcomepage.aspx>
60 Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights， Final draft ~ρhe guiding principles on extreme 
poverぴandhuman rights， AlHRC/21/39 (2012)， para. 1. 
61 Id.， paras. 75・6.
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and the hea1th of those in poverty， and recommended that states design and implement 

disaster risk reduction policies and programmes in relation to housing， taking into 

consideration the rights of those living poverty.62 

Disasters， as they have touched on thematic or country mandates， have been reported on 

as incidental issues by mandate holders.63 A recent example of reporting that centralises 

disaster is the work of the special rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of 

the highest attainable standard of physical and mental hea1th. The rapporteur conducted 

a fact-finding mission in Japan in 2012， and reported his findings to the HRC in 2013. 

The rapporteur， in discussing the adequacy of Japan's protection of the right to health 

after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident， considered specifically the situation of the 

right to health of groups such as children and women. Further， the participation of 

vulnerable groups and affected communities was discussed with regard to the right to 

hea1th. A1though the idea of vulnerable groups was not elaborated by the rapporteur， 

examples of groups who were more susceptible to ill effects of disasters were older 

persons， children， women and persons with disabilities， and the importance of 

participation of the population with regard to national hea1th 企ameworks were 

emphasised.64 The rapporteur u1timately recommended that the Japanese government 

ensure effective community participation， particularly of vulnerable groups， in relation to 

decision-making processes related to nuclear energy policy.65 

Other examples of this approach can be found in the reports of the special rapporteur on 

adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living， who 

observed in 2010 that the Maldives faced climate陶 changerelated problems， such as the 

more 企equentvisitation of various natural hazards such as rainstorms and hurricanes. The 

rapporteur recommended that post-disaster reconstruction and disaster prevention plans 

be designed using a human rights based-approach.66 

6.4.2.3 Universal Periodic Review 

The Universal Periodic Review (UPR) was established under UNGA resolution 60/251 in 

2006. The UPR was created as a form of“peer review" of all UN Member States action in 

62 Id.， paras. 79-80. 
u， See e.g.， Special rapporteur on adequate housing as a component ofthe right to an adequate standard of 
living， and on the right to norトdiscriminationin this context， Report 01 Special rapporteur on adequate 
housingasαcomponent 01 the right ωan adequate standard 01 living， and on the right to non-discrimination 
in this context， on her mission to the United States 01 America， AlHRC/13120/Add.4 (2010)， para 30. 
明 HRC，Report 01 the争ecialRapporteur on the right 01 ev的 loneωtheenjoyment 01 the highest attainable 
standard 01 physical and mental health， Anand Grover， AlHRC/23/411 Add.3 (2013)， paras. 70， 72， 73・4
0' Id.， para 82. 
66 Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living， and 
on the right to non-discrimination in this context， Mission ωMαldives， AlHRC/13120/Add.3 (2010)， para.71. 
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the implementation of human rights. In this process， every member state is reviewed once 

every four years. The review is conducted by a UPR Working Group which consists of all 

members of the HRC， and is based on three different reports: a report 合omthe country 

under review， a compilation of UN information， and a report compiled by relevant 

stakeholders. The review is an interactive dialogue between the State and UPR Working 

Group， in which HRC members and other observers may participate. After this process， a 

final report is submitted to the HRC. People may use the UPR， albeit in a very limited 

waぁ tocommunicate their experiences of suffering at the intemational level through 

NGOs. NGOs may submit information to the relevant stakeholders report， as well as 

making statements in the HRC sessions in which the outcomes of the state reviews are 

considered.67 

Disasters have been considered in some UPR reports. The abbreviated nature of the 

reports， as well as the speed with which the process itself must be conducted，68 results in 

a process in which interconnections and inf1uences between reports of the stakeholders， 

the UPR reports and the recommendations by states are easily obscured. 

Six UPR outcome documents that deal with the concept of disaster have been adopted 

since the UPR's commencement. The countries in which recommendations were made 

regarding disasters are Bangladesh，69 Estonia，1o Maldives，71 Nauru，72 Sri Lanka，73 and 

Viet N am. 74 Of these， the most detailed in terms of their interpretation of the connection 

between human rights and disasters， are those of N auru and Maldives， and are an 

indication of the complicated nature of interactions between global， national and local 

entities. For example， the outcome report of the Maldives shows that a focal point of the 

UPR dialogue was the issue of the govemment of Maldives' work to address climate 

change， and climate change-related natural disasters.75 Recommendations were made to 

the Maldives to take measures to take a human回 rightsbased approach to post-disaster 

670HCHR，“Basic facts about the UPR"， <http://www.ohchr.org/en!hrbodies/upr/pages/BasicFacts.aspx>. 
68 UPR dialogues with the state under review， the UPR Working Group， other HRC member states and 
observer states， are conducted over three hours， precluding in-depth discussion of issues. 
。ッ HRC，UPR Working Group， Report of the Working Grotψon the Universα1 Periodic Review:・Bangladesh，
AlHRC/l1/18 (2009). 
70 HRC， UPR Working Group， Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review: Estonia， 
AlHRC/17/17 (2011). 
71 HRC， UPR Working Group， R々portofthe Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review: Maldives， 
AlHRC/16/7 (2011). 
72 HRC， UPR Working Group， Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review: N仰 ru，
AlHRC/17/3 (2011). 
73 HRC， UPR Working Group， Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review: Sri Lank，α， 
AlHRC/8/46 (2008). 
74 HRC， UPR Working Group， Report of the Working Grmψon the Universal Periodic Review:・VietNam， 
AlHRC/12/11 (2009). 
75See c.g.，paras-41・45，50，58，63，85，95，99ofHRC， UPR Working Group， Report ofthe Working Group on 
the Universal Periodic Review.・Maldives，AlHRCI16/7 (2011). 
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reconstruction and adaptation to climate change， through consultation with a百ected

communities and with particular attention to vulnerable groups such as women， children 

and persons with disabilities.76 In contrast to this emphasis in the inter-state dialogue， the 

stakeholder's report mentions climate change only to underscore that it is one of the 

gravest threats to the Maldives， and that although the government of the Maldives has the 

primary responsibility for the protection of human rights of people in the Maldives， those 

countries who have historically been responsible for the greatest proportion of greenhouse 

emissions， as well as the intemational community， have a responsibility to prevent climate 

change from undermining human rights in the Maldives.77 

Nauru's outcome report， similar1y to that of the Maldives， demonstrates a similar 

intemational concem with climate change. 78 The UPR outcome report contains 

recommendations for the adoption of a human rights-based approach for addressing 

climate change challenges and disaster mitigation， among others.79 In contrast， the 

stakeholder report did not refer to disasters explicit1y， but noted that climate change 

measures should be undertaken from a human rights approach. The stakeholder report 

observed that climate change was not solely a responsibi1ity of the Nauru government， 

and that climate change would affect all aspects oflife for people in Nauru. This included 

its affect on the fishing industries， which would affect the right to be仕切 fromhunger， the 

right to an adequate standard of living and the right to culture and traditional 

knowledge.8o 

These examples show that the UPR is a mechanism that can introduce concems 企om

be10w to the intemational leve1. However， the state-driven nature of the process means 

that the UPR dialogue at the horizontal state level isolates the government's human rights 

responsibi1ities to its territorial jurisdiction， and fails to tack1e broader， transnational 

issues of justice and cooperation for the protection of human rights. 

6.5AnαらlSisand critique 

The significance and potential utility of IHRL for addressing potential and actual 

disaster-related suffering in political， academic， and quasi-legal ways is indicated in its 

use in forums like the HRC， the General Comments and Concluding Observations of 

76 Id.， 100.124 
77 HRC， UPR Working Group， Summary prepared by the OHCHR in accordance with paragraph 15(c) ofthe 
annex to HRC resolution 5/1， AlHRCパN'G.6/9/MDV/3(2010)， paras. 42-3. 
78 HRC ， UPR Working Group， Report of the肋 rkingGroup on the Universal Periodic Review:・Nauru，
AlHRC/17/3 (2011)， paras. 29 (Algeria)， 30 (Cuba)， 31 (China)，49 (United Kingdom)， 60 (Chile)， 68 
lM加山s)
89Id.，paras.79.80(ChIle)，79.84(Canada)，79.86(UK)・

。HRC，UPR Working Group， Summary prepared by the OHCHR in accordance withparagraph 15(c) ofthe 
αnnex to HRC resolution 5/1， AlHRC川Tg.6/NRU/3(2011)μ.ras 37-8. 
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treaty bodies， as well as general academic discourse. All of these strands are reinforced by 

the others: po1itical and academic interest provides impetus for legal examination， which 

in tum shapes academic and political discourse， and so on in perpetuity. Even so， the 

gathering momentum created by the interaction of the political， legal and academic 

spheres engaged in human rights， as well as the appeal to IHRL from victims below， 

means that IHRL， by virtue of its placement of the individual (and in some cases 

collectives of groups) as a subject of intemationallaw， may play a role in addressing the 

state回 centricnature of IDL. It may also be used， in its po1itical， academic and legal 

aspects to address the problem of the limited descriptions of disaster-related vulnerability， 

and therefore， various forms of disaster.阿 relatedmargina1isation. IHRL， by virtue of its 

existence， partially addresses the lacuna that can be found in IDL with regard to 

representation of agency of people who have been affected by disaster. It provides a 

common language for e1ites and the marginalised to speak about disaster in， various 

systems have been established in which the marginalised can bring their concems to the 

attention ofthe elites， and thirdly it has a limited capacity to provide redress.81 

It is， however， an unpredictable and slow向 movingsystem出atrequires the creation of 

momentum through political lobbying， and a detailed knowledge of how the whole 

system works. In addition， a certain amount of insider knowledge and familiarity with 

treaty body practices is required for effective use of the treaty body mechanisms. More 

fundamentally， the use of IHRL in both theory and practice has implicit1y relied on the 

assumption that by achieving the protection， respect and fulfilment of IHRL justice is 

assured. Concannon and Lindstrom's argument provides a neat example: 

“The recent devastation suffered from hurricanes and tropica1 storms is not a result of Haiti's 

10cation.. .Rather it is a resu1t of human-made rights vi01ations that make Haiti disproportionate1y 

vu1nerab1e to flooding and damage resulting there企om.Deforestation has over time reduced 

Haiti's abi1ity to withstand heavy rains， making it extreme1y vu1nerab1e to flood. Deforestation is， 

in turn， a result ofthe inabi1ity ofHaiti's poor to enforce basic economic and socia1 rights... 

The fai1ure of the Haitian govemment to protect even the most fundamenta1 rights necessa可 for

surviva1 is thus direct1y connected with deforestation to meet economic needs and the resu1ting 

vu1nerabi1ity to flooding… 

81 However， in the context of disaster， the contours and content of the right to redress for disaster-re1ated 
vu1nerabi1ity， especially in terms ofthe concept of disaster discussed in this research， are unc1ear. C.f.， 
NifosトSutton's discussion of the human rights to reparation and remedy under intemationa11aw for vi01ations 
ofhuman rights. The subjects ofNifosi圃 Sutton'sdiscussion range from govemment neg1igence， omission， or 
inadequate imp1ementation of domestic 1aw in terms of disaster prevention or ear1y waming， procedura1 
faimess in justice systems post-disaste巳theright to a remedy following vi01ations of rights caused by the 
state's post-disaster operations， etc.“Contours ofDisaster Victims' Rights to a Remedy and Reparation under 
Intemationa1 Human Rights Law" in A. De Gut町T，M. Gestri， G. Venturini (eds.) International Disaster 
R同ponseLaw (The Hague: Springer， 2012)， 415・440.
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Violations of the right to food are not the responsibility of the Haitian government alone， 

however...International trade policies have thus contributed to Haiti's刊 lnerability，in violation of 

counties' extranational obligations to respect， protect， and facilitate the right to food. (citations 

omitted)，，82 

The assumption that can be drawn from these c1aims is that if govemments would or 

could just guarantee economic， social and cultural rights， then disasters would not occur. 

However， what this plea does not make explicit are the linkages between the achievement 

of rights for whom， and by whom， and what kind of political and economic choices 

regarding the distribution of assets that are required. Who enforces these rights? An 

individual farmer who fights for survival in the everyday flooding， and therefore has no 

time to pursue justice， nor study the language of the law to do so? Should they be 

“enforced" by an individual， a group of farmers， or farmers in the whole of Haiti? Who 

carries out the obligations sought to be enforced by the farmer/s? The crippled state of 

Haiti? Or the army of NGOs， IGOs etc. providing aid， companies who might be 

responsible for the disaster in the first place? How is it decided that the rights of some 

flood victims are privileged over the rights of other flood victims? These ambiguities in 

the assumption that IHRL is a panacea for disaster show that the notion of the person or 

persons whose rights have been violated is not precise enough to answer the hard 

questions about what vulnerability and disaster means for the allocation of legal， socialラ

and economic capital using law.83 

The instability of the assumption th剖 IHRLequates to justice profoundly influences how 

we use IHRL with regard to disaster. IHRL's importance for potentially and actually 

disaster affected people does not simply lie in its capacity to express human rights 

violations regarding disaster relief， and disaster prevention， mitigation and preparedness. 

Rather， its true capacity lies in its function as an instrument for amplifying voices from 

below， and rendering their speech comprehensible to decision-makers above is what may 

give it significance for marginalised people. Disaster， a product of social negotiation， 

requires stakeholder input in order to correct the bias in legal and policy f同meworksof 

elites to influence decisions regarding the definition of disaster， and therefore the 

identification of potential and 印刷alvictims and measures necessary to address them. Put 

another way， the true measure of IHRL's potential to address IDL's omissions regarding 

marginalisation lies in testing IHRL's capacity to give expression to disaster-related 

82 B. Concannon (Jr.) & B. Lind吋ds幻trom凪n凡1，
Diおsas針teぽrResponse in Haiti" 25 (2011) Emoηlnternational Law Review 1145， 1161剛4.
00 This is based on David Kennedy's argument regarding the replacement ofpolitical and economic power 
with law in modern day governance. D. Kennedy， The Dark Sides of Virtue (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press， 2004)， Chapter 5. 
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刊 lnerabilityin terms of its causes in underlying economic， social， and political 

inequalities. 

From the perspective of IHRL's use on the ground， the turn to IHRL to remedy IDL's 

lacunae can be an inappropriate vehicle for pursuing justice in the context of disaster for 

the following reasons. Firstly， IHRL may perform no appreciable function in the 

situations of marginalised people， thereby circumscribing its potential utility. This is a 

result of IHRL's structure， which rests on the assumptions that individuals are able to use 

the law， and that the state in which the violation occurs is the primary obligation bearer. 

This structure faces difficu1ty where there are situations of extreme marginalisation， the 

state is unable to perform its functions as an IHRL duty四 bearer，where the state has lost 

the confidence of the people， and where the causes and solutions of disaster are 

transboundary in nature. Secondly， IHRL's utility in disaster for marginalised people is 

circumscribed because its links with development resu1t in situations where economic， 

political and social violence incurred under the rubric of development are excluded from 

IHRL's scope. Thirdly， underlying social inequalities cannot be expressed because of 

limitations inherent in the architecture of the various human rights mechanisms. 

丘5.1IHRL主 irrelevanceto disαster・relatedmαrginalisation and the primacy 01 the 
state-individual relationship 

IHRL's positioning of the state as a duty bearer in the context of the use of IHRL means 

that in certain situations， it cannot express the underlying inequalities th剖 giverise to 

vulnerability because they simply are irrelevant to the si加ationof marginalised people in 

their relationship to the state. First1y， IHRL lacks appreciable function in cases of extreme 

marginalisation. Secondly， the state may be unable to carry out its duties under IHRL， 

particularly in cases where a stable government does not exist; thirdly， the use of IHRL 

runs into problems where the causes and solutions to disasters have a transboundary 

nature; and fourthly， people may not trust the state and therefore be unwilling to utilise 

IHRL. 

With regard to the first problem， when powerful interests in development and profit 

collide with situations of extreme economic， social and political marginalisation， the 

practical effect of rights and their relation to justice is limited， or non-existent. An 

example can be found in the “everyday disasters" that Haiti's poor face daily: acute 

deforestation， itself a resu1t of the dependence of Haiti's poor on wood and charcoal for 

the survival needs given the high costs of oil and other fuel sources， has led to the 

creation of an environment in which even slight rain causes flooding.84 Rights in this 

84 B. Concannon (Jr.) & B. Lind也st加rom凪n民1，
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SI加ation，given the extreme poverty of the region coupled with the constant barrage of 

disaster， are unusable by people whose survival is threatened in immediate ways. 

Examples of the irrelevance of rights also abound in the context of technological disasters， 

or creeping technological disasters， of which the 1984 Bhopal disaster is just one. The 

larger context in which Bhopal's gas leak disaster arose was India's desire to achieve 

independence仕omfood imports， which required the manufacture of pesticides， and 

which in tum， led India to invite Union Carbide to establish a plant in Bhopal. Bhopal， the 

capital of Madhya Pradesh after India gained independence in 1947， was historical1y an 

underdeveloped area.85 The Union Carbide plant was located in one of the poorest areas 

of Bhopal; many of the inhabitants of the areas c10se to the plant were Muslims and 

low-caste Hindus.
86 

Many of the people in the areas that the gas covered were not in 

optimal states of health to begin with， owing to malnourishment and previous exposure to 

fumes from the plant. 87 Prior to， and fol1owing the gas leak， there was a lack of 

transparency regarding the properties of MIC gas， a lack of govemmental power or wi11 to 

protect the right to know about the effects of the plant， and a lack of recognition regarding 

the right to participate in decision四 makingregarding the plant. 88 As Baxi has observed， 

“Bhopal is a testimony to the fact that there is no functional equivalent of the right to 

information， or govemance transparency worth mentioning"， as it took place in the larger 

context of development which led India to invite the Union Carbide company to establish 

the hazardous manufacture in Bhopal in the first place.89 Furthermore， Bhopal 

underscores the inadequacies and limitations of rights talk in expressing the manifold 

sufferings of people affected directly and indirect1y. Baxi has opined that the movement 

for justice“remains best provided…by the vivid discourse of justice inlof the flesh -the 

experience of lived individual bodies， and not of any abstract or species bodies.，，90 That 

Disaster Response in Haiti" 25 (2011) Emoηlnternational Law Review 1145， 1161; Global Network of 
Civil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction， Views jト'omthe Frontline: Beyond 2015 
Recommendations for a post-20 15 disaster risk reduction j均meworkto strengthen the resilience of 
communities ωall hazαrds (2013) 
くhttp://www.globalnetwork阿 dr.org/images/documentsNFL2013/vfl2013%20reports/GNFULL%2013%20E
NGLISH%20FINAL.pdf>. 
85 P. Shrivastana， P.， "5. Long-term Recovery from the Bhopal Crisis" in Mitchell， J.K. (ed.)， The Long Road 
ωRecoveη: Community Responses to lndustrial Disaster (Tokyo: UNU Press， 1996). 
くarchive.unu.edu/unupress/unupbooks/uu21 le/uu21 leOO.htm#Contents> . 
86 S. Jasanoff，“Bhopal's Trials ofKnowledge and Ignorance" 42 (2007・2008)New England Law Review 679， 
680. 
87 Ibid. 
88 See e.g. Special rapporteur on the adverse effects oftoxic dumping， Okechukwu Ibeanu， who considered 
that it is important for individuals， communities， and neighbouring countries to have information regarding 
hazardous materials and conditions at industrial facilities located in their vicinity in order to undertake 
disaster risk reduction and preparedness， ifthere is a risk oflarge scale accidents such as in the case ofBhopal. 
O.Ibeanu，争ecialrapporteur on the adverseそffectsof the illicit movement and dumping of toxic and 
dangerous products and wastes on the enjoyment ofhuman rights， AlHRC/7/21 (2008)， para. 37. 
0' Id.， 14. 
90 U. Baxi，“Writing about impunity and the environment: The ‘Silver Jubilee' ofthe Bhopal Catastrophe" 
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is， the "talk" of law may not -indeed， in some cases， cannot -create a state of justice that 

will be experienced by the bodies of victims permanently disabled by disaster. 

An example of the second problem， the lack of adequately白nctioningstate systems， can 

be found even where there is a robust human rights culture， such as in the case of 

Oneryildiz v Turkey in the jurisdiction of the European Court of Human RightS.91 In this 

case， even though the applicants ostensibly had human rights， they could not exercise， 

them， and further， even when their human rights were vindicated by the courts， they faced 

no appreciable difference in situation. In Oneryildiz， a household回 refusetip， which was 

used by four district councils， had been in operation in a slum area since the 1970s and 

ultimately came under the jurisdiction of the national authority. It had been brought to the 

attention ofthe district councils in 1991 that there was a risk ofmethane explosions at the 

tip. Steps to undertake litigation on the matter were taken， but before the cases appeared 

in the courts， an explosion occurred at the tip in April 1993 and the refuse erupting企om

the pile of waste engulfed the slum dwellings， built without authorisation， below. As a 

result， 39 people died， among which were nine of the applicant's close relatives. In 1996， 

two mayors of were given prison sentences and fines for neglect of their duties. Their 

sentences were subsequently commuted to fines， the enforcements of which were 

suspended. The applicant brought an action for damages in a higher Turkish Court (the 

Istanbul Administrative Court)， and was awarded damages， which were not paid. The 

European Court of human rights noted that the regulatory企ameworkin Turkey had 

proved defective in that the tip had been allowed to open and operate without a coherent 

supervisory system. This was exacerbated by Turkish authorities' failure to provide the 

applicant with information about the risks of living in the slums. However， the Court 

acknowledged that the provision of such information would have been of little use to the 

applicant in any case， because the Turkish government had failed to undertake more 

practical measures to avoid risks to the slum inhabitant's lives. This case demonstrates 

that where marginalisation exists， marginalised people's use of IHRL is circumscribed by 

knowledge， as well as passivity by governments with regard to traditionally excluded 

groups. 

Haiti is an example of the second and third problems in using IHRL to articulate 

underlying marginalisation in relation to disaster. The earthquake that struck Haiti in 

January 2010 destroyed much of Haiti's central in企astructure.Prior to this， the Haitian 

government had been disempowered by intemational relations under the debt， 

(2009)くhtゆ://upendrabaxi.netldocuments/Writing%20About%20impunity%20剛 %20Bhopal%202009.pdf>， 
17. 
91 Oneryildiz v Turkey， 48939/99 (Judgment of2004). 
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intemational trade and aid policies， and autocratic leaders， among others.92 Authors 

writing on the issue of Haiti， by bypassing discussion of the IHRL responsibilities of the 

state of Haiti， often treat it as axiomatic that the state of Haiti lacks the adequate capacity 

to respect， protect and fulfil human rights obligations.93 Concannon and Lindstrom 

acknowledge this fact， but argue that the rights-based approach requires that Haiti's 

capacity to realise human rights of Haitians be developed， noting that the delivery of 

intemational assistance in Haiti has reinforced the weaknesses of the state， rather than 

building its capacity as a rights-bearer.94 They therefore argue， using an approach similar 

to that of the Maastricht principles， that states have a responsibility under IHRL norms to 

fulfil rights extraterritorially.95 However， in the nation of NGOs that is Haiti， IHRL 

provides no way to determine about accountability of aid providers， nor the rights and 

duties between NGOs， IGOs， Haiti and states providing bilateral aid from a legal point of 

view. As a result， it is difficult to understand how a person could “enforce" their rights 

with regard to NGO， IGO and bilateral aid providers. This is a situation that does not fit 

neat1y into IHRL's structure of state-implemented rights， and is further complicated by the 

insertion of multinational corporations. 

The third problem， often related to the first， and also to the lack of substantive effect of 

the right to information discussed in仕ain section 6.5.2， is the lack of trust between 

govemments and people， particularly if they are affiliated with groups that have 

traditionally been ostracised or marginalised by mainstream society and the state， that can 

cause rej ection of govemment attempts to 白lfilrights. Trust between the govemment 

authorities and the people is an instrumental characteristic in surviving disaster as well as 

in rebuilding. A lack of trust in the state means that even if the govemment provides 

disaster-related services， people may choose to reject govemment provisions， which 

render IHRL meaningless. For example， after the 2010 Haitian earthquake， the approach 

of Hurricane Tomas in November 2010 raised the fear that the 8000 people who were 

living in the then sole govemment-estab1ished displacement camp， Camp 

Corail-Cesselesse， would be affected by flooding. Immediately preceding the hurricane， 

govemment and aid workers began an effort to evacuate residents from the Camp， 

instructing residents to leave. Of the 8000 residents， only a few hundred agreed to leave. 

92 B. Concannon (Jr.) & B. Lindstrom，“Cheaper， Better， Longer-lasting: A Rights-based Approach to 
Dis部 terResponse in Haiti" 25 (2011) Emory International Law Review 1145， 1173. 
~， See e.g. S.E. Jordan， 

Disasters Perpetuate the Violation ofIntemally Displaced Persons' Human Rights" 42(2011) California 
Western Internαtional Law JournaI221-263. 
94 B. Concannon (Jr.) & B. Lind由耐s幻t凶rom凪n民，
D印3五iおsas“te釘rResponse in Haiti" 25 (2011) EmoηInternational Law Review 1145， 1172-3. 
ηO. De Schutter， A. Eide， A. Khalfan， M. Orellana， M. Salomon & 1. Seiderman，“Commentary to the 
Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the Area of Economic， Social and Cultural 
Rights" 34 (2012) Human Rights Quarterly 1084， 1151圃 2.
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Conversations with residents of the Camp later revealed the fear that the evacuation was 

actuallyan eviction from the camp. It was well known that there had been a rash offorced 

convictions from Haiti's displacement camps， carried out with a lack of仕ansparency，as 

was the fact that private landlords and government agents had begun evicting displaced 

people off land after the January earthquake in 2010.96 IHRL does not take into account 

this deep scepticism that many of the most marginalised have towards the beneficent state 

as the duty bearer of IHRL. 

The fourth problem， that of the transboundary nature of the causes and solutions to 

disasters that is not easily expressed in IHRL， has been prominent particularly in 

situations of disasters with maIトmadeorigins that implicate non-state third parties. One 

example is the case of Bhopal. The dearth of reliable information regarding the causes 

and effects of Bhopal's 1984 gas leak created asymmetries of knowledge and power， 

which are ref1ected in the intemationallegal response to the gas leak. The push for justice 

by the survivors of the gas leak offered were diverse， and encompassed many strategies， 

of which legal methods constituted just one part. The preoccupation of those who did use 

legal strategies for compensation and rehabilitation was the issue of justice in terms of 

health care and economic compensation:97 claims were framed in terms of justice， rather 

than in terms of human rights.
98 

Ultimately， the path of transnational litigation was 

chosen， and in February 1985ラ theIndian government passed the Bhopal Gas Leak 

Disaster Ordinance， under which the Parliament of India authorised the government of 

India to take responsibility as the sole representative of all victims of the gas leak to bring 

an action against the parent Union Carbide company in New York，99 suing the Union 

Carbide company in March 1985 under the Alien Tort Claims Act.lOO 
The Alien Tort 

Claims Act grants federal district courts the jurisdiction to hear civil actions by aliens for 

torts， committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.
101 

India argued that the N ew York District Court had jurisdiction to hear the case under 

96 B. Concannon (1r.) & B. Lind吋ds坑t釘加rom凧n民1，
Diおsas机te釘rResponse in Haiti" 25 (2011) Emory lnternational Law Review 1145， 1183-4. 
YI U. Baxi，“Writing about impunity and the environment: The ‘Silver 1ubilee' ofthe Bhopal Catastrophe" 
(2009)くhttp://upendrabaxi.netldocumentsパ附iting%20About%20impunity%20・%20Bhopal%202009.pdf>，
16-7. 
98 Ibid. 
99 P. Shrivastana，“5. Long-term Recovery from the Bhopal Crisis" in Mitchell， J.K. (ed.)， The Long Road to 
Recovery: Community Re司ponsesto lndustrial Disaster (Tok)は UNUPress， 1996). 
くarchive.unu.eduJunupress/unupbooks/uu21 le/uu21 leOO .htm#Contents>. 
100 This litigation was challenged by victim activists， who were not consulted about legal matters or 
settlement possibilities; Shrivastava suggests that this dissolved the victims' identity as a constituency 
separate企omthe government and disempowered them. P. Shrivastana，“5. Long-term Recovery from the 
Bhopal Crisis" in Mitchell， 1.K. (ed.)， The Long RoadωRecovery:・CommunityResponses ωlndustrial 
Disaster (Tokyo: UNU Press， 1996). 
くarchive.unu.eduJunupress/unupbooks/uu21 le/uu21 leOO .htm#Contents>. 
101 United States of America， Alien Tort Claims Act， 28 U.S.C ~1350 
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intemational human rights law， among other torts. Keenan J of New York's Federal 

District Court ultimately dismissed the case on the grounds of forum non conveniens， 

holding that the Indian nationality the majority of plaintiffs， many of which were in India 

(which entailed problems with testimony， discovery and other administrative problems)， 

the heavy judicial burden that would be bome by America and the lack of benefit for 

American citizens， as well as the risk of“imperialism" were the case to be decided in 

America， were decisive factors in Keenan 1's reasoning.
102 

In this way， the scope of 

IHRL's transboundary application was curtai1ed by the American Court， which did not see 

the case as containing any interest for America. As Baxi has observed， the judgment failed 

to see the case in terms of a “community of concemヘframingthe problems in terms of 

state units and state interests:“Judge Keenan simply fails to perceive the significance of 

the Bhopal catastrophe as raising humanitywide issues of global concem， raised so 

acute1y by the sovereign state of India appearing as a complainant before a District Court 

in the United States.，，103 Since this time， Bhopal has remained on the periphery of IHRL 

discourse. 104 

6.5.2IHRL and development 

A deeper， epistemological problem is encountered in the use of IHRL to express 

disaster-re1ated vulnerability. If marginalised people were to succeed in performing the 

speech act of bringing their c1aim in the language of human rights law， to treaty body 

mechanisms or in political forums， they would face the problem of the comprehension of 

their c1aims by the adjudicating bodies. The comprehension of their speech would depend 

on the knowledge and views taken by the treaty members; one of the most白ndamental

knowledges in this regard is the understanding of the scope of human rights. The 

triumphalism of dominant human rights discourse results in a situation where 

practitioners and academics often cannot “see" the violence wreaked by human rights 

discourse. As Baxi has observed，“the discourse about rights is…always， and everywhere， 

the discourse conceming justified violence.，，105 

102 ln re Union Carbide Co中orationGas Plant Disasterαt Bhopal， lndia in December， 1984，634 F.Supp 842， 
United States District Court， S.D. New York (1986).く

http://leagle.comldecisionlI9861476634FSupp842 _11342.xml/IN%20RE%20UNION%20CARBIDE%20C 
ORP. %20GAS%20PLANT%20DISASTER>. 
103 U. Baxi，“Introduction" in U. Baxi and A. Dhanda，陥liantVictims and Lethal Litigation.・TheBhopal 
Case (Bombay: N.M. Tripathi， 1990) 
くhttp:upendrabaxi.net/documentsNaliant%20victims%20and%201etahl%201itigation%20the%200ther%20
Bhopal%20case.pdf>，4. 
104 Subsequent to the 1986 decision， the scope ofthe Alien Tort Claims Act with regard to torts/intemational 
human rights violations committed by multi-national corporations has been curtailed drastically by the Kiobel 
decisions， which ruled that the Alien Tort Claims Act does not apply extraterritorially， as corporations do 
not have subject status under customary intemationallaw， and only norms of intemationallaw that are 
specific， universal and obligatory may be applied to the determination (Kiobel v Dutch Petroleum Co. 621 
F. 3d 111 (2d Cir. 2010); Kiobel v Dutch Petroleum Co. 133 S. Ct. 1659 (2013)). 
105 B. Rajagopal citing Baxi in lnternational Law斤'OmBelow (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 
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Why should some fonns of violence be sanctioned， while others are ignored?同 agopal

considers that there is no theory of the violence of human rights law that can be used as a 

guide to predict the kind of suffering that is pennissible violence. Rather， the exc1usion of 

certain issues from human rights discourse isdependent on dominant understandings of 

the role of the state in the economy， related to development.106 Economic violence is one 

of these fonns of violence， and c1aims that bring attention to human rights' blind spot 

with regard to economic violence are unlikely to be understood as human rights issues by 

the legal experts hearing them.107 Thus， the idea of disaster as the convergence of hazard 

and vulnerability rooted in social， political and economic factors cannot be fully 

articulated in human rights law: the deep tissues of the body of a disaster that lie in 

controllable social factors cannot be taken to be so in IHRL. An example of the failure to 

categorise certain disasters as disasters can be seen in Bhopal's“erasure" 108 企om

consideration in human rights theory and practice. In addition， it can be seen that the 

problems that arise from the use of nuc1ear power has received only a lukewann response 

in IHRL.109 

These examples point to the difficulty that IHRL faces in articulating rights that cannot be 

framed as individual rights， particularly when it comes to collective problems， health and 

poverty problems，110 as well as environmental problems. Doing so is not only politically 

chargedー thetreaty bodies perpetually walk the fine line between openly challenging 

state behaviour thereby causing alienation， and pandering to states without substantively 

addressing issues -but is also structurally impossible. This in tum leads to the 

acknowledgement that the restriction of notions of disaster to natural extemal causes， as 

well as the concomitant technocratic and neutral solutions such as early waming 

2003) 195. 
106 Ibid. 
107 Rajagopal proposes the following reasons for the exc1usion of economic forms ofviolence企om
sanctioned violence under human rights law:出enature of1aw and its formative relationship to violence -law 
must constitute itself as the opposite of violence to be legitimate， while it must use violence to preserve its 
power; second the ideology of development in Third Wor1d States， particular1y in the 1950s meant that any 
anti-development activity was also seen as anti圃national;thirdly， the idea of“human" is that of a human being 
who is rational and attempts to realise her full potential within the moral possibilities of the state and the 
market， which means that any person or community falling outside ofthis narrative remains outside ofthe 
bounds ofhuman rights law. B. Rajagopal， International Law斤'OmBelow (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press， 2003)， 197・202.
108 U. Baxi，“Writing about impunity and the environment: The ‘Silver Jubilee' ofthe Bhopal Catastrophe" 
(2009)くh即://upendrabaxi.net/documentsパ附iting%20About%20impunity%20-%20Bhopal%202009.pdf>，
11. 
109 For a thorough consideration ofthe failure to take nuc1ear power as a concem ofIHRL， see A. Kohki， 
“Genshiryoku saigi to jinken (Nuc1ear disasters and human rights)" 32 (2013) Sekaihδnenpδ偽arbookof
World Law) 23・61.
110 D. Kennedy，“Reassessing intemational humanitarianism: The dark sides" in A. Orford (ed.)， 
International Lawαnd its Others (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 2006)， 131. 
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mechanisms， is inevitable in the use of IHRL. 

6.5.3 Limitations of IHRL legal mechanisms 

Marginalised people may utilise IHRL's legal aspect， the treaty bodies their individual 

communications and reporting processes， and in addition to the limitation noted in section 

6.5.2ラ IHRL'scapacity to describe the suffering of people is circumscribed by the fact that 

as a general rule， to allege that one has become a victim of human rights， an 

intemationally wrongful act or omission must be asserted post facto.111 Thus for example， 

the cases of Budayeva and Oneりdldizwould have been difficult to bring before the 

disasters occurred. Legal systems， including systems for the enforcement of rights under 

human rights treaties， are mechanisms used to assert victimhood， and are also used to 

designate a status from which rights and benefits flow. Shelton describes this split in the 

function ofthe “victim" concept in terms of the substantive and procedural aspects of 

remedies: 

“The word‘remedies' contains two separate concepts， the first being procedural and the 

second substantive. In the first sense， remedies are the processes by which arguable claims of 

human rights violations are heard and decided， whether by courts， administrative agencies， or 

other competent bodies. The second notion of remedies refers to the outcome of the 

proceedings， the relief afforded the successful claimant." 112 

In other words， a variety of procedures may be instituted to obtain redress for human 

rights violations， but the acquisition of that redress is predicated upon the recognition 

existence of a violation and therefore the ascription of victim status. 

The machinery of the monitoring systems of human rights bodies moves slowly， and 

relies on the motivation of the state. Seeking victim status in them would be unsuitable 

for quickly changing situations， as can be found in disaster relief phases， or the political 

phases of ensuring， for example， civil and political rights during the negotiation of 

disaster risk reduction measures. They may be more suited to addressing the systemic 

aspects of marginalisation that cause and exacerbate suffering after the experience of an 

extemal hazardous event. However， the fine line that treaty bodies perpetually tread 

111 CAT and CERD have the competence to carry out early warning/urgent action procedures where human 
rights may be violated. However， whether or not these may be able to utilised in the contexts of sudden onset 
disaster is questionable. C.fwith Cancado Trindade， who argues that the notion ofthe potential victims is in 
the process of being established. Cancado Trindade however， refers only to the jurisprudence of the ECtHR 
and the ACtHR. It is difficult to determine whether the notion ofpotential victims is also taking hold within 
the UN system. A.A. Cancado Trindade， The Access of lndividuαlsωlnternational Justice (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press， 2011)， 125・131.
112 D.Shelton， Remedies in lnternαtionα1 Human Rights Lαw (2nd ed.) (Oxford: Oxford University Press， 
2006)，7. 
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between demanding too much and demanding too little of govemments manifests itself in 

the cosmetic fixes that the treaty body system often recommends: broad recommendations 

and requests for more information. They address the symptoms of problems rather than 

their root causes， which are admittedly diffuse. For example， twenty fours years after the 

fact， the CESCR adopted Concluding Observations on India's implementation of the 

rights of the IESCR which noted that the effects of the Bhopal gas leak were ongoing， and 

that State efforts to provide rehabilitation and monetary compensation have been 

inadequate，l13 as well as recommending that lndia take measures to provide adequate 

compensation and rehabilitative measures to Bhopal survivors.114 The difficulty of using 

human rights law monitoring mechanisms to address disaster-related issues of prevention， 

preparedness and mitigation is also demonstrated from another by creeping issues such as 

climate change: OHCHR， for example， declined to conclude that climate change violates 

human rights law， and this opinion could obstruct the use of human rights treaty 

monitoring mechanisms to address the deeper issues of marginalisation underlying 

vulnerability to disaster.1l5 In addition， "everyday disasters"， the cumulative impact of 

the constant coincidence f small.叩 alehazards with vulnerability. Those who are most 

affected by such disasters are poor households in rapidly expanding urban centres， who 

live in informal sett1ements and work in the informal economy， for which limited data is 

available.116 

The individual communications function is more suited to asserting victim status due to 

structural， systemic aspects of marginalisation and disaster in disaster relief and disaster 

preparedness， mitigation and prevention. However， one pre-requisite for this kind of use 

of the individual communications mechanism is theorists who are aware of， and willing to 

engage with， the linkages between marginalisation， disaster， vulnerability and IHRL. The 

other pre-requisite of this use is the knowledge of marginalised people of those linkages， 

for such a use. In this sense， those who are on the fringes of society become dependent on 

the “translations" of their experience into the language of law. Given that current 

dominant interpretations emphasise the aspects of marginalisation， underlying economic， 

social and political factors in disaster less， while concentrating on scientific and 

technocratic means to preventing and relieving disaster回 relatedsuffering， this would 

113 CESCR，Conc/uding Observations ofthe Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights: India， 
E/C.l2/IND/CO/5 (2008)， para. 36 
114 Id.， para. 76. 
115 For a discussion ofthe issue， see generally e.g. J.H Knox，“Linking Human Rights and Climate Change at 
the United Nations" 33 (2009) Harvard Environmental Lω11 Review 477-498. 
116 Global Network of Civil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction， Summary Report: Views jト'omthe 
Frontline:・Beyond2015 Recommendationsfor a post-2015 disaster risk reduction斤'ameworkωstrengthen
the resilience of communitiesωall hazards 
(2013) .<htゆ://www.globalnetwork-dr.org/images/documentsNFL2013/vfl20 13 %20reports/GN%20SUM 
MARY%2013%20目、..rGLISH.pdf>， 7・8.
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require a sea change in the thinking of the academic community. That survivors of the 

Bhopal disaster and activists， for the most part， chose not to use human rights languages 

as a medium is significant because it shows that while on the one hand people may not 

even desire to， access languages of law， and their reactions are shaped by their mistrust of 

power， their legal advisors may also be blinkered by their own understandings of the 

law's possibilities， as well as their notion of disaster. However， even the use of the 

individual communications function may be restricted， if， as in the case of Bhopal， the 

number of survivors wishing to utilise it are so numerous that they override the capacities 

of the already over-burdened treaty bodies. 

6.6Anαか'sisand Conclusions 
Any law that seeks to have utility for vulnerable people in disaster must perform two 

functions: it must firstly address social， economic and political disparity by creating a 

space that enables marginalised people to be heardラ andsecondly， and secondly， it must 

act as a language through which those who are actually or potentially affected may 

communicate with those in control of resources， in order to discuss the distribution of 

various resources. IHRL， by its very placement of the individual at the centre of legal 

concem， addresses in some part these two problems， as well as widening the notion of 

post-disaster vulnerability found in IDL. This can be seen in the growing attention of 

actors in the IHRL legal， advocacy and political spheres to the problem of disaster. The 

discussion of the literature's approach to IHRL and disaster reveals that for the most part， 

academic discourse assumes that“vulnerability" is constituted by vulnerability in the face 

of sudden onset natural disaster， which threatens the rights to life and health. As a 

corollary， vulnerability in relation to disaster is treated as self-evidentー thosewho are 

direct victims of disaster are the vulnerable， and they are the ones who states and other 

outsiders have intemational obligations to assist. Within the vulnerable， there are the even 

more vulnerable， those who are in the categories of rights that intemational human rights 

law has developed， namely， children， women， the poor， the disabledラ etc.The application 

of intemational human rights law to the social effects of sudden onset disasters， and the 

promotion of the notion of vulnerability， particularly the vulnerabilities of children， 

women， indigenous peoples， among others， is undoubtedly positive. The benefits of using 

IHRL to highlight the disaster-related vulnerability of these categories of people lies in 

the fact that people are able to use IHRL as a tool of national and intemational advocacy， 

if they can access IHRL mechanisms and experts. It can be seen， through appeals to 

human rights body mechanisms such as the special rapporteur on the adverse effects of 

the illicit movement and dumping of toxic and dangerous products and wastes on the 

enjoyment of human rights， th剖 althoughthe architecture of human rights treaty body 

mechanisms seems to preclude a deep consideration of the social， economic and political 
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issues that undergird disaster-related vulnerability， there may be more hope in the political 

and academic aspects of IHRL to open up the possibilities of discussion about such 

marginalisation. This potential is demonstrated， by， for example， the reports of special 

procedures such as the Human Rights Council's Special Rapporteur on the adverse effects 

of the illicit movement and dumping of toxic and dangerous products and wastes on the 

enjoyment of human rights， which widens the scope of discussion.117 The Special 

Rapporteur has discussed the right to life and the right to information and participation， in 

the context oflow-level， chronic exposure to toxic chemicals.ll8 

These attempts， however， will remain circumscribed by the problems noted in 6.5.1 and 

6.5ム interms of connecting disaster to systemic economic， social and political 

inequalities that can be expressed as human rights violations. It is inviting to embrace the 

celebratory discourse of IHRL to address the disembodied and state-centric nature of 

intemational law as well as the blind spots that such a conception of law entails. The 

approaches to IHRL disaster are based on the notion that intemational human rights law 

can be a tool for the disen企anchised，and in this sense it takes on the acceptance of human 

rights law in a way that is typical of a celebratory and quasi-religious “belief' in IHRL.119 

Not unreasonably， academic theory and IHRL practice does not question IHRL's intemal 

inconsistencies or hidden biases， instead championing IHRL's capacity to bring to light 

the disaster同 relatedvulnerability of certain groups， as well as of people in general. 

However， its general contours reveal that the problem of how the disen企anchisedare 

understood or recognised under IHRL， nor the implementation of their rights -created 

through the communication processes between the local， national and global -are not 

considered. This is perhaps unsurprising， given the inchoate state of IDL， and indeed in 

the implicit assumptions of much of the discourse which considers that“disaster" as a 

legal issue refers to disaster relief. At the risk of labouring the obvious， it is because the 

nature of what is experienced as disaster is so indeterminate that the concept. of 

vulnerability is in itself indeterminate. But what of those whose vulnerability does not lie 

in accepted categories of IHRL? Or， what of those whose experience of suffering lies in 

problems that are two or three times removed企omthe disastrous catalyst? An example 

might be secondary victims of disaster， such as the farmers of Fukushima prefecture， 

Japan， who face overwhelming difficulty in selling their products as a result of the 

117 See e.g. o. Ibeanu，争ecialrapporteur on the adverse々がectsof the illicit movement and dumping of toxic 
and dangerous products and wastes on the enjoyment ofhuman rights， AlHRC/7/21 (2008). 
118 Human Rights Commission， O. Ibeanu， Special rapporteur on the adverse々がectsof the illicit movement 
and dumping of toxic and dangerous products and wastes on the en}・oymentofhuman rights， E/CN.4/2006/42 
(2006)， paras. 33，36. 
119 For a discussion of different scholar1y approaches to the idea of human rights， see generally M-B. 
Dembour. Who Believes in Human Rights? Reflections on the European Convention (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press， 2006); M.B Dembour，“What are Human Rights? Four Schools of Thought" 
32(1) (2010) Human Rights Quarter.か1-20.
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nuclear scare， and thus incur great economic 10ss. 

The foregoing discussion demonstrates that re1ying on IHRL as the sole discourse for 

“humanising" IDL is untenab1e. IHRL's f1aws mean that it does not -indeed， cannot -

address IDL's inadequacies. This is in addition to IHRL's potentia1 to be a too1 of 

hegemonic intemationa1 1aw， as it has throughout history， reinforcing pre-existing 

imperia1 tendencies in wor1d po1itics.120 The ce1ebratory nature pervading much of the 

IHRL-disaster discourse， as wel1 as IHRL's deep connection to deve10pment which 

renders the acceptance of socia1， economic and po1itica1 deprivations linked to 

deve10pment un1ike1弘 p1aceIHRL actors in danger of becoming b1ind to the multifarious 

nature of disaster and vu1nerability， and therefore margina1isation. 

In order to be usefu1， IHRL must bridge the gap between understandings of vu1nerabi1ity 

created at the intemationa11eve1 about disaster-re1ated marginalisation， and the experience 

of marginalisation on the ground. This requires a f1exib1e understanding of 

margina1isation and disaster， and a recognition that for the pu中osesof 1aw， both concepts 

are socially constructed. Rather than using a 1ega1 strategy that consists in calling for the 

centra1isation of the notion of vu1nerabi1ity under IHRL on the assumption that IHRL is 

justice， understanding the e能 ctsand causes of a particu1ar type of vu1nerabi1ity in a 

particu1ar type of disaster provides a concrete basis on which to discuss margina1isation 

and the situation of justice th剖 isrequired. This， in tum， increases the persuasiveness of 

1ega1 argument and effectiveness of 1ega1 strategy， creating more realistic expectations of 

about IHRL's effectiveness， which adds to the ongoing quest to achieve states of justice. 

On the foregoing discussion it must be concluded that IHRL's inherent 1imitations 

neutralise its power to address deeper issues of marginalisation， and therefore， 

disaster-re1ated vu1nerability. 

The limited nature of IHRL to address the prob1ems of IDL demonstrated in this chapter， 

suggests that intemationa1 1aw is of 1imited utility in addressing the prob1ems of 

margina1isation and the representation of margina1isation in disaster re1ief， and disaster 

preparedness， mitigation and prevention measures. In addition， it must be acknow1edged 

that the IHRL system， as indeed are most 1ega1 systems， dependent on the abi1ity of 

120 See e.g. D. Kennedy，“Reassessing Intemational Humanitarianism: The Dark Sides" in A. Orford (ed.)， 
lnternational Law and its Others (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 2006)， 134・5;B.S. Chimni， 
“Third World Approaches to Intemational Law: A Manifesto" 8 (2006) lnternational Community Law Review 
3， 11， 16; B. Rajagopal， lnternational Lαw斤omBelow (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 2003)， 
Chapter 7; D. Otto，“Subaltemity and Intelτlational Law: The Problems of Global Community and the 
Incommensurability ofDifference"， 5(3) (1996) Social and Legal Studies 337-364; B. Rajagopal， 
“Counter-hegemonic Intemational Law: Rethinking Human Rights and Development as a Third World 
Strategy" in R. Falk， B. Rajagopal， 1. Stevens (eds.)， lnternational Law and the Third World (Oxford: 
Routledge-Cavendish， 2008)， 65-71. 
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people to be proactive in using them. All this is not， of course， to denigrate IHRL's 

potential and actual contribution. Even with these flaws， the fundamental ethos of human 

rights may influence policy or intemational law-making on disaster relief， and more 

recently， on disaster risk reduction， so that IHRL's categories of vulnerability are given a 

more central place in political and legal discussion. It has already done so in documents 

such as the ILC's draft articles on the protection ofpersons. 

Even so， IHRL's own blind spots and biases are a reminder of the importance of 

thoroughly considering the geographical， cultural and temporal significance of IHRL's 

from the point of view of suffering. In this way， any use of IHRL by， or on behalf of， 

margina1ised people transcends mere critique of govemment strategy. The very definition 

of the suba1tem， or the marginalised， precludes them仕omaccess to dominant languages， 

of which law is one， to communicate suffering and request redress or aid. In light of the 

limited， but still significant use of intemational law to address the problem of 

margina1isation and disaster， the next Chapter considers how legal strategies may be used 

with extra-legal strategies to project the voice of suba1tems into disaster-related 

intemational discussion. 
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Chapter Seven. Utilising internationallaw's transformative possibilities 

ス1Introduction 

The foregoing chapters have shown that intemational law pertaining to disaster cannot 

always be said to operate， nor used in the interests of marginalised people. IDL creates 

and maintains an asymmetry between rights holders and the objects of the law -those 

who are most affected by elite law are those with the least power to influence the law's 

creation and implementation -that cannot be adequately remedied by a tum to IHRL. A 

differential access to power lies at the heart of the creation and implementation of IDL in 

its disaster relief， and disaster mitigation， preparedness and prevention aspects， and the 

political meaning of intemationallaw in disaster is what it has seen fit to highlight， at the 

expense of grappling with ideas such as participation， social justice， and power relations. 

The overall orientation of intemational law's engagement with the issue of disaster has 

been to address the刊 lnerabilityimmediately creαted by disaster， rather than the 

vulnerability that far precedes， and is a cause of disaster， and subsequent social conflict in 

the allocation of all sorts of resources after the initial shock. 

The issue of disaster-related marginalisation in intemationallegal discourse should be the 

larger企ameworkfor discussion of disaster issues， given that all efforts in disaster relief， 

preparedness， mitigation， and prevention are in effect efforts for prevention. However， 

there is a general lack of engagement with this issue in intemationallegal discourse， and 

in intemational relations. This tendency has been observed in the context of the 

implementation of the HFA in a recent study by the Asia-Pacific branch of the UNISDR， 

which considered gender and participation under the HF A in countries of the Asia同 Pacific.

The UNISDR observed that: 

“There is stil1 more to be done before it can be said that the countries in the region are looking 

into the issues of social vulnerability in a systematic and comprehensive manner. Social 

vulnerability issues are excluded from many disaster management policies and plans in the 

region， and where they have been included， there is no clear understanding if there are 

mechanisms in place for their implementation.門 l

The lack of engagement with this issue can be seen in the IDL and IHRL frameworks that 

neglect to equip people with the capacity to communicate their experiences to 

decision-making elites about vulnerability that causes， and is caused by， disaster. It has 

already been shown that IDL and IHRL frameworks are not adequate to this end. In the 

1 United Nations Intelτtational Strategy for Disaster Reduction Asia-Pacific， Background paper: Issues of 
Vulnerability with Specific Rφrence to Gender in the Asia Paci戸c:Post-2015 Frameworkfor Disaster Risk 
Reduction Consultations (UNISDR: Geneva， 2013)， 2-3. 
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implementation ofthe HFA， which establishes a starting point for engaging with the issue 

of the reduction of under1ying disaster risk， mid-term reviews indicate a sense of 

resignation in dealing with the notion of under1ying vulnerability because methods for the 

incorporation of local views into national and global processes are not c1ear. Expanding 

the scope of the sources of international law has been touted as one way of bringing 

voices from the bottom to the attention of those at the top， by， for example， inc1uding the 

codes of conduct of international organisations， such as the Code of Conduct for the 

International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and NGOs in Disaster Relief， as 

sources of law under artic1e 38 of the ICJ Statute.2 However， as the problems of IDL and 

IHRL are structural， this method of expanding law's understanding of “be1ow" is not 

discussed at length here because it is not an approach that embraces the possibility of law 

coexisting with the subaltern， which is by definition， outside of the epistemology of the 

law. Rather， it seeks to bring them into the fold of the law， thereby mainstreaming. In 

addition， such a proposal is implicit1y predicated on the notion that NGOs are the bodies 

that represent the interests of the people in global civil society. However， the interests and 

orientations ofNGOs may not necessarily align with those ofthe marginalised people that 

they pu中ortto represent， and are， by definition， institutional actors who derive their legal 

identity from the national systems where they are incorporated.3 

The fai1ure to develop IDL as an inc1usive form of internationallaw suggests that neither 

rectifying IDL's passive engagement with issues of marginalisation， nor addressing 

IHRL's structurallinkages with the concept of development (among its other structural 

problems in disaster) are sufficient approaches to overcome internationallaw's problems 

in its treatment of marginalisation and disaster. Rather， the fundamental problem seems to 

lie in the inability to use international law to recognise the contingency of disaster and 

disaster同 relatedvulnerability， particular1y from the vantage point of the marginalised. If 

the methods by which internationallaw comes to recognise and address disaster cannot be 

relied upon to reveal the structural nature of social， economic and political 

margina1isation， then the correlation between marginalisation and disaster must be 

politicised. This implies a shift in perspective from which disaster聞 re1atedlegal processes 

have traditionally been theorised and analysed. This shift could be given various labels: 

“a view from the experience of the victims"，“a new perspective from the exterior of 

Western modernityぺand“a view from the reality of the coloniality of power"， among 

2 See e.g. P. Muchlinski，“恥1ultinationalEnterprises as Actors in Intemational Law: creating ‘Soft Law' 
Obligations and ‘Hard law' Rights" in M. Noortman， C. Rynga即er此t(伊ed出s.よNonか1ト-St，ωαteAct，ωorDynαmiたcsm
lnternationαILωv: From Law-Takers to Law-Makers (Surrey: Ashgate， 2010)， 9-40; L. Davamejad，“The 
Impact ofNon-State Actors on the Intemational Law Regime of Corporate Social Responsibility: Blessing 
or Curse?" in M. Noortman， C. R戸19aert(eds.)， Non-State Actor Dynamics in lnternational Law: From 
Law-TakersωLαw-Mαkers (Su町ey:Ashgate， 2010)， 41・68.
j B. Rajagopal， lnternational Law斤vmBelow (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 2003)， 258， 262. 
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others.
4 
In this chapter， the discussion centres on how IDL and IHRL， which purport toα 

priori know disaster and vulnerability by creating top-down legal mechanisms， may be 

challenged and supplemented through radical revisions of intemational law and the 

narrative about disaster and marginalisation it creates. This entails examining how 

intemational law may take into account the linkages between the local， national， and 

intemational levels， without first placing the local into the cosmology of traditional 

intemationallaw. Falk calls the order that such an intemationallaw may operate in the 

“post-Westphalian world order"，5 while de Sousa Santos terms the transcendence of the 

neoliberal globalisation that intemational law supports “counter-hegemonic 

globalisation".6 

An intemational law that does not revolve around the sun of the state and redistributes 

“material， social， political， cultural， and symbolic resources" 7 can be seen to have been 

approached in two ways: institutional approaches and extra-institutional approaches. In 

terms of the former， intemationallaw has been considered in terms of the democratisation 

of intemational deliberative processes， guaranteed by intemational law. This is 

understood to mean the ways in which the intemational legal system may create 

deliberative processes in which local interests may be linked to intemational politics. In 

the latter， the potential of social movements is discussed. Lastly， these approaches are 

evaluated for their utility in the context of disaster-related marginalisation. 

7.2 Terminology: The concψt of the local 

Before entering this discussion， it is necessary to consider brief1y the the idea of the local 

that is used in this research. The local is taken to be constituted by those communities， 

social movements and individuals who engage in political and legal issues that involve 

intemational issues. The word “local" is used to emphasise that although disasters may be 

conceptualised in various ways， the unchanging and essential aspect of disaster is that 

people， not abstractions， suffer in concrete， localised ways as a result of their 

vulnerabilities， and work企omtheir locale to address the disaster-related problems in 

ways that may transcend the different levels of legal jurisdictions in any -the local 

council， national law， regional law， intemational law. Their existence on the fringes of 

4 B. De Sousa Santos & c.A. Rodriguez-Garavito citing Dusse1， Mignolo and Quijado respectively in“Law， 
Politics， and the Subaltem in Counter-hegemonic Globalization" in B. De Sousa Santos & C.A. 
Rodriguez-Garavito (eds.)， Law and Globalizationfrom Below.・Towardsa Cosmopolitan Legality 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2005)， 14. 
5 R. Falk，“Intemational Law and the Future" in R. Falk， B. Rajagopal， J. Stevens， lnternational Law and 
the Third World (eds.) (London: Routledge-Cavendish， 2008)， 9同 22.
6 B. de Sousa Santos，“Beyond Neoliberal Govemance: The World Social Forum as Subaltem 
Cosmopolitan Politics and Legality" in B. De Sousa Santos & C.A. Rodriguez-Garavito (edsよLawand
Globalization斤'omBelow: Towards a CosmopolU，仰 Legality(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2005)， 
3. 
7 Id.， 29. 
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most of these scales of law means that they may address their problems in dimensions 

that are beyond the comprehension of intemational law. That is， their activities are not 

conceived in terms of intemational law's divisions of jurisdiction， and therefore may 

transcend， or exist separately企omthem. What Santos calls these subaltem “transcalar" 

actions find a resonance in the nature of disaster itself. Disasters， depending on their 

conceptualisation， may be seen as social sufferings that are entirely local and several， as 

in the case of earthquakes and landslides. They may also be seen as having their causes 

and solutions in the transnational or the regional， as a result of globalisation and 

development processes such as in the cases of climate change and nuclear accidents. 

Accordinglぁwhatis sought to be encapsulated by the notion of the “local" here is the 

idea that non-state actors， and in particular， what is called here the local， may act to solve 

the disaster.四 relatedproblems that they perceive in ways that may be unrelated to the 

notions of legal jurisdiction， based on certain notions of time and space， that constitute the 

foundations of intemationallegal analysis and practice. 

This notion of the local draws from the notions of civil society， global civil societぁand

transnational social movements， and recognises that the relationship between the social 

and legal domains is not one that is constituted by the imposition of law's values and 

goals to society; rather， it is a dialectical relationship圃 everyday practices impact the law 

just as much as law regulates the every day. This requires the acknowledgement that there 

are forms of social mobilisation that cannot be comprehended within the systems of 

knowledge created by intemational law. The necessity of considering how intemational 

law's account of the interaction between the local， national and intemational finds support 

in Falk's assertion that the future of intemationallaw lies in the power of various po1itical 

actors， including (global) civil society actors， to legitimise and delegitimise behaviour.8 

The idea of civil society， encompassing both individuals and associations， as found in 

Gramsci's writing for example， positions it between the market and the state， and is 

frequently associated with the accountability of state and limits to power.9 Global civil 

society is the notion， growing in prominence since the 1990s that signifies transnationally 

active， informal networks and formal institutions， with a global orientation， global 

membership， or global scope.10 Global civil society has been defined as“the realm of 

non-coercive collective action around shared interests and values that operates beyond the 

8 R. Falk，“Intemational Law and the Future" in R. Falk， B. Rajagopal， J. Stevens， International Law and 
the Third World (eds.) (London: Routledge-Cavendish， 2008)， 2ト2.
9 K. Anantram， C. Chase心unn，C. & E. Reese，“Global Civil Society and the World Social Forum" in B.S. 
Tumer (edよTheRoutledge International Handbook of Globalization Studies (Oxon: Routledge， 2010)， 605， 
607. 
10 Id.，608. 
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boundaries of nation states."ll Finally， the idea of social movements has become an 

important part of the notion of collectives in intemational law's development， and 

encompasses in some ways both the notions of civil society and global civil society. 

Rajagopal， a proponent of the idea of the importance of social movements in intemational 

law， notes that views on what constitutes social movements themselves are multitudinous 

and span disciplines including sociology， anthropology and critical development studies.12 

13 Diani proposes the social movements have the following elements: 

1. They involve networks of informal interactions between a plurality of actors; 

2. They engage in political or cultural conflicts; and 

3. They organise on the basis of shared beliefs and collective identities.
14 

Rajagopal， discussing Diani's elements， observes that they are all contestable， and they 

raise more issues for consideration; for example， the notion of identities gives rise to the 

problem of understanding how such identities are formed in the first place.15 In particular， 

he notes that NGOs or NGO networks， which have dominated discussions about global 

civil society， may lead social movements， but do not constitute social movements in 

themselves.16 

The notions of civil societぁglobalsociety and social movements are analytical lenses 

through which new cultural politics can be expressed， transcending the limitations of 

discourse about states (through a realist or positivist focus) or individuals (a liberal or 

natural law orientation). Although the collective orientations of these analytical lenses 

undeniably open up new ways of seeing law， the individual is also encompassed by the 

notion of the local in this research. The reason for this is that， as was demonstrated by， for 

example， Ciraolo's actions for the IRU， in rare cases， the actions of individuals with 

political， economic and social capital may also leave their mark on intemationallaw. The 

notion of community， too， informs the local， as it can be seen that highly localised groups 

11 K. Anantram， C. Chase-Dunn & E. Reese citing the Global Civi/ Society yearbook (2006)， ibid. 
12 B. Rajagopal， International Lαw斤omBelow (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 2003)， 238. 
13 It is also worth noting that some scholars distinguish transnational advocacy networks仕omsocial 
movements. Keck and Sikkink， for example， define “transnational social movements as requiring regular 
cross-national interaction， mass mobilizations， shared understandings of issues， a common form of political 
discourse， and a collective identity. (Keck and Sikkink cited in K. Anantram， C. Chase心unn& E. Reese， 
“Global Civil Society and the World Social Forum" in B.S. Tumer (edよTheRoutledge International 
Handbook ofGlobαlization Studies (Oxon: Routledge， 2010)， 612). They define transnational advocacy 
networks as including “those actors working intemationally on an issue， who are bound together by shared 
values， a common discourse， and dense exchanges ofinformation and services." M.E. Keck & K. Sikkink， 
“Transnational Advocacy Networks in Intemational and Regional Politics" 51 (159) (1999) International 
Social Science Journal89， 89. 
14 Rajagopal citing Diani in International Lαw from Below (Cambridge: Cambridge University Pr回 s，2003)，
238-9. 
15 Id.， 239-40. 
16 Id.， 239. 
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of people， such as the community in Bhopal， or the avalanche閏 affectedin the towns of 

Ancash， Peru， banded together for a common cause to interact with intemational 

institutions of law and politics. 

7.3 lnclusion in existing institutions.・Participationin international deliberative processes 

Debates on democracy in modem intemational law， rooted in doctrines of state 

sovereignty and non-intervention， have largely been confined to two topics: the adequacy 

of democratic rights (such as the assurance of voting rights， the adequacy of elections， 

and so on) within nation states，17 and ensuring democracy (in other words， equality of 

nation-states) within the intemational sphere.18 However， the progression of globalisation 

has， in the last twenty years， blurred the traditional demarcations of the topic of 

democracy in intemational legal discourse， and led scholars to consider how the local 

may participate in institutionalised intemational deliberative processes to address the 

“democratic deficit" that has developed.19 

The limitations that have dogged the intemationallegal debate have led to considerations 

of intemational law's interactions with intemational relations. The discussion 

intemationallaw's role with regard to democracy can， in the opinions of these scholars， 

broadly be stated to lie in law's capacity to create institutions and in its power to provide 

legitimacy for new political structures， and the enforcement of rights. Franck， for example， 

in a consideration of the history of intemational law from the era of the LoN， considers 

that intemational law is moving towards global govemance， in part of his argument that 

an institutional extension of the individual intemational entitlement (in his words) of 

democracy is coming into being. Franck considers that collective security can be taken as 

an example of the development of intemational govemance， arguing that the UN Security 

Council is becoming an intemational legislature.2o This can be seen in the fact that the 

Security Council's acts are legally binding on all states， and therefore erode state 

sovereignty. In addition， Franck argues th剖 thedevelopment of the law of war is 

emblematic of the development of the entitlement to democracy， as it has progressively 

I打7Some examples 0ぱft白hiおstype ofdωisc∞ourse are F.R. Te白s叩on民1し，
(1992) Columbia Law Review 53-102; G.H. Fox， 
in G.H. Fox and B.R. Roth (edsよDemocraticGovernance and International Law (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press， 2000)， 48-90; R. Post，“Democracy and Equality"均leFaculty Scholarship Series， Paper 
177 (2005) <htゆ:// digitalcommons.law. yale.edu/fssyapers/ 1 77>. 
'0 See e.g. J. Crawford & S. Marks，“The Global Democracy Deficit: an Essay in Intemational Law and its 
Limits" in D. Archibugi， D. Held， M. Kohler (eds.)， Re-imagining Po/itical Community (Oxford: Polity Press， 
1998) 72-3; Y. Kiriyama， Minshushugi no kokusaihδ(Internationα1 Law of Democracy)， (Tokyo: Y曲ikaku，
2001)，237-240. 
19 See e.g. J. Cr悶awf必or吋d&S. Mar此ks久，
Limits" in D. Archibugi， D. Held， M. Kohler (eds.)， Re-imagining Political Community (Oxford: Polity Press， 
1998) 72-3; R. Falk & A Strauss，“Toward Global Parliament" 80 (2001) Foreign Affairs 212胴 220.
山T.Franck， 
1998)，218-244. 
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undermined the concept of state sovereignty.21 On the basis of the gradual disintegration 

of the doctrine of sovereignty that is represented by the developments in the Security 

Council and the law of war are signifiers of the emerging governmental character of 

intemationallaw， Franck proposes that a second chamber to the UNGA， directlyelected 

by the people of the world， be established in order to achieve fair global govemance 

through intemational decision幽 makinginstitutions?2 

Another prominent proponent of the democratisation of intemational law is Held， who 

considers that the concept of democracy must be rethought so as to accommodate the 

various processes of globalisation， such as trade， finance， environmental problems， 

multinational corporations and security problems.23 According to Held， the traditional 

notion of democracy can no longer be sustained by the new nature of intemational 

society; the existence of multiple and overlapping networks of power that involve welfare， 

culture， econom)らandcoercive relations causing problems that cannot be addressed in the 

Westphalian model ofworld order:
24 

“We are compelled to recognize that we live in a complex interconnected world where the 

extensity， intensity and impact of issues (economic， political or environmental) raise questions 

about where those are appropriately addressed. Deliberative and decision-making centres 

beyond national territories are appropriately situated when those significantly af:fected by a 

public matter constitute a cross-border or transnational grouping， when ‘lower' levels of 

decision-making cannot manage and discharge satisfactorily transnational or intemational 

policy questions， and when the principle of democratic legitimacy can only be properly 

redeemed in a transnational context.，，25 

Held posits that democracy must be rethought so that it can be secured in the pursuit and 

enactment of various civil， political and social rights in intergovernmental and 

transnational power structures that are“an element of， and yet cut across the territorial 

boundaries of the nation-state，，;26 cosmopolitan democracy is his solution. Unlike the 

traditional notion of democracy， cosmopolitan democracy is not based on locality and 

21 Id.，“Chapter 8ぺ245-283.
22 Id.， 483. 
23 See e.g. D. Held， “Democαra配cyand Globa叫副li包za幻tiぬon円 inD. Ar氏ch悩libug♂i，D. Held & M. Kδ hl吐le釘r(伊ed由s.吋.)
Re-imαgi初ni的!r切ngPol.的iμtiたicalCommunif)砂J(Stan:fi白or吋d:St旬an:fi白or吋dUniversity Press， 1998)， 14-21. 
24 D. Held，“Democracy and the New Intemational Order" in D. Archibugi & D. Held (eds.)， Cosmopolitan 
Democracy:・AnAgendafora New World Order (Cambridge: Polity Press， 1995)，99・109;D. Held， 
Democracy and the Global Order: From the Modern State ωCosmopolitan Governance (Cambridge: Polity 
Press， 1995)， 272. 
25 D. Held，“Democracy and Globalization" in D. Archibugi， D. Held & M. Kohler (eds.)， Re-imagining 
Political Community (Stanford: Stanford University Press， 1998)， 22. 
26 D. Held，“Democracy and the New Intemational Order" in D. Archibugi & D. Held (eds.)， Cosmopolitan 
Democracy:・AnAgenda forαNew World Order (Cambridge: Polity Pr田 s，1995)， 106. 
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place， but rather on the idea that govemance issues may require responses企omvarious 

jurisdictions， one of which is the transnational networks of power that govem the various 

facets of people's lives.27 Cosmopolitan democracy involves reform of intemationallaw 

and political process. In terms of the latter， Held proposes that cosmopolitan law would 

require rules for political decision-making to be enshrined within national and 

intemational parliaments and assemblies， and the extension of the jurisdiction of 

intemational courts so that groups and individuals would be able to sue political 

authorities to ensure implementation and enforcement of rights and obligations.28 Global 

law would be bound by a transnationallegislative and executive， which would involve the 

creation of regional parliaments so that their decisions become recognised as legitimate 

sources of regional and intemational regulation.29 He proposes the creation of a second 

UN chamber， the compulsory jurisdiction before the lntemational Court of Justice， the 

creation of a new intemational Human Rights Court in the short term.30 Further， he 

proposes that the achievement of autonomy must be conceived as being based not in a 

hierarchical system of power， but one that is based on the implementation of rights and 

obligations in an array ofpolitical， economic and social spheres.31 

Held， as one of the most prominent proponents of the idea of cosmopolitan democracy， 

has faced criticism regarding his vision of law and its role in linking the voices 企om

below to intemational decision聞 makingabove. Crawford and Marks， for example， doubt 

whether the jurisdiction of the lntemational Court of Justice compulsory would assist in 

realising global democracy. They argue that such an enhancement would not necessarily 

mean that the Court would fulfil the democratic roles of enforcing law and safe回 guarding

rights that have been infringed by govemment action， as individuals would first need to 

be given standing to make a petition to the court in the first place. The court would in tum 

require an expansion in size and facilities in order to play an effective role.32 Alston has 

made similar arguments with regard to the recent proposal for an Intemational Court of 

Human RightS.33 Crawford and Marks further consider that the elevation of UNGA 

resolutions to a source of intemationallaw has already been widely recognised， but that it 

must also be bome in mind that the UNGA acts as an executive and not a legislative 

27 Id.， 112・3.
28 D. Held， Democracy and the Global Order: From the Modern State to Cosmopolit，αn Governαnce 
(Cambridge: Polity Press， 1995)， 272. 
日 Id.， 273. 
30 Id.， 279. 
31 Id.， 276. 
3幻2J. Cr悶awfiおor吋d&S.匙M匂ar水ks，
D.Ar氏chiぬbug到i，D. Held， M. Kohler (eds.)， Re-imagining Political Community (Oxford: Polity Press， 1998)， 
83. 

33 P. Alston，“Against a World Court for Human Rights". Paper presented at the Fourth Conference ofthe 
Japan Chapter ofthe Asian Society ofIntemational Law (2013). Paper on file with the author. 
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organ of the UN. 34 

These， among other criticisms，35 have not deterred scholars from recognising the 

significance ofthe work ofHeld and Falk for those who are excluded by intemationallaw 

from law's creation， interpretation and implementation. Al Attar and Thompson， for 

example， elucidate a plan for “multi-level democracy" as one way in which TWAIL's 

commitment to reforming the intemational order that facilitates inequity can be expressed. 

Rather than a reliance on the “passive" act of participation in elections for proposals such 

as Falk's global parliament，36 they seek to reinforce the idea of global citizenship via 

deliberation and participation in intemationallaw-making processes.37 Based largely on 

Held's writings， they endorse the injection of elements of citizen participation in 

intemational law-making through cosmopolitan democracy. They argue that a plural 

democratic public forum must be established to realise the self-determination of peoples， 

such as can be found in the Bolivarian Alliance for the Americas (ALBA)， a regional 

organisation comprised of Venezuela， Cuba， Bolivia， Ecuador， Nicaragua， Dominica， 

Antigua and Barbuda， and St. Vincent and the Grenadines. ALBA features a Council of 

Social Movements， which links national councils represented by delegates from local 

community groups of member-states. The Council operates with the top-level Council of 

Ministers in order to channel popular opinion into ALBA work. This structure brings the 

local closer to regional and national scales. Al Attar and Thompson， who give some other 

examples to demonstrate the workability of decentralising and localising management and 

deliberative processes，ノ argueultimately that democratic govemance can transcend the 

bounds that intemationallaw has thus far posed.38 

34 1. Crawford & S. Marks，“The Global Democracy Deficit: an Essay in Intemational Law and its Limits" in 
D. Archibugi， D. Held， 恥M.Kohleぽr(付ed白s.よRe 四-imη1αgi的ni的ngPol的iμti伝iCαalComη1mη1uni の砂i(Oxford: Polity Press， 1998)， 
83. 
35 For example， Kiriyama cites the criticism of Zolo， who points out that in assessing Held's argument， 
problems that have a global character and problems that can only be solved by an extra-state transnational 
political authority should be distinguished. The latter is a weak argument for intervention， because it requires 
仕oma centralised power， a decentralised， non-hierarchical order. Zolo posits that Held's discussion of 
cosmopolitan democracy is implicitly predicated on an analogy between domestic civil society and global 
society， which is inherently problematic. Globalisation does not create uniform cultural characteristics; it 
often has the opposite of effect of reinforcing cultural identity. Further， Zolo believes that the gap between 
economic and political development should be considered: globalisation， an element ofproduction， is not 
necessarily the same as global socio-economic integration， and further， globalisation runs in paral1el to the 
concentration of political and legal power. Legal globalisation is tuming into a juridical intemationalism， as 
can be seen in the establishment ofthe Intemational Criminal Court， and the deployment ofNATO troops. In 
this way， cosmopolitan democracy retains its links to European， Christian， and naturallaw hegemony. T. 
Kiriyama， Minshushugi no kokusaihδ(International Lαw 01 Democracy)， (Tokyo: Y由ikaku，2001)，250. 
36 M. Al Ataar， R. Thompson，“How the Multi-Level Democratisation ofIntemational Law-Making Can 
Effect Popular Aspirations Towards Self-Determination" in 3(1) (2011) Trade， Law and Development 65， 
93-4 
37 Id.， 91. 
38 Id.99・100.
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7.4 Embracing Otherness:・Thestrategic use of internationallaw by the locαl 

Santos is of the view that“suba1tem cosmopolitan legality is never formulated as a legal 

strategy but rather as a political strategy that comprises legal components" and moreover， 

they do not just focus on the redistribution of social qualities， but also recognise that a 

balance must be struck between equalities and differences.39 The “extra-institutional 

approaches，，40 reviewed here encourage the interaction of suba1tem and intemational 

legal knowledge through the politicisation of subaltem issues， in which intemational law 

comprises only one component. 

Prominent among scholars advocating an extra-institutional approach to the expression of 

suba1tem consciousness is Falk， who emphasises the importance of the role of 

transnational networks of grassroots organisations as participants of civil society，41 since 

the debut of the non-state actor， and in particular， the participation of NGOs in 

intemational conferences from the 1970s.42 This new development initiated a new era in 

global policy， in which political participation can no longer be reduced to govemments 

acting on behalf of people， allowing the humanist activities of the UN， its human rights 

institutions， among others， to become more prominentρHe points out that without 

deepening democracy in response to the realities of the interdependence of the world， the 

changing nature of democracy that is implied by the growing role of non-state actor 

participation in global policy will remain just the sign of a different type of democracy 

and nothing more.44 Falk's u1timate vision is the achievement ofhumane govemance4S -

which is defined to be the achievement of rights for all people， and the most vulnerable， 

as a way of seeking to resolve conflict and establish order without violence46 -of which 

one dimension is the achievement of cosmopolitan democracy. Cosmopolitan democracy 

according to Falk provides the basis for creating procedures and practices that link 

individuals and groups with institutions.47 In pursuing humane govemance and therefore， 

cosmopolitan democracy， an integral part of the struggle is global civil society， which 

39 B. De Sousa Santos，“Beyond Neoliberal Govemance: The World Social Forum as Subaltem 
Cosmopo1itan Politics and Legality" in B. De Sousa Santos & c.A. Rodriguez-Garavito (edsよLawand
G/obalization斤'omBelow: Towards a Cosmopolitan Legality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2005)， 
61. 
40 Here， the word “institution" refers to the institutions related to the existing state-centric intemational 
legal system and intemational relations. 
41 E.g. R. Falk， On Humane Governance:・Towarda New Globα1 Politics (Cambridge: Polity Press， 1995). 
42 R. Falk， Law inαn Emerging Global Village: A Post-Westphalian Perspective (Transnational Publishers: 
NewYork， 1998)，221. 
43 R. Falk，“The United Nations and Cosmopolitan Democracy: Bad Dream， Utopian Fantasy， Political 
Project" in D. Archibugi， D. Held， M. Kohler， (edsよRe-imaginingPolitical Community: Studies in 
Cosmopolitan Democracy (Oxford: Polity Press， 1998)， 320・1.
44 Id.， 323・4.

45 The elements of human govemance are the agreement of citizens， the rule of law， human rights， 
participation，accomt油ili臥 commo叩叫andnon-violen侃

) E.g. R. Falk， On Humane Governance:・TowαrdaMの11G/obal Politics (Cambridge: Polity Press， 1995)，9. 
47 Id.， 254. 
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plays a part in ensuring democracy and the implementation of intemational rights and 

obligations initiatives， putting various abuses on the political agenda of major states and 

intemational institutions.
48 

Falk considers that the European Union may be an 

appropriate model for the transformation of the intemational system，49 but does not give 

concrete ideas for the achievement of his vision. Falk and Strauss， however， in 2001 

suggested that the requisite raw political will for the establishment of a global parliament 

already existed. Their proposed body would be constituted by the global citizenry. 

Members would not be bound by the intemational legal doctrine of pact，αsunt servanda， 

and therefore would not be able to opt out of collective efforts， such as those aimed at 

protecting the environment.50 Falk and Strauss respond to anticipated criticism that the 

proposed body would be so diverse as to be inherently unstable by pointing to the 

example ofthe European Union.51 

The World Social Forum (WSF) was established in 2001 as a response to the World 

Economic Forum， a forum of co中orateand political elites who meet in Davos， 

Switzerland， to consider problems that are exacerbated by globalisation. The WSF， 

initially organised by the Brazilian labour movement and the landless peasant movement， 

was first held in 2001， has some parallels in terms of goals of， and justifications for， the 

global parliament that Falk and Strauss envisioned. The WSF， in its most technical 

definition， is an annual meeting of civil society organisations， and is the largest annual 

intemational gathering of participants in the global justice movement. Its aim is to show 

that there are altematives to neoliberal globalisation.52 Santos describes it as “the set of 

initiatives of transnational exchange among social movements and NGOs， articulating 

local， national， or global social struggles conducted... against all the forms of oppression 

brought about or made possible by neoliberal globalization.，，53 The WSF is the set of 

forums organised on its Charter of Principlesヲbutalso includes the other forums that have 

meetings in parallel to the WSF such as the Forum of Local Authorities， the World 

Parliament Forum， the World Education Forum， the World Forum of Judges， the World 

Trade Unions Forum， the World Water Forum， the World Choral Forum， the World Junior 

Forum， and the Forum of Sexual Diversity， and includes the initiatives that have taken 

48 Id.， Chapters 6 and 7. 
49 R. Falk， Law in an Emerging G!oba! Village: A Post-Westphalian Perspective (Transnational Publishers: 
NewYork，1998). 
50 R. Falk & A. Strauss，“Toward Global Parliament" 80 (2001) Fore伊 Affairs212， 216. 
51 Id.， 217. 
52 K. Anantram， C. Chase-Dunn & E. Reese，“Global Civil Society and the World Social Forum" in B.S. 
Tumer (ed.)， The Rout!edge lnternationa! Handbook ofG!obαlization Studies (Oxon: Routledge， 2010)， 615. 
53 B. De Sousa Santos，“Beyond Neoliberal Govemance: The World Social Forum as Subaltem 
Cosmopolitan Politics and Legality" in B. De Sousa Santos & C.A. Rodriguez-Garavito (eds.)， Law and 
G!obalization斤omBelow.・Towardsa Cosmopolitan Legality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2005)， 
44. 
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place under the auspices of each of these forums.
54 

The WSF is a phenomenon that is 

difficult to describe， not being a scholarly conference， an NGO， or social movement; 

白rther，it is not structured according to any of the models of modem po1itical 

organization， such as democratic centralism， representative democrac弘 orparticipatory 

democracy. 55 Participation is voluntary and is minimalist in its conditions for 

participation: only groups or movements advocating violence are excluded under its 

Charter of Principles. In 2005， Santos opined that the WSF“holds no clearly defined 

ideology， in determining either what it rejects or what it asserts"，56 thereby creating a 

space for new expressions of the political. Despite being optimistic about the WSF's 

potential， Santos acknowledged that there were “cleavages" within the WSF， such as that 

between the Westem and non-Westem political cultures;57 participants from the North 

and South， resulting in difference between the white Latin American and North Atlantic 

organisations， and the indigenous， African and Asian organisations and movements.58 By 

contrast， in 2013， Conway holds a markedly different view of the WSF's significance. 

Conway is of the opnion that: 

“The WSF is simultaneously among the finest expressions of the emancipator traditions of 

westem modemity and a site for the reproduction of their contradictions， hierarchies， and 

exc1usions. The WSF is producing ‘others' who are consigned to its edges... The WSF is a 

product and an expression of the emancipatory traditions of Westem modemity. It is a site for 

the contentious interplay of liberalisms， socialisms， anarchisms and feminisms under 

historically new conditions of global network society， aggressive neoliberal capitalist expansion， 

and neo-imperialist violence in the name of anti四terrorism.With the appearance of the Wor1d 

Social Forum， we see a new modality of the political that breaks in significant with modem 

rationalities on the left and is transformative for its participating movements.，，59 

In evaluating the WSF， Conway finds that it remains an “open space" that is too unwieldy 

and too diffuse to be captured by statist interests， or institutionsヲ andit has enabled 

subaltems to become protagonists on the stage of global justice.60 HO¥yever， Conway 

concludes that the price of this uncontainable plurality is paid by subaltems in another 

form of subordination: partial inclusion which results in the inability to fully access the 

WSF， and thereby become protagonists over the terms ofthe WSF.61 

54 Id.， 44・5.
55 Id.， 46. 
56 Id.， 46. 
57 Id.， 49 
58 Id.， 49. 
59 J.M. Conway， Edges ofGlobal Justice: The World Soci・α1Forum and its 'Others' (Oxon: Rout1edge， 2013)， 
2. 
60 Id.， 145. 
61 Ibid. 
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In spite these emerging drawbacks in the counter-hegemonic vision of the WSF， it cannot 

be denied that it holds significance as a method for the local connect and exchange 

information regarding their areas of concem. This function can be understood企omthe 

point of view of intemational law as being an indicator of view of the legitimacy of 

intemational legal regimes from below that cannot， and should not， be ignored. The 

politicisation of issues that the WSF facilitates may be seen as a source from which the 

process of deep revision ofintemationallaw's foundations and origin story may begin. 

The strategic use of the “pluralisation of normative opportunities for contestation，，62 is 

another way of challenging the status quo manifested and maintained by intemationallaw. 

More specifically， on this approach to subaltem politics and law， local， national and 

intemational spaces are used strategically to find paths to justice that stay outside the 

bounds of institutions， and are therefore not restricted to operation in any one level of 

jurisdiction.63 That is， as with most problems related to globalisation， issues are regulated 

through “myriad public and private arrangements that constitute a legal kaleidoscope 

rather than a legal system" in the absence of effective transnational govemance 

institutions.64 Thus for example， in considering the anti聞 sweatshopmovement's struggle 

over labour rights in Mexico， Rodriguez-Garavito notes that in the battlefield between 

hegemonic and counter.同 hegemonicactors， both take advantage of the kaleidoscopic 

nature of the legallandscape， strategically utilising soft and hard law sources and the gaps 

and inconsistencies created by overlapping jurisdictions in order to establish a hierarchy 

of interpretation of legal norms.65 Similarly， Arriscado et al. explore the social movement 

in Brazil against co-incineration in terms of Santos' vision of cosmopolitan legality. 

Arriscado et al. discuss the case of a social movement， the Committee for Struggle 

Against Co-Incineration， which opposed the creation of co-incineration facilities 

advocated for by two cement companies in Portugal. Initiatives taken by local citizens 

involved petitions to parliament， requests for govemment decisions to be revoked， 

initiatives by the Committee for discussion of the drafting of legislation regarding 

co閏 incinerationwith members of Parliament， demonstrations， litigation， advocacy for 

62 J. Arriscado Nunes， M. Matias， S. Costa，“BottomべlpEnvironmental Law and Democracy in the Risk 
Society: Portuguese Experiences in the European Context" in B. De Sousa Santos & C.A. 
Rodriguez-Garavito， (eds.)， Lω11 and Globalization from Below:・Towardsa Cosmopolitan Legality 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2005)， 375. 
63 B. Rajagopal，“Limits ofLaw in Counter-Hegemonic Globalization: The Indian Supreme Court and the 
Narmada Valley Struggle" in B. De Sousa Santos & C.A. Rodriguez心aravito(eds.)， Lαw and Globalization 
斤'OmBelow:・Towardsa Cosmopolitan Legality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2005)，183. 
明c.A.Rodriguez-Garavito，“Nike's Law: The Anti-Sweatshop Movement， Transnational Co中orations，
and the Struggle Over Intemational Labor Rights in the Americas" in B. De Sousa Santos & c.A. 
Rodriguez田 Garavito(eds.)， Law and Globalizationfrom Below:・Towardsa Cosmopolitan Legality 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2005)， 65. 
65 Id.64・91
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reform to existing legislation at both the local and national levels， the strategic use of 

European Commission directives on waste management etc.66 Arriscado et al. find that 

the Committee's use of the law of the hegemony， e.g. litigation for企eedomof 

information， and for contesting the legitimacy of actions taken by hegemonic forces such 

as the government and the companies， are expressions of the counter-hegemonic use of 

the law.67 

However， in contrast to these relatively positive views on the capacity of intemational 

legal tools to be subverted by subaltems， Rajagopal considers that“there are important 

forms of Third World resistance that remain beyond the discursive仕ameworkof 

intemationallaw.，，68 Rajagopal， discussing the case of India's Working Women's Forum 

(WWF)， considers that the importance of intemational social movements and 

intemational NGOs is increasingly highlighted in counter-hegemonic uses of the law， as 

for example， expressed in Franck's right to democratic govemance. Even so， the praxis of 

the WWF， which is limited largely to the domestic domain， shows that the predictions of 

many scholars are as yet premature.69 Equally， the political and economic models that are 

promoted by the West， such as India's adoption of economic policy that ref1ects 

Washington policy that encourages privatisation， marketisation， liberalisation， etc.， is 

likely to have adverse effects on the everyday lives of lndian women. lndia's 

Washington回 basedpolicy will make integral parts of the WWF's work in helping lndian 

women exponentially more difficult， by， for example， increasing transport costs and 

lowering access to resources and information.70 

7.5 Evaluation: Subαltern strategies， internαtionallawαnd disaster 

The approaches to intemationallaw and subaltemity that are outlined above show that the 

knowledge and worlds of marginalised people at the local level already interact with the 

intemational law's knowledge system. Further， as the examples of the WSF and the 

strategic use of intemational legal tools and weakness demonstrate， those marginalised by 

the dominant expressions of economic， political and social power are not passive victims 

in the face of their suffering. In the same way， victims of disaster are not passive in the 

face of the suffering unleashed by the coihcidence of their vulnerabilities with extemal 

catalysts. 

66 J. Arriscado Nunes， M. Matias S. Costa，“Bottom-up Environmental Law and Democracy in the Risk 
Society: Portuguese Experiences in the European Context" in B. De Sousa Santos & C.A. 
Rodriguez-Garavito， (eds.)， Law and Globalizationjト'OmBelow: Towards a Cosmopolitan Legαlity 
(Cambridge: Camb耐 geUniversity Press 2005)，371-6. 
01 Id.， 377-8. 
68 B. R司agopal，lnternational Lαw斤'omBelow (Camb刈 ge:Cambridge University Press， 2003)，284 
0ツ Id.，285. 
70 Ibid. 
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The central problem for justice in intemational disaster law lies in the correlation between 

margina1isation and the heightened risk of being adversely affected in disaster. This 

correlation is， for the most part， overlooked by the current and proposed IDL， in that it 

creates a system of knowledge about disaster. In IDL， what is needed to address and 

prevent disaster that is state同 centric，and does not enable or recognise that people， let 

alone marginalised people may protest the imposition of state-defined rights and needs. 

The current discourse on inc1usive disaster risk reduction strategies tends to focus on 

building the resi1ience of vulnerable groups. Though it is acknowledged that the context 

in which vulnerable groups live is critical and that there are many social， political and 

economic factors that conspire to perpetuate vulnerability， this type of thinking is rarelY 

reflected in the planning or in the implementation of disaster risk reduction strategies.71 

The examples above show that there are altematives to IDL's cosmology; subaltem 

subversion of the law is a tangible possibi1ity. 

In terms of practical use， the extra幽 institutionalapproaches are the only strategies usable 

by marginalised people at this stage of the development of law and institutions. 

Furthermore， the approaches of Franck and Held， while revolutionary in terms of the wish 

to institutionalise methods for subaltemity to speak in the political world， will create more 

categories of exc1usion. The WSF， a body created to be an all-inc1usive，“open space"， is 

an example of the problems of institutionalisation of opportunities for marginalisation. 

This indicates that creation of intemational rights or obligations that facilitate the actions， 

orthe “speech" of marginalised people in relation to disaster， being grounded in a system 

that is founded on the “Otherぺisultimately subject to the same weaknesses.72 

What have been called extra-institutional approaches in the preceding discussion show 

that there is no one strategy that should be used by marginalised people in politicising the 

issue of disaster四 related marginalisation. Rather， a multi-pronged strategy that 

incorporates intemationallaw as one element of raising po1itical awareness of local issues 

of marginalisation and creating political pressure for change should be used. Such a 

strategy is based on the knowledge that the meaning of disaster is determined at least in 

part by people， and more often by the marginalised. Further， while causes and solutions 

may be transnational in nature， the experience of disaster that solutions are aimed at 

addressing may only be determined by first understanding that experience of disaster 

71 United Nations Intemational Strategy for Disaster Reduction Asia-Pacific， Background paper: Issues of 
均 lnerabilitywith争ecificRφrence to Gender in the Asia Pacific: Post-2015 Framework戸rDisaster Risk 
Reduction Consultations (UNISDR: Geneva， 2013)， 5. 
72 See e.g. A. Anghie Imperiαlism， Sovereignty and the Making of International Law (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press， 2004). 
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and/or marginalisation and the risk of disaster. Thus， an understanding of intemational 

law as a means of facilitating speech， and the necessity of“translatorsぺthatis， academics 

who are fluent in the language of intemationallaw， and are open to the idea that the status 

of victimhood as a result of disaster is the product of a process of communication 

between the elites using intemational law at the national and intemational levels are 

necessary. 

This wider view of the role of law in people's， and in particular， marginalised people's， 

lives， is arguably closer to the lived experience of intemational law relating to disaster 

than the discussions of intemational rights and state obligations that the current 

intemational debate on disaster is occupied with. The products of that debate， which may 

include state obligations to addressing disaster-related marginalisation， may be of fu加re

benefit to marginalised people. The “kaleidoscopic" nature of the legallandscape， with all 

of its attendant ambiguities and contradictions should be exploited by people to achieve 

more just outcomes. In particular， the absence of the element of participation by people 

and， in particular， the marginalised， in the ILC's draft articles regarding disaster relief， as 

well as the HFA's vague commands on mitigation， prevention and preparedness for 

natural disaster， could strategically be used by those marginalised people on the outside of 

their local society， as well as national and intemational society. 

However， at least two problems with this approach to IDL can be foreseen. Firstly， not all 

the actions emanating from the local may be progressive， or in the interests of the 

marginalised. Further， what may be of benefit for one movement or group or individual 

may not be of benefit for another. This is multiplied when considered on the global scale. 

Secondly， a problem that cuts to the heart of the argument that IDL and its relationship to 

the marginalised should be left ambiguous， is that the law is quite unambiguous in its 

jurisdiction: the history ofthe development ofthe law， such as Camille Gorge's admission 

in the time of the IRU that any disaster other than natural disaster would cause political 

controversぁandthe overall emphasis on natural disaster in intemational documents since 

the time of Vattel， shows that political opinion is against the adoption of definitions of 

disaster that are not natural， particularly where it would clash with disasters related to 

processes of development. Specifically， technological accidents， such as Bhopal's gas 

leak， which occurred as a result of the Indian govemment's promotion of a Westem ideal 

of development， as well as the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant accident in Japanラ show

the political difficulty in gamering acceptance of disasters that are linked to the desire for 

economic advantage. However， the effect of the ILC's draft articles， which does not 

distinguish between man-made and natural disasters， will be. It opens up new possibilities 

for use by subaltems， if taken in conjunction with the lack of elucidation of space for 
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subaltems in the legal schema it envisions. 

Despite these problems， it can be seen that disaster， its victims and solutions for it， are a 

contestation of ideas in which intemational law is just one weapon. In order to maximise 

the effectiveness of intemationallaw pertaining to disaster for the benefit of marginalised 

people， the marginalised themselves are of course， the start and end point， but academics 

and legal experts as “translators" are also indispensible. Academics play critical roles in 

drawing attention to and generating knowledge of the multifariousness of the concept of 

disaster， and therefore the forms of disaster-related marginalisation. Social movements， 

communities， and， in rare cases， individuals， all those that make up the abstract concept of 

the local， can challenge the institutions that underlie the political reasons for 

marginalisation， and rework the cultural politics of marginalisation， while also helping 

those who are marginalised in concrete ways. Thus， the local， in conjunction with elites， 

such as academics， that can speak the language of intemational law， play important roles 

in occupying the spaces outside intemational law， in order to change knowledge about 

what disaster is， who suffers as a result， and what should be done about it， in order to 

make its operation fairer. In this way， also， the limitations of IHRL as the sole mechanism 

for subaltems to speak in intemationallaw may be overcome. 
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Chapter Eight. Conclusions:羽Thatis internationallaw good for? 

It is now possible to answer the questions posed at the beginning of the dissertation 

regarding whether， and to what extent intemational law， in the fonn of intemational 

disaster rules and IHRL， address the correlation between marginalisation. Firstly， with 

regard to IDL's potential to address the concems of marginalised people in disaster， it can 

be seen that although intemational disaster rules have， throughout history， primarily 

regulated intra四 stateinteraction in the immediate aftennath of sudden onset natural 

disasters， documents such as the Yokohama Strategy， HFA and the ILC's Draft Artic1es on 

the Protection of Persons recognise the correlation between disaster and marginalisation. 

Even so， these documents do not elaborate the legal ramifications of this recognition， 

leaving the significance of this legal space ambiguous. Recent IDL documents therefore 

seem to leave an opening for these instruments to be used， via advocacy， lobbying， or 

academic discourse etc.， to address the correlation between marginalisation and disaster. 

However， a historical examination of m司or intemational disaster instruments 

demonstrates that there exists a tension between the doctrine of sovereignt払 financialand 

political pragmatism， and compassion in the creation and application of instruments that 

has been resolved by resorting to arguments of neutrality and vulnerability. In considering 

how the arguments of neutrality have been made， it can be seen that the content of 

neutrality has been captured almost solely by the will of powerful donor states. Similarly 

c1aims regarding vulnerability have remained state-centric: they are defined in tenns of 

vulnerability immediately following disasters， or the economic underdevelopment of 

developing countries. IDL is therefore too open to capture by states， and creates an 

epistemology of disaster that only ever exists alongside the interests of people; never 

converging with them. IDL can be conc1uded to be of limited potential utility in 

addressing the correlation between marginalisation and disaster. 

IHRL has been used by theorists and practitioners alike to counter the state-centricity of 

disaster in the past decade. IHRL seems favourably positioned to carry out this role; it 

places the individual at the centre of legal concem， provides a language and mechanisms 

that individuals can use to bring the attention of elite law-makers to their plight， and 

recognises certain fonns of vulnerability. The practice and theory of IHRL show that 

IHRL can be used to bring to light things that fit into the rubric of disaster to a certain 

degree. However， for subaltems， who exist outside dominant society， IHRL is ineffective 

in certain circumstances， such as in cases of extreme marginalisation， when its concems 

run parallel to the interests of potential and actual disaster victims， but never fully 

expresses their concems. It is also ineffective in the sense that IHRL's scope， which is 

ineluctably linked to development discourse， is limited where development-related 
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disasters are concemed. The scope of IHRL is also greatly reduced by the presurnption 

that only the relationship between states and individuals is legally relevant: the causes and 

adaptations to disaster in current globalising processes play out on scales that have no 

relation to the neat categorisations of jurisdiction of intemational and dornestic action 

envisaged by IHRL. Thus， the use of IHRL to address disaster-related rnarginalisation 

also faces serious lirnitations， although the potential scope for its utility and effectiveness 

exceeds that of IDL. However， these lirnitations should wam against perceiving of IHRL 

as the sole， or even the prirnary， rnethod of countering the state向 centrisrnof IDL. 

Thus， IDL and IHRL create systerns ofknowledge that prec1ude their use by rnarginalised 

people; IDL and IHRL do not recognise or address the rnu1tifarious forrns of disaster and 

rnargina1isation. One way forward is the politicisation of disaster and rnarginalisation 

issues. An exarnination of extra-legal rneans of changing dorninant cu汀entsof thought 

surrounding disaster， vulnerability and access to law by those excluded企ornrnainstrearn 

forrns of legal cornrnunication shows that the “dernocracy deficit" in intemational law 

rnight be addressed through the creation of a new， cosrnopolitan dernocracy， or 

“counter回 hegernonicglobalisation". The forrner rnay constitute a solution for the 

correlation between rnarginalisation and disaster by institutionalising spaces for the local 

in deliberative political processes. The latter is constituted by the strategic use of 

intemational law as it dictated by the needs of rnarginalised people. In evaluating these 

rnethods for their utility in addressing the correlation between rnarginalisation and 

disaster， it can be said that the creation of a cosrnopolitan dernocracy rernains an unlikely 

developrnent in the near fu伽re.Thus， the strategy of counter回 hegernonicsubaltem 

strategies by rnarginalised people， using both intemational legal advocacy and acadernic 

thought seerns to be the rnost appropriate way of adapting to rnarginalised peoples' 

experience of disaster. This is because the causes and solutions of disaster， as they are 

understood by rnarginalised people who are not passive in the face of their suffering， rnay 

transcend the traditional cornpartrnentalisations irnposed by the orthodox view of 

intemational law. That is， the nature of disaster as it is experienced by rnarginalised 

people and how they understand the causes of disaster， as well as the way that they solve 

their problerns， rnay transcend or be entirely separate frorn the notions held individuals， 

NGOs， IGOs and states working in the legal spaces created by IDL and IHRL. 

The preceding exarnination has left a final question unanswered: for subaltems struggling 

with disasters， what is intemationallaw good for? Intemationallaw shows potential to be 

a powerful tool in relation to disaster for rnarginalised people， but it also has its own 

biases and flaws that rnean that it is， by and large， a tool with lirnited utility. Rather， as 

Chapter Seven argued， it seerns to be rnore practical to pursue“counter-hegernonic 
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globalisation"， by using law strategically， as one among many other tools of survival. 

The dissertation's conclusion about the utility of intemational law is deeply informed by 

what was referred to in Chapter One as the “postcoloniality" of law; that is， the potential 

and the limitations of using law to rectify the problems derived from dominant 

understandings of marginalisation and economic， social and political distribution. It is 

recognised that there is an asymmetry inherent in intemationallegal efforts with regard to 

disaster and marginalised people: those who are most affected by disastrous events have 

only partial status in intemationallaw and are handicapped when it comes to using these 

rules to pursue justice at the intemational level to address disaster. Disaster has been 

understood as the convergence of extemal hazard and vulnerability， while vulnerability is 

any form of marginalisation that hinders the proactive use of the law as a tool on the part 

of marginalised people to mitigate their vulnerability to disaster as they experience or 

understand it. If disaster is understood as the convergence of hazard and vulnerability， 

then the definitions of hazards and vulnerabilities are critical. Given that definitions are 

contingent upon the decision-makers interests and knowledge， and are therefore social 

constructions， understanding how hazards and vulnerabilities are seen and negotiated is 

the essential part of the equation from a legal perspective. What this underscores is the 

importance of the application of a theory of vulnerability that takes into account the 

socially negotiated nature of disaster. Put another way， disasters are socially contingent 

and are therefore as multitudinous as there are forms of vulnerability and hazards， 

therefore requiring an understanding ofthe objectives ofparticular p剖temsof distribution 

of economic， political and social resources. 

This dissertation has assumed that law is a tool that can be used to reduce vulnerability to 

disaster; that law's coercive and normative power can make environments safer for people， 

and marginalised people in particular. On the other hand， it has also acknowledged that 

such efforts are limited by social， political and economic inequalities. The existence of 

marginalisation and different types of knowledge of disasters means that no coincidence 

of agreement between stakeholders， such as govemments， experts and marginalised 

people， should be assumed to exist regarding understandings of hazards and 

vulnerabilities. The state同 centricnature of intemational law and legal discourse has often 

relied on the conf1ation of the interests of marginalised people with the interests of the 

state in which they reside. However， understanding disaster as a process of social 

negotiation regarding ideas about vulnerability and hazards means that disaster must be 

construed as the product of conf1ict about the distribution of social， economic and 

political capital that creates vulnerability and hazards. This is accentuated by the fact that 

it has been acknowledged since at least the 1970s in both academic literature and 
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intemationa1 politics， that the most marginalised -often conceived of as being the poorest， 

within states and among states -are generally those that are the most vu1nerab1e 

following a disaster in terms of allocation， and (in many cases， of their own accord， in 

order to survive) 1ive in ways that heighten vu1nerabi1ity to disaster. However， their very 

margina1isation， their “1ack of identityぺresultsin the inabi1ity or reluctance， or both， to 

use 1aw to reduce these two senses of vu1nerability. Instead， peop1e use extra回 1ega1

adaptive strategies to survive and thrive. 

In recognition of this socia1 rea1ity， it is arguab1e that 1aw's greatest significance is found 

in the negotiation of disaster definitions， and therefore who shou1d be helped and how. In 

this， 1aw has the capacity to faci1itate the process of defining disasters. This means that 

1aw's significance in addressing the corre1ation between disaster and margina1isation 1ies 

in its power to create and regu1ate the authority that identifies some phenomenon or other 

as being vu1nerability or hazard， the authority that creates the hierarchy of preferences in 

deciding which definitions of vu1nerabi1ities and hazards shou1d be adopted， as well as the 

that authority estab1ishes action that shou1d be taken to remedy that notion of disaster. On 

this view， 1aw's inherent doub1e-edged nature as a too1 that serves to 1egitimate the 

vio1ence of the power白1，and a too1 that de1egitimises that vio1ence for the benefit of the 

1egally powerless， is brought to the fore. In other words， 1aw may be seen as the medium 

that facilitates conversation between the various stakeho1ders about what vu1nerabi1ity， 

disasters， disaster victims， hazards， etc. are， by addressing unequa1 power re1ations. 

However， this function requires the recognition that there may be various theories of 

vu1nerabi1ity and margina1isation that will clash and require reso1ution. 

The foregoing chapters have shown that 1ega1 thought has been dominated by b1and 

assumptions that have been made about 1aw's capacity to address disaster四 relateddamage 

and risk. The epistemo1ogica1 scope of intemationa1 1aw is insufficient to address the 

prob1ems of disaster， because intemationa11aw is empty and at the mercy of states and the 

e1ite; it is assumed that the expansion of intemationa11aw through the elucidation of more 

ru1es will create a better system. However， this has not been accompanied by detai1ed 

considerations of actua1 imp1ementation of the 1aw. This can be seen in， for examp1e， the 

mid-term reviews of the HFA. Put another way， a1though intemationa1 disaster ru1es and 

IHRL have highlighted the importance of vu1nerability that precedes， and is subsequent to 

disaster， no theory of vu1nerability that exp1ains why some forms of vu1nerabi1ity and 

some forms of disaster are privi1eged over others can be identified. The dominant 1ega1 

discourse regarding the content of the nascent IDL and IHRL relies on the simplification 

of the concept of disaster and a simp1ification of understandings of what makes disaster 

victims. In IDL and IHRL， this is ref1ected in the assumption that victimhood and disaster 
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can be identified easily and unilaterally. In IHRL， an even more dangerous reduction of 

the notion of disaster can be found in the pervasive and unquestioned assumption that 

IHRL's victim-centrism exempts it from the pitfalls of other areas of intemationallaw， 

and that IHRL itself is the expression of justice. The idea th剖 expansionof the law， or 

that the achievement of IHRL by itself， will address vulnerability are empty promises at 

best， and fallacious views at worst. They avoid the hard questions about the economic and 

political choices that must be made to address marginalisation and disaster. Kennedy has 

aptly summarised these problems in the context of IHRL， but his observation is relevant 

to this dissertation's consideration of both IDL and IHRL:“[T]he intemational human 

rights movement often acts as if it knows what justice means， always and for everyone; 

all you need to do is adopt， implement and interpret these rights. But justice is not like 

that. People must build it anew each time， struggle for it， imagine it in new ways."l 

It is in the imagination of new ways of seeing justice that the futures of IDL and IHRL 

might be developed so that they more usefully deal with marginalisation. This can be 

done by taking into account marginalisation in creating theories of disaster vulnerability. 

IDL as it stands has little potential to be used for marginalised people， owing to its 

state-centric focus， but its undeveloped state means that there is still chance that different 

understandings can be incorporated into the creation and interpretation of future legal 

norms. An IDL that is based on some theory of vulnerability could contribute to IHRL by 

expanding IHRL's understandings of vulnerability， thereby creating wider understandings 

of a concept fundamental to it. 

If the strategic use of intemational law is pursued， along with parallel， extra-legal 

strategies for survival and advocacy， then the circulation of new ideas and information 

about previously unrecognised forms of vulnerability and marginalisation are essential. 

Academics and advocates play a significant role in the creation of what has been called 

supra“theories of vulnerability"; they act as translators between the elites above and the 

subaltems below， mediating and communicating understandings of marginalisation， 

suffering and disaster from below， so that elites above may hear the subaltem's speech. In 

this， it is essential to bear in mind the social meanings of disaster， and carry an awareness 

that the technical， mathematical languages that experts speak in is quite different to lay 

understandings of disaster， which may be infused with religion， and different again from 

political understandings， which cover disaster-related govemance issues.2 It is also 

1 D. Kennedy，“Reassessing Intemational Humanitarianism: The Dark Sides" inA. Orford (ed.)， 
International Law and its Others (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press， 2006)， 134. 
2 For a discussion of social meanings of disaster and how they may be addressed in policy， see P. Bames， 
“Approaches to Community Safety: Risk Perception and Social Meaning" Autumn (2002) Australian 
Journal 01 Emergency Management 15-23. 
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important to perceive marginalised people not as helpless， passive victims， but rather as 

people that have more often than not used adaptive strategies to cope with disasters， so as 

to open further the margins of legal response. 1n this way， local responses， in the sense 

used in Chapter Seven， as well as transcalar solutions， might be used to open intemational 

law's boundaries. 

How are understandings of vulnerability to be changed? In creating new understandings 

of disaster and vulnerability， understandings of causes of disaster in other disciplines， 

such as those in disaster anthropology and disaster sociology are of particular use. Some 

examples can be found in Wisner et al. 's Pressure and Release (PAR) model， 3 

Oliver，閉Smith'spolitical ecology model，4 and Kasperson and Pijkawa's ideas regarding 

disaster management for technological (and natural) disaster.5 

The PAR model posits th剖 thecauses of vulnerability can be traced back from unsafe 

conditions， through economic and social pressures to underlying root causes， and 

describes a chain of causation ofvulnerability. 1n the PAR model， disasters are understood 

as interactions between vulnerability and hazards. Vulnerabilities are understood as 

arising from three levels: root causes， dynamic pressures and unsafe conditions. Root 

causes encompass general and widespread processes in a societぁthatare spatiall y or 

temporal1y distant， or distant in the sense of being profoundly bound up with cultural 

assumptions and social relations that they are invisible and taken for granted.6 They 

reflect the exercise and distribution of power in a society， and the allocation of 

distribution of resources among different people， and legal definitions and enforcement of 

rights. Thus people who are economically marginal， or live in environmentally marginal 

places (such as mountainous regions， isolated regions， etc)， are often vulnerable to 

disaster because of these processes. D戸lamicpressures are processes and activities that 

translate the effects of root causes into unsafe conditions， and they are the most 

immediate manifestations of general underlying economic， social and political pattems.7 

An example that Wisner et al. give of dynamic pressures is that of neo-liberalism， which 

is the particular form that capitalist relations have taken since the 1970s and 1980s. In the 

1980s neo四 liberalstructural a司justmentpolicies were imposed on less developed countries， 

3 B. Wisner， P. Blaikie， T. Cannon， 1. Davis， At Risk: Natural Hazards， Peopleき陥lnerabilityand Disasters 
(2

na 
ed.) (Oxon: Rout1edge， 2004)， Chapter 2. 

4 A. Oliver-Smith，“Global Changes and the Definition ofDisaster" in E.L. Quarantelli (ed.)， What is a 
Disaster? Per.司pectiveson the Question (London: Routledge， 1998)， 179・196.
コR.E.Kasperson & K.D. Pijawka“Societal re叩onseto Hazards and Major Hazard Events: Comparing 
Natural and Technological Hazards" Special Issue: Emergency Management， A Challenge for Public 
Administration (1985) Public Administration Review 7・15.
6 B. Wisner， P. Blaikie， T. Cannon， 1. Davis， At Risk; Natural Hazards， People:S均lnerabilityand Disαsters 
(2na ed.) (Oxon: Rout1edge， 2004).， 52. 
7 Id.， 53. 
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which were thought to have resulted in the deterioration of health and education services 

in certain of these countries.
8 
Dynamic pressures such as structural a司justmentpolicies， 

channel root causes into particular forms of unsafe conditions that must be considered in 

relation to different types of hazards. Unsafe conditions are the specific forms in which 

the vulnerabi1ity of a population is expressed in time and space with a hazard， such as 

unsafe housing conditions， residence in hazardous locations， engaging in dangerous 

livelihoods， etc.9 
Wisner et al. 's PAR mode1 is supplemented by the “access model"， 

which allows the interactions between environment and society that create the disaster to 

be examined.
lO 

e examined. 

Oliver-Smith's political ecology model draws attention to the cultural construction of the 

re1ationship between people and the environment， and the material production of 

conditions that create vulnerability. The goal of the political ecological mode1 of disasters 

is to understand how society's vulnerability， which Oliver-Smith terms “adaptive failureヘ
is an essential element of disaster. Oliver.回 Smith，simi1ar1y to Wisner et al.， defines disaster 

as the historically produced pattem of vulnerabi1ity， evidenced in the location， 

infrastructure， socio-political structure， production pattems， and ideology that characterise 

a society.ll In Oliver-Smith's view， a political ecology situates the point of research in 

understanding how intemal differences in societies distribute the benefits of adaptational 

e百ectivenessin the short and the long term. An examination carried out under the 

political ecological mode1 requires combining an ecological企ameworkwith an analytical 

strategy that encompasses the interaction of environmental features， processes and 

resources with the nature， forms， and effects of the pattems of production， allocation and 

intemal social differentiation of society， as well as apprehending that complex societies 

are controlled by contesting interests that privilege the interests of some sectors of society 

over others.12 An example of this approach can be found in his works on the 1970 

Ancash Earthquake in Peru.13 

The previous two models focused on the natural disasters， but Kasperson and Pijawka 

provide one of the few models of vulnerabi1ity and disaster management that seek to 

8 Id 53-4. 
9 Id.， 55. 
10 B. Wisner， P. Blaikie， T. Cannon， 1. Davis， At Risk: Natural Hazards， People主れ陥u仇neraαbi山lμiの砂yαndDiωSαωsters 's F 

(2na αed.) (Oxon配1ピ:Rout成tledge鳥， 2004)，

I日1A. 01iver-Smith，“‘What is a Disaster?': Anthropological Perspectives on a Persistent Question" in 
A.Oliver-Smith & S.M. Hoffman (eds.)， The AnglアEarth:Disaster in Anthropological Perspective (New 
York: Rout1edge， 2002)， 29. 
12 Ibid. 
13 See e.g. A. O1iver-Smith，“Global Changes and the Definition ofDisaster" in E.L. Quarantelli (ed.)， What 
is a Disaster? Perspectives on the Question (London: Rout1edge， 1998)， 179凶 196;A. Oliver-Smith，“Peru's 
Five-Hundred Year Earthquake: Vulnerability in Historical Context" in A.Oliver陶 Smith& S.M. Ho舶nan
(edsよT及eAngry Earth: Disaster in Anthropological Perspective (New York: Rout1edge， 2002)， 74-88. 
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encompass natural and other disaster. Their model elaborates a chain model， based on 

hazard evolution to approach disaster management in prevention stages. The basis of 

analysis is the “downstream" management model， which considers human needs， human 

wants， choice of technology， initiating events， release of materials and human or 

biological consequences. In their model， the disaster management process is 

conceptualised as a loop of activity， around this downstream causal sequences of the 

hazard， under which four activities， hazard assessment， control analysis， control strategぁ

and implementation and evaluation are carried OUt.14 

These models might form a starting point for advocates and academics to think about 

ways in which various forms of marginalisation can be illuminated， thereby increasing the 

chance that intemationallaw perform more useful functions for marginalised people. This 

dissertation's conclusions about the faimess and utility of IDL and IHRL in addressing 

the correlation between marginalisation and disaster highlight the double-edged nature of 

law: intemational law， the handmaiden of govemment elitesラ alsopossesses a subversive 

and revolutionary capacity. This dissertation has showed that subaltems can grasp it to 

further their own ends， even if this use is use is partial， one among many others that they 

use to survive and reduce vulnerability. The nature of the subaltem is to be perpetual1y on 

the outside; law's fundamental pu叩osein creating rights is to facilitate the distribution of 

resources in the furtherance of some vlslOn of the good ensures that some form of 

marginalisation will always exist. However， by viewing intemational law as a tool of 

conversation and sporadic strategic intervention， there is hope that law's potential to be 

employed for and by subaltem to pursue justice can be brought to the fore. 

14 R.E. Kasperson & K.D. Pijawka“Societal response to Hazards and Major Hazard Events: Comparing 
Natural and Technological Hazards" Special Issue: Emergency Management， A Challenge for Public 

Administration (1985) Public Administration Review 7，ふ10.
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